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ForewordForeword

Literature InformationLiterature Information

This manual should be stored in the operator’sThis manual should be stored in the operator’s
compartment in the literature holder or seat backcompartment in the literature holder or seat back
literature storage area.literature storage area.

This manual contains safety, operation,This manual contains safety, operation,

transportation, lubrication and maintenancetransportation, lubrication and maintenance
information.information.

Some photographs or illustrations in Some photographs or illustrations in this publicationthis publication
show details or attachments that can be differentshow details or attachments that can be different
from your lift truck. Guards and covers might havefrom your lift truck. Guards and covers might have
been removed for illubeen removed for illustrativstrative purposes.e purposes.

Continuing improvement and advancement ofContinuing improvement and advancement of
product design might have caused changes to yourproduct design might have caused changes to your
lift truck which are not included in this publication.lift truck which are not included in this publication.
Read, study and keep this manual with the lift truck.Read, study and keep this manual with the lift truck.

Whenever a question arises regaWhenever a question arises regarding your lift truck,rding your lift truck,
or this publication, please consult your DOOSANor this publication, please consult your DOOSAN
dealer for the latest available information.dealer for the latest available information.

SafetySafety

The Safety Section lists basic The Safety Section lists basic safety precautions. Insafety precautions. In
addition, this section identifies the text andaddition, this section identifies the text and
locations of warning signs and labels used on thelocations of warning signs and labels used on the
lift truck.lift truck.
Read and understand the basic precautions listedRead and understand the basic precautions listed
in the Safety Section before operating orin the Safety Section before operating or
performing lubrication, maintenance and repair onperforming lubrication, maintenance and repair on
this lift truck.this lift truck.

Operator Restraint System (If Equipped)Operator Restraint System (If Equipped)

This manual contains safety, operation andThis manual contains safety, operation and
maintenance information for the DOOSAN operatormaintenance information for the DOOSAN operator

restraint system. Read, study and keep restraint system. Read, study and keep it handy.it handy.

WARNINGWARNING

Your DOOSAN truck comes equipped with anYour DOOSAN truck comes equipped with an

operator restraint system. Should it becomeoperator restraint system. Should it become

necessary to replace the seat for any reason, itnecessary to replace the seat for any reason, it
should only be replaced with another DOOSANshould only be replaced with another DOOSAN
operator restraint system.operator restraint system.

Photographs or illustrations guide the operatorPhotographs or illustrations guide the operator
through correct procedures of checking, operationthrough correct procedures of checking, operation
and maintenance of the DOOSAN operatorand maintenance of the DOOSAN operator
restraint system.restraint system.

SAFE and EFFICIENT OPERATION of a lift truckSAFE and EFFICIENT OPERATION of a lift truck
depends to a great extent on the skill and alertnessdepends to a great extent on the skill and alertness

on the part of the operator. To develop this skill theon the part of the operator. To develop this skill the
operator should read and understand the Safeoperator should read and understand the Safe
Driving Practices contained in this manual.Driving Practices contained in this manual.

Forklift trucks seldom tipover, but in the rare eventForklift trucks seldom tipover, but in the rare event
they do, the operator may be pinned to the groundthey do, the operator may be pinned to the ground
by the lift truck or the overhead guard. This couldby the lift truck or the overhead guard. This could
result in serious injury or death.result in serious injury or death.

Operator training and safety awareness is anOperator training and safety awareness is an
effective way to prevent accidents, but accidentseffective way to prevent accidents, but accidents
can still happen. The DOOSAN operator restraintcan still happen. The DOOSAN operator restraint
system can minimize injuries. The DOOSANsystem can minimize injuries. The DOOSAN
operator restraint system keeps the operatoroperator restraint system keeps the operator
substantially within the confines of the operator’ssubstantially within the confines of the operator’s
compartment and the overhead guard.compartment and the overhead guard.

This manual contains information necessary forThis manual contains information necessary for
Safe Operation. Before operating a lift truck, makeSafe Operation. Before operating a lift truck, make
sure that the necessary instructions are availablesure that the necessary instructions are available
and understood.and understood.

OperationOperation

The Operation Section is a reference for the newThe Operation Section is a reference for the new
operator and a refresher for the operator and a refresher for the experienceexperienced one.d one.
This section includes a discussion of gauges,This section includes a discussion of gauges,
switches, lift truck controls, attachment controls,switches, lift truck controls, attachment controls,
transportation and towing itransportation and towing information.nformation.
Photographs and illustrations guide the operatorPhotographs and illustrations guide the operator
through correct procedures of checking, starting,through correct procedures of checking, starting,
operating and stopping the lift truoperating and stopping the lift truck.ck.
Operating techniques outlined in this publicationOperating techniques outlined in this publication

are basic. Skill and techniques develop as theare basic. Skill and techniques develop as the
operator gains knowledge of the lift truck and itsoperator gains knowledge of the lift truck and its
capabilities.capabilities.
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MaintenanceMaintenance

TheThe Maintenance Section is a guide to equipmentMaintenance Section is a guide to equipment
care. The illustrated, step-by-step instructions arecare. The illustrated, step-by-step instructions are
grouped by servicing intervals. Items withoutgrouped by servicing intervals. Items without
specific intervals are listed under “When Required”specific intervals are listed under “When Required”
topics. Items in the “Maintenance Intervals” charttopics. Items in the “Maintenance Intervals” chart
are referenced to are referenced to detaileddetailed instructions that follow. instructions that follow.

Maintenance IntervalsMaintenance Intervals

Use the service hour meter to determine servicingUse the service hour meter to determine servicing
intervals. Calendar intervals shown (daily, weekly,intervals. Calendar intervals shown (daily, weekly,
monthly, etc.) can be used instead of service hourmonthly, etc.) can be used instead of service hour
meter intervals if they provide more convenientmeter intervals if they provide more convenient
servicing schedules and approximate the indicatedservicing schedules and approximate the indicated
service hour meter reading. Recommended serviceservice hour meter reading. Recommended service
should always be performed at the interval thatshould always be performed at the interval that
occurs first.occurs first.

Under extremely severe, dusty or wet operatingUnder extremely severe, dusty or wet operating
conditions, more frequent lubrication than isconditions, more frequent lubrication than is
specified in the “Maintenance Intervals” chart mightspecified in the “Maintenance Intervals” chart might
be necessary.be necessary.

Perform service on items at multiples of the originalPerform service on items at multiples of the original
requirement. For example, at “Every 500 Servicerequirement. For example, at “Every 500 Service
Hours or 3 Months”, also service those items listedHours or 3 Months”, also service those items listed
under “Every 250 Service Hours or Monthly” andunder “Every 250 Service Hours or Monthly” and
“Every 10 Service Hours or “Every 10 Service Hours or Daily”.Daily”.

Environment ManagementEnvironment Management

Note that DOOSAN INFRACORE is ISO 14001Note that DOOSAN INFRACORE is ISO 14001
certified which is harmonized with ISO 9001.certified which is harmonized with ISO 9001.
Periodic ENVIRONMENTAL AUDITS &Periodic ENVIRONMENTAL AUDITS &
ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCEENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE
EVALUATIONS have been made by internal andEVALUATIONS have been made by internal and
external inspection entities. LIFE-CYCLEexternal inspection entities. LIFE-CYCLE
ANALYSIS has also been made through out theANALYSIS has also been made through out the
total product life. ENVIRONMENT MANAGEMENTtotal product life. ENVIRONMENT MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM includes DESIGN FOR ENVIRONMENTSYSTEM includes DESIGN FOR ENVIRONMENT
from the initial stage ofrom the initial stage of the design. ENVIRONf the design. ENVIRONMENTMENT
MANAGEMEMANAGEMENT NT SYSTEM considers SYSTEM considers environmentalenvironmental
laws & regulations, reduction or elimination oflaws & regulations, reduction or elimination of
resource consumption as well as environmentalresource consumption as well as environmental
emission or pollution from industrial activities,emission or pollution from industrial activities,
energy saving, environment-friendly productenergy saving, environment-friendly product
design(lower noise, vibration, emission, smoke,design(lower noise, vibration, emission, smoke,
heavy metal free, ozone depleting substance free,heavy metal free, ozone depleting substance free,
etc.), recycling, material cost reduction, and evenetc.), recycling, material cost reduction, and even
environmentally oriented education for theenvironmentally oriented education for the
ememployee.ployee.  
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Important Safety Important Safety InformationInformation

Most accidents involving product operation, maintenance and repair are caused by failure to observe basicMost accidents involving product operation, maintenance and repair are caused by failure to observe basic
safety rules or precautions. An accident can often be avoided by recognizing potentially hazardous situationssafety rules or precautions. An accident can often be avoided by recognizing potentially hazardous situations
before an accident occurs. A person must be alert to potential hazards, and use common sense. Personsbefore an accident occurs. A person must be alert to potential hazards, and use common sense. Persons
must also have the nmust also have the necessary training, skills and tools before aecessary training, skills and tools before attempting to perform these functions.ttempting to perform these functions.

Improper operation, lubrication, maintenance or repair of this product can be dangerous and couldImproper operation, lubrication, maintenance or repair of this product can be dangerous and could
result in injury or death.result in injury or death.

Do not operate or perform any lubrication, maintenance or repair on this product, until you have readDo not operate or perform any lubrication, maintenance or repair on this product, until you have read
and understood the operation, lubrication, maintenance and reand understood the operation, lubrication, maintenance and repair information.pair information.

Safety precautions and warnings are provided in this manual and on the product. If these hazardSafety precautions and warnings are provided in this manual and on the product. If these hazard
warnings are not heeded, bodily injury or warnings are not heeded, bodily injury or death could occur to you or othedeath could occur to you or other persons.r persons.

The hazards are identified by the “Safety Alert Symbol” and followed by a “Signal Word” such as “WARNING”The hazards are identified by the “Safety Alert Symbol” and followed by a “Signal Word” such as “WARNING”
as shown below.as shown below.

WARNINGWARNING  

The meaning of this safety alert symbol is as follows:The meaning of this safety alert symbol is as follows:

Attention! Become Alert! Your Safety is Attention! Become Alert! Your Safety is involved.involved.

The message that appears under the warning, explaining the hazard, can be either written or pictoriallyThe message that appears under the warning, explaining the hazard, can be either written or pictorially
presented.presented.

Operations that may cause product damage are identified by NOTICE labels on the product and in thisOperations that may cause product damage are identified by NOTICE labels on the product and in this
publication.publication.

DOOSAN cannot anticipate every possible circumstance that might involve a potential hazard, and commonDOOSAN cannot anticipate every possible circumstance that might involve a potential hazard, and common
sense is always required. The warnings in this publication and on the product are therefore not all inclusive.sense is always required. The warnings in this publication and on the product are therefore not all inclusive.
Before any tool, proBefore any tool, procedure, work method or operating technique nocedure, work method or operating technique not specifically recommended by DOOSAN ist specifically recommended by DOOSAN is
used, you must be sure that it is safe for you and others. You should also ensure that the product will not beused, you must be sure that it is safe for you and others. You should also ensure that the product will not be

damaged or made undamaged or made unsafe by the operation, lubrication, maintenance or repair psafe by the operation, lubrication, maintenance or repair procedures you choose.rocedures you choose.

The information, specifications, and illustration in this publication are on the basis of information available atThe information, specifications, and illustration in this publication are on the basis of information available at
the time it was written. The specifications, torques, pressures, measurements, adjustments, illustrations, andthe time it was written. The specifications, torques, pressures, measurements, adjustments, illustrations, and
other items can change at any time. These changes can affect the service given to the product. Obtain theother items can change at any time. These changes can affect the service given to the product. Obtain the
complete and most current information before starting any job. DOOSAN dealers have the most currentcomplete and most current information before starting any job. DOOSAN dealers have the most current
information ainformation available.vailable.
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SafetySafety

The safety rules and regulations in this section areThe safety rules and regulations in this section are
representative of some, but not all rules andrepresentative of some, but not all rules and
regulations noted under the Occupational Safetyregulations noted under the Occupational Safety
and Health Act (OSHA) and are paraphrasedand Health Act (OSHA) and are paraphrased
without representation that the OSHA rules andwithout representation that the OSHA rules and
regulations have been repregulations have been reproduced verbatim.roduced verbatim.

Please refer to 1910. 178 in Federal Register Vol.Please refer to 1910. 178 in Federal Register Vol.
37, No. 202, the National Fire Protection37, No. 202, the National Fire Protection
Association No. 505 (NFPA), American NationalAssociation No. 505 (NFPA), American National
Standard, ANSI B56. 1 Safety Standard for Low liftStandard, ANSI B56. 1 Safety Standard for Low lift
and High Lift Trucks and and High Lift Trucks and subsequent revissubsequent revisions for aions for a
complete list of OSHA rules and regulations as tocomplete list of OSHA rules and regulations as to
the safe operation of powered industrial lift trucks.the safe operation of powered industrial lift trucks.
Since regulations vary from country to countrySince regulations vary from country to country
outside in U.S.A., operate this lift truck inoutside in U.S.A., operate this lift truck in
accordance with local raccordance with local regulations.egulations.

DOOSAN lift trucks are manufactured according toDOOSAN lift trucks are manufactured according to
the regulations and standards laid down in EUthe regulations and standards laid down in EU
Machinery Directive 98/37/EC and EMC directiveMachinery Directive 98/37/EC and EMC directive
89/336/EC. Please refer to the Directives89/336/EC. Please refer to the Directives
89/655/EC and 89/391/EC and its amendments for89/655/EC and 89/391/EC and its amendments for
the safe use the safe use of DOOSAN lift trucks.of DOOSAN lift trucks.

The most effective method of preventing seriousThe most effective method of preventing serious
injury or death to the lift truck operator or others isinjury or death to the lift truck operator or others is
for the lift truck operator to be familiar with thefor the lift truck operator to be familiar with the
proper operation of the lift truck, to be alert and toproper operation of the lift truck, to be alert and to
avoid actions or conditions which can result in anavoid actions or conditions which can result in an
accident.accident.

Do not operate a lift truck if in need of repair,Do not operate a lift truck if in need of repair,
defective or in any way unsafe. Report all defectsdefective or in any way unsafe. Report all defects
and unsafe conditions immediately. Do not attemptand unsafe conditions immediately. Do not attempt
any adjustments or repairs unless trained andany adjustments or repairs unless trained and
authorized to do so.authorized to do so.

Warning Signs and LabelsWarning Signs and Labels

There are several specific safety signs on your liftThere are several specific safety signs on your lift
truck. Their exact location and description of thetruck. Their exact location and description of the
hazard are reviewed in this section. Please take thehazard are reviewed in this section. Please take the
time to fatime to familiarmiliarize yourself with these ize yourself with these safety signs.safety signs.
Make sure that you can read all warning andMake sure that you can read all warning and

instruction labels. Clean or replace these labels ifinstruction labels. Clean or replace these labels if
you cannot read the words or see the pictures.you cannot read the words or see the pictures.
When cleaning the labels use a cloth, water andWhen cleaning the labels use a cloth, water and
soap. Do not use solvent, gasoline, etc.soap. Do not use solvent, gasoline, etc.
You must replace a label if it is damaged, missingYou must replace a label if it is damaged, missing
or cannot be read. If a label is on a part that isor cannot be read. If a label is on a part that is
replaced, make sure a new label is installed on thereplaced, make sure a new label is installed on the
replaced part. See your dealer for new labels.replaced part. See your dealer for new labels.

Traing Required To Operate or ServiceTraing Required To Operate or Service

WarningWarning

Located on the right side of the Located on the right side of the steering wheel.steering wheel.

WARNINGWARNING

Improper operation or maintenance could resultImproper operation or maintenance could result
in injury or death. Do not operate in injury or death. Do not operate or work on theor work on the

lift truck unless you are properly trained. Readlift truck unless you are properly trained. Read
and understand the Operation and Maintenanceand understand the Operation and Maintenance
Manual. Additional manuals are available fromManual. Additional manuals are available from
DOOSAN Lift Truck dealers.DOOSAN Lift Truck dealers.

This label also provides allowable lift truck capacityThis label also provides allowable lift truck capacity
informationinformation
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General Warning to OperatorGeneral Warning to Operator

Located on the right side of the operator's seatLocated on the right side of the operator's seat
(STD(STD).).

Located onLocated on the overhead guard (If Conveniencethe overhead guard (If Convenience
Package EquippedPackage Equipped).).

WARNINGWARNING

Only trained and authorized personnel mayOnly trained and authorized personnel may

operate this machine. For safe operation, readoperate this machine. For safe operation, read
and follow the operation and maintenanceand follow the operation and maintenance

Manual furnished with this lift truck andManual furnished with this lift truck and
observe the following warnings:observe the following warnings:

1.1.   Before starting machine. Check all controls andBefore starting machine. Check all controls and
warning devices for proper operation.warning devices for proper operation.

2.2.   Refer to machine identification plate forRefer to machine identification plate for
allowable machine capacity. Do not overload.allowable machine capacity. Do not overload.
Operate machines equipped with attachmentsOperate machines equipped with attachments
as partially loaded machines when not handlingas partially loaded machines when not handling
a load.a load.

3.3.   Put directional control or shift lever in neutralPut directional control or shift lever in neutral
before “ON - OFF” switch is turned on.before “ON - OFF” switch is turned on.

4.4.   Start, turn and brake smoothly. Slow down forStart, turn and brake smoothly. Slow down for
turns, slippery or uneven surfaces. Extremelyturns, slippery or uneven surfaces. Extremely
poor surfaces should be repaired. Avoid poor surfaces should be repaired. Avoid runningrunning
over loose objects or holes in the roadwayover loose objects or holes in the roadway

surfaces. Use extreme caution when turning onsurfaces. Use extreme caution when turning on
inclines.inclines.

5.5.   Travel with load as low as possible and tiltedTravel with load as low as possible and tilted
back. If load interferes with visibility, travel withback. If load interferes with visibility, travel with
load trailing.load trailing.

6.6.   On grade operations travel with load up grade.On grade operations travel with load up grade.

7.7.   Watch out for pedestrians and obstructions.Watch out for pedestrians and obstructions.
Check overhead clearances.Check overhead clearances.

8.8.   Do not permit riders on forks or machine at anyDo not permit riders on forks or machine at any
time.time.

9.9.   Do not allow anyone to stand or pass under theDo not allow anyone to stand or pass under the
elevated portion of any machine.elevated portion of any machine.

10.10.  Be sure operating surface can safely supportBe sure operating surface can safely support
machine.machine.

11.11.  Operate machine and attachments only fromOperate machine and attachments only from
operator's position.operator's position.

12.12.  Do not handle unstable or loosely stackedDo not handle unstable or loosely stacked
loads.loads.

13.13.  Use minimum tilt when picking up or depositingUse minimum tilt when picking up or depositing
a load.a load.

14.14.  Use extreme care when handling long, high, orUse extreme care when handling long, high, or
wide loads.wide loads.

15.15.  Forks should be completely under load andForks should be completely under load and
spread apart as far as load permits.spread apart as far as load permits.

16.16.  Machine should be equipped with overheadMachine should be equipped with overhead
guard or equivalent protection. Where loadguard or equivalent protection. Where load
requires it, use a load backrest extension. Userequires it, use a load backrest extension. Use
extreme caution if operating without theseextreme caution if operating without these
devices.devices.

17.17.  Parking - Lower lifting mechanism to floor. PutParking - Lower lifting mechanism to floor. Put
directional control or shift lever in neutral. Setdirectional control or shift lever in neutral. Set
parking/secondary brake. Turn “ON - OFF”parking/secondary brake. Turn “ON - OFF”
switch off. Chock wheels if switch off. Chock wheels if machine is on machine is on incline.incline.
Disconnect battery when storing electricDisconnect battery when storing electric
machines.machines.

1818..  Observe safety rules when handling fuel forObserve safety rules when handling fuel for
engine powered machine and when changingengine powered machine and when changing
batteries for electric batteries for electric machines.machines.
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Pressure WarningPressure Warning

WARNINGWARNING

Contents under pressure may be hot. Allow toContents under pressure may be hot. Allow to
cool before cool before opening.opening.

Located on the radiator top tank by the radiatorLocated on the radiator top tank by the radiator
cap.cap.

Hand Placement WarningHand Placement Warning

WARNINGWARNING

No hands. Do not place hands in this area. DoNo hands. Do not place hands in this area. Do

not touch, lean on, or reach through the mast ornot touch, lean on, or reach through the mast or
permit others to do so.permit others to do so.

Located on the mast.Located on the mast.

No Standing On Fork WarningNo Standing On Fork Warning

No Standing Under Fork WarningNo Standing Under Fork Warning

WARNINGWARNING

Do not stand or ride on the forks. Do not standDo not stand or ride on the forks. Do not stand

or ride on a load or pallet on the forks. Do notor ride on a load or pallet on the forks. Do not
stand or walk under the forks.stand or walk under the forks.

Located on the liLocated on the li ft cylinder.ft cylinder.

Load Backrest Must Be In PlaceLoad Backrest Must Be In Place
WarningWarning

WARNINGWARNING

Operation without this device in place may beOperation without this device in place may be

hazardous.hazardous.

Located on the lLocated on the load backrest.oad backrest.
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Overhead Guard Must Be In PlaceOverhead Guard Must Be In Place

WarningWarning

WARNINGWARNING

Operation without this device in place may beOperation without this device in place may be

hazardous. This guard conforms tohazardous. This guard conforms to
A.N.S.I.B56.1 and F.E.M.Section IV. This designA.N.S.I.B56.1 and F.E.M.Section IV. This design

has been tested with an impact of appropriatehas been tested with an impact of appropriatevalve.valve.

Located on the Located on the Overhead Guard.Overhead Guard.

No Riders WarningNo Riders Warning

WARNINGWARNING

To avoid personal injury, allow no riders. A liftTo avoid personal injury, allow no riders. A lift

truck is designed for only one operator and notruck is designed for only one operator and no
riders.riders.

Located beside the operator's station (STD) or onLocated beside the operator's station (STD) or on
front of the hood (Conveniencefront of the hood (Convenience Package). Package).

Moving Fan WarningMoving Fan Warning

WARNINGWARNING

To avoid personal injury, stay clear of movingTo avoid personal injury, stay clear of moving
fan.fan.

Located inside the engine compartment cover.Located inside the engine compartment cover.
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Parking brakeParking brake

Pull the lever BACK to engage thePull the lever BACK to engage the
parking brake.parking brake.

Push the lever FORWARD to releasePush the lever FORWARD to release
the parking brake.the parking brake.

Applying the parking brake puts the transmission inApplying the parking brake puts the transmission in
NEUTRAL. The parking brake must be appliedNEUTRAL. The parking brake must be applied
when leaving the lift truck and when starting thewhen leaving the lift truck and when starting the
engine. If the operator leaves the seat withoutengine. If the operator leaves the seat without

applying the parking brake, an audible alarm willapplying the parking brake, an audible alarm will
sound.sound.

WARNINGWARNING

When leaving machine apply parking brake!When leaving machine apply parking brake!

Parking brake is Parking brake is not automatically applied.not automatically applied.

Alarm will sound if parking brake is Alarm will sound if parking brake is not applied.not applied.

WARNINGWARNING

Correct adjustment is necessary to provideCorrect adjustment is necessary to provide

adequate braking. See the MAINTENANCEadequate braking. See the MAINTENANCE
section for adjustment procedures. The liftsection for adjustment procedures. The lift

truck may creep at engine idle and can causetruck may creep at engine idle and can cause
damage, injury or death. Always apply thedamage, injury or death. Always apply the

parking brake when leaving the lift truck. Theparking brake when leaving the lift truck. The
parking brake is parking brake is NOT automatically applied.NOT automatically applied.
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General Hazard InformationGeneral Hazard Information

Attach a “Do Not Operate” or similar warning tag toAttach a “Do Not Operate” or similar warning tag to
start switch or controls before servicing or repairingstart switch or controls before servicing or repairing
the lift truck.the lift truck.

Do not start or service the lift truck when a “DODo not start or service the lift truck when a “DO
NOT OPERATE” or similar warning tag is attachedNOT OPERATE” or similar warning tag is attached
to the start switch or controls.to the start switch or controls.

Wear a hard hat, protective glasses and otherWear a hard hat, protective glasses and other
protective equipment as required by job protective equipment as required by job conditions.conditions.

Know the width of your attachments so properKnow the width of your attachments so proper
clearance can be maintained when operating nearclearance can be maintained when operating near
fences, boundary obstacles, etc.fences, boundary obstacles, etc.

Do not wear loose clothing or jewelry that can catchDo not wear loose clothing or jewelry that can catch
on controls or other parts oon controls or other parts of the lift truck.f the lift truck.

Keep the lift truck, especially the deck and steps,Keep the lift truck, especially the deck and steps,
free of foreign material such as debris, oil tools andfree of foreign material such as debris, oil tools and
other items which are not part of the other items which are not part of the lift truck.lift truck.

Secure all loose items such as lunch boxes, toolsSecure all loose items such as lunch boxes, tools
and other items which are not part of the and other items which are not part of the lift truck.lift truck.

Know the appropriate work-site hand signals andKnow the appropriate work-site hand signals and
who gives them. Accept signals from one personwho gives them. Accept signals from one person

only.only.

Always use the overhead guard. The overheadAlways use the overhead guard. The overhead
guard is intended to protect the lift truck operatorguard is intended to protect the lift truck operator
from overhead obstructions and from fallingfrom overhead obstructions and from falling
objects.objects.

A truck that is used for handing small objects orA truck that is used for handing small objects or
uneven loads must be fitted with a load backrest.uneven loads must be fitted with a load backrest.

If the lift truck must be operated without theIf the lift truck must be operated without the
overhead guard in place due to low overheadoverhead guard in place due to low overhead
clearance, use extreme care. Make sure there iclearance, use extreme care. Make sure there is nos no
possibility of falling objects from any adjacentpossibility of falling objects from any adjacent
storage or work area. Make sure the load is stablestorage or work area. Make sure the load is stable
and fully supported by the carriage and the loadand fully supported by the carriage and the load
backrest extension (if equipped).backrest extension (if equipped).

Do not raise loads any higher than necessary andDo not raise loads any higher than necessary and
never raise a load higher than 1830 mm (72 in) withnever raise a load higher than 1830 mm (72 in) with
the overhead guard removed.the overhead guard removed.

Always use load backrest extension when theAlways use load backrest extension when the
carriage or attachment does not fully support thecarriage or attachment does not fully support the
load. The load backrest extension is intended toload. The load backrest extension is intended to
prevent the load or any part of the load from fallingprevent the load or any part of the load from falling
backwards into the operator's station.backwards into the operator's station.

When operating the lift truck, do not deWhen operating the lift truck, do not depend only onpend only on
flashing lights or back-up alarm (if equipped) toflashing lights or back-up alarm (if equipped) to
warn pedwarn pedestrians.estrians.

Always be aware of pedestrians and do notAlways be aware of pedestrians and do not
proceed until the pedestrians are aware of yourproceed until the pedestrians are aware of your
presence and intended actions and have movedpresence and intended actions and have moved
clear of the lift truck and/or load.clear of the lift truck and/or load.

Do not drive lift truck up to anyone standing in frontDo not drive lift truck up to anyone standing in front
of an object.of an object.

Obey all traffic rules and warning signs.Obey all traffic rules and warning signs.

Keep hands, feet and head inside the operatorKeep hands, feet and head inside the operator
station. Do not hold onto the overhead guard whilestation. Do not hold onto the overhead guard while
operating the lift truck. Do not climb on any part ofoperating the lift truck. Do not climb on any part of
the mast or overhead guard or permit others to dothe mast or overhead guard or permit others to do
so.so.

Do not allow unauthorized personnel to ride on theDo not allow unauthorized personnel to ride on the
forks or any other part of forks or any other part of the lift truck, at any time.the lift truck, at any time.

When working in a building or dock, observe floorWhen working in a building or dock, observe floor
load limits and overhead clearances.load limits and overhead clearances.
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Inhaling Freon gas through a lit cigarette or otherInhaling Freon gas through a lit cigarette or other
smoking method or inhaling fumes released from asmoking method or inhaling fumes released from a
flame contacting Freon can cause bodily harm orflame contacting Freon can cause bodily harm or
death. Do not smoke when servicing airdeath. Do not smoke when servicing air
conditioners or wherever Freon gas may beconditioners or wherever Freon gas may be
present.present.

Never put maintenance fluids into glass cNever put maintenance fluids into glass containers.ontainers.
Use all cleaning solutions with care.Use all cleaning solutions with care.

Do not use steam, solvent, or high pressure toDo not use steam, solvent, or high pressure to
clean electrical components.clean electrical components.

Report all needed repairs.Report all needed repairs.

Inspect the part of the chain that is normallyInspect the part of the chain that is normally
operated over the crosshead roller. When the chainoperated over the crosshead roller. When the chain
bends over the roller, the movement of the partsbends over the roller, the movement of the parts
against each other causes wears.against each other causes wears.

Inspect to be sure Inspect to be sure that chain link pins do not extendthat chain link pins do not extend
outside of the bore hole.outside of the bore hole.

If any single link pin is extended beyond itsIf any single link pin is extended beyond its
connecting corresponding link, it should beconnecting corresponding link, it should be
suspected of being broken inside of its bore hole.suspected of being broken inside of its bore hole.

Inspect the chain anchor and the anchor links forInspect the chain anchor and the anchor links for
wear.wear.

Do not change any factory set adjustment valuesDo not change any factory set adjustment values
(including engine rpm setting) unless you have both(including engine rpm setting) unless you have both
authorization and training. Especially Safetyauthorization and training. Especially Safety
equipment and switches may not be removed orequipment and switches may not be removed or
adjusted incorrectly. Repairs, adjustments andadjusted incorrectly. Repairs, adjustments and
maintenances that are not correct can make amaintenances that are not correct can make a
dangerous operating condition.dangerous operating condition.

For any checkup, repair, adjustments, maintenanceFor any checkup, repair, adjustments, maintenance
and all other work concerning your forklift truck,and all other work concerning your forklift truck,
please contact your DOOSAN dealer. We wouldplease contact your DOOSAN dealer. We would
like to draw your attention to the fact that anylike to draw your attention to the fact that any
secondary damages due to improper handling,secondary damages due to improper handling,
insufficient maintenance, wrong repairs or the useinsufficient maintenance, wrong repairs or the use
of other than original DOOSAN spare parts waiveof other than original DOOSAN spare parts waive
any liability by any liability by DOOSANDOOSAN..

Operation InformationOperation Information

Mounting and DismountingMounting and Dismounting

Mount and dismount the lift truck carefully.Mount and dismount the lift truck carefully.

Clean your shoes and wipe your hands beforeClean your shoes and wipe your hands before
mounting.mounting.

Use both hands and face the lift truck whenUse both hands and face the lift truck when
mounting and dismounting.mounting and dismounting.

Use the handgrips for Use the handgrips for mounting and dismounting.mounting and dismounting.

Do not try to climb on or off the lift truck whenDo not try to climb on or off the lift truck when
carrying tools or supplies.carrying tools or supplies.

Do not use any controls as handholds whenDo not use any controls as handholds when
entering or leaving the operator's station.entering or leaving the operator's station.

Never get on or off a moving lift truck. Never jumpNever get on or off a moving lift truck. Never jump
off the lift truck.off the lift truck.

Keep hands and steering wheel free of slipperyKeep hands and steering wheel free of slippery
material.material.

Before Starting the Lift TruckBefore Starting the Lift Truck
Perform a walk-around inspection daily and at thePerform a walk-around inspection daily and at the
start of each shift. Refer to the topic “Walk-aroundstart of each shift. Refer to the topic “Walk-around
Inspection” in “Every 10 Service Hours or Daily”Inspection” in “Every 10 Service Hours or Daily”
section of this section of this manual.manual.

Adjust the seat so that full brake pedal travel canAdjust the seat so that full brake pedal travel can
be obtained with the operator's back against thebe obtained with the operator's back against the
seat back.seat back.

Make sure the lift truck is equipped with a lightingMake sure the lift truck is equipped with a lighting
system as required by conditions.system as required by conditions.

Make sure all hydraulic controls are in the HOLDMake sure all hydraulic controls are in the HOLD
position.position.

Make sure the direction control lever is in theMake sure the direction control lever is in the
NEUTRAL position.NEUTRAL position.

Make sure the parking brake is engaged.Make sure the parking brake is engaged.

Make sure no one is standing and/or working on,Make sure no one is standing and/or working on,
underneath or close to the lunderneath or close to the l ift truck before operatingift truck before operating
the lift truck.the lift truck.

Operate the lift truck and controls only from theOperate the lift truck and controls only from the
operator's station.operator's station.
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Make sure the lift truck hMake sure the lift truck horn, lights, backup alarm (iforn, lights, backup alarm (if
equipped) and all other devices are workingequipped) and all other devices are working
properly.properly.

Check for proper operation of mast andCheck for proper operation of mast and
attachments. Pay particular attention to unusualattachments. Pay particular attention to unusual
noises or erratic movement which might indicate anoises or erratic movement which might indicate a
problem.problem.

Make sure service and parking brakes, steering,Make sure service and parking brakes, steering,
and directional controls are operational.and directional controls are operational.

Make sure all personnel are clear of lift truck andMake sure all personnel are clear of lift truck and
travel path.travel path.

Refer to the topic “Lift Truck Operation” in theRefer to the topic “Lift Truck Operation” in the
“Operation Section” of this manual for specific“Operation Section” of this manual for specific
starting instructions.starting instructions.

Starting the Lift truckStarting the Lift truck

Do not startDo not start the engine or move any of the controlsthe engine or move any of the controls
if there is if there is a “DO NOT OPERATE” or similar warninga “DO NOT OPERATE” or similar warning
tag attached totag attached to the start switch or controls. the start switch or controls.

Before Operating the Lift TruckBefore Operating the Lift Truck

Test brakes, steering controls, horn and otherTest brakes, steering controls, horn and other
devices for proper operation. Report any faultydevices for proper operation. Report any faulty
performance. Do not operate lift truck until repaired.performance. Do not operate lift truck until repaired.

Learn how your lift truck operates. Know its safetyLearn how your lift truck operates. Know its safety
devices. Know how the attachments work. Beforedevices. Know how the attachments work. Before
moving the lift truck, look around. Start, turn andmoving the lift truck, look around. Start, turn and
brake smoothly.brake smoothly.

An operator must constantly observe his lift truckAn operator must constantly observe his lift truck
for proper operation.for proper operation.

Operating the Lift TruckOperating the Lift Truck

Always keep the lift truck undAlways keep the lift truck under control.er control.

Obey all traffic rules and warning signs.Obey all traffic rules and warning signs.

Never leave the lift truck with the engine operating,Never leave the lift truck with the engine operating,
or with the paror with the parking brake disengaged.king brake disengaged.

Operate the engine only in a well ventilated area.Operate the engine only in a well ventilated area.

Lower a mast, with or without load, before turningLower a mast, with or without load, before turning
or traveling. Tip over could result. Watch out foror traveling. Tip over could result. Watch out for
overhead obstructions.overhead obstructions.

Always observe floor load limits and overheadAlways observe floor load limits and overhead
clearance.clearance.

Start, turn, and brake smoothly. Slow down forStart, turn, and brake smoothly. Slow down for
turns, grades, slippery or uneven sturns, grades, slippery or uneven surfaces.urfaces.

Use special care when operating on grades. Do notUse special care when operating on grades. Do not
angle across or turn on grades. Do not use lift truckangle across or turn on grades. Do not use lift truck
on slippery grades. Travel with forks downgradeon slippery grades. Travel with forks downgrade
when unloaded. Travel with load upgrade.when unloaded. Travel with load upgrade.

Do not overload, or handle offset, unstable, orDo not overload, or handle offset, unstable, or
loosely stacked loads. Refer to load capacity plateloosely stacked loads. Refer to load capacity plate
on the lift truck. Use extreme caution whenon the lift truck. Use extreme caution when
handling suspended, long, high or wide handling suspended, long, high or wide load.load.
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Tilt the elevated load forward only when directlyTilt the elevated load forward only when directly
over unloading area and with load as low asover unloading area and with load as low as
possible.possible.

Do not stunt ride or indulge in Do not stunt ride or indulge in horseplay.horseplay.

Always look and keep a clear view of the path ofAlways look and keep a clear view of the path of
travel.travel.

Travel in reverse if load or attachment obstructsTravel in reverse if load or attachment obstructs
visibility. Use extreme caution if visibility isvisibility. Use extreme caution if visibility is
obstructed.obstructed.

Stay in designated travel path, clear of dock edges,Stay in designated travel path, clear of dock edges,ditches, other drop-offs and surfaces which cannotditches, other drop-offs and surfaces which cannot
safely support the lift truck.safely support the lift truck.

Slow down and use extra care through doorways,Slow down and use extra care through doorways,
intersections and other location where visibility isintersections and other location where visibility is
reduced.reduced.

Slow down for cross aisles, turns, ramps, dips,Slow down for cross aisles, turns, ramps, dips,
uneven or slippery suruneven or slippery surfaces and in congested areas,faces and in congested areas,
avoid pedestrians, other vehicles, obstruction, potavoid pedestrians, other vehicles, obstruction, pot
holes and other hazards or objects in the path ofholes and other hazards or objects in the path of
travel.travel.

Always use overhead guards except whereAlways use overhead guards except where
operation conditions do not permit. Do not operateoperation conditions do not permit. Do not operate
lift truck in high stacking areas without overheadlift truck in high stacking areas without overhead

guards.guards.

When stacking, watch for falling objects. Use loadWhen stacking, watch for falling objects. Use load
backrest extension and overhead guard.backrest extension and overhead guard.

Refer to the topic “Operation Techniques” in theRefer to the topic “Operation Techniques” in the
“Operation Section” of this “Operation Section” of this manual.manual.

Loading or Unloading Trucks/TrailersLoading or Unloading Trucks/Trailers

Do not operate lift trucks on trucks or trailers whichDo not operate lift trucks on trucks or trailers which
are not designed or intended for that purpose. Beare not designed or intended for that purpose. Be
certain truck or trailer brakes are applied and wheelcertain truck or trailer brakes are applied and wheel
chocks in place (or be certain unit is locked to thechocks in place (or be certain unit is locked to the
loading dock) before entering onto trucks or trailers.loading dock) before entering onto trucks or trailers.

If trailer is not coupled to tractor, make sure theIf trailer is not coupled to tractor, make sure the
trailer landing gear is properly secured in place. Ontrailer landing gear is properly secured in place. On

some trailers, extra supports may be needed tosome trailers, extra supports may be needed to
prevent upending or prevent upending or corner dipping.corner dipping.

Be certain dock plates are in good condition andBe certain dock plates are in good condition and
properly placed and secured. Do not exceed theproperly placed and secured. Do not exceed the
rated capacity of dock boards or bridge plates.rated capacity of dock boards or bridge plates.

Lift Truck ParkingLift Truck Parking

When leavingWhen leaving  thethe  operator station, park the lift truckoperator station, park the lift truck
in authorized areas only. Do not block trafficin authorized areas only. Do not block traffic..

   Park the lift truck level, with the Park the lift truck level, with the forks lowered andforks lowered and
the mast tilted forward until the fork tips touch thethe mast tilted forward until the fork tips touch the
floor.floor.

   Move the direction control Move the direction control lever to NEUTRAL.lever to NEUTRAL.

   Engage the parking brake.Engage the parking brake.

   Turn the key switch off and remove the Turn the key switch off and remove the key.key.

   Turn the disconnect switch to OTurn the disconnect switch to OFF (if equipped).FF (if equipped).

   Block the drive wheels when parking on anBlock the drive wheels when parking on an
incline.incline.
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Maintenance InformationMaintenance Information

Perform all maintenance unless oPerform all maintenance unless otherwise specifietherwise specifiedd
as follows:as follows:

   Park the lift truck in authorized areas only.Park the lift truck in authorized areas only.
   Park the lift truck level, with the Park the lift truck level, with the forks lowered andforks lowered and

the mast tilted forward until the fork tips the mast tilted forward until the fork tips touch thetouch the
floor.floor.

  

Place the transmission controls in neutral.Place the transmission controls in neutral.   Engage the parking brake.Engage the parking brake.
   Stop the engine.Stop the engine.
   Remove the start switch key and turn theRemove the start switch key and turn the

disconnect switch OFF (if equipped).disconnect switch OFF (if equipped).
   Block the drive wheels when parking on anBlock the drive wheels when parking on an

incline.incline.

Pressure AirPressure Air

Pressure air can Pressure air can cause personal injury. When usingcause personal injury. When using
pressure air for cleaning, wear a protective facepressure air for cleaning, wear a protective face
shield, protective clothing and protective shoes.shield, protective clothing and protective shoes.

The maximum air pressure must be below 205 kPaThe maximum air pressure must be below 205 kPa
(30 psi) for (30 psi) for cleaning purposes.cleaning purposes.

Fluid PenetrationFluid Penetration
 Always  Always use use aa board or cardboard when checkingboard or cardboard when checking
for a leak. Escaping fluid under pressure, even afor a leak. Escaping fluid under pressure, even a
pinhole size leak, can penetrate body tissue,pinhole size leak, can penetrate body tissue,
causing serious injury, and possible death. If fluid iscausing serious injury, and possible death. If fluid is
injected into your skin, it must be treated by ainjected into your skin, it must be treated by a
doctor familiar with this typedoctor familiar with this type of injury i of injury immediatemmediately.ly.

Crushing or Cutting PreventionCrushing or Cutting Prevention

Support equipment and attachments properly whenSupport equipment and attachments properly when
working beneath them. Do not depend on hydraulicworking beneath them. Do not depend on hydraulic
cylinders to hold it up. Any attachment can fall if acylinders to hold it up. Any attachment can fall if a
control is moved, or if a hydraulic line bcontrol is moved, or if a hydraulic line breaks.reaks.

Never attempt adjustments while the lift truck isNever attempt adjustments while the lift truck is
moving or the engine is running unless otherwisemoving or the engine is running unless otherwise

specified.specified.

Where there are attachment linkages, theWhere there are attachment linkages, the
clearance in the linkage area will increase orclearance in the linkage area will increase or
decrease with movement of the decrease with movement of the attachment.attachment.

Stay clear of all rotating and moving parts.Stay clear of all rotating and moving parts.

Keep objects away from moving fan Keep objects away from moving fan blades.blades.

They will throw or cut any object or tool that falls orThey will throw or cut any object or tool that falls or
is pushed into them.is pushed into them.

Do not use a kinked or frayed wire rope cable.Do not use a kinked or frayed wire rope cable.
Wear gloves when handling the wire rope cable.Wear gloves when handling the wire rope cable.

Retainer pins, when struck with force, can fly outRetainer pins, when struck with force, can fly out
and injure nearby persons. Make sure the area isand injure nearby persons. Make sure the area is
clear of people when driving retainer pins.clear of people when driving retainer pins.

Wear protective glasses when striking a retainer pinWear protective glasses when striking a retainer pin
to avoid injury to your eyes.to avoid injury to your eyes.

Chips or other debris can fly off Chips or other debris can fly off objects when struck.objects when struck.
Make sure no one can be injured by flying debrisMake sure no one can be injured by flying debris
before striking any object.before striking any object.

Falling Objects Protective Structure (FOPS)Falling Objects Protective Structure (FOPS)

This is an attached guard located above theThis is an attached guard located above the
operator's compartment and secured to the liftoperator's compartment and secured to the lift
truck.truck.

To avoid possible weakening of the Falling ObjectsTo avoid possible weakening of the Falling Objects
Protective Structure (FOPS), consult a DOOSANProtective Structure (FOPS), consult a DOOSAN
dealer before altering, by adding weight to, weldingdealer before altering, by adding weight to, welding
on, or cutting or drilling holes into the on, or cutting or drilling holes into the structure.structure.

The overhead guard is not intended to protectThe overhead guard is not intended to protect
against every possible impact. The overhead guardagainst every possible impact. The overhead guard
may not protect against some objects penetratingmay not protect against some objects penetrating
into the operator's station from the sides or ends ofinto the operator's station from the sides or ends of
the lift truck.the lift truck.

The lift truck is equipped with an overhead guardThe lift truck is equipped with an overhead guard
and FOPS as standard. If there is a possibility ofand FOPS as standard. If there is a possibility of
overhead objects falling through the guard, theoverhead objects falling through the guard, the
guard must be equipped with smaller holes or aguard must be equipped with smaller holes or a
Plexiglas cover.Plexiglas cover.

Any altering done that is not specifically authorizedAny altering done that is not specifically authorized
by DOOSAN invalidates DOOSAN's FOPSby DOOSAN invalidates DOOSAN's FOPS
certification. The protection offered by this FOPScertification. The protection offered by this FOPS
will be impaired if it hawill be impaired if it has been subjected to structurals been subjected to structural

damage. Structural damage can be caused by andamage. Structural damage can be caused by an
overturn accident, by falling objects, etc.overturn accident, by falling objects, etc.

Do not mount any item such as fire extinguishers,Do not mount any item such as fire extinguishers,
first aid kits and lights by welding brackets to orfirst aid kits and lights by welding brackets to or
drilling holes in any FOPS structure. See yourdrilling holes in any FOPS structure. See your
DOOSAN dealer for DOOSAN dealer for mounting guidelines.mounting guidelines.
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Burn PreventionBurn Prevention

CoolantCoolant

At operating temperature, the engine coolant is hotAt operating temperature, the engine coolant is hot
and under pressure. The radiator and all lines toand under pressure. The radiator and all lines to
heaters or the engine contain hot water or steam.heaters or the engine contain hot water or steam.
Any contact can cause severe bAny contact can cause severe burns.urns.

Steam can cause personal injury.Steam can cause personal injury.

Check the coolant level only after engine has beenCheck the coolant level only after engine has been
stopped and the filter cap is cool enough to removestopped and the filter cap is cool enough to remove
with your bare hand.with your bare hand.

Remove the cooling system filter cap slowly toRemove the cooling system filter cap slowly to
relieve pressure.relieve pressure.

Cooling system additive contains alkali that canCooling system additive contains alkali that can
cause personal injury. Avoid contact with the skincause personal injury. Avoid contact with the skin
and eyes and do not dand eyes and do not drink.rink.

Allow cooling system components to cool beforeAllow cooling system components to cool before
draining.draining.

OilsOils

Hot oil and components can cause personal injury.Hot oil and components can cause personal injury.Do not allow hot oil or components to contact theDo not allow hot oil or components to contact the
skin.skin.

At operation temperature, the hydraulic tank is hotAt operation temperature, the hydraulic tank is hot
and can be under pressure.and can be under pressure.

Remove the hydraulic tank filter cap only after theRemove the hydraulic tank filter cap only after the
engine has been stopped and the filter cap is coolengine has been stopped and the filter cap is cool
enough to remove with your bare hand.enough to remove with your bare hand.

Remove the hydraulic tank filter cap slowly toRemove the hydraulic tank filter cap slowly to
relieve pressure.relieve pressure.

Relieve all pressure in air, oil fuel or coolingRelieve all pressure in air, oil fuel or cooling
systems before any lines, fittings or related itemssystems before any lines, fittings or related items
are disconnected or removed.are disconnected or removed.

BatteriesBatteries

Batteries give off flammable fumes which canBatteries give off flammable fumes which can
explode.explode.

Do not smoke when observing the batteryDo not smoke when observing the battery
electrolyte levels.electrolyte levels.

Electrolyte is an acid and can cause personal injuryElectrolyte is an acid and can cause personal injury
if it contacts skin or eif it contacts skin or eyes.yes.

Always wear protective glasses when working withAlways wear protective glasses when working with
batteries.batteries.

Fire or Explosion PreventionFire or Explosion Prevention

All fuels, most lubricants and some coolantAll fuels, most lubricants and some coolant
mixtures are flammable.mixtures are flammable.

Fuel leaked or spilled onto hot suFuel leaked or spilled onto hot surfaces or electricalrfaces or electrical
components can cause a fire.components can cause a fire.

Do not smoke while refueling or in a refueling area.Do not smoke while refueling or in a refueling area.

Do not smoke in Do not smoke in areas where baareas where batteries are charged,tteries are charged,
or where flammable materials are stoor where flammable materials are stored.red.

Batteries in series can be located in separateBatteries in series can be located in separate
compartments. When using jumper cables alwayscompartments. When using jumper cables always
connect positive(+) cable to positive(+) terminal ofconnect positive(+) cable to positive(+) terminal of
battery connected to starter solenoid andbattery connected to starter solenoid and
negative(-) cable from external source to starternegative(-) cable from external source to starter
negative(-) terminal.negative(-) terminal.
(If not equipped with starter negative(-) terminal,(If not equipped with starter negative(-) terminal,
connect to engine block.)connect to engine block.)

See the Operation Section of this manual forSee the Operation Section of this manual for
specific starting inspecific starting instructistructions.ons.

Clean and tighten all electrical connections. CheckClean and tighten all electrical connections. Check
daily for loose or frayed electrical wires. Have alldaily for loose or frayed electrical wires. Have all
loose or frayed electrical wires tightened, repairedloose or frayed electrical wires tightened, repaired
or replaced before operating the or replaced before operating the lift truck.lift truck.

Keep all fuels and lubricants stored in properlyKeep all fuels and lubricants stored in properly
marked containers and away from all unauthorizedmarked containers and away from all unauthorized
persons.persons.

Store all oily rags or other flammable material in aStore all oily rags or other flammable material in a
protective container, in a safe protective container, in a safe place.place.

Do not weld or flame cut on pipes or tubes thatDo not weld or flame cut on pipes or tubes that
contain flammable fluids. Clean them thoroughlycontain flammable fluids. Clean them thoroughly
with nonflammable solvent before welding or flamewith nonflammable solvent before welding or flame
cutting on them.cutting on them.

Remove all flammable materials such as fuel, oilRemove all flammable materials such as fuel, oil
and other debris before they accumulate on the liftand other debris before they accumulate on the lift
truck.truck.

Do not expose the Do not expose the lift truck to flames, bulift truck to flames, burning brush,rning brush,
etc., if at all possible.etc., if at all possible.

Shields, which protect hot exhaust componentsShields, which protect hot exhaust components
from oil or fuel spray in the event of a line, tube orfrom oil or fuel spray in the event of a line, tube or
seal failure, must be seal failure, must be installed correctly.installed correctly.

Do not operate in areas where explosive gasesDo not operate in areas where explosive gases
exist or are suspected.exist or are suspected.
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Fire ExtinguisherFire Extinguisher

HaveHave a fire extinguisher-type BC and 1.5KGa fire extinguisher-type BC and 1.5KG
minimum capacity-on rear overhead guard leg withminimum capacity-on rear overhead guard leg with
latch and know how to use it. Inspect and have itlatch and know how to use it. Inspect and have it
servicedserviced as recommended on its  as recommended on its instruction plate.instruction plate.

EtherEther

Ether is poisonous and flammable.Ether is poisonous and flammable.

Breathing ether vapors or repeated contact of etherBreathing ether vapors or repeated contact of ether
with skin can cause personal injury.with skin can cause personal injury.

Use ether only in Use ether only in well-ventiwell-ventilated areas.lated areas.
Do not smoke while changing Do not smoke while changing ether cylinders.ether cylinders.

Use ether with care to avoid fires.Use ether with care to avoid fires.

Do not store replacement ether cylinders in livingDo not store replacement ether cylinders in living
areas or areas or in the operator's compartment.in the operator's compartment.

Do not store ether cylinders in direct sunlight or atDo not store ether cylinders in direct sunlight or at
tempetemperatures ratures above above 39°39°C (10C (102°2°F).F).

Discard cylinders in a safe place. Do not punctureDiscard cylinders in a safe place. Do not puncture
or burn cor burn cylinders.ylinders.

Keep ether cylinders out of the reach ofKeep ether cylinders out of the reach of
unauthorized personnel.unauthorized personnel.

Lines, Tubes and HosesLines, Tubes and Hoses

Do not bend or strike high pressure lines. Do notDo not bend or strike high pressure lines. Do not
install bent or damaged lines, tubes or hoses.install bent or damaged lines, tubes or hoses.

Repair any loose or damaged fuel and oil lines,Repair any loose or damaged fuel and oil lines,
tubes and hoses. Leaks can cause fires. Contacttubes and hoses. Leaks can cause fires. Contact
your DOOSAN dealer for repair your DOOSAN dealer for repair or replacement.or replacement.

Check lines, tubes and hoses carefully. Do not useCheck lines, tubes and hoses carefully. Do not use
your bare hand to check for leaks. Use a board oryour bare hand to check for leaks. Use a board or
cardboard to check for leaks. See Fluid Penetrationcardboard to check for leaks. See Fluid Penetration
in the Safety Section for more details. Tighten allin the Safety Section for more details. Tighten all
connections to the recommended torque. Replace ifconnections to the recommended torque. Replace if
any of the following conditions are found.any of the following conditions are found.

   End fittings damaged or leaking.End fittings damaged or leaking.
   Outer covering chafed or cut and wire reinforcingOuter covering chafed or cut and wire reinforcing

exposed.exposed.
   Outer covering ballooning locally.Outer covering ballooning locally.
   Evidence of kinking or crushing of the flexibleEvidence of kinking or crushing of the flexible

part of hose.part of hose.
   Armoring embedded in the ouArmoring embedded in the outer cover.ter cover.
   End fittings displaced.End fittings displaced.

Make sure that all clamps, guards and heat shieldsMake sure that all clamps, guards and heat shieldsare installed correctly to prevent vibration, rubbingare installed correctly to prevent vibration, rubbing
against other parts, and excessive heat duringagainst other parts, and excessive heat during
operation.operation.

Tire InformationTire Information

Explosions of air-inflated tires have resulted fromExplosions of air-inflated tires have resulted from
heat-induced gas combustion inside the tires. Theheat-induced gas combustion inside the tires. The
heat, generated by welding or heating rimheat, generated by welding or heating rim
components, external fire, or excessive use ofcomponents, external fire, or excessive use of
brakes can brakes can cause gaseous combustion.cause gaseous combustion.

A tire explosion is much more violent than aA tire explosion is much more violent than a
blowout. The explosion can propel the tire, rim andblowout. The explosion can propel the tire, rim and
axle components as far as 500 m (1500 ft) or moreaxle components as far as 500 m (1500 ft) or more
from the lift truck. Both the force of the explosionfrom the lift truck. Both the force of the explosion
and the flying debris can cause personal injury orand the flying debris can cause personal injury or

death, and property damage.death, and property damage.

Do not approach a warm tire closer than theDo not approach a warm tire closer than the
outside of the area represented by the shaded areaoutside of the area represented by the shaded area

in the above drawing.in the above drawing.
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Dry nitrogen (NDry nitrogen (N22) gas is recommended for inflation) gas is recommended for inflation
of tires. If the tires were originally inflated with air,of tires. If the tires were originally inflated with air,
nitrogen is still preferred for adjusting the pressure.nitrogen is still preferred for adjusting the pressure.
Nitrogen mixes properly with air.Nitrogen mixes properly with air.

Nitrogen inflated tires reduce the potential of a tireNitrogen inflated tires reduce the potential of a tire
explosion, because nitrogen does not supportexplosion, because nitrogen does not support
combustion. Also, nitrogen helps prevent oxidationcombustion. Also, nitrogen helps prevent oxidation
and the resulting deterioration of rubber andand the resulting deterioration of rubber and

corrosion of rim components.corrosion of rim components.

Proper nitrogen inflation equipment and training inProper nitrogen inflation equipment and training in
its use are necessary to avoid over-inflation. A tireits use are necessary to avoid over-inflation. A tire
blowout or rim failure can result from improper orblowout or rim failure can result from improper or
misused equipment.misused equipment.

Stand behind the tread and use a self-attachingStand behind the tread and use a self-attaching
chuck when inflation a tire.chuck when inflation a tire.

Servicing, changing tires and rims can beServicing, changing tires and rims can be
dangerous and should be done only by traineddangerous and should be done only by trained
personnel using proper tools and procedures. Ifpersonnel using proper tools and procedures. If
correct procedures are not followed while servicingcorrect procedures are not followed while servicing
tires and rims, the assemblies could burst withtires and rims, the assemblies could burst with
explosive force and cause serious personal injuryexplosive force and cause serious personal injury
or death. Follow carefully the specific informationor death. Follow carefully the specific information

provided by your tire or rim servicing personnel orprovided by your tire or rim servicing personnel ordealer.dealer.

Operator Restraint System(IfOperator Restraint System(If
Equipped)Equipped)

Warning Signs and LabelsWarning Signs and Labels

Your DOOSAN lift truck has the following tipoverYour DOOSAN lift truck has the following tipover
warning decals.warning decals.

Make sure that you can read all safety signs. CleanMake sure that you can read all safety signs. Clean

or replace these if you cannot read the words oror replace these if you cannot read the words or
see the pictures. When cleaning the labels use asee the pictures. When cleaning the labels use a
cloth, water and soap. Do nocloth, water and soap. Do not use solvent, gasoline,t use solvent, gasoline,
etc. You must replace a label if it is damaged,etc. You must replace a label if it is damaged,
missing or cannot be read. If a label is on a partmissing or cannot be read. If a label is on a part
that is replaced, make sure a new label is installedthat is replaced, make sure a new label is installed
on the replaced part. See you DOOSAN Lift Truckon the replaced part. See you DOOSAN Lift Truck
dealer for new labels.dealer for new labels.
The most effective method of preventing seriousThe most effective method of preventing serious
injury or death to yourself or others is to familiarizeinjury or death to yourself or others is to familiarize
yourself with the proper operation of the lift truck, toyourself with the proper operation of the lift truck, to
be alert, and to avoid actions or conditions whichbe alert, and to avoid actions or conditions which
can result in an accident.can result in an accident.

WARNINGWARNING

Tipover can occur if the truck is improperlyTipover can occur if the truck is improperly

operated. In the event of tipover, injury or deathoperated. In the event of tipover, injury or death
could result.could result.
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The “Survive in tipover” warning is located on theThe “Survive in tipover” warning is located on the
overhead guard. It shows the proper use of theoverhead guard. It shows the proper use of the
operator restraint system.operator restraint system.

Seat AdjustmentSeat Adjustment

Move the lever, slide the seat to the desiredMove the lever, slide the seat to the desired
position, and release the lposition, and release the lever.ever.

Adjust the seat before operating the lift truck. AfterAdjust the seat before operating the lift truck. After
adjusting, set the seat to make sure it is properlyadjusting, set the seat to make sure it is properly
locked. Do not adjust the seat while the truck is inlocked. Do not adjust the seat while the truck is in
motion.motion.

WARNINGWARNING

Do not place your hand or fingers under theDo not place your hand or fingers under the

seat. Injury may occur as the seat moves upseat. Injury may occur as the seat moves up

and down.and down.

If Optional Suspension Seat (weightIf Optional Suspension Seat (weight

adjusting type) Equippedadjusting type) Equipped

Forward and Backward AdjustmentForward and Backward Adjustment

The seat can be adjusted by pushing the lever onThe seat can be adjusted by pushing the lever on
the right side of seat.the right side of seat.

Adjust the seat before operating the lift truck.Adjust the seat before operating the lift truck.
After adjusting, set the seat to make sure it isAfter adjusting, set the seat to make sure it is
properly locked. Do not adjust the seat while theproperly locked. Do not adjust the seat while the
truck is in motion .truck is in motion .

Forward and BackwardForward and Backward
AdjustmentAdjustment
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Weight adjustmentWeight adjustment

Pull the weight adjustment lever upwards aPull the weight adjustment lever upwards and movend move
right or left side.right or left side.
Adjust to driver’s weight in 7 steps (50 Adjust to driver’s weight in 7 steps (50 ~ 110 kg)~ 110 kg)

NOTICENOTICE

Do not place your hand or fingers under the seat.Do not place your hand or fingers under the seat.
Injury may occur as the seat moves up and Injury may occur as the seat moves up and down.down.  

Backrest InclinationBackrest Inclination

The backrest angle can be adjusted by using theThe backrest angle can be adjusted by using the
lever on the left side olever on the left side of seat.f seat.

Seat BeltSeat Belt

The Operator Restraint System, Prevents theThe Operator Restraint System, Prevents the
operator from jumping from the operator’soperator from jumping from the operator’s
compartment in the event of a forward or sidecompartment in the event of a forward or side
tipover. The system is designed to keep thetipover. The system is designed to keep the
operator on the seat and in the operator’soperator on the seat and in the operator’s
compartment in the event of a tipover.compartment in the event of a tipover.

InspectionInspection

1.1.   If the seat belt is torn, if pulling motion isIf the seat belt is torn, if pulling motion is
interrupted during extension of the belt, or if theinterrupted during extension of the belt, or if the

belt cannot be inserted into the buckle properly,belt cannot be inserted into the buckle properly,
replace the seat belreplace the seat belt assembly.t assembly.

2.2.   Belt Maintenance - Every 500 service hours.Belt Maintenance - Every 500 service hours.
Check that the belt fastening works properlyCheck that the belt fastening works properly
and that winding device is free from run lockand that winding device is free from run lock
when jerked. Check that the belt is suitablywhen jerked. Check that the belt is suitably
fastened to the seat. Check that the seat isfastened to the seat. Check that the seat is
correctly secured to the hood and the chassis.correctly secured to the hood and the chassis.
On visual inspection, fastenings must be intact,On visual inspection, fastenings must be intact,
otherwise, contact the safety manager.otherwise, contact the safety manager.

WARNINGWARNING

Your DOOSAN truck comes equipped with aYour DOOSAN truck comes equipped with a

DOOSAN operator restraint system. Should itDOOSAN operator restraint system. Should it
become necessary to replace the seat for anybecome necessary to replace the seat for any
reason, it should only be replaced with anotherreason, it should only be replaced with another
DOOSAN operator restraint system.DOOSAN operator restraint system.
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3.3.   In the event of a tipover, the seat and restraintIn the event of a tipover, the seat and restraint
system should be inspected for damage andsystem should be inspected for damage and
replaced, if necessary.replaced, if necessary.

NOTE:NOTE:   Operator restraints shall be examined atOperator restraints shall be examined at
the regular truck service intervals. It isthe regular truck service intervals. It is
recommended that they be replaced if anyrecommended that they be replaced if any
of the foof the following conditions are found:llowing conditions are found:

•• Cut or frayed strap Cut or frayed strap

•• Worn or damaged hardware including anchorWorn or damaged hardware including anchor
pointspoints

•• Buckle or retractor malfunction Buckle or retractor malfunction

•• Loose stitchingLoose stitching

WARNINGWARNING

The seat belt may cause the operator to bend atThe seat belt may cause the operator to bend at

the waist. If you are pregnant or have sufferedthe waist. If you are pregnant or have suffered
from some abdominal disease, consult a doctorfrom some abdominal disease, consult a doctor
before you use the seat bebefore you use the seat belt.lt.

Fasten the Seat BeltFasten the Seat Belt

1.1. Grip the plate (connector) of the belt and pull the Grip the plate (connector) of the belt and pull the
belt from the retractor. Then insert the plate intobelt from the retractor. Then insert the plate into
the slot of the buckle until a snap is heard. Pullthe slot of the buckle until a snap is heard. Pull
on the belt to confirm it ion the belt to confirm it is latched.s latched.

2.2. Make sure the belt is not twisted.Make sure the belt is not twisted.

WARNINGWARNING

If you fasten the belt across your abdomen, theIf you fasten the belt across your abdomen, the
belt may injure your abelt may injure your abdomen in an accident.bdomen in an accident.

3.3.   Be sure to fasten the belt across your hips, notBe sure to fasten the belt across your hips, not
across your abdomen.across your abdomen.

NOTE:NOTE:   The belt is The belt is designed to automatically adjustdesigned to automatically adjust
to your size and movement. A quick pull onto your size and movement. A quick pull on
the belt will confirm that the automaticthe belt will confirm that the automatic
adjuster will hold the belt position in theadjuster will hold the belt position in the
event of an event of an accident.accident.

Release the Seat BeltRelease the Seat Belt

Push the button of the buckle to release the belt.Push the button of the buckle to release the belt.

The belt will automatically retract when released.The belt will automatically retract when released.
Hold the plate of the belt and allow the belt toHold the plate of the belt and allow the belt to
slowly retract.slowly retract.
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Avoiding Lift Truck TipoverAvoiding Lift Truck Tipover

Lift Truck StabilityLift Truck Stability

Counterbalanced lift truck design is based on theCounterbalanced lift truck design is based on the
balance of two weights on opposite sides of abalance of two weights on opposite sides of a
fulcrum (the front axle). The load on the forks mustfulcrum (the front axle). The load on the forks must
be balanced by the weight of the lift truck. Thebe balanced by the weight of the lift truck. The
location of the center of gravity of both the trucklocation of the center of gravity of both the truck
and the load is also a factor. This basic principle isand the load is also a factor. This basic principle is
used for picking up a load. The ability of the liftused for picking up a load. The ability of the lift
truck to handle a load is discussed in terms oftruck to handle a load is discussed in terms of

center of gravity andcenter of gravity and
  both forward and sideways  both forward and sideways

stability.stability.  

Center of Gravity (CG)Center of Gravity (CG)

The point within an object, at which the wholeThe point within an object, at which the whole
weight of the object may be regarded as beingweight of the object may be regarded as being
concentrated, is called the center of gravity or CG.concentrated, is called the center of gravity or CG.
If the object is uniform, its geometric center willIf the object is uniform, its geometric center will
coincide with its CG. If it is not uniform, the CGcoincide with its CG. If it is not uniform, the CG
could be at a point outside of the object. When thecould be at a point outside of the object. When the
lift truck picks up a load, the truck and load have alift truck picks up a load, the truck and load have a
new combined CG.new combined CG.

Stability and Center of GravityStability and Center of Gravity

TheThe stability of the lift truck is determined by thestability of the lift truck is determined by the
location of its CG; or, if the truck is loaded, thelocation of its CG; or, if the truck is loaded, the
combined CG of the truck and load. The lift truckcombined CG of the truck and load. The lift truck
has moving parts and, therefore, has a CG thathas moving parts and, therefore, has a CG that
moves. The CG moves forward or backward as themoves. The CG moves forward or backward as the
mast is tilted forward or backward. The CG movesmast is tilted forward or backward. The CG moves
up or down as the mast moves up or down. The CGup or down as the mast moves up or down. The CG
and, therefore, the stability of the loaded lift truck,and, therefore, the stability of the loaded lift truck,
are affected byare affected by a number of factors such as: a number of factors such as:
  

the size, weight, shape and position of the loadthe size, weight, shape and position of the load

   the height to which the load is lithe height to which the load is li ftedfted

   the amount of forward or backward tiltthe amount of forward or backward tilt

   tire pressuretire pressure

   dynamic forces created when the lift truck isdynamic forces created when the lift truck is
accelerated, braked or turnedaccelerated, braked or turned

   condition and grade of surfaces on which the liftcondition and grade of surfaces on which the lift
truck is operatedtruck is operated

These same factors are also iThese same factors are also important for unloadedmportant for unloaded
lift trucks. They tip over sideways easier than alift trucks. They tip over sideways easier than a
loaded lift truck carrying its load in the loweredloaded lift truck carrying its load in the lowered
position.position.
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Lift Truck Stability BaseLift Truck Stability Base

For the lift truck to be stable (not tip over forward orFor the lift truck to be stable (not tip over forward or
to the side), the CG must to the side), the CG must stay within the area of thestay within the area of the
lift truck stability base – a triangular area betweenlift truck stability base – a triangular area between
the front wheels and the pivot of the steer wheels. Ifthe front wheels and the pivot of the steer wheels. If
the CG moves forward of the front axle, the lift truckthe CG moves forward of the front axle, the lift truck
will tip forward. If the CG moves outside of the linewill tip forward. If the CG moves outside of the line
on either side of the stability base, the lift truck willon either side of the stability base, the lift truck will
tip to the side.tip to the side.

WARNINGWARNING

Dynamic forces (braking, acceleration, turning)Dynamic forces (braking, acceleration, turning)

also affect stability and can produce tipoveralso affect stability and can produce tipover

even when the CG is within the stabilityeven when the CG is within the stability
triangle.triangle.

Capacity Load (Weight and Load Center)Capacity Load (Weight and Load Center)

The capacity load of the lift truck is shown on theThe capacity load of the lift truck is shown on the
capacity/nameplate riveted to the truck. It iscapacity/nameplate riveted to the truck. It is
determined by the weight and load determined by the weight and load center. The loadcenter. The load
center is determined by the location of the CG ofcenter is determined by the location of the CG of
the load.the load.

The load center shown on the nameplate is theThe load center shown on the nameplate is the
horizontal distance from the front face of the forks,horizontal distance from the front face of the forks,
or the load face of an attachment, to the CG of theor the load face of an attachment, to the CG of the
load. The location of the CG in the vertical directionload. The location of the CG in the vertical direction
is the same as is the same as the horizontal dimensithe horizontal dimension.on.

Remember that, unless otherwise indicated, theRemember that, unless otherwise indicated, the
capacity load shown on the nameplate is for acapacity load shown on the nameplate is for a
standard lift truck with standard backrest, forks andstandard lift truck with standard backrest, forks and
mast, and having no special-purpose attachment.mast, and having no special-purpose attachment.
In addition, the capacity load assumes that the loadIn addition, the capacity load assumes that the load
center is no further from the top of the forks than itcenter is no further from the top of the forks than it
is from the face of the backrest. If these conditionsis from the face of the backrest. If these conditions
do not exist, the operator may have to reduce thedo not exist, the operator may have to reduce the
safe operating load because the truck stability maysafe operating load because the truck stability may

be reduced. The lift truck should not be operated ifbe reduced. The lift truck should not be operated ifits capacity/nameplate does not indicate capacityits capacity/nameplate does not indicate capacity
load.load.

NOTE:NOTE:   If tIf the load is nhe load is not uniform, ot uniform, the heaviestthe heaviest
portion should be placed closer to theportion should be placed closer to the
backrest and centered on the backrest and centered on the forks.forks.

NOTICENOTICE

1.1. Capacity/Nameplates originally attached toCapacity/Nameplates originally attached to
forklifts sold by DOOSAN shall not be removed,forklifts sold by DOOSAN shall not be removed,
altered or replaced without DOOSAN’s approval.altered or replaced without DOOSAN’s approval.

2.2. DOOSAN assumes no responsibility for lift trucksDOOSAN assumes no responsibility for lift trucks
placed in service without a valid DOOSANplaced in service without a valid DOOSAN
Nameplate.Nameplate.

3.3. If neceIf necessary to change your specification, contactssary to change your specification, contact
your DOOSAN lift truck dealer.your DOOSAN lift truck dealer.
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Safety RulesSafety Rules

Only properly trained and authorized personnelOnly properly trained and authorized personnel
should operate forklift trucks. Wear a hard hat andshould operate forklift trucks. Wear a hard hat and
safety shoes when operating a lift truck. Do notsafety shoes when operating a lift truck. Do not
wear loose clothing.wear loose clothing.

Inspect and check the condition of your forklift truckInspect and check the condition of your forklift truck
using the operator's check list before starting work.using the operator's check list before starting work.
Immediately report to your supervisor any obviousImmediately report to your supervisor any obvious
defects or required repairs.defects or required repairs.

Do not operate your truck in unauthorized areas.Do not operate your truck in unauthorized areas.
Know your forklift truck and thKnow your forklift truck and think safety.ink safety.
Do not compromise safety.Do not compromise safety.
Follow all safety rules and read all warning signs.Follow all safety rules and read all warning signs.

Do not operate a lift truck unless you are in theDo not operate a lift truck unless you are in the
operator’s soperator’s seat. eat. Keep hands Keep hands and feet and feet inside theinside the
operator’s operator’s compartment. compartment. Do not Do not put aput any part ny part ofof
the body outside of the operator’s compartment.the body outside of the operator’s compartment.
Never put any part of body into the mast structureNever put any part of body into the mast structure
or between the mast and the or between the mast and the trucktruck

Do not start, stop, turn or change directionDo not start, stop, turn or change direction
suddenly or at high speed. Sudden movement cansuddenly or at high speed. Sudden movement can
cause the lift truck to tip over. Slow the speed ofcause the lift truck to tip over. Slow the speed of
your truck and use the horn near corners, exits,your truck and use the horn near corners, exits,
entrances, and near people.entrances, and near people.

Never operate a lift truck with wet hands or Never operate a lift truck with wet hands or shoes.shoes.
Never hold any controls with grease on yoNever hold any controls with grease on your hands.ur hands.
Your hands or feet will slide off of the controls andYour hands or feet will slide off of the controls and
cause an cause an accident.accident.
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Do not raise anyone on the forks oDo not raise anyone on the forks of your lift truck.f your lift truck.
Do not let other people ride on the Do not let other people ride on the truck.truck.
Lift trucks are designed to carry loads, not people.Lift trucks are designed to carry loads, not people.

Do not operate your truck without the load backrestDo not operate your truck without the load backrest
extension and overhead guard. Keep the loadextension and overhead guard. Keep the load
against the backrest with the against the backrest with the mast tilted backwardmast tilted backward

Do not lift or move loads that are not safe. Do notDo not lift or move loads that are not safe. Do not
pick up an off center load. Such a load increasespick up an off center load. Such a load increases
the possibility of a tipover to the side. Make surethe possibility of a tipover to the side. Make sure
loads are correctly stacked and positioned acrossloads are correctly stacked and positioned across
both forks. Always use the proper size pallet.both forks. Always use the proper size pallet.
Position the forks as wide as possible under thePosition the forks as wide as possible under the
load. Position loads evenly on the forks for properload. Position loads evenly on the forks for proper
balance. Do not lift a load with one balance. Do not lift a load with one fork.fork.

Do not overload. Always handle loads within theDo not overload. Always handle loads within the
rated capacity shown on the rated capacity shown on the capacity plate.capacity plate.
Do not add extra counterweight to the truck. AnDo not add extra counterweight to the truck. An
overload can cause the truck to roll over and causeoverload can cause the truck to roll over and cause
injury to personnel and damage to the lift truck.injury to personnel and damage to the lift truck.

Do not drive on soft ground.Do not drive on soft ground.
Observe all signs, especially those on maximumObserve all signs, especially those on maximum
permitted floor loadings, elevator capacities andpermitted floor loadings, elevator capacities and
clearance heights.clearance heights.
Handle loads carefully and check them closely forHandle loads carefully and check them closely for
stability and balance.stability and balance.

Do not drive on slippery surfaces.Do not drive on slippery surfaces.
Sand, gravel, ice or mud can cause a Sand, gravel, ice or mud can cause a tipover.tipover.
If unavoidable, slow down.If unavoidable, slow down.
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Do not permit anyone to stand or walk under theDo not permit anyone to stand or walk under the
load or lifting mechanism. The load can fall andload or lifting mechanism. The load can fall and
cause injury or death to anyone standing below.cause injury or death to anyone standing below.

Look out for overhead obstructions when raising orLook out for overhead obstructions when raising or
stacking loads. Do not travel with a raised load. Dostacking loads. Do not travel with a raised load. Do
not travel with the not travel with the mast raised. The lift truck can rollmast raised. The lift truck can roll
over and cause injury or death to you or otherover and cause injury or death to you or other
personnel.personnel.

Do not move loose loads that are higher than theDo not move loose loads that are higher than the
load backrest.load backrest.
Be alert for falling loads when stacking.Be alert for falling loads when stacking.
Travel with the load tilted back and the forks as lowTravel with the load tilted back and the forks as low
as as possibpossible.le.
This will increase stability to the truck and load andThis will increase stability to the truck and load and
permit better visibility for you.permit better visibility for you.

Do not elevate the load with the mast tilted forDo not elevate the load with the mast tilted forward.ward.
Do not tilt the elevated loads forwards.Do not tilt the elevated loads forwards.
This will cause the lift truck to tip over This will cause the lift truck to tip over forward.forward.

Do not jump off if your truDo not jump off if your truck starts to tip over.ck starts to tip over.
Stay in your seat to survive.Stay in your seat to survive.

Go up ramps in forward direction and down rampsGo up ramps in forward direction and down ramps
in reverse direction when moving loads.in reverse direction when moving loads.
Never elevate a load with the forklift truck on anNever elevate a load with the forklift truck on an
incline.incline.
Go straight off and straight down. Use an assistantGo straight off and straight down. Use an assistant
when going up or down a rawhen going up or down a ramp with a bulky load.mp with a bulky load.
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Do not stack or turn on rDo not stack or turn on ramps.amps.
Do not attempt to pick-up or deposit a load unlessDo not attempt to pick-up or deposit a load unless
the lift truck is level. Do not turn on or drive acrossthe lift truck is level. Do not turn on or drive across
an incline.an incline.

Do not go over rough terrain. If unavoidable, slowDo not go over rough terrain. If unavoidable, slow
down.down.
Cross railroad tracks slowly and diagonallyCross railroad tracks slowly and diagonally
whenever possible. A railroad crossing can give awhenever possible. A railroad crossing can give a
loaded forklift truck a real jolt. For smootherloaded forklift truck a real jolt. For smoother
crossing, cross the railroad diagonally so one wheelcrossing, cross the railroad diagonally so one wheel
crosses at a time.crosses at a time.

Avoid running over loose objeAvoid running over loose objects.cts.
Look in the direction of travel. Look out for otherLook in the direction of travel. Look out for other
persons or obstructions in your path of travel.persons or obstructions in your path of travel.
An operator must be in full control of his lift truck atAn operator must be in full control of his lift truck at
all times.all times.

Do not drive in forward direction when loads restrictDo not drive in forward direction when loads restrict
your visibility. Operate your lift truck in reverse toyour visibility. Operate your lift truck in reverse to
improve visibility except when moving up a improve visibility except when moving up a ramp.ramp.

Be careful when operating a lift truck near the edgeBe careful when operating a lift truck near the edge
of a loading dock or ramp. Maintain a safe distanceof a loading dock or ramp. Maintain a safe distance
from the edge of docks, ramps and platforms.from the edge of docks, ramps and platforms.
Always watch tail swing.Always watch tail swing.
The truck can fall over the edge and cause injury orThe truck can fall over the edge and cause injury or
death.death.

Do not operate on bridge plates unless they canDo not operate on bridge plates unless they can
support the weight of the truck and load.support the weight of the truck and load.
Make sure that thMake sure that they are correctly positioned.ey are correctly positioned.
Put blocks on the vehicle you enter to keep it fromPut blocks on the vehicle you enter to keep it from
moving.moving.
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Do not operate your truck close to another truck.Do not operate your truck close to another truck.
Always keep a safe distance from other trucks andAlways keep a safe distance from other trucks and
make sure there is enough distance to stop safely.make sure there is enough distance to stop safely.
Never overtake other vehicles.Never overtake other vehicles.

Do not use your lift truck to push or tow anotherDo not use your lift truck to push or tow another
truck.truck.
Do not let another push or toDo not let another push or tow your truck.w your truck.
If a truck will not move, call a seIf a truck will not move, call a service technician.rvice technician.

Forklift trucks may only be refueled at speciallyForklift trucks may only be refueled at specially
reserved locations. Switch off the engine whenreserved locations. Switch off the engine when
refueling.refueling.
Smoking and handling of naked flames duringSmoking and handling of naked flames during
refueling are strictly prohibited. This prefueling are strictly prohibited. This prohibition alsorohibition also
applies during the changing of the LPG (liquefiedapplies during the changing of the LPG (liquefied
propane gas) tank.propane gas) tank.
Mop up spilt fuel and do not forget to close the fuelMop up spilt fuel and do not forget to close the fuel
tank before restarting the engine.tank before restarting the engine.

Park your lift truck in authorized areas only. FullyPark your lift truck in authorized areas only. Fully
lower the forks to the floor, put direction lever inlower the forks to the floor, put direction lever in
NEUTRAL position, engage the parking brake, andNEUTRAL position, engage the parking brake, and
turn the key to the OFF position. Remove the keyturn the key to the OFF position. Remove the key
and put blocks behind the wheels to prevent theand put blocks behind the wheels to prevent the
truck from rolling. Shut off your forklift truck whentruck from rolling. Shut off your forklift truck when
leaving it unattended.leaving it unattended.
Check the condition of your forklift truck after theCheck the condition of your forklift truck after the
day's work.day's work.

Exhaust from all internal combustion enginesExhaust from all internal combustion engines
contains carbon monoxide, a colorless, odorless,contains carbon monoxide, a colorless, odorless,
tasteless, poisonous gas. Exposure to carbontasteless, poisonous gas. Exposure to carbon
monoxide can cause serious injury or healthmonoxide can cause serious injury or health
problems, including death and avoid unnecessaryproblems, including death and avoid unnecessary
idling of the engine. If nausea, dizziness oridling of the engine. If nausea, dizziness or

headaches are experienced stop the truck andheadaches are experienced stop the truck and
seek fresh air.seek fresh air.
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How to Survive in a TipoverHow to Survive in a Tipover

WARNINGWARNING

In the event of a tipover, the risk of seriousIn the event of a tipover, the risk of serious
injury or death will be reduced if the operator isinjury or death will be reduced if the operator is

using the operator restraint system and followsusing the operator restraint system and follows
the instructions provided.the instructions provided.

Always use operator restraint system.Always use operator restraint system.

Don’t jump.Don’t jump.

Hold on tight.Hold on tight.

Brace your feet and keep them Brace your feet and keep them within the operator’swithin the operator’s
compartment.compartment.
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Lean away from the direction of fall.Lean away from the direction of fall.

Lean forward.Lean forward.
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SpecificationsSpecifications
CHARACTERISTICSCHARACTERISTICS

1 MANUFACTURER1 MANUFACTURER DOOSAN DOOSANDOOSAN DOOSAN

2 MODEL2 MODEL
D20S-5D20S-5

(YANMAR,TIER2)(YANMAR,TIER2)
D25S-5D25S-5

(YANMAR,TIER2)(YANMAR,TIER2)

3 3 CAPACITY CAPACITY at at rated rated load load center center kg kg 2000 2000 25002500

4 4 LOAD LOAD CENTER CENTER distance distance mm mm 500 500 500500

5 5 POWER POWER TYPE TYPE electelectricric, , diesel, diesel, gas, gas, LPG-gas LPG-gas diesel diesel dieseldiesel

6 6 OPERATOR OPERATOR TYPE TYPE stand-on, stand-on, ride-seated ride-seated rider-seated rider-seated rider-seatedrider-seated

7 7 TIRES TIRES C=cushion, C=cushion, P=pneumatic P=pneumatic p p pp

8 8 WHEELS(x=driven) WHEELS(x=driven) number number of of front/rear front/rear 2/2 2/2 2/22/2

DIMENSIONSDIMENSIONS

9 9 maximum maximum fork fork height height with with rated rated load load mm mm 3230 3230 32303230

1010

LIFT WITH STDLIFT WITH STD
TWO-STAGE MASTTWO-STAGE MAST free free lift lift mm mm 152 152 152152

11 11 FORK FORK CARRIAGE CARRIAGE ISO ISO class class II II IIII

12 12 thickness thickness x x width width x x length length mm mm 40x100x10540x100x1050 0 40x10040x100x1050x1050

1313
FORKSFORKS

fork fork spacing spacing (maximum (maximum x x minimum) minimum) mm mm 275x1035 275x1035 275x1275x1035035

14 14 TILT TILT OF OF MAST MAST forward/backwforward/backward ard deg deg 6/10 6/10 6/106/10

15 15 length length to to fork fork face face mm mm 2530 2530 25952595

16 16 width width mm mm 1170 1170 11701170

17 17 mast mast lowered lowered height height mm mm 2175 2175 21752175

18 18 mast mast extended extended height height mm 4490 mm 4490 44904490

19 19 overhead overhead guard guard height height mm 2183 mm 2183 21832183

2020

OVERALLOVERALL
DIMENSIONSDIMENSIONS

seat seat height height mm mm 1026 1026 10261026

21 21 OUTSIDE OUTSIDE TURNING TURNING RADIUS RADIUS mm mm 2220 2220 22652265

22 22 LOAD LOAD MOMENT MOMENT CONSTANT CONSTANT mm mm 480 480 480480

23 9023 90
。。

   STACSTACKING KING AISLE AISLE mm mm 2700 2700 274527452323
aa

9090。。   INTERSINTERSECTING ECTING AISLE AISLE mm mm 1970 1970 20002000

PERFORMANCEPERFORMANCE

24 24 travel, travel, loaded/unloaded/unloaded loaded km/hr km/hr 21/21.5 21/21.5 21/21.521/21.5

25 25 lift, lift, loaded/unloaded/unloaded loaded mm/s mm/s 530/550 530/550 520/550520/550

2626

SPEEDSPEED

lowering, lowering, loaded/unlloaded/unloaded oaded mm/s mm/s 510/460 510/460 510/460510/460

27 27 DRAWBADRAWBAR R PULL at PULL at 1.6km/hr1.6km/hr, , loaded/uloaded/unloaded nloaded kg kg 1765 1765 17401740

28 28 GRADEAGRADEABILITY BILITY at at 1.6km/hr1.6km/hr, , loaded/uloaded/unloaded nloaded % % 33 33 2828

29 ACCELERATION29 ACCELERATION
time reached at max time reached at max speed,speed,
loaded/unloadedloaded/unloaded

secsec

WEIGHTWEIGHT

30 30 TOTAL TOTAL WEIWEIGHT GHT at at unloaded unloaded kg kg 3580 3580 39503950

31 31 at at loadedloaded, , front/rfront/rear ear kg kg 4930/650 4930/650 5660/7905660/790

3232
AXLE LOADAXLE LOAD

at at unloaded, unloaded, front/rfront/rear ear kg kg 1720/1860 1720/1860 1650/23001650/2300

CHASSISCHASSIS

33 33 number number of of front/rfront/rear ear 2/2 2/2 2/22/2

34 34 front front size size 7.00x15-12 7.00x15-12 7.00x15-127.00x15-12

3535

TIRESTIRES

rear rear sizsize e 6.50x10-10 6.50x10-10 6.50x10-106.50x10-10

36 36 WHEEWHEEL L BASE BASE mm mm 1625 1625 16251625

37 37 TREATREAD D front/rear front/rear mm mm 975/1000 975/1000 975/1000975/1000

38 38 at at loadedloaded, , the the lowest lowest point point mm mm 115 115 115115

3939

GROUNDGROUND
CLEARANCECLEARANCE at at loaded, loaded, center center of of wheelbase wheelbase mm mm 143 143 143143

40 40 SEVICE SEVICE BRAKE BRAKE foot/hyd foot/hyd footfoot/hyd/hyd

41 41 PARKING PARKING BRAKE BRAKE hand/mech hand/mech hand/mechhand/mech

DRIVEDRIVE

42 42 BATTERY voBATTERY voltage/capacity ltage/capacity V/AH V/AH 12/85 12/85 12/8512/85

43 43 manufacturermanufacturer/model /model YANMAR/4TNVYANMAR/4TNV98 98 YANMAR/4YANMAR/4TNV98TNV98

44 44 rated rated output output / / rpm rpm kw(hp) kw(hp) 46.3(62.1)/2246.3(62.1)/2200 00 46.3(62.1)/220046.3(62.1)/2200

45 45 mamax. x. totorqrque ue / / rprpm m N-N-m(m(lb•lb•ftft)) 24240(0(171777)/1)/13320 20 24240(0(171777)/1)/1332020

4646

ENGINEENGINE

cycle/cylinders/displcycle/cylinders/displacement acement cc cc 4/4/3319 4/4/3319 4/4/33194/4/3319

47 47 type type powershifpowershift t powershiftpowershift

4848
TRANSMISSIONTRANSMISSION

number number of of speeds speeds forward/forward/reverse reverse 1/1 1/1 1/11/1

4949
OPERATINGOPERATING
PRESSUREPRESSURE

systemsystem/attachment /attachment bar bar 181/156 195/156181/156 195/156

50 50 NOISE NOISE LEVELLEVEL
equivelent continuous soundequivelent continuous sound
pressure level (Leq) at operator's pressure level (Leq) at operator's earear
(DI : BITA/CE prEN 12053)(DI : BITA/CE prEN 12053)

dB(A)dB(A)
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DOOSAN DOOSAN DOOSAN DOOSAN DOOSANDOOSAN 11

D30S-5D30S-5
(YANMAR,TIER2)(YANMAR,TIER2)

D33S-5D33S-5
(YANMAR,TIER2)(YANMAR,TIER2)

D35C-5D35C-5
(YANMAR,TIER2)(YANMAR,TIER2)

22

3000 3000 3250 3250 3500 3500 33

500 500 500 500 500 500 44

diesel diesel diesel diesel diesel diesel 55

rider-seated rider-seated rider-seated rider-seated rider-seated rider-seated 66
p p p p p p 77

2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 88

3230 3230 3230 3230 3000 3000 99

152 152 152 152 152 152 1010

III III III III III III 1111

45x125x1050 45x125x1050 45x125x1050 45x125x1050 45x125x1050 45x125x1050 1212

286x1044 286x1044 286x1044 286x1044 286x1044 286x1044 1313

6/10 6/10 6/10 6/10 6/10 6/10 1414

2700 2700 2730 2730 2765 2765 1515

1197 1197 1197 1197 1255 1255 1616

2165 2165 2165 2165 2165 2165 1717

4490 4490 4490 4490 4260 4260 1818

2183 2183 2183 2183 2183 2183 1919

1026 1026 1026 1026 1026 1026 2020

2365 2365 2395 2395 2420 2420 2121

485 485 485 485 495 495 2222

2850 2850 2880 2880 2915 2915 2323

2050 2050 2100 2100 2170 2170 23a23a

  

20/20.5 20/20.5 20/20.5 20/20.5 20.5/21 20.5/21 2424

500/550 500/550 490/550 490/550 480/550 480/550 2525

510/460 510/460 510/460 510/460 510/460 510/460 2626

1830 1830 1820 1820 1750 1750 2727

25 25 23.5 23.5 21.5 21.5 2828

   2929

  

4450 4450 4630 4630 4810 4810 3030

6580/870 6580/870 6940/940 6940/940 7340/970 7340/970 3131

1840/2610 1840/2610 1800/2830 1800/2830 1780/3030 1780/3030 3232

  

2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 3333

28x9x15-12 28x9x15-12 28x9x15-128x9x15-12 2 250x15-18 250x15-18 3434

6.50x10-10 6.50x10-10 6.50x10-12 6.50x10-12 6.50x10-12 6.50x10-12 3535

1700 1700 1700 1700 1700 1700 3636

982/1000 982/1000 982/1000 982/1000 1026/1000 1026/1000 3737

105 105 105 105 105 105 3838

143 143 143 143 143 143 3939

foot/hyd foot/hyd foot/hyd foot/hyd foot/hyd foot/hyd 4040

hand/mech hand/mech hand/mech hand/mech hand/mechand/mech h 4141

  

12/85 12/85 12/85 12/85 12/85 12/85 4242

YYANANMAMAR/R/4T4TNVNV98 98 YAYANMNMARAR//4T4TNVNV9898 YYANANMAMAR/R/4T4TNVNV9898 4433

46.3(62.1)46.3(62.1)/2200 /2200 46.3(62.1)/46.3(62.1)/2200 42200 46.3(626.3(62.1)/2200 .1)/2200 4444

240(177)/1320 240(177)/1320 240(177)/1240(177)/1320 240(177)/1320 240(177)/1320 320 4545

4/4/3319 4/4/3319 4/4/3319 4/4/3319 4/4/3319 4/4/3319 4646

powershift powershift powershift powershift powershift powershift 4747

1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 4848

216/156 216/156 216/156 216/156 216/156 216/156 4949

   5050
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SpecificationsSpecifications
CHARACTERISTICSCHARACTERISTICS

1 MANUFACTURER1 MANUFACTURER DOOSAN DOOSANDOOSAN DOOSAN

2 MODEL2 MODEL
D20S-5D20S-5

(YANMAR,TIER3)(YANMAR,TIER3)
D25S-5D25S-5

(YANMAR,TIER3)(YANMAR,TIER3)

3 3 CAPACITY CAPACITY at at rated rated load load center center kg kg 2000 2000 25002500

4 4 LOAD LOAD CENTER CENTER distance distance mm mm 500 500 500500

5 5 POWER POWER TYPE TYPE electelectricric, , diesel, diesel, gas, gas, LPG-gas LPG-gas diesel diesel dieseldiesel

6 6 OPERATOR OPERATOR TYPE TYPE stand-on, stand-on, ride-seated ride-seated rider-seated rider-seated rider-seatedrider-seated

7 7 TIRES TIRES C=cushion, C=cushion, P=pneumatic P=pneumatic p p pp

8 8 WHEELS(x=driven) WHEELS(x=driven) number number of of front/rear front/rear 2/2 2/2 2/22/2

DIMENSIONSDIMENSIONS

9 9 maximum maximum fork fork height height with with rated rated load load mm mm 3230 3230 32303230

1010

LIFT WITH STDLIFT WITH STD
TWO-STAGE MASTTWO-STAGE MAST free free lift lift mm mm 152 152 152152

11 11 FORK FORK CARRIAGE CARRIAGE ISO ISO class class II II IIII

12 12 thickness thickness x x width width x x length length mm mm 40x100x10540x100x1050 0 40x10040x100x1050x1050

1313
FORKSFORKS

fork fork spacing spacing (maximum (maximum x x minimum) minimum) mm mm 275x1035 275x1035 275x1275x1035035

14 14 TILT TILT OF OF MAST MAST forward/backwforward/backward ard deg deg 6/10 6/10 6/106/10

15 15 length length to to fork fork face face mm mm 2530 2530 25952595

16 16 width width mm mm 1170 1170 11701170

17 17 mast mast lowered lowered height height mm mm 2175 2175 21752175

18 18 mast mast extended extended height height mm 4490 mm 4490 44904490

19 19 overhead overhead guard guard height height mm 2183 mm 2183 21832183

2020

OVERALLOVERALL
DIMENSIONSDIMENSIONS

seat seat height height mm mm 1026 1026 10261026

21 21 OUTSIDE OUTSIDE TURNING TURNING RADIUS RADIUS mm mm 2220 2220 22652265

22 22 LOAD LOAD MOMENT MOMENT CONSTANT CONSTANT mm mm 480 480 480480

23 9023 90
。。

   STACSTACKING KING AISLE AISLE mm mm 2700 2700 274527452323
aa

9090。。   INTERSINTERSECTING ECTING AISLE AISLE mm mm 1970 1970 20002000

PERFORMANCEPERFORMANCE

24 24 travel, travel, loaded/unloaded/unloaded loaded km/hr km/hr 19/19.5 19/19.5 19/19.519/19.5

25 25 lift, lift, loaded/unloaded/unloaded loaded mm/s mm/s 530/550 530/550 520/550520/550

2626

SPEEDSPEED

lowering, lowering, loaded/unlloaded/unloaded oaded mm/s mm/s 510/460 510/460 510/460510/460

27 27 DRAWBADRAWBAR R PULL at PULL at 1.6km/hr1.6km/hr, , loaded/uloaded/unloaded nloaded kg kg 1765 1765 17401740

28 28 GRADEAGRADEABILITY BILITY at at 1.6km/hr1.6km/hr, , loaded/uloaded/unloaded nloaded % % 33 33 2828

29 ACCELERATION29 ACCELERATION
time reached at max time reached at max speed,speed,
loaded/unloadedloaded/unloaded

secsec

WEIGHTWEIGHT

30 30 TOTAL TOTAL WEIWEIGHT GHT at at unloaded unloaded kg kg 3580 3580 39503950

31 31 at at loadedloaded, , front/rfront/rear ear kg kg 4930/650 4930/650 5660/7905660/790

3232
AXLE LOADAXLE LOAD

at at unloaded, unloaded, front/rfront/rear ear kg kg 1720/1860 1720/1860 1650/23001650/2300

CHASSISCHASSIS

33 33 number number of of front/rfront/rear ear 2/2 2/2 2/22/2

34 34 front front size size 7.00x15-12 7.00x15-12 7.00x15-127.00x15-12

3535

TIRESTIRES

rear rear sizsize e 6.50x10-10 6.50x10-10 6.50x10-106.50x10-1036 36 WHEEWHEEL L BASE BASE mm mm 1625 1625 16251625

37 37 TREATREAD D front/rear front/rear mm mm 975/1000 975/1000 975/1000975/1000

38 38 at at loadedloaded, , the the lowest lowest point point mm mm 115 115 115115

3939

GROUNDGROUND
CLEARANCECLEARANCE at at loaded, loaded, center center of of wheelbase wheelbase mm mm 143 143 143143

40 40 SEVICE SEVICE BRAKE BRAKE foot/hyd foot/hyd footfoot/hyd/hyd

41 41 PARKING PARKING BRAKE BRAKE hand/mech hand/mech hand/mechhand/mech

DRIVEDRIVE

42 42 BATTERY voBATTERY voltage/capacity ltage/capacity V/AH V/AH 12/85 12/85 12/8512/85

43 43 manufacturermanufacturer/model /model YANMAR/4TNEYANMAR/4TNE98 98 YANMAR/4YANMAR/4TNE98TNE98

44 44 rated rated output output / / rpm rpm kw(hp) kw(hp) 43.7(58.6)/2343.7(58.6)/2300 00 43.7(58.6)/230043.7(58.6)/2300

45 45 mamax. x. totorqrque ue / / rprpm m N-N-m(m(lb•lb•ftft)) 18181(1(131333)/1)/16600 00 18181(1(131333)/1)/1660000

4646

ENGINEENGINE

cycle/cylinders/displcycle/cylinders/displacement acement cc cc 4/4/3319 4/4/3319 4/4/33194/4/3319

47 47 type type powershifpowershift t powershiftpowershift

4848
TRANSMISSIONTRANSMISSION

number number of of speeds speeds forward/forward/reverse reverse 1/1 1/1 1/11/1

4949
OPERATINGOPERATING
PRESSUREPRESSURE

systemsystem/attachment /attachment bar bar 181/156 195/156181/156 195/156

50 50 NOISE NOISE LEVELLEVEL
equivelent continuous soundequivelent continuous sound
pressure level (Leq) at operator's pressure level (Leq) at operator's earear
(DI : BITA/CE prEN 12053)(DI : BITA/CE prEN 12053)

dB(A)dB(A)
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DOOSAN DOOSAN DOOSAN DOOSAN DOOSANDOOSAN 11

D30S-5D30S-5
(YANMAR,TIER3)(YANMAR,TIER3)

D33S-5D33S-5
(YANMAR,TIER3)(YANMAR,TIER3)

D35C-5D35C-5
(YANMAR,TIER3)(YANMAR,TIER3)

22

3000 3000 3250 3250 3500 3500 33

500 500 500 500 500 500 44

diesel diesel diesel diesel diesel diesel 55

rider-seated rider-seated rider-seated rider-seated rider-seated rider-seated 66
p p p p p p 77

2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 88

3230 3230 3230 3230 3000 3000 99

152 152 152 152 152 152 1010

III III III III III III 1111

45x125x1050 45x125x1050 45x125x1050 45x125x1050 45x125x1050 45x125x1050 1212

286x1044 286x1044 286x1044 286x1044 286x1044 286x1044 1313

6/10 6/10 6/10 6/10 6/10 6/10 1414

2700 2700 2730 2730 2765 2765 1515

1197 1197 1197 1197 1255 1255 1616

2165 2165 2165 2165 2165 2165 1717

4490 4490 4490 4490 4260 4260 1818

2183 2183 2183 2183 2183 2183 1919

1026 1026 1026 1026 1026 1026 2020

2365 2365 2395 2395 2420 2420 2121

485 485 485 485 495 495 2222

2850 2850 2880 2880 2915 2915 2323

2050 2050 2100 2100 2170 2170 23a23a

  

18/18.5 18/18.5 18/18.5 18/18.5 18.5/19 18.5/19 2424

500/550 500/550 490/550 490/550 420/550 420/550 2525

510/460 510/460 510/460 510/460 510/460 510/460 2626

1830 1830 1820 1820 1750 1750 2727

25 25 23.5 23.5 21.5 21.5 2828

   2929

  

4450 4450 4630 4630 4810 4810 3030

6580/870 6580/870 6940/940 6940/940 7340/970 7340/970 3131

1840/2610 1840/2610 1800/2830 1800/2830 1780/3030 1780/3030 3232

  

2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 3333

28x9x15-12 28x9x15-12 28x9x15-128x9x15-12 2 250x15-18 250x15-18 3434

6.50x10-10 6.50x10-10 6.50x10-12 6.50x10-12 6.50x10-12 6.50x10-12 3535

1700 1700 1700 1700 1700 1700 3636

982/1000 982/1000 982/1000 982/1000 1026/1000 1026/1000 3737

105 105 105 105 105 105 3838

143 143 143 143 143 143 3939

foot/hyd foot/hyd foot/hyd foot/hyd foot/hyd foot/hyd 4040

hand/mech hand/mech hand/mech hand/mech hand/mechand/mech h 4141

  

12/85 12/85 12/85 12/85 12/85 12/85 4242

YYANANMAMAR/R/4T4TNENE98 98 YAYANMNMARAR//4T4TNENE9898 YYANANMAMAR/R/4T4TNENE9898 4433

43.7(58.6)43.7(58.6)/2300 /2300 43.7(58.6)/43.7(58.6)/2300 42300 43.7(583.7(58.6)/2300 .6)/2300 4444

181(133)/1600 181(133)/1600 181(133)/1181(133)/1600 181(133)/1600 181(133)/1600 600 4545

4/4/3319 4/4/3319 4/4/3319 4/4/3319 4/4/3319 4/4/3319 4646

powershift powershift powershift powershift powershift powershift 4747

1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 4848

216/156 216/156 216/156 216/156 216/156 216/156 4949

   5050
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SpecificationsSpecifications
CHARACTERISTICSCHARACTERISTICS

1 MANUFACTURER1 MANUFACTURER

2 MODEL2 MODEL

3 3 CAPACITY CAPACITY at at rated rated load load center center kgkg

4 4 LOAD LOAD CENTER CENTER distance distance mmmm

5 5 POWER POWER TYPE TYPE electric, electric, diesel, diesel, gas, gas, LPG-gasLPG-gas

6 6 OPERATOR OPERATOR TYPE TYPE stand-on, stand-on, ride-seatedride-seated

7 7 TIRES TIRES C=cushion, C=cushion, P=pneumaticP=pneumatic
8 8 WHEELS(x=drivenWHEELS(x=driven) ) number number of of front/reafront/rearr

DIMENSIONSDIMENSIONS

9 9 maximum maximum fork fork height height with with rated rated load load mmmm

1010
LIFT WITH STD TWO-STAGE MASTLIFT WITH STD TWO-STAGE MAST

free free lift lift mmmm

11 11 FORFORK K CARRIAGE CARRIAGE ISO ISO classclass

12 12 thickness thickness x x width width x x length length mmmm

1313
FORKSFORKS

fork fork spacing spacing (maximum (maximum x x minimum) minimum) mmmm

14 14 TILT TILT OF OF MAST MAST forward/backwforward/backward ard degdeg

15 15 length length without without forks forks mmmm

16 16 width width mmmm

17 17 mast mast lowered lowered height height mmmm

18 18 mast mast extended extended height height mmmm

19 19 overhead overhead guard guard height height mmmm

2020

OVERALLOVERALL
DIMENSIONSDIMENSIONS

seat seat height height mmmm

21 21 OUTSIDE OUTSIDE TURNING TURNING RADIUS RADIUS mmmm

22 22 LOAD LOAD MOMENT MOMENT CONSTANT CONSTANT mmmm

23 9023 90。。   STACKING STACKING AISLE AISLE mmmm

23a 9023a 90。。   INTERSECTING INTERSECTING AISLE AISLE mmmm

PERFORMANCEPERFORMANCE

24 24 travel, travel, loaded/loaded/unloaded unloaded km/hrkm/hr

25 25 lift, lift, loaded/unloadeloaded/unloaded d mm/smm/s

2626

SPEEDSPEED

lowering, lowering, loaded/unlloaded/unloaded oaded mm/smm/s

27 27 DRAWBAR DRAWBAR PULL PULL at at 1.6km/hr, 1.6km/hr, loaded/unloaded/unloaded loaded kgkg

28 28 GRADEABILIGRADEABILITY TY at at 1.6km/hr, 1.6km/hr, loaded/unloaded/unloaded loaded %%

29 ACCELERATION29 ACCELERATION
time reached at max speed,time reached at max speed,
loaded/unloadedloaded/unloaded

secsec

WEIGHTWEIGHT

30 30 TOTAL TOTAL WEIGHT WEIGHT at at unloaded unloaded kgkg

31 31 at at loaded, loaded, front/refront/rear ar kgkg

3232
AXLE LOADAXLE LOAD

at at unloaded, unloaded, front/refront/rear ar kgkg

CHASSISCHASSIS

33 33 number number of of front/reafront/rearr

34 34 front front sizesize

3535

TIRESTIRES

rear sizerear size

36 36 WHEEL WHEEL BASE BASE mmmm
37 37 TREAD TREAD front/rfront/rear ear mmmm

38 38 at at loaded, loaded, the the lowest lowest point point mmmm

3939

GROUNDGROUND
CLEARANCECLEARANCE at at loaded, loaded, center center of of wheelbase wheelbase mmmm

40 40 SEVICE SEVICE BRAKEBRAKE

41 41 PARKING PARKING BRAKEBRAKE

DRIVEDRIVE

42 42 BATTERY BATTERY voltage/voltage/capacity capacity V/AHV/AH

43 manufacturer/model43 manufacturer/model

44 44 rated rated output output / / rpm rpm kw(hp)kw(hp)

45 45 max. max. torque torque / / rpm rpm N•m(lb•ft)N•m(lb•ft)

4646

ENGINEENGINE

cycle/cylinders/displacement cccycle/cylinders/displacement cc

47 type47 type

4848
TRANSMISSIONTRANSMISSION

number of spenumber of speeds forward/reverseeds forward/reverse

4949
OPERATINGOPERATING
PRESSUREPRESSURE

system/attachment barsystem/attachment bar

50 50 NOISE NOISE LEVELLEVEL
equivelent continuous soundequivelent continuous sound
pressure level (Leq) at operator's ear (DI pressure level (Leq) at operator's ear (DI : BITA/CE prEN 12053): BITA/CE prEN 12053)

dB(A)dB(A)
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DOOSAN DOOSAN DOOSANDOOSAN DOOSAN DOOSAN 11

G20E-5 G25E-5 G30E-5G20E-5 G25E-5 G30E-5 22

2000 2000 2500 2500 3000 3000 33

500 500 500 500 500 500 44

LP LP LP LP LP LP 55

rider-searider-seated ted rider-srider-seated eated rider-seaterider-seated d 66

p p p p p p 77
2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 88

3230 3230 3230 3230 3230 3230 99

152 152 152 152 152 152 1010

II II II II III III 1111

40x100x1050 40x100x1050 40x100x1040x100x1050 45x150 45x125x1050 25x1050 1212

275x1035 275x1035 275x1035 275x1035 286x1044 286x1044 1313

6/10 6/10 6/10 6/10 6/10 6/10 1414

2530 2530 2595 2595 2700 2700 1515

1170 1170 1170 1170 1197 1197 1616

2175 2175 2175 2175 2165 2165 1717

4490 4490 4490 4490 4490 4490 1818

2183 2183 2183 2183 2183 2183 1919

1026 1026 1026 1026 1026 1026 2020

2220 2220 2265 2265 2365 2365 2121

480 480 480 480 485 485 2222

2700 2700 2745 2745 2850 2850 2323

1970 1970 2000 2000 2050 2050 23a23a

  

19/20 19/20 19/20 19/20 18/19 18/19 2424

530/600 530/600 510/600 510/600 500/600 500/600 2525

510/460 510/460 510/460 510/460 510/460 510/460 2626

1440 1440 1415 1415 1485 1485 2727

27 27 22.5 22.5 20.5 20.5 2828

   2929

  

3570 3570 3940 3940 4380 4380 3030

4940/630 4940/630 5670/770 5670/770 6310/1050 6310/1050 3131

1730/1840 1730/1840 1660/2280 1660/2280 1800/2580 1800/2580 3232

  

2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 3333

7.00x15-12 7.00x15-12 7.00x15-12 7.00x15-12 28x9x15-12 28x9x15-12 3434

6.50x10-10 6.50x10-10 6.50x10-10 6.50x10-10 6.50x10-10 6.50x10-10 3535

1625 1625 1625 1625 1700 1700 3636

975/1000 975/1000 975/1000 975/1000 982/1000 982/1000 3737

115 115 115 115 105 105 3838

143 143 143 143 143 143 3939

foot/hyd foot/hyd foot/hyd foot/hyd foot/hyd foot/hyd 4040

hand/mech hand/mech hand/mechand/mech h hand/mech hand/mech 4141

  

12/45 12/45 12/45 12/45 12/45 12/45 4242

G420F(E) G420F(E) G420F(E) G420F(E) G420F(E) G420F(E) 4343

39.39.9(59(53.53.5)/2)/250500 30 39.99.9(53.(53.5)/5)/25025000 3939.9.9(53.(53.5)/5)/252500 00 4444

157(116)/1600 157(116)/1600 157(116)/1600 45157(116)/1600 157(116)/1600 157(116)/1600 45

4/4/1975 4/4/1975 4/4/1975 4/4/1975 4/4/1975 4/4/1975 4646

powershifpowershift t powershifpowershift t powershift powershift 4747

1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 4848

181/156 181/156 195/156 195/156 216/156 216/156 4949

   5050
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SpecificationsSpecifications
CHARACTERISTICSCHARACTERISTICS

1 MANUFACTURER1 MANUFACTURER DOOSAN DOOSANDOOSAN DOOSAN

2 MODEL2 MODEL G20P-5 G25P-5G20P-5 G25P-5

3 3 CAPACITY CAPACITY at at rated rated load load center center kg kg 2000 2000 25002500

4 4 LOAD LOAD CENTER CENTER distance distance mm mm 500 500 500500

5 5 POWER POWER TYPE TYPE electric, electric, diesel, diesel, gas, gas, LPG-gas LPG-gas lp lp lplp

6 6 OPERATOR OPERATOR TYPE TYPE stand-on, stand-on, ride-seated ride-seated rider-seated rider-seated rider-seatedrider-seated

7 7 TIRES TIRES C=cushion, C=cushion, P=pneumatic P=pneumatic p p pp
8 8 WHEELS(x=driven) WHEELS(x=driven) numbenumber r of of front/rear front/rear 2/2 2/2 2/22/2

DIMENSIONSDIMENSIONS

9 9 maximum maximum fork fork height height with with rated rated load load mm mm 3230 3230 32303230

1010
LIFT WITH STDLIFT WITH STD
TWO-STAGE TWO-STAGE MAST MAST free free lift lift mm mm 152 152 152152

11 11 FORK FORK CARRIAGE CARRIAGE ISO ISO class class II II IIII

12 12 thickness thickness x x width width x x length length mm mm 40x100x10540x100x1050 0 40x100x10540x100x10500

1313
FORKSFORKS

fork fork spacing spacing (maximum (maximum x x minimum) minimum) mm mm 275x1035 275x1035 275x1035275x1035

14 14 TILT TILT OF OF MAST MAST forward/bforward/backward ackward deg deg 6/10 6/10 6/106/10

15 15 length length without without forks forks mm 2530 mm 2530 25952595

16 16 width width mm mm 1170 1170 11701170

17 17 mast mast lowered lowered height height mm mm 2175 2175 21752175

18 18 mast mast extended extended height height mm mm 4490 4490 44904490

19 19 overhead overhead guard guard height height mm mm 2183 2183 21832183

2020

OVERALLOVERALL
DIMENSIONSDIMENSIONS

seat seat height height mm mm 1026 1026 10261026

21 21 OUTSIDE OUTSIDE TURNING TURNING RADIUS RADIUS mm mm 2220 2220 22652265

22 22 LOAD LOAD MOMENT MOMENT CONSTANT CONSTANT mm mm 480 480 480480

23 9023 90。。   STACKING STACKING AISLE AISLE mm mm 2700 2700 27452745

23a 9023a 90。。   INTERSECTING INTERSECTING AISLE AISLE mm 19mm 1970 70 20002000

PERFORMANCEPERFORMANCE

24 24 travel, travel, loaded/unlloaded/unloaded oaded km/hr km/hr 19/20 19/20 19/2019/20

25 25 lift, lift, loaded/loaded/unloaded unloaded mm/s mm/s 530/600 530/600 510/600510/600

2626

SPEEDSPEED

lowering, lowering, loadedloaded/unloaded /unloaded mm/s mm/s 510/460 510/460 510/460510/460

27 27 DRAWBADRAWBAR R PULL PULL at at 1.6km/hr1.6km/hr, , loaded/unloadeloaded/unloaded d kg kg 1750 1750 17251725

28 28 GRADEAGRADEABILITY BILITY at at 1.6km/hr1.6km/hr, , loaded/unloadeloaded/unloaded d % % 33 33 2828

29 ACCELERATION29 ACCELERATION
time reached at max time reached at max speed,speed,
loaded/unloadedloaded/unloaded

secsec

WEIGHTWEIGHT

30 30 TOTAL TOTAL WEIGHT WEIGHT at at unloaded unloaded kg kg 3570 3570 39403940

31 31 at at loaded, loaded, front/rear front/rear kg kg 4940/630 5674940/630 5670/7700/770

3232
AXLE LOADAXLE LOAD

at at unloaded, unloaded, front/rfront/rear ear kg kg 1730/1840 1730/1840 1660/22801660/2280

CHASSISCHASSIS

33 33 number number of of front/rear front/rear 2/2 2/2 2/22/2

34 34 front front size size 7.00x15-12 7.00x15-12 7.00x15-7.00x15-1212

3535

TIRESTIRES

rear rear size size 6.50x10-10 6.50x10-10 6.50x10-106.50x10-10

36 36 WHEEWHEEL L BASE BASE mm mm 1625 1625 16251625
37 37 TREATREAD fD front/rront/rear ear mm mm 975/1000 975/1000 975/1000975/1000

38 38 at at loaded, loaded, the the lowest lowest point point mm mm 115 115 115115

3939

GROUNDGROUND
CLEARANCECLEARANCE at at loaded, loaded, center center of of wheelbase wheelbase mm mm 143 143 143143

40 40 SEVICE SEVICE BRAKE BRAKE foot/hyd foot/hyd foot/hydfoot/hyd

41 41 PARKING PARKING BRAKE BRAKE hand/mech hand/mech hand/mechhand/mech

DRIVEDRIVE

42 42 BATTERY BATTERY voltage/voltage/capacity capacity V/AH V/AH 12/65 12/65 12/6512/65

43 m43 manufactureanufacturer/model r/model G424F(E) G424F(E) G424F(E)G424F(E)

44 44 rated rated output output / / rpm rpm kw(hp) kw(hp) 47.7(64)/2550 47.7(64)/2550 47.7(64)/255047.7(64)/2550

45 45 max. max. torque torque / / rpm rpm N•m(lb•ftN•m(lb•ft) ) 182(135)/2200 182(135)/2200 182(135)/220182(135)/22000

4646

ENGINEENGINE

cycle/cylinders/displacycle/cylinders/displacement cement cc cc 4/4/2405 4/4/2405 4/4/24054/4/2405

47 47 type type powershifpowershift t powershifpowershiftt

4848
TRANSMISSIONTRANSMISSION

number number of of speeds speeds forward/forward/reverse reverse 1/1 1/1 1/11/1

4949
OPERATINGOPERATING
PRESSUREPRESSURE

systemsystem/attachment /attachment bar bar 181/156 181/156 195/156195/156

50 50 NOISE NOISE LEVELLEVEL
equivelent continuous soundequivelent continuous sound
pressure level (Leq) at operator's earpressure level (Leq) at operator's ear

(DI : BITA/CE prEN (DI : BITA/CE prEN 12053)12053)

dB(A)dB(A)
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DOOSAN DOOSAN DOOSAN DOOSAN DOOSANDOOSAN 11

G30P-5 G30P-5 G33P-5 G33P-5 G35C-5G35C-5 22

3000 3000 3250 3250 3500 3500 33

500 500 500 500 500 500 44

lp lp lp lp lp lp 55

rider-seated rider-seated rider-seated rider-seated rider-seated rider-seated 66

p p p p p p 77
2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 88

3230 3230 3230 3230 3000 3000 99

152 152 152 152 152 152 1010

III III III III III III 1111

4545x12x125x15x105050 450 45x12x125x15x105050 0 4545x12x125x15x1050050 1212

286x1044 286x1044 286x1044 286x1044 286x1044 286x1044 1313

6/10 6/10 6/10 6/10 6/10 6/10 1414

2700 2700 2730 2730 2765 2765 1515

1197 1197 1197 1197 1255 1255 1616

2165 2165 2165 2165 2165 2165 1717

4490 4490 4490 4490 4260 4260 1818

2183 2183 2183 2183 2183 2183 1919

1026 1026 1026 1026 1026 1026 2020

2365 2365 2395 2395 2420 2420 2121

485 485 485 485 495 495 2222

2850 2850 2880 2880 2915 2915 2323

2050 2050 2100 2100 2170 2170 23a23a

  

18/19 18/19 18/19 18/19 18.5/19.5 18.5/19.5 2424

500/600 500/600 500/600 500/600 420/600 420/600 2525

510/460 510/460 510/460 510/460 510/460 510/460 2626

1815 1815 1805 1805 1735 1735 2727

25.5 25.5 24 24 21.5 21.5 2828

   2929

  

4380 4380 4560 4560 4750 4750 3030

6310/1050 6310/1050 6890/920 6890/920 7300/950 7300/950 3131

1800/2780 1800/2780 1760/2800 1760/2800 1750/3000 1750/3000 3232

  

2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 3333

28x9x15-12 28x9x15-12 28x9x15-12 28x9x15-12 250x15-18 250x15-18 3434

6.50x10-10 6.50x10-10 6.50x10-12 6.50x10-12 6.50x10-16.50x10-12 2 3535

1700 1700 1700 1700 1700 1700 3636

982/1000 982/1000 982/1000 982/1000 1026/1000 1026/1000 3737

105 105 105 105 105 105 3838

143 143 143 143 143 143 3939

foot/hyd foot/hyd foot/hyd foot/hyd foot/hyd foot/hyd 4040

hand/mech hand/mech hand/mech hand/mech hand/mech hand/mech 4141

  

12/65 12/65 12/65 12/65 12/65 12/65 4242

G424F(EG424F(E) ) G424F(E) G424F(E) G424F(E) G424F(E) 4343

4747.7.7(64(64)/2)/2550 550 4747.7.7(64(64)/25)/2550 50 4747.7.7(64(64)/2)/2555500 4444

118282(1(1335)5)//222200 00 118282(1(1335)5)/2/2202000 18182(2(13135)5)/2/2202000 4455

4/4/2405 4/4/2405 4/4/2405 4/4/2405 4/4/2405 4/4/2405 4646

powershifpowershift t powershift powershift powershift powershift 4747

1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 4848

216/156 216/156 216/156 216/156 216/156 216/156 4949

   5050
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SpecificationsSpecifications
CHARACTERISTICSCHARACTERISTICS

1 MANUFACTURER1 MANUFACTURER DOOSANDOOSAN

2 MODEL2 MODEL GC20E-5GC20E-5

3 3 CAPACITY CAPACITY at at rated rated load load center center kg kg 20002000

4 4 LOAD LOAD CENTER CENTER distance distance mm mm 500500

5 5 POWER POWER TYPE TYPE electelectricric, , diesel, diesel, gas, gas, LPG-gas LPG-gas LPLP

6 6 OPERATOR OPERATOR TYPE TYPE stand-on, stand-on, ride-seated ride-seated rider-seatedrider-seated

7 7 TIRES TIRES C=cushionC=cushion, , P=pneumatic P=pneumatic CC8 8 WHEELS(x=driven) WHEELS(x=driven) number number of of front/rear front/rear 2/22/2

DIMENSIONSDIMENSIONS

9 9 maximum maximum fork fork height height with with rated rated load load mm mm 32303230

1010

LIFT WITH STDLIFT WITH STD
TWO-STAGE MASTTWO-STAGE MAST free free lift lift mm mm 152152

11 11 FORK FORK CARRIAGE CARRIAGE ISO ISO class class IIII

12 12 thickness thickness x x width width x x length length mm mm 40x10040x100x1050x1050

1313
FORKSFORKS

fork fork spacing spacing (maximum (maximum x x minimum) minimum) mm mm 297x905297x905

14 14 TILT TILT OF OF MAST MAST forward/backwarforward/backward d deg deg 6/86/8

15 15 length length without without forks forks mm mm 22182218

16 16 width width mm mm 11101110

17 17 mast mast lowered lowered height height mm mm 21302130

18 18 mast mast extended extended height height mm mm 44804480

19 19 overhead overhead guard guard height height mm mm 21502150

2020

OVERALLOVERALL
DIMENSIONSDIMENSIONS

seat seat height height mm mm 10381038

21 21 OUTSIDE OUTSIDE TURNING TURNING RADIUS RADIUS mm mm 20002000

22 22 LOAD LOAD MOMENT MOMENT CONSTANT CONSTANT mm mm 367367

23 9023 90。。   STACKING STACKING AISLE AISLE mm mm 23672367

23a 9023a 90。。   INTERSECTING INTERSECTING AISLE AISLE mm mm 17981798
PERFORMANCEPERFORMANCE

24 24 travel, travel, loaded/unloaded/unloaded loaded km/hr km/hr 16/1616/16

25 25 lift, lift, loaded/unloaded/unloaded loaded mm/s mm/s 530/600530/600

2626

SPEEDSPEED

lowering, lowering, loaded/uloaded/unloaded nloaded mm/s mm/s 510/460510/460

27 27 DRAWBADRAWBAR R PULL PULL at at 1.6km/hr1.6km/hr, , loaded/uloaded/unloaded nloaded kg kg 17951795

28 28 GRADEABILITY GRADEABILITY at at 1.6km/hr, 1.6km/hr, loaded/unloadloaded/unloaded ed % % 35.535.5

29 ACCELERATION29 ACCELERATION
time reached at max time reached at max speed,speed,
loaded/unloadedloaded/unloaded

secsec

WEIGHTWEIGHT

30 30 TOTAL TOTAL WEIGHT WEIGHT at at unloaded unloaded kg kg 34103410

31 31 at at loaded, loaded, front/rear front/rear kg kg 4770/64770/64040

3232
AXLE LOADAXLE LOAD

at at unloadeunloaded, d, front/rear front/rear kg kg 1540/11540/1870870

CHASSISCHASSIS

33 33 number number of of front/rfront/rear ear 2/22/2

34 34 front front size size 21x7-1521x7-15

3535

TIRESTIRES

rear rear sizsize e 16x5-10.516x5-10.5

36 36 WHEEL WHEEL BASE BASE mm mm 14101410

37 37 TREATREAD D front/rear front/rear mm mm 932/983932/983
38 38 at at loaded, loaded, the the lowest lowest point point mm mm 9090

3939

GROUNDGROUND
CLEARANCECLEARANCE at at loaded, loaded, center center of of wheelbase wheelbase mm mm 135135

40 40 SEVICE SEVICE BRAKE BRAKE foot/hydfoot/hyd

41 41 PARKING PARKING BRAKE BRAKE hand/hand/mechmech

DRIVEDRIVE

42 42 BATTERY BATTERY voltage/voltage/capacity capacity V/AH V/AH 12/4512/45

43 43 manufacturer/manufacturer/model model G420F(E)G420F(E)

44 44 rated rated output output / / rpm rpm kw(hp) kw(hp) 39.9(53.5)39.9(53.5)/2500/2500

45 45 max. max. torque torque / / rpm rpm N•m(lb•ft) N•m(lb•ft) 157(116)/1157(116)/1600600

4646

ENGINEENGINE

cycle/cylindercycle/cylinders/displacement s/displacement cc cc 4/4/19754/4/1975

47 47 type type powershiftpowershift

4848
TRANSMISSIONTRANSMISSION

number number of of speeds speeds forward/reverforward/reverse se 1/11/1

4949
OPERATINGOPERATING
PRESSUREPRESSURE

system/attacsystem/attachment hment bar bar 181/156181/156

50 50 NOISE NOISE LEVELLEVEL
equivelent continuous soundequivelent continuous sound
pressure level (Leq) at operator's ear (DI : BITA/CEpressure level (Leq) at operator's ear (DI : BITA/CE
prEN 12053)prEN 12053)

dB(A)dB(A)
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DOOSAN DOOSAN DOOSANDOOSAN DOOSAN DOOSAN 11

GC25E-5 GC30E-5 GC33E-5GC25E-5 GC30E-5 GC33E-5 22

2500 2500 3000 3000 3000(6500LBS3000(6500LBS) ) 33

500 500 500 500 600 600 44

LP LP LP LP LP LP 55

rider-srider-seated eated rider-searider-seated ted rider-seatrider-seated ed 66

C C C C C C 77
2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 88

3230 3230 3230 3230 3230 3230 99

152 152 152 152 152 152 1010

II II III III III III 1111

40x100x1050 40x100x1050 45x125x1050 45x125x1050 45x125x1050 45x125x1050 1212

297x905 297x905 282x954 282x954 282x954 282x954 1313

6/8 6/8 6/8 6/8 6/8 6/8 1414

2268 2268 2333 2333 2368 2368 1515

1110 1110 1110 1110 1110 1110 1616

2130 2130 2130 2130 2130 2130 1717

4480 4480 4480 4480 4480 4480 1818

2150 2150 2150 2150 2150 2150 1919

1038 1038 1038 1038 1038 1038 2020

2045 2045 2105 2105 2135 2135 2121

367 367 373 373 373 373 2222

2412 2412 2478 2478 2508 2508 2323

1822 1822 1872 1872 1907 1907 23a23a

  

16/16 16/16 16/16 16/16 16/16 16/16 2424

510/600 510/600 500/600 500/600 500/600 500/600 2525

510/460 510/460 510/460 510/460 510/460 510/460 2626

1775 1775 1750 1750 1740 1740 2727

30 30 25.5 25.5 23.5 23.5 2828

2929

3710 3710 4180 4180 4350 4350 3030

5500/710 5500/710 6330/850 6330/850 6490/860 6490/860 3131

1460/2250 1460/2250 1470/2710 1470/2710 1420/2930 1420/2930 3232

2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 3333

21x7-15 21x7-15 21x8-15 21x8-15 21x8-15 21x8-15 3434

16x5-10.5 16x5-10.5 16x6-10.5 16x6-10.5 16x6-10.5 16x6-10.5 3535

1410 1410 1410 1410 1410 1410 3636

932/983 932/983 907/956 907/956 907/956 907/956 3737

90 90 90 90 90 90 3838

135 135 135 135 135 135 3939

foot/hyd foot/hyd foot/hyd foot/hyd foot/hyd foot/hyd 4040

hand/mech hand/mech hand/mech hand/mech hand/mech hand/mech 4141

12/45 12/45 12/45 12/45 12/45 12/45 4242

G420F(E) G420F(E) G420F(EG420F(E) ) G420F(E) G420F(E) 4343

339.9.9(9(5353.5.5)/)/252500 00 3939.9.9(5(53.3.5)5)/2/2505000 3939..9(9(5353.5.5)/)/22505000 4444

157(116)/1600 157(116)/1600 157(116)/1600 45157(116)/1600 157(116)/1600 157(116)/1600 45

4/4/1975 4/4/1975 4/4/1975 4/4/1975 4/4/1975 4/4/1975 4646

powershifpowershift t powershifpowershift t powershift powershift 4747

1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 4848

195/156 195/156 216/156 216/156 216/156 216/156 4949

5050
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SpecificationsSpecifications
CHARACTERISTICSCHARACTERISTICS

1 MANUFACTURER1 MANUFACTURER DOOSANDOOSAN

2 MODEL2 MODEL GC20P-5GC20P-5

3 3 CAPACITY CAPACITY at at rated rated load load center center kg kg 20002000

4 4 LOAD LOAD CENTER CENTER distance distance mm mm 500500

5 5 POWER POWER TYPE TYPE electelectricric, , diesel, diesel, gas, gas, LPG-gas LPG-gas LPLP

6 6 OPERATOR OPERATOR TYPE TYPE stand-on, stand-on, ride-seated ride-seated rider-seatrider-seateded

7 7 TIRES TIRES C=cushionC=cushion, , P=pneumatic P=pneumatic CC8 8 WHEELS(x=driven) WHEELS(x=driven) number number of of front/rear front/rear 2/22/2

DIMENSIONSDIMENSIONS

9 9 maximum maximum fork fork height height with with rated rated load load mm mm 32303230

1010

LIFT WITH STDLIFT WITH STD
TWO-STAGE MASTTWO-STAGE MAST free free lift lift mm mm 152152

11 11 FORK FORK CARRIAGE CARRIAGE ISO ISO class class IIII

12 12 thickness thickness x x width width x x length length mm 40x100mm 40x100x1050x1050

1313
FORKSFORKS

fork fork spacing spacing (maximum (maximum x x minimum) minimum) mm mm 297x905297x905

14 14 TILT TILT OF OF MAST MAST forward/bforward/backward ackward deg deg 6/86/8

15 15 length length without without forks forks mm mm 22182218

16 16 width width mm mm 11101110

17 17 mast mast lowered lowered height height mm mm 21302130

18 18 mast mast extended extended height height mm mm 44804480

19 19 overhead overhead guard guard height height mm mm 21502150

2020

OVERALLOVERALL
DIMENSIONSDIMENSIONS

seat seat height height mm mm 10381038

21 21 OUTSIDE OUTSIDE TURNING TURNING RADIUS RADIUS mm mm 20002000

22 22 LOAD LOAD MOMENT MOMENT CONSTANT CONSTANT mm 367mm 367

23 9023 90。。   STACKING STACKING AISLE AISLE mm mm 23742374

23a 9023a 90。。   INTERSECTING INTERSECTING AISLE AISLE mm mm 17981798
PERFORMANCEPERFORMANCE

24 24 travel, travel, loaded/unloaded/unloaded loaded km/hr km/hr 16/1616/16

25 25 lift, lift, loaded/unloaded/unloaded loaded mm/s mm/s 530/600530/600

2626

SPEEDSPEED

lowering, lowering, loaded/uloaded/unloaded nloaded mm/s mm/s 510/460510/460

27 27 DRAWBADRAWBAR R PULL PULL at at 1.6km/hr1.6km/hr, , loaded/uloaded/unloaded nloaded kg kg 21702170

28 28 GRADEABILITY GRADEABILITY at at 1.6km/hr, 1.6km/hr, loaded/unloadloaded/unloaded ed % % 4444

29 ACCELERATION29 ACCELERATION
time reached at max time reached at max speed,speed,
loaded/unloadedloaded/unloaded

secsec

WEIGHTWEIGHT

30 30 TOTAL TOTAL WEIGHT WEIGHT at at unloaded unloaded kg kg 34303430

31 31 at at loaded, loaded, front/rear front/rear kg kg 4780/4780/650650

3232
AXLE LOADAXLE LOAD

at at unloadeunloaded, d, front/rear front/rear kg kg 1551550/18800/1880

CHASSISCHASSIS

33 33 number number of of front/rfront/rear ear 2/22/2

34 34 front front size size 21x7-1521x7-15

3535

TIRESTIRES

rear rear sizsize e 16x5-10.516x5-10.5

36 36 WHEEL WHEEL BASE BASE mm mm 14101410

37 37 TREATREAD D front/rear front/rear mm mm 932/983932/983
38 38 at at loadedloaded, , the the lowest lowest point point mm mm 9090

3939

GROUNDGROUND
CLEARANCECLEARANCE at at loaded, loaded, center center of of wheelbase wheelbase mm mm 135135

40 40 SEVICE SEVICE BRAKE BRAKE foot/hydfoot/hyd

41 41 PARKING PARKING BRAKE BRAKE hand/mechhand/mech

DRIVEDRIVE

42 42 BATTERY BATTERY voltage/voltage/capacity capacity V/AH V/AH 12/6512/65

43 43 manufacturer/manufacturer/model model G424F(E)G424F(E)

44 44 rated rated output output / / rpm rpm kw(hp) kw(hp) 47.7(64)/255047.7(64)/2550

45 45 max. max. torque torque / / rpm rpm N•m(lb•ft) N•m(lb•ft) 182(135)/182(135)/22002200

4646

ENGINEENGINE

cycle/cylindercycle/cylinders/displacement s/displacement cc cc 4/4/24054/4/2405

47 47 type type powershiftpowershift

4848
TRANSMISSIONTRANSMISSION

numbenumber r of of speeds speeds forward/forward/reverse reverse 1/11/1

4949
OPERATINGOPERATING
PRESSUREPRESSURE

systemsystem/attachment /attachment bar bar 181/156181/156

50 50 NOISE NOISE LEVELLEVEL
equivelent continuous soundequivelent continuous sound
pressure level (Leq) at operator's ear (DI : BITA/CE prENpressure level (Leq) at operator's ear (DI : BITA/CE prEN
12053)12053)

dB(A)dB(A)
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DOOSAN DOOSAN DOOSANDOOSAN DOOSAN DOOSAN 11

GC25P-5 GC30P-5 GC33P-5GC25P-5 GC30P-5 GC33P-5 22

2500 2500 3000 3000(6500LBS3000 3000(6500LBS) ) 33

500 500 500 500 600 600 44

LP LP LP LP LP LP 55

rider-seatrider-seated ed rider-seated rider-seated rider-seated rider-seated 66

C C C C C C 77

2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 88

3230 3230 3230 3230 3230 3230 99

152 152 152 152 152 152 1010

II II III III III III 1111

40x100x1050 40x100x1050 45x125x1050 45x125x1050 45x125x1050 45x125x1050 1212

297x905 297x905 282x954 282x954 282x954 282x954 1313

6/8 6/8 6/8 6/8 6/8 6/8 1414

2268 2268 2333 2333 2368 2368 1515

1110 1110 1110 1110 1110 1110 1616

2130 2130 2130 2130 2130 2130 1717

4480 4480 4480 4480 4480 4480 1818

2150 2150 2150 2150 2150 2150 1919

1038 1038 1038 1038 1038 1038 2020

2045 2045 2105 2105 2135 2135 2121

367 367 373 373 373 373 2222

2419 2419 2479 2479 2509 2509 2323
1822 1822 1872 1872 1907 1907 23a23a

16/16 16/16 16/16 16/16 16/16 16/16 2424

510/600 510/600 500/600 500/600 500/600 500/600 2525

510/460 510/460 510/460 510/460 510/460 510/460 2626

2050 2050 2125 2125 2115 2115 2727

37 37 31 31 29 29 2828

2929

3730 3730 4200 4200 4370 4370 3030

5510/720 5510/720 6340/860 6340/860 6500/870 6500/870 3131

1470/2260 1470/2260 1490/2710 1490/2710 1430/2940 1430/2940 3232

2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 3333

21x7-15 21x7-15 21x8-15 21x8-15 21x8-15 21x8-15 3434

16x5-10.5 16x5-10.5 16x6-10.5 16x6-10.5 16x6-10.5 16x6-10.5 3535

1410 1410 1410 1410 1410 1410 3636
932/983 932/983 907/956 907/956 907/956 907/956 3737

90 90 90 90 90 90 3838

135 135 135 135 135 135 3939

foot/hyd foot/hyd foot/hyd foot/hyd foot/hyd foot/hyd 4040

hand/mech hand/mech hand/mech hand/mech hand/mech hand/mech 4141

12/65 12/65 12/65 12/65 12/65 12/65 4242

G424F(E) G424F(E) G424F(E) G424F(E) G424F(E) G424F(E) 4343

47.7(64)/2550 47.7(64)/2550 47.7(64)/2550 47.7(64)/2550 47.7(64)/2550 47.7(64)/2550 4444

182(135)/2182(135)/2200 200 182(135)/2200 182(135)/2200 182(135)/2200 182(135)/2200 4545

4/4/2405 4/4/2405 4/4/2405 4/4/2405 4/4/2405 4/4/2405 4646

powershift powershift powershift powershift powershift powershift 4747

1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 4848

195/156 195/156 216/156 216/156 216/156 216/156 4949

5050
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Noise and VibrationNoise and Vibration

Sound Pressure Level atSound Pressure Level at
Operator’s ear (Leq.)Operator’s ear (Leq.)

according to EN12053according to EN12053
Guaranteed SoundGuaranteed Sound

Power level(LPower level(LWAWA ))
By Noise By Noise DirectivDirectivee

2000/14/EC2000/14/EC

Whole-body VibrationWhole-body Vibration
LevelLevel

according to EN13059according to EN13059
(m/s(m/s

22
))ModelModel

dB(A) dB(A) dB(A) dB(A) Mean Mean UncertaintyUncertainty

TIER - II (4TNV98 E/G)TIER - II (4TNV98 E/G)
D20S-5,D25S-5,D30S-5,D20S-5,D25S-5,D30S-5,

D33S-5, D35C-5D33S-5, D35C-5
(W/O Cabin)(W/O Cabin)  

82 10482 104

TIER - III (4TNE98 E/G)TIER - III (4TNE98 E/G)
D20S-5,D25S-5,D30S-5,D20S-5,D25S-5,D30S-5,

D33S-5, D35C-5D33S-5, D35C-5
(W/O Cabin)(W/O Cabin)  

82 10482 104

TIER - III (G420F(E) E/G)TIER - III (G420F(E) E/G)
G20E-5,G25E-5,G30E-5G20E-5,G25E-5,G30E-5

(W/O Cabin)(W/O Cabin)
82 10482 104

TIER - III (G424F(E) E/G)TIER - III (G424F(E) E/G)
G20P-5,G25P-5,G30P-5,G20P-5,G25P-5,G30P-5,

G33P-5,G35C-5G33P-5,G35C-5
(W/O Cabin)(W/O Cabin)

84 10684 106

0.7 0.20.7 0.2

TIER - III (G420F(E) E/G)TIER - III (G420F(E) E/G)
GC20E-5,GC25E-5,GC30E-5,GC20E-5,GC25E-5,GC30E-5,

GC33E-5GC33E-5
(W/O Cabin)(W/O Cabin)

80 *NA80 *NA

TIER - III (G424F(E) E/G)TIER - III (G424F(E) E/G)
GC20P-5,GC25P-5,GC30P-5,GC20P-5,GC25P-5,GC30P-5,

GC33P-5GC33P-5
(W/O Cabin)(W/O Cabin)

82 *NA82 *NA

1.1 0.31.1 0.3

* NA : Not Applicable* NA : Not Applicable  
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Capacity Chart (Without Sideshifter Pneumatic)Capacity Chart (Without Sideshifter Pneumatic)

SINGLE TIRESINGLE TIRE  
MODELMODEL

STD, FFLSTD, FFL   FFTFFT  

   D   D
   2   2
   0   0
   S   S
  -  -   5   5
 , ,
   G   G
   2   2
   0   0
   E   E
  -  -
   5   5
 , ,
   G   G
   2   2
   0   0
   P   P
  -  -   5   5

  

   D   D
   2   2
   5   5
   S   S
  -  -   5   5
 , ,
   G   G
   2   2
   5   5
   E   E
  -  -   5   5
 , ,
   G   G
   2   2
   5   5
   P   P
  -  -   5   5

  

   D   D
   3   3
   0   0
   S   S
  -  -   5   5
 , ,
   G   G
   3   3
   0   0
   E   E
  -  -   5   5
 , ,
   G   G
   3   3
   0   0
   P   P
  -  -
   5   5
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Capacity Chart (Without Sideshifter Pneumatic)Capacity Chart (Without Sideshifter Pneumatic)

SINGLE TIRESINGLE TIRE  
MODELMODEL

STD, FFLSTD, FFL   FFTFFT  

   D   D
   3   3
   3   3
   S   S
  -  -
   5   5
 , ,
   G   G
   3   3
   3   3
   P   P
  -  -   5   5

  

   D   D
   3   3
   5   5
   C   C
  -  -   5   5
 , ,
   G   G
   3   3
   5   5
   C   C
  -  -
   5   5
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Capacity Chart (Without Sideshifter Pneumatic)Capacity Chart (Without Sideshifter Pneumatic)

DOUBLE TIREDOUBLE TIRE  
MODELMODEL

STD, FFLSTD, FFL   FFTFFT  

   D   D
   2   2
   0   0
   S   S
  -  -   5   5
 , ,
   G   G
   2   2
   0   0
   E   E
  -  -
   5   5
 , ,
   G   G
   2   2
   0   0
   P   P
  -  -   5   5

  

   D   D
   2   2
   5   5
   S   S
  -  -
   5   5
 , ,
   G   G
   2   2
   5   5
   E   E
  -  -   5   5
 , ,
   G   G
   2   2
   5   5
   P   P
  -  -   5   5

  

   D   D
   3   3
   0   0
   S   S
  -  -   5   5
 , ,
   G   G
   3   3
   0   0
   E   E
  -  -   5   5
 , ,
   G   G
   3   3
   0   0
   P   P
  -  -
   5   5
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Capacity Chart (Without Sideshifter Pneumatic)Capacity Chart (Without Sideshifter Pneumatic)

DOUBLE TIREDOUBLE TIRE  
MODELMODEL

STD, FFLSTD, FFL   FFTFFT  

   D   D
   3   3
   3   3
   S   S
  -  -
   5   5
 , ,
   G   G
   3   3
   3   3
   P   P
  -  -   5   5

  

   D   D
   3   3
   5   5
   C   C
  -  -   5   5
 , ,
   G   G
   3   3
   5   5
   C   C
  -  -
   5   5
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4747

Capacity Chart (With Sideshifter Pneumatic)Capacity Chart (With Sideshifter Pneumatic)

SINGLE TIRESINGLE TIRE  
MODELMODEL

STD, FFLSTD, FFL   FFTFFT  

   D   D
   2   2
   0   0
   S   S
  -  -
   5   5
 , ,
   G   G
   2   2
   0   0
   E   E
  -  -   5   5
 , ,
   G   G
   2   2
   0   0
   P   P
  -  -   5   5

  

   D   D
   2   2
   5   5
   S   S
  -  -   5   5
 , ,
   G   G
   2   2
   5   5
   E   E
  -  -
   5   5
 , ,
   G   G
   2   2
   5   5
   P   P
  -  -   5   5

  

   D   D
   3   3
   0   0
   S   S
  -  -   5   5
 , ,
   G   G
   3   3
   0   0
   E   E
  -  -
   5   5
 , ,
   G   G
   3   3
   0   0
   P   P
  -  -   5   5
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4848

Capacity Chart (With Sideshifter Pneumatic)Capacity Chart (With Sideshifter Pneumatic)

SINGLE TIRESINGLE TIRE  
MODELMODEL

STD, FFLSTD, FFL   FFTFFT  

   D   D
   3   3
   3   3
   S   S
  -  -   5   5
 , ,
   G   G
   3   3
   3   3
   P   P
  -  -   5   5

  

   D   D
   3   3
   5   5
   C   C
  -  -
   5   5
 , ,
   G   G
   3   3
   5   5
   C   C
  -  -   5   5
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4949

Capacity Chart (With Sideshifter Pneumatic)Capacity Chart (With Sideshifter Pneumatic)

DOUBLE TIREDOUBLE TIRE  
MODELMODEL

STD, FFLSTD, FFL   FFTFFT  

   D   D
   2   2
   0   0
   S   S
  -  -   5   5
 , ,
   G   G
   2   2
   0   0
   E   E
  -  -
   5   5
 , ,
   G   G
   2   2
   0   0
   P   P
  -  -   5   5

  

   D   D
   2   2
   5   5
   S   S
  -  -   5   5
 , ,
   G   G
   2   2
   5   5
   E   E
  -  -
   5   5
 , ,
   G   G
   2   2
   5   5
   P   P
  -  -   5   5

  

   D   D
   3   3
   0   0
   S   S
  -  -
   5   5
 , ,
   G   G
   3   3
   0   0
   E   E
  -  -   5   5
 , ,
   G   G
   3   3
   0   0
   P   P
  -  -   5   5
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Capacity Chart (With Sideshifter Pneumatic)Capacity Chart (With Sideshifter Pneumatic)

DOUBLE TIREDOUBLE TIRE  
MODELMODEL

STD, FFLSTD, FFL   FFTFFT  

   D   D
   3   3
   3   3
   S   S
  -  -
   5   5
 , ,
   G   G
   3   3
   3   3
   P   P
  -  -   5   5

  

   D   D
   3   3
   5   5
   C   C
  -  -   5   5
 , ,
   G   G
   3   3
   5   5
   C   C
  -  -   5   5
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5151

Capacity Chart (Without Sideshifter cushion)Capacity Chart (Without Sideshifter cushion)

NARROW TIRENARROW TIRE  
MODELMODEL  

STD, FFLSTD, FFL   FFTFFT  

   G   G
   C   C
   2   2
   0   0
   E   E
  -  -   5   5
 , ,
   G   G
   C   C
   2   2
   0   0
   P   P
  -  -   5   5

  

   G   G
   C   C
   2   2
   5   5
   E   E
  -  -   5   5
 , ,
   G   G
   C   C
   2   2
   5   5
   P   P
  -  -   5   5

  

   G   G
   C   C
   3   3
   0   0
   E   E
  -  -   5   5
 , ,
   G   G
   C   C
   3   3
   0   0
   P   P
  -  -
   5   5
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5252

Capacity Chart (Without Sideshifter cushion)Capacity Chart (Without Sideshifter cushion)

NARROW TIRENARROW TIRE  
MODELMODEL  

STD, FFLSTD, FFL   FFTFFT  

   G   G
   C   C
   3   3
   3   3
   E   E
  -  -
   5   5
 , ,
   G   G
   C   C
   3   3
   3   3
   P   P
  -  -   5   5
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33

Capacity Chart (Without Sideshifter cushion)Capacity Chart (Without Sideshifter cushion)

WIDE TIREWIDE TIRE  
MODELMODEL  

STD, FFLSTD, FFL   FFTFFT  

   G   G
   C   C
   2   2
   0   0
   E   E
  -  -   5   5
 , ,
   G   G
   C   C
   2   2
   0   0
   P   P
  -  -   5   5

  

   G   G
   C   C
   2   2
   5   5
   E   E
  -  -
   5   5
 , ,
   G   G
   C   C
   2   2
   5   5
   P   P
  -  -   5   5

  

   G   G
   C   C
   3   3
   0   0
   E   E
  -  -
   5   5
 , ,
   G   G
   C   C
   3   3
   0   0
   P   P
  -  -   5   5
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Capacity Chart (Without Sideshifter cushion)Capacity Chart (Without Sideshifter cushion)

WIDE TIREWIDE TIRE  
MODELMODEL  

STD, FFLSTD, FFL   FFTFFT  

   G   G
   C   C
   3   3
   3   3
   E   E
  -  -
   5   5
 , ,
   G   G
   C   C
   3   3
   3   3
   P   P
  -  -   5   5
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Capacity Chart (With Sideshifter cushion)Capacity Chart (With Sideshifter cushion)

NARROW TIRENARROW TIRE  
MODELMODEL  

STD, FFLSTD, FFL   FFTFFT  

   G   G
   C   C
   2   2
   0   0
   E   E
  -  -   5   5
 , ,
   G   G
   C   C
   2   2
   0   0
   P   P
  -  -
   5   5

  

   G   G
   C   C
   2   2
   5   5
   E   E
  -  -   5   5
 , ,
   G   G
   C   C
   2   2
   5   5
   P   P
  -  -   5   5

  

   G   G
   C   C
   3   3
   0   0
   E   E
  -  -
   5   5
 , ,
   G   G
   C   C
   3   3
   0   0
   P   P
  -  -   5   5
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Capacity Chart (With Sideshifter cushion)Capacity Chart (With Sideshifter cushion)

NARROW TIRENARROW TIRE  
MODELMODEL  

STD, FFLSTD, FFL   FFTFFT  

   G   G
   C   C
   3   3
   3   3
   E   E
  -  -
   5   5
 , ,
   G   G
   C   C
   3   3
   3   3
   P   P
  -  -   5   5
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Capacity Chart (With Sideshifter cushion)Capacity Chart (With Sideshifter cushion)

WIDE TIREWIDE TIRE  
MODELMODEL  

STD, FFLSTD, FFL   FFTFFT  

   G   G
   C   C
   2   2
   0   0
   E   E
  -  -   5   5
 , ,
   G   G
   C   C
   2   2
   0   0
   P   P
  -  -
   5   5

  

   G   G
   C   C
   2   2
   5   5
   E   E
  -  -   5   5
 , ,
   G   G
   C   C
   2   2
   5   5
   P   P
  -  -   5   5

  

   G   G
   C   C
   3   3
   0   0
   E   E
  -  -
   5   5
 , ,
   G   G
   C   C
   3   3
   0   0
   P   P
  -  -   5   5
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Capacity Chart (With Sideshifter cushion)Capacity Chart (With Sideshifter cushion)

WIDE TIREWIDE TIRE  
MODELMODEL  

STD, FFLSTD, FFL   FFTFFT  

   G   G
   C   C
   3   3
   3   3
   E   E
  -  -
   5   5
 , ,
   G   G
   C   C
   3   3
   3   3
   P   P
  -  -   5   5
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Serial NumberSerial Number

Serial Number LocationsSerial Number Locations

For quick reference, record your lift truck's serialFor quick reference, record your lift truck's serial
numbers in the spaces provided below thenumbers in the spaces provided below the
photographs.photographs.

Lift Truck Serial NumberLift Truck Serial Number

•_____________________________•_____________________________

3.3 liter Diesel Engine (43.3 liter Diesel Engine (4TNV9TNV98) Serial Number8) Serial Number

•_____________________________•_____________________________

3.3 liter Diesel Engine (43.3 liter Diesel Engine (4TNE9TNE98) Serial Number8) Serial Number

•_____________________________•_____________________________

2.0 liter Spark-Ignition Engine Serial Number2.0 liter Spark-Ignition Engine Serial Number
(G420F(E))(G420F(E))

•_____________________________•_____________________________

2.4 liter Spark-Ignition Engine Serial Number2.4 liter Spark-Ignition Engine Serial Number
(G424F(E))(G424F(E))

•_____________________________•_____________________________
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Power Shift Transmission Serial NumberPower Shift Transmission Serial Number

•_____________________________•_____________________________

Drive Axle Serial NumberDrive Axle Serial Number

•_____________________________•_____________________________

Typical ExampleTypical Example

Side Shifter Serial Number (If Equipped)Side Shifter Serial Number (If Equipped)

•_____________________________•_____________________________
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Attachment Abbreviations (IncludesAttachment Abbreviations (Includes

Special Forks)Special Forks)

SCSC -Special Carriage-increased width,-Special Carriage-increased width,
height or outreachheight or outreach

SSSSSS -Shaft-type Sideshift Carriage-Shaft-type Sideshift Carriage

HSSHSS -Hook-type Sideshift Carriage (ITA)-Hook-type Sideshift Carriage (ITA)

CWCW -Counterweight-Counterweight

SFSF -Special Forks-Special Forks

SWSSWS -Swing Shift, Sideshift-Swing Shift, Sideshift

RAMRAM -Ram or Boom-Ram or Boom

DBCBHDBCBH -Double Cube Block Handler-Double Cube Block Handler

HFPHFP -Hydraulic Fork Positioner-Hydraulic Fork Positioner

CRCR -Crane Arm or Crane Boom-Crane Arm or Crane Boom

THTH -Tire Handler-Tire Handler

CTHCTH -Container Handler-Container Handler

LPPLPP -Load Push-Pull Device-Load Push-Pull Device

CCCC -Carton Clamp-Carton Clamp

RCRC -Roll Clamp-Roll Clamp

LSLS -Load Stabilizer-Load Stabilizer

PWHPWH -Pulp Wood Handler-Pulp Wood Handler

SS-STSS-ST Sideshift-Side Tilt CarriageSideshift-Side Tilt Carriage
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Operator's Warning and Identification PlateOperator's Warning and Identification Plate

Familiarize yourself with the OPERATOR’S WARNING PLATE and IDENTIFICATION, LIFT CAPACITY andFamiliarize yourself with the OPERATOR’S WARNING PLATE and IDENTIFICATION, LIFT CAPACITY and
ATTACHATTACHMENT PLATES. DO NOT eMENT PLATES. DO NOT exceed capacity as equxceed capacity as equipped load ratings.ipped load ratings.

Operator's Warning PlateOperator's Warning Plate

Located on the right side of the Located on the right side of the operator's seat.operator's seat.

If Convenience Package EquippedIf Convenience Package Equipped

Located on the overhead guard.Located on the overhead guard.

Identification, Lift Capacity andIdentification, Lift Capacity and
Attachment PlateAttachment Plate  

Located on the cowl to the right side of the steeringLocated on the cowl to the right side of the steering
column.column.

Below are abbreviations that may appear on theBelow are abbreviations that may appear on theIDENTIFICATION, LIFT CAPACITY andIDENTIFICATION, LIFT CAPACITY and
ATTACHATTACHMENT PLATES and MENT PLATES and their meanings.their meanings.

Mast AbbreviationsMast Abbreviations

STD STD - - Standard Standard Mast Mast (single (single inner inner member,member,
low free lift)low free lift)

FF FF - - Full Full Free Free Lift Lift Mast Mast (single (single inner inner membermember
with high free lift duplex cylinder)with high free lift duplex cylinder)

FFT FFT - - Triple Triple Lift Lift Mast Mast (two (two inner inner members)members)
with either low or full free liftwith either low or full free lift
characteristics.characteristics.

QUQUADAD - Qua- Quadrudruple (ple (QuQuad) Mad) Masast(wt(with tith threhree ine innerner
members)members)

NOTE:NOTE:   When only a mast-type is listed on theWhen only a mast-type is listed on the

identification plate, a standard carriage andidentification plate, a standard carriage andforks are used.forks are used.
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Operator’s Station and Monitoring SystemsOperator’s Station and Monitoring Systems

Instrument PanelInstrument Panel

Your lift truck may not have the same indicator or warning lights as shown in the illustrations.Your lift truck may not have the same indicator or warning lights as shown in the illustrations.
Due to the various options available, typical instrument panels are shown.Due to the various options available, typical instrument panels are shown.

However, the symbols on the indicators and lights on your panel identify what those particular items are.However, the symbols on the indicators and lights on your panel identify what those particular items are.

Also, the symbol for each of Also, the symbol for each of the items is identified and athe items is identified and an explanation explanation of n of their function and location is described ontheir function and location is described on
the following pages.the following pages.

Diesel (12V)Diesel (12V)

LPG/GAS (12V)LPG/GAS (12V)
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1.1.  Engine Oil Pressure Indicator Light -Engine Oil Pressure Indicator Light -
Indicates insufficient engine oil pressure.Indicates insufficient engine oil pressure.
The light will come on when the ignitionThe light will come on when the ignition
switch is turned to the ON position. Theswitch is turned to the ON position. The

light should go off after the engine is started. If thelight should go off after the engine is started. If the
light turns on while operating the lift truck,light turns on while operating the lift truck,
insufficient engine oil pressure is indicated. Parkinsufficient engine oil pressure is indicated. Park
the lift truck and stop the ethe lift truck and stop the engine.ngine.

2. Alternator Indicator Light -2. Alternator Indicator Light - Indicates ifIndicates if
the battery charging system is operational.the battery charging system is operational.
The light will come on when the ignitionThe light will come on when the ignition
switch is turned to the Oswitch is turned to the ON position.N position.

The light should go off after the engine is started,The light should go off after the engine is started,
indicating the alternator is producing sufficientindicating the alternator is producing sufficient
voltage to charge the battery. If the light turns onvoltage to charge the battery. If the light turns on
with the engine running, check the alternatorwith the engine running, check the alternator
charging system for a charging system for a malfunction.malfunction.

3. Diesel Engine Start Preheat Indicator3. Diesel Engine Start Preheat Indicator
Light -Light - The light will come ON when theThe light will come ON when the
key is turned to the ON position from thekey is turned to the ON position from the

OFF position. This indicates that the glow plugs areOFF position. This indicates that the glow plugs are
preheating the pre-combustion chambers for easierpreheating the pre-combustion chambers for easier
starting.starting.

The amount of time needed to preheat theThe amount of time needed to preheat the
pre-combustion chambers is approximately sevenpre-combustion chambers is approximately seven
seconds, depending on the surrounding airseconds, depending on the surrounding air
temperature. When the light goes OFF thetemperature. When the light goes OFF the
maximum pre-combustion chamber temperaturemaximum pre-combustion chamber temperature
has been reached and the key can be turned to thehas been reached and the key can be turned to the
START position to start the engine.START position to start the engine.

4.4.   Diesel Engine Water in Fuel FilterDiesel Engine Water in Fuel Filter
Indicator Light -Indicator Light -  Indicates when the  Indicates when the
engine is running, there is water in the fuelengine is running, there is water in the fuel

filter exceeds 100cc.filter exceeds 100cc.

The light will come ON when the ignition switch isThe light will come ON when the ignition switch is
turned to the ON position. The light should go offturned to the ON position. The light should go off
after the engine is started. If the light turns on withafter the engine is started. If the light turns on with

the engine running, park the lift truck and stop thethe engine running, park the lift truck and stop the
engine.engine.
Drain some fuel (and any water) until clean fuelDrain some fuel (and any water) until clean fuel
flows from the filter which approximately takes 5 toflows from the filter which approximately takes 5 to
6 seconds6 seconds

5. Fuel Level Gauge -5. Fuel Level Gauge - Indicates fuel level Indicates fuel level
(Gas, Diesel, or Dual Fuel Trucks Only)(Gas, Diesel, or Dual Fuel Trucks Only)

6. Engine Coolant Temperature Gauge -6. Engine Coolant Temperature Gauge -  
Indicates coolant temperature. If both Indicates coolant temperature. If both tenthtenth
& ninth flash out of phase while operating& ninth flash out of phase while operating

the lift truck, overheating is indicated. Park the liftthe lift truck, overheating is indicated. Park the lift
truck and stop the engine.truck and stop the engine.

Check the cooling system for a malfunction. BothCheck the cooling system for a malfunction. Both
tenth & ninth will flash out of phase when thetenth & ninth will flash out of phase when the

coolant temperature reaches approximately 106°Ccoolant temperature reaches approximately 106°C
(223°F) on all engines.(223°F) on all engines.

7. Transmission Oil Temperature Gauge7. Transmission Oil Temperature Gauge
-- Indicates transmission oil temperature. If Indicates transmission oil temperature. If
both tenth & ninth flash out of phase whileboth tenth & ninth flash out of phase while

operating the lift truck, excessive transmission oiloperating the lift truck, excessive transmission oil
temperature is indicated. Park the lift truck and stemperature is indicated. Park the lift truck and stoptop
the engine.the engine.

8. G420F(E)/G424F(E) Engine8. G420F(E)/G424F(E) Engine
Malfunction Indicator Lamp (MIL)Malfunction Indicator Lamp (MIL)

G420F(E) and G424F(E) engine control systemsG420F(E) and G424F(E) engine control systems
are equipped with built-in fault diagnostics. Detetedare equipped with built-in fault diagnostics. Deteted
system faults can be displayed by the Malfunctionsystem faults can be displayed by the Malfunction
Indicator Lamp (MIL) as Diagnostic Fault CodesIndicator Lamp (MIL) as Diagnostic Fault Codes
(DFC) or flash codes, and viewed in detail with the(DFC) or flash codes, and viewed in detail with the
use of service tool software. When the ignition keyuse of service tool software. When the ignition key
is turned ON the MIL will perform a self-test,is turned ON the MIL will perform a self-test,
illuminate once and then go OFF. If a detected falutilluminate once and then go OFF. If a detected falut
condition exists, the fault or faults will be stored incondition exists, the fault or faults will be stored in
the memory of the engine control module (ECM).the memory of the engine control module (ECM).
Once a fault occurs the MIL will illuminate andOnce a fault occurs the MIL will illuminate and
remain ON. This signals the operator that a faultsremain ON. This signals the operator that a faults
has been detected by has been detected by the SECM.the SECM.

9. Seat Belt Warning Light (If9. Seat Belt Warning Light (If

Equipment)Equipment)

Indicates when the seat belt dose not fastened byIndicates when the seat belt dose not fastened by
operator.operator.
The light will come on when the ignition switch isThe light will come on when the ignition switch is
turned to the on position.turned to the on position.
The light should go off after eThe light should go off after engine is started.ngine is started.

10. Service hour Meter -10. Service hour Meter -  Indicates the  Indicates the
total number of hours the engine and thetotal number of hours the engine and the
lift truck have operated. The hour meterlift truck have operated. The hour meter

will operate when the ignition switch is in the ONwill operate when the ignition switch is in the ON
pposition, whether the engine is running or not. Theosition, whether the engine is running or not. The
hour meter is used to determine lubrication andhour meter is used to determine lubrication and
maintenance intervals.maintenance intervals.

11. Parking indicator light-11. Parking indicator light-  The light will  The light will
come ON when the parking come ON when the parking lever is applied.lever is applied.

12. Front Floodlights-12. Front Floodlights-  Push down on the  Push down on the
switch(14), to the first step, to turn the frontswitch(14), to the first step, to turn the front
floodlights on.floodlights on.

Front and Rear FloodlightsFront and Rear Floodlights  –  – Push Push down down on on thethe
switch(14), to the second step, to turn both the fronswitch(14), to the second step, to turn both the frontt
and rear floodlights on. The and rear floodlights on. The floodlights are optional.floodlights are optional.

13. Transmission Neutral Position Light13. Transmission Neutral Position Light
--  Indicates the neutral position of  Indicates the neutral position of
transmission.transmission.  

14. Front a14. Front and Rear Floodlind Rear Floodlights Switch –ghts Switch – TheThe
front floodright is ON when push down switchfront floodright is ON when push down switch
to the to the first step.first step.

The front and rear floodlights are ON when push downThe front and rear floodlights are ON when push down
switch to the second step.switch to the second step.
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15. Low Level Light of LP GAS –15. Low Level Light of LP GAS – IndicatesIndicates
the low Level of LP GAS (LP or the low Level of LP GAS (LP or DUAL only)DUAL only)

16. Directional Turning Indicator Light16. Directional Turning Indicator Light

17. Horn Switch -17. Horn Switch - Push on the hornPush on the horn
button to sound the horn.button to sound the horn.

1717
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Electrical Disconnect Switch (IfElectrical Disconnect Switch (If
Equipped)Equipped)

1.1. ON - Connects the battery for electricalON - Connects the battery for electrical
power to all power to all electrical circuits.electrical circuits.

2.2. OFF - Disconnects the battery from allOFF - Disconnects the battery from all
electrical circuits.electrical circuits.

Engine CompartmentEngine Compartment

1.1. The engine compartment is accessible by pullingThe engine compartment is accessible by pulling
the latch (GC Series), or pushing down the leverthe latch (GC Series), or pushing down the lever
located at cowl (G.D Series) and located at cowl (G.D Series) and raising the hoodraising the hood
and seat assembly (Note: Unlock latch beforeand seat assembly (Note: Unlock latch before
pulling-if key equipped)pulling-if key equipped)

2.2. The hood and seat assembly is held up by aThe hood and seat assembly is held up by a
support cylinder. Make certain the air cylinder issupport cylinder. Make certain the air cylinder is
operating properly and securely hold the hood upoperating properly and securely hold the hood up
before doing anything in the enginebefore doing anything in the engine
compartment.compartment.
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Seat Switch System (If Equipped)Seat Switch System (If Equipped)

The lift truck is equipped with a SEAT SWITCHThe lift truck is equipped with a SEAT SWITCH
SYSTEM. In normal operation if the direction leverSYSTEM. In normal operation if the direction lever
is placed in either forward or reverse, the lift truckis placed in either forward or reverse, the lift truck
will move at a speed proportional to the acceleratorwill move at a speed proportional to the accelerator
pedal's position. If the operator leavers the seatpedal's position. If the operator leavers the seat
without setting the parking brake, within threewithout setting the parking brake, within three
seconds after leaving the seat, the SEAT SWITCHseconds after leaving the seat, the SEAT SWITCH
SYSTEM will automatically disengage theSYSTEM will automatically disengage the

transmission. The directional lever, however, willtransmission. The directional lever, however, will
remain in that forward or reverse location althoughremain in that forward or reverse location although
internally the transmission will have shifted intointernally the transmission will have shifted into
neutral.neutral.

Before exiting the lift truck, the parking brakeBefore exiting the lift truck, the parking brake
should always be applied.should always be applied.
..

WARNINGWARNING

WHEN LEAVING MACHINE APPLY PARKINGWHEN LEAVING MACHINE APPLY PARKING
BRAKE!BRAKE!

PARKING BRAKE IS NOT AUTOMATICALLYPARKING BRAKE IS NOT AUTOMATICALLY
APPLIED.APPLIED.

NOTE:NOTE:  Some trucks may be equipped (ask yourSome trucks may be equipped (ask your
dealer if this applies to your truck) with andealer if this applies to your truck) with an
alarm that will sound if the parking brake isalarm that will sound if the parking brake is
not applied when leaving the not applied when leaving the machine.machine.

NOTICENOTICE

Prior to operating the lift truck, be sure toPrior to operating the lift truck, be sure to
understand and check the SEAT SWITCHunderstand and check the SEAT SWITCH

SYSTEM.SYSTEM.

While in normal operation and on level ground,While in normal operation and on level ground,
select a direction with the derectional lever and withselect a direction with the derectional lever and with
the park brake the park brake released. You will note that the truckreleased. You will note that the truck
will move slowly in the selected direction. If you liftwill move slowly in the selected direction. If you lift
yours hips off of the seat, within three seconds, theyours hips off of the seat, within three seconds, the
SEAT SWITCH SYSTEM will desengage theSEAT SWITCH SYSTEM will desengage the
transmission allowing the truck to coast but nottransmission allowing the truck to coast but not
automatically stop.automatically stop.

To restore the lift truck to normal operation, whileTo restore the lift truck to normal operation, while
sitting in the operator's seat depress the brakesitting in the operator's seat depress the brake
pedal to hold the lift truck, return the directionalpedal to hold the lift truck, return the directional
lever to the neutral position, and then reselect alever to the neutral position, and then reselect a
direction of travel (either forward or reverse). Thedirection of travel (either forward or reverse). The
transmission will then re-engage.transmission will then re-engage.

If seat or seat switch replacement becomesIf seat or seat switch replacement becomes
necessary, be sure to use genuine DOOSANnecessary, be sure to use genuine DOOSAN
Infracore lift truck parts. Lift trucks should never beInfracore lift truck parts. Lift trucks should never be
operated without an operational SEAT SWITCHoperated without an operational SEAT SWITCH
SYSTEM.SYSTEM.
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  WARNING  WARNING

When closing the engine hood, be careful not toWhen closing the engine hood, be careful not to
pinch your hand.pinch your hand.

Circuit BreakerCircuit Breaker

Circuit Breaker -Circuit Breaker -Protects the mainProtects the main
electrical circuits. To reset the circuitelectrical circuits. To reset the circuit
breaker, push the button in. Located in thebreaker, push the button in. Located in the
engine engine compartment.compartment.

SeatSeat

NOTE:NOTE:   Seat Seat arrangements arrangements may may vary.vary.
Basic operation will be similar.Basic operation will be similar.

Seat adjustment should be checked at theSeat adjustment should be checked at the
beginning of each shift and when operatorsbeginning of each shift and when operators
change.change.

Lock the seat into position before operating, toLock the seat into position before operating, to
prevent an unexpected seat change.prevent an unexpected seat change.

Adjust seat to allow full brake pedal travel withAdjust seat to allow full brake pedal travel with
operator’s back against seat back.operator’s back against seat back.

NOTE:NOTE:   The seat can only be correctly adjustedThe seat can only be correctly adjusted
with the operator fully seated.with the operator fully seated.

Tilt Steering ColumnTilt Steering Column

To adjust the steering column, push down theTo adjust the steering column, push down the
knob(1), and move the steering column to theknob(1), and move the steering column to the
desired position, then release the knob(1).desired position, then release the knob(1).

Fuel Selector SwitchFuel Selector Switch
(G420F(E)/G424F(E) Dual Fuel(G420F(E)/G424F(E) Dual Fuel

Only)Only)

1.1. LPG - This position supplies electricalLPG - This position supplies electrical

power to the LP fuelock solenoid, whenpower to the LP fuelock solenoid, whenthe ignition switch is in the ON or thethe ignition switch is in the ON or the
START position.START position.

With the LP fuel tank valve open, LP can then flowWith the LP fuel tank valve open, LP can then flow
the tank through the converter to the carburetor.the tank through the converter to the carburetor.

2.2. OFF – This position shuts off all fuelOFF – This position shuts off all fuel
supply to the supply to the carburetor/injector.carburetor/injector.

3.3. GAS - This position supplies electricalGAS - This position supplies electrical
power to gasoline fuel pump and injectorpower to gasoline fuel pump and injector
This will allow gasoline fuel to flow fromThis will allow gasoline fuel to flow from
the tathe tank thrnk through tough the fuehe fuel l filter filter and fueand fuell
pump to the injector.pump to the injector.
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Lift Truck ControlsLift Truck Controls

Direction Control LeverDirection Control Lever

1.1. Forward - Push the lever forward forForward - Push the lever forward for
FORWARD direction travel.FORWARD direction travel.

2.2. Neutral - Move the lever to centerNeutral - Move the lever to center
position for position for NEUTRALNEUTRAL..

3.3. Reverse - Pull the lever back forReverse - Pull the lever back forREVERREVERSE direction traSE direction travel.vel.

Transmission Inching ControlTransmission Inching Control
PedalPedal

Inching Control Pedal - Pushing down onInching Control Pedal - Pushing down on
the inching pedal, modulates the hydraulicthe inching pedal, modulates the hydraulic
pressure to the clutch packs, permittingpressure to the clutch packs, permitting
disc slippage.disc slippage.

Further pushing on the pedal completely relievesFurther pushing on the pedal completely relieves
clutch pack pressure and applies the serviceclutch pack pressure and applies the service
brakes to stop and hold the lift truck.brakes to stop and hold the lift truck.

NOTE:NOTE:   The purpose of the inching control pedal isThe purpose of the inching control pedal is
to provide precise inching control at slowto provide precise inching control at slow
travel speed, with high engine rpm. This istravel speed, with high engine rpm. This is
used for fast hydraulic lift during loadused for fast hydraulic lift during load

approach, pickup or positioning.approach, pickup or positioning.

Service Brake PedalService Brake Pedal

PushPush DOWN on the brake pedal to slowDOWN on the brake pedal to slow
or stop the liftor stop the lift truck. truck.

RELEASE the brake pedal to allow the liftRELEASE the brake pedal to allow the lift
truck to move.truck to move.

Accelerator PedalAccelerator Pedal

Push DOWN on the pedal to increasePush DOWN on the pedal to increase

engine rpm (speed).engine rpm (speed).  

RELEASE the pedal to decrease engineRELEASE the pedal to decrease engine
rpm (speed).rpm (speed).
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Parking Brake LeverParking Brake Lever

Pull the lever BACK to engage the parkingPull the lever BACK to engage the parking
brake.brake.

Push the lever FORWARD to release thePush the lever FORWARD to release the
parking brake.parking brake.

Lift ControlLift Control

NOTE:NOTE:   To prevent a sudden change of position ofTo prevent a sudden change of position of
the load, operate all lift, tilt and attachmentthe load, operate all lift, tilt and attachment

controls smoothly.controls smoothly.

1.1. Lower Position - Push the leverLower Position - Push the lever
FORWARD smFORWARD smoothly to loothly to lower the load.ower the load.

2.2. Hold Position - When the lever isHold Position - When the lever is
released it will return to the HOLD or centerreleased it will return to the HOLD or center
position. Lifting or lowering action will stop.position. Lifting or lowering action will stop.

3.3. Lift Position - Pull the lever BACKLift Position - Pull the lever BACK
smoothly to lift the loadsmoothly to lift the load..

Tilt ControlTilt Control

1.1. Mast Tilt Forward - Push the leverMast Tilt Forward - Push the lever
FORWARD smootFORWARD smoothly to tilt hly to tilt the mastthe mast
forward.forward.

2.2. Mast Hold - When the lever iMast Hold - When the lever is releaseds released
it will return to the Hit will return to the HOLD or center position.OLD or center position.
Tilting action will stop.Tilting action will stop.

3.3. Mast Tilt Back - Pull the lever BACKMast Tilt Back - Pull the lever BACK

smoothly to tilt the mast backward.smoothly to tilt the mast backward.  

Sideshift Attachment (If Equipped)Sideshift Attachment (If Equipped)

1.1. Sideshift Left - Push the leverSideshift Left - Push the lever
FORWARD to shift the carriage to the FORWARD to shift the carriage to the left.left.

2.2. Sideshift Hold - When the lever isSideshift Hold - When the lever is
released it will return to the HOLD orreleased it will return to the HOLD or
center position. Sideshifting action willcenter position. Sideshifting action will
stop.stop.

3.3. Sideshift Right - Pull the lever BACK toSideshift Right - Pull the lever BACK to
shift the carriage to the right.shift the carriage to the right.
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RefuelingRefueling

Gasoline or Diesel EngineGasoline or Diesel Engine
EquippedEquipped

WARNINGWARNING

Explosive fumes may be present duringExplosive fumes may be present during
refueling.refueling.

Do not smoke in reDo not smoke in refueling areas.fueling areas.

Lift truck should be refueled only at designatedLift truck should be refueled only at designated

safe locations. Safe outdoor locations aresafe locations. Safe outdoor locations are
preferable to those indoors.preferable to those indoors.

Stop the engine and get off the lift truck duringStop the engine and get off the lift truck during
refueling.refueling.

NOTICENOTICE

Do not allow the lift truck to become low on fuel orDo not allow the lift truck to become low on fuel or
completely run out of fuel. Sediment or othercompletely run out of fuel. Sediment or other
impurities in the fuel tank could be drawn into theimpurities in the fuel tank could be drawn into the

fuel system. This could result in difficult starting orfuel system. This could result in difficult starting or
damage to damage to components.components.

Fill the fuel tank at the end of each day of operationFill the fuel tank at the end of each day of operation
to drive out moisture laden air and to preventto drive out moisture laden air and to prevent
condensation.condensation.

In the cold weather, the moisture condensation canIn the cold weather, the moisture condensation can
cause rust in the fuel system and hard starting duecause rust in the fuel system and hard starting due
to its freezingto its freezing

Do not fill the tank to the top. Fuel expands when itDo not fill the tank to the top. Fuel expands when it
gets warm and may gets warm and may overflow.overflow.

1.1.   Park the lift truck only at a designated safePark the lift truck only at a designated safe
location. Place the transmission in NEUTRAL.location. Place the transmission in NEUTRAL.
Lower the forks to the ground. Engage theLower the forks to the ground. Engage the
parking brake. Stop the parking brake. Stop the engine.engine.

2.2.   Open the filter cap.Open the filter cap.

3.3.   Fill the fuel tank slowly. Close the filter cap.Fill the fuel tank slowly. Close the filter cap.
If spillage occurs, wipe off excess fuel and wasIf spillage occurs, wipe off excess fuel and was
down area with water.down area with water.

NOTE:NOTE:   Drain water and sediment from fuel tank asDrain water and sediment from fuel tank as
required by prevailing conditions. Also,required by prevailing conditions. Also,

drain water and sediment from the maindrain water and sediment from the main
fuel storage tank weekly and before thefuel storage tank weekly and before the
tank is refilled. This will help prevent watertank is refilled. This will help prevent water
or sediment being pumped from theor sediment being pumped from the
storage tank into the lift truck fuel tanstorage tank into the lift truck fuel tank.k.
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Changing LP TanksChanging LP Tanks

WARNINGWARNING

Only trained, authorized personnel should fill orOnly trained, authorized personnel should fill or
exchange LP tanks.exchange LP tanks.

Personnel engaged in filling of LP containersPersonnel engaged in filling of LP containers

should wear protective clothing such as faceshould wear protective clothing such as face

shield, long sleeves and gauntlet gloves.shield, long sleeves and gauntlet gloves.

Do not refuel or store LP powered lift trucksDo not refuel or store LP powered lift trucks
near any underground entrance, elevator shaftsnear any underground entrance, elevator shafts

or any other place where LP could collect in aor any other place where LP could collect in a
pocket causing a potentially dangerouspocket causing a potentially dangerous
condition.condition.

Examine all LP containers before filling andExamine all LP containers before filling and

again before reuse, for damage to variousagain before reuse, for damage to various
valves, liquid gauge, fittings and hand valvevalves, liquid gauge, fittings and hand valve
wheels.wheels.

All defective or damaged LP containers must All defective or damaged LP containers must bebe
removed from service.removed from service.

Explosive fumes may be present duringExplosive fumes may be present during

refueling.refueling.

Do not smoke in reDo not smoke in refueling areas.fueling areas.

Lift truck should be refueled only at designatedLift truck should be refueled only at designated

safe locations. Safe outdoor locations aresafe locations. Safe outdoor locations are
preferable to indoor locpreferable to indoor locations.ations.

Stop the engine and get off the lift truck duringStop the engine and get off the lift truck during
refueling.refueling.

The careless handling of LP containers canThe careless handling of LP containers can
result in a serious accideresult in a serious accident.nt.

Use extreme care when transporting containersUse extreme care when transporting containers

to prevent damage to them.to prevent damage to them.

1.1.   Park the lift truck on level ground, with thePark the lift truck on level ground, with the
parking brake applied, the transmission inparking brake applied, the transmission in

NEUTRAL, the forks lowered and the engineNEUTRAL, the forks lowered and the engine
running at low idle.running at low idle.

2.2.   Close the fuel shut off valve aClose the fuel shut off valve at the LP tank. Runt the LP tank. Run
the engine until it stops, then the engine until it stops, then turn off the ignitionturn off the ignition
switch and the switch and the disconnect switch (if equipped).disconnect switch (if equipped).  

3.3.   Disconnect the fuel supply line.Disconnect the fuel supply line.

If Swing out type LP-Cradle EquippedIf Swing out type LP-Cradle Equipped

4.4.   Loosen the retaining clamps and remove theLoosen the retaining clamps and remove the
tank.tank.

5.5.   Check the mounting to be sure the locating pinCheck the mounting to be sure the locating pin
(dowel) is not missing or broken.(dowel) is not missing or broken.
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NOTICENOTICE

If the location pin (dowel) is missing or broken, beIf the location pin (dowel) is missing or broken, be
sure the pin is replaced.sure the pin is replaced.

6.6.   Check to be sure that the LP warning plate is inCheck to be sure that the LP warning plate is in
position on the lift truck, and is leposition on the lift truck, and is legible.gible.

7.7.   Check to be sure the replacement tank is of theCheck to be sure the replacement tank is of the
correct type.correct type.

8.8.   Inspect the replacement tank for damage suchInspect the replacement tank for damage such
as dents, scrapes or gouges and for indicationas dents, scrapes or gouges and for indication
of leakage at valves or threaded connections.of leakage at valves or threaded connections.

9.9.   Check for debris in the relief valve, for damageCheck for debris in the relief valve, for damage
to various valves and liquid level gauge.to various valves and liquid level gauge.

10.10.  Inspect the quick - disconnect couplings forInspect the quick - disconnect couplings for
deterioration, damage or missing flexible seals.deterioration, damage or missing flexible seals.

11.11.  Position the replacement tank so that thePosition the replacement tank so that the
locating pin (dowel) is in place.locating pin (dowel) is in place.

WARNINGWARNING

The LP tank must not extend past theThe LP tank must not extend past the
counterweightcounterweight

12.12.  Clamp the tank securely.Clamp the tank securely.

13.13.  Connect the fuel supply lineConnect the fuel supply line..

14.14.  Open the fuel valve by slowly turning itOpen the fuel valve by slowly turning it
counterclockwise. counterclockwise. If thIf the fuel valve is oe fuel valve is opened toopened too
quickly, a back pressure check valve will shutquickly, a back pressure check valve will shut
off the fuel supply. If this happens, close theoff the fuel supply. If this happens, close the
fuel valve completely. Wait five seconds andfuel valve completely. Wait five seconds and
then open the fuel then open the fuel valve very slowly.valve very slowly.

15.15.  Inspect the LP fuel lInspect the LP fuel l ines and fittings with a ines and fittings with a soapsoap
solution after filling the tank or whensolution after filling the tank or when looking forlooking for
leaks.leaks.
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Before Starting the EngineBefore Starting the Engine

Walk - Around InspectionWalk - Around Inspection

Make a thorough walk - around inspection beforeMake a thorough walk - around inspection before
mounting the lift truck or starting the engine. Lookmounting the lift truck or starting the engine. Look
for such items as loose bolts, debris buildup, oil orfor such items as loose bolts, debris buildup, oil or
coolant leaks. Check condition of tires, mast,coolant leaks. Check condition of tires, mast,

carriage, forks or attachments. Have repairs madecarriage, forks or attachments. Have repairs made
as needed and all debris removed.as needed and all debris removed.

1.1.   Inspect the operator’s compartment for looseInspect the operator’s compartment for loose
items and items and cleanlicleanliness.ness.

2.2.   Inspect the instrument panel for broken orInspect the instrument panel for broken or
damaged indicator lights or gauges.damaged indicator lights or gauges.

3.3.   Test the horn and other safety devices forTest the horn and other safety devices for
proper operation.proper operation.

4.4.   Inspect the mast and lift chains for wear, Inspect the mast and lift chains for wear, brokenbroken
links, pins and loose rollers.links, pins and loose rollers.

5.5.   Inspect the carriage, forks or attachments forInspect the carriage, forks or attachments for
wear, damage and loose or missing bolts.wear, damage and loose or missing bolts.

6.6.   Inspect the tires and wheels for cuts, gouges,Inspect the tires and wheels for cuts, gouges,
foreign objects, inflation pressure and loose orforeign objects, inflation pressure and loose or
missing bolts.missing bolts.

7.7.   Inspect the overhead guard for damage andInspect the overhead guard for damage and
loose or missing mounting bolts.loose or missing mounting bolts.

8.8.   Inspect the hydraulic system for leaks, wornInspect the hydraulic system for leaks, worn
hoses or damaged lines.hoses or damaged lines.

9.9.   Look for transmission and drive axle leaks onLook for transmission and drive axle leaks on
the truck and on the gthe truck and on the ground.round.

10.10.  Inspect the engine compartment for oil, coolantInspect the engine compartment for oil, coolant
and fuel leaks.and fuel leaks.
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11.11.  Measure the engine crankcase oil level with theMeasure the engine crankcase oil level with the
dip stick. Maintain the oil level between thedip stick. Maintain the oil level between the
MAX. and MIN., (or FULL and ADD) noMAX. and MIN., (or FULL and ADD) notches ontches on
the dip stick.the dip stick.

12.12.  Observe the engine coolant level in the coolantObserve the engine coolant level in the coolant
recovery bottle. With the engine cold, maintainrecovery bottle. With the engine cold, maintain
the level to the COLD mark. If the recoverythe level to the COLD mark. If the recovery
bottle is empty, also fill the radiator at the topbottle is empty, also fill the radiator at the top
tank.tank.

13.13.  Observe the fuel level gauge after starting theObserve the fuel level gauge after starting the
truck. Add fuel if necessary.truck. Add fuel if necessary.

WARNINGWARNING

Personal injury may occur from accidentsPersonal injury may occur from accidents
caused by improper seat adjustment. Alwayscaused by improper seat adjustment. Always
adjust the operator’s seat before starting the liftadjust the operator’s seat before starting the lift
truck engine.truck engine.

Seat adjustment must be done at the beginningSeat adjustment must be done at the beginning
of each shift and when operators cof each shift and when operators change.hange.

14.14.  To position the sTo position the seat, PUSH the lever away fromeat, PUSH the lever away from
the seat track and move the seat forward orthe seat track and move the seat forward or
backward to a comfortable position.backward to a comfortable position.
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Starting the EngineStarting the Engine

Prestart ConditionsPrestart Conditions

NOTE:NOTE:   The engine will not start unless theThe engine will not start unless the
transmission directional control lever is intransmission directional control lever is in
the NEUTRAL position.the NEUTRAL position.

1.1. Engage the parking brake, if not alreadyEngage the parking brake, if not already
engaged. Place the transmission directionalengaged. Place the transmission directional
control lever in control lever in the NEUTRAL position.the NEUTRAL position.

2.2. Lift trucks equipped with electrical disconnectLift trucks equipped with electrical disconnect
switches; the engine will not start unless theswitches; the engine will not start unless the

disconnect switch is in the disconnect switch is in the ON (closed) position.ON (closed) position.

Gasoline EngineGasoline Engine

NOTICENOTICE

Do not leave the key in ON position when engine isDo not leave the key in ON position when engine is
not running.not running.
Do not engage the starter more than 10 seconds atDo not engage the starter more than 10 seconds at
any one time.any one time.

1.1.   Don’t press accelerator pedal, and turn theDon’t press accelerator pedal, and turn the
ignition switch to the ignition switch to the START position.START position.

2.2.   Once the engine starts, release the ignitionOnce the engine starts, release the ignition
switch.switch.

3.3.   If the engine does not start, repeat If the engine does not start, repeat step 1.step 1.

4.4.   If engine coolant is cold, engine speed could beIf engine coolant is cold, engine speed could be
higher than low idle speed. Don’t drive forklifthigher than low idle speed. Don’t drive forklift
until engine speed becomes normal low idleuntil engine speed becomes normal low idle

speed.speed.

NOTICENOTICE

If the inside of engine cylinder is wet by gasoline,If the inside of engine cylinder is wet by gasoline,
the engine could not start. In this case, pressthe engine could not start. In this case, press
accelerator pedal fully and turn the ignition switchaccelerator pedal fully and turn the ignition switch
to ON position for 10 seconds. The inside ofto ON position for 10 seconds. The inside of
cylinder would be dry because ECM does not allowcylinder would be dry because ECM does not allow
gasoline fuel injection. Repeat it three times. Don’tgasoline fuel injection. Repeat it three times. Don’t
press accelerator pedal and turn the Ignition switchpress accelerator pedal and turn the Ignition switch
to the START position to start engine.to the START position to start engine.
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LP EngineLP Engine

WARNINGWARNING

LP fuel is flammable and can cause personalLP fuel is flammable and can cause personal
injury.injury.

Inspect LP fuel lines and fitting for leaInspect LP fuel lines and fitting for leaks.ks.

Inspect tank for secure mounting.Inspect tank for secure mounting.

1.1.   Turn the tank fuel valve ON by slowly turningTurn the tank fuel valve ON by slowly turning
the valve counterclockwise. Observe the LPthe valve counterclockwise. Observe the LP
gauge (if equipped).gauge (if equipped).

2.2.   Don’t press accelerator pedal, and turn theDon’t press accelerator pedal, and turn the
ignition switch to the ignition switch to the START position.START position.

3.3.   Once the engine starts, release the ignitionOnce the engine starts, release the ignition
switch.switch.

4.4.   If the engine does not start, repeat sIf the engine does not start, repeat step 2.tep 2.

5.5.   If engine coolant is If engine coolant is cold, engine speed could becold, engine speed could be
higher than normal low idle speed. Don’t drivehigher than normal low idle speed. Don’t drive
forklift until engine speed becomes normal lowforklift until engine speed becomes normal low
idle speed.idle speed.

Diesel EngineDiesel Engine

Starting a Cold Diesel EngineStarting a Cold Diesel Engine

1.1.   Turn the key to the ON position. The start preTurn the key to the ON position. The start pre
heat light will come ON. The preheat light willheat light will come ON. The preheat light will
stay ON approximately seven seconds,stay ON approximately seven seconds,
depending on the surrounding air temperature.depending on the surrounding air temperature.

NOTICENOTICE

Do not engage the starter for more than 10Do not engage the starter for more than 10
seconds.seconds.

2.2.   When the preheat light goes OFF, turn the keyWhen the preheat light goes OFF, turn the key
to the START position, with the acceleratorto the START position, with the accelerator
pedal pressed.pedal pressed.

3.3.   Release the key when the engine starts andRelease the key when the engine starts and
release the accelerator pedal to a low idlerelease the accelerator pedal to a low idle
position.position.

4.4.   If the engine stalls or does not start, turn theIf the engine stalls or does not start, turn the
key to the OFF position, then repeat steps 1key to the OFF position, then repeat steps 1
thru 3.thru 3.

Starting a Warm Diesel EngineStarting a Warm Diesel Engine

1.1.   Turn the key to the ON position and then toTurn the key to the ON position and then to
START position, without waiting for the preheatSTART position, without waiting for the preheat
light to go OFF. At the same time press thelight to go OFF. At the same time press the
accelerator.accelerator.

2.2.   Release the key when the engine starts andRelease the key when the engine starts and
release the accelerator pedal to a low idlerelease the accelerator pedal to a low idle
position.position.
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Starting From a 12 Volt ExternalStarting From a 12 Volt External
SourceSource

WARNINGWARNING

Sparks occurring near the battery could causeSparks occurring near the battery could cause
vapors to vapors to explode.explode.

Always connect the external power sourceAlways connect the external power sourceground cable to a point away from and belowground cable to a point away from and below
the battery, and well clear of fuel systemthe battery, and well clear of fuel system
components.components.

NOTICENOTICE

Do not reverse battery cables. It can Do not reverse battery cables. It can cause damagecause damage
to the alternator.to the alternator.
Always connect the external power source cablesAlways connect the external power source cables
in parallel with the lift truck battery cables :in parallel with the lift truck battery cables :
POSITIVE(+) to POSITIVE(+) and NEGATIVE( - )POSITIVE(+) to POSITIVE(+) and NEGATIVE( - )
to NEGATIVE( - ).to NEGATIVE( - ).
Attach ground cable last, remove first. All lift trucksAttach ground cable last, remove first. All lift trucks
equipped with DOOSAN built internal combustionequipped with DOOSAN built internal combustion
engines are NEGATIVE( - ) ground.engines are NEGATIVE( - ) ground.
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Dual Fuel SystemDual Fuel System

Changing From Gasoline to LP –Changing From Gasoline to LP –
GasGas

NOTE:NOTE:   The Underwriter’s Laboratory (U.L.)The Underwriter’s Laboratory (U.L.)
requires that the gasoline tank must be atrequires that the gasoline tank must be at
least one - quarter full when operating onleast one - quarter full when operating on
LP. This will allow the lift truck to beLP. This will allow the lift truck to be
restarted on gasoline and moved to anrestarted on gasoline and moved to an

approved refueling area, when operating inapproved refueling area, when operating ina hazardous area.a hazardous area.

1.1. Park the lift truck level in an authorized refuelingPark the lift truck level in an authorized refueling
area with the forks lowered, the parking brakearea with the forks lowered, the parking brake
applied, the transmission in NEUTRAL and theapplied, the transmission in NEUTRAL and the
engine running.engine running.

2.2. Move lever (1), on the fuel selector switch to theMove lever (1), on the fuel selector switch to the
OFF (2) position. Leave lever (1) in this positionOFF (2) position. Leave lever (1) in this position
until the engine stops.until the engine stops.

3.3. Move lever (1) to the LPG (3) position.Move lever (1) to the LPG (3) position.

4.4. Open the fuel valve, on the LP tank, by slowlyOpen the fuel valve, on the LP tank, by slowly
turning the turning the valve counterclockwisvalve counterclockwise.e.

5.5. Turn the ignition switch key to the OFF positionTurn the ignition switch key to the OFF position
and then to the START position to start theand then to the START position to start the
engine. Release it when the engine starts.engine. Release it when the engine starts.

Changing From LP to GasolineChanging From LP to Gasoline

1.1.   Park the lift truck level in an authorizedPark the lift truck level in an authorized
refueling area with the forks lowered, therefueling area with the forks lowered, the
parking brake applied, the transmission inparking brake applied, the transmission in
NEUTRAL and the engine running.NEUTRAL and the engine running.

2.2.   Close the fuel valve on the Close the fuel valve on the LP tank. hood open.LP tank. hood open.  

11

22
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3.3.   Move lever (1) from the LPG (3) POSITION toMove lever (1) from the LPG (3) POSITION to
the OFF (2) position. Allow the engine to runthe OFF (2) position. Allow the engine to run
until the fuel in the line runs out and engineuntil the fuel in the line runs out and engine
stops.stops.

4.4.   Move lever (1) from the LPG (3) position to theMove lever (1) from the LPG (3) position to the
GAS (4) position.GAS (4) position.

5.5.   Turn the ignition switch key to the OFF poTurn the ignition switch key to the OFF position.sition.

6.6.   Turn the ignition switch key to the STARTTurn the ignition switch key to the START
position and start the engine. Release it whenposition and start the engine. Release it when
the engine starts.the engine starts.

11

22
3 3 44
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After Starting the EngineAfter Starting the Engine

Observe all indicator lights and gauges frequentlyObserve all indicator lights and gauges frequently
during operation, to make sure all systems areduring operation, to make sure all systems are
working properly. The entire indicator lights willworking properly. The entire indicator lights will
come ON with the ignition switch in the ON positioncome ON with the ignition switch in the ON position
before the engine is started.before the engine is started.

Diesel (12V)Diesel (12V)

LPG/GAS (12V)LPG/GAS (12V)

1.1.   The engine oil pressure indicator light (1), willThe engine oil pressure indicator light (1), will
not come ON with the engine running, unlessnot come ON with the engine running, unless

there is low or no oil pressure. Stop the enginethere is low or no oil pressure. Stop the engineimmediately, if the light comes Oimmediately, if the light comes ON.N.

2.2.   The alternator indicator light (2), should notThe alternator indicator light (2), should not
come ON during normal operation. Thecome ON during normal operation. The
alternator is not charging if the light comes ONalternator is not charging if the light comes ON
with the engine running.with the engine running.

3.3.   The spark-ignition G420/424F(E) engineThe spark-ignition G420/424F(E) engine
MIL(Malfunction Indicator Light)(3) will notMIL(Malfunction Indicator Light)(3) will not
come ON with the engine running, unless thecome ON with the engine running, unless the
fault or faults are stored in the memory of thefault or faults are stored in the memory of the
engine control module(ECM). Stop the engineengine control module(ECM). Stop the engine
and check the electric engine control system ifand check the electric engine control system if
the light comes the light comes ON. Refer G420F(E)/G424F(E)ON. Refer G420F(E)/G424F(E)
Engines of this section.Engines of this section.

4.4.   The diesel engine water in fuel filter indicatorThe diesel engine water in fuel filter indicator
light(4), will not come ON with the enginelight(4), will not come ON with the engine
running, unless water in fuel filter exceedsrunning, unless water in fuel filter exceeds
100cc. Stop the engine immediately and drain100cc. Stop the engine immediately and drain
the water if the light comes ON.the water if the light comes ON.

5.5.   Observe the fuel level gauge (5) for fuel levelObserve the fuel level gauge (5) for fuel level
in the tank.in the tank.

6.6.   The engine coolant temperature gauge pointerThe engine coolant temperature gauge pointer
(6) will be in the green band with the engine(6) will be in the green band with the engine
running, unless the coolant temperature isrunning, unless the coolant temperature is
excessive.excessive.

7.7.   The transmission oil temperature gaugeThe transmission oil temperature gauge
pointer (7) will be in the green band with thepointer (7) will be in the green band with the
engine running, unless the oil temperature isengine running, unless the oil temperature is
excessive.excessive.

8.8.   Observe the hour meter (8) to make sure it isObserve the hour meter (8) to make sure it is
operating properly.operating properly.

88
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Lift Truck OperationLift Truck Operation

Power Shift Transmission/ DrivePower Shift Transmission/ Drive
axleaxle

1.1.   Start the engine. See topic “Starting theStart the engine. See topic “Starting the

Engine”.Engine”.

2.2.   Push down on the service brake pedal to holdPush down on the service brake pedal to hold

the lift truck until ready to the lift truck until ready to move it.move it.

3.3.   Release the parking brake.Release the parking brake.

NOTE:NOTE:   The parking brake must be released beforeThe parking brake must be released before
the directional control can be uthe directional control can be used.sed.

4.4.   Select the direction of travel by pushing theSelect the direction of travel by pushing the
directional lever FORWARD for forwarddirectional lever FORWARD for forward
direction or by pulling the lever BACK fordirection or by pulling the lever BACK for
reverse direction.reverse direction.

WARNINGWARNING

A lift truck with the engine running but withoutA lift truck with the engine running but without

an operator can move slowly (creep) if thean operator can move slowly (creep) if the

transmission is engaged.transmission is engaged.
This could result in persThis could result in personal injury.onal injury.

Always place the transmission control lever inAlways place the transmission control lever in

the NEUTRAL (center) position and apply thethe NEUTRAL (center) position and apply the
parking brake before dismounting the lift trucparking brake before dismounting the lift truck.k.

5.5.   Release the service brake.Release the service brake.

6.6.   Push down on the accelerator pedal to obtainPush down on the accelerator pedal to obtain
the desired travel speed. Release the pedal tothe desired travel speed. Release the pedal to
decrease travel speed.decrease travel speed.

WARNINGWARNING

Sudden reversal of a loaded lift truck travelingSudden reversal of a loaded lift truck traveling

forward can cause the load to fall or the liftforward can cause the load to fall or the lift
truck to tip over.truck to tip over.

Stop the loaded lift truck completely, beforeStop the loaded lift truck completely, before

shifting to reverse.shifting to reverse.

Failure to comply could result in personalFailure to comply could result in personal
injury.injury.

NOTE:NOTE:   Where conditions permit, directionalWhere conditions permit, directional
changes can be made under full power atchanges can be made under full power at
speeds up to 6 km/h (3.73 mph). A speedspeeds up to 6 km/h (3.73 mph). A speed
of 6 km/h (3.73 mph) is a fast walk.of 6 km/h (3.73 mph) is a fast walk.
Directional shift changes at speeds aboveDirectional shift changes at speeds above
6 km/h (3.73 mph) are considered abusive.6 km/h (3.73 mph) are considered abusive.
Bring the lift truck to a complete stop whereBring the lift truck to a complete stop where
load stability or other factors prevent safeload stability or other factors prevent safe
operation under full pooperation under full power shifts.wer shifts.
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7.7.   To change the lift truck direction of travel,To change the lift truck direction of travel,
release the accelerator pedal.release the accelerator pedal.

8.8.   Push down on the service brake pedal toPush down on the service brake pedal to
reduce the lift truck speed as necessary.reduce the lift truck speed as necessary.

9.9.   Move the directional lever to the desiredMove the directional lever to the desired
direction of travel. Slowly push down on thedirection of travel. Slowly push down on the
accelerator pedal as the lift truck changesaccelerator pedal as the lift truck changes
direction.direction.

10.10.  When the direction change is completed,When the direction change is completed,
continue to push down on the accelerator pedalcontinue to push down on the accelerator pedal
to obtain the desired travel speed.to obtain the desired travel speed.

11.11.  To stop the lift truck when traveling in eitherTo stop the lift truck when traveling in either
direction, release the accelerator pedal.direction, release the accelerator pedal.

12.12.  Push down on the service brake pedal andPush down on the service brake pedal and
bring the lift truck to a smobring the lift truck to a smooth stop.oth stop.

InchingInching

NOTE:NOTE:   The purpose of the inching pedal is toThe purpose of the inching pedal is to
provide precise lift truck inching control atprovide precise lift truck inching control at
very slow travel speed and high enginevery slow travel speed and high engine
rpm. This is used for fast hydraulic lift,rpm. This is used for fast hydraulic lift,
during load approach,during load approach, pick up or loadpick up or load
positioning.positioning.

1.1. To inch (creep) in either direction, slowly pushTo inch (creep) in either direction, slowly push
down on the inching pedal. This down on the inching pedal. This will start to applywill start to apply
the service brakes and allow the transmissionthe service brakes and allow the transmission
clutch discs to slip.clutch discs to slip.

2.2. Vary the position of the inching pedal and theVary the position of the inching pedal and the
accelerator pedal to control the inching speedaccelerator pedal to control the inching speed
and distance.and distance.

3.3. Pushing down further on the inching pedal willPushing down further on the inching pedal will
disengage the transmission completely and applydisengage the transmission completely and apply
the service brakes fully to stop and hold the liftthe service brakes fully to stop and hold the lift
truck. This will provide full engine power for fasttruck. This will provide full engine power for fast
hydraulic lift.hydraulic lift.

WARNINGWARNING

Do not use inching pedal instead of brakeDo not use inching pedal instead of brake

pedal.pedal.

It will give wearing to trIt will give wearing to transmission clutch disc.ansmission clutch disc.
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ElectroniElectronic c Controlled Spark-Ignition EnginesControlled Spark-Ignition Engines

G420FE Engine and G424FE EngineG420FE Engine and G424FE Engine

EMS (Engine management system) of G420FEEMS (Engine management system) of G420FE
engine and G424FE engine is a closed loop systemengine and G424FE engine is a closed loop system
utilizing a 3-way catalytic muffler to reduce theutilizing a 3-way catalytic muffler to reduce the

emission level in the exhaust gas. In oemission level in the exhaust gas. In order to obtainrder to obtainmaximum effect from the catalyst, an accuratemaximum effect from the catalyst, an accurate
control of the air fuel ratio is required. A smallcontrol of the air fuel ratio is required. A small

engine control module (SECM) uses two heatedengine control module (SECM) uses two heated
exhaust gas oxygen sensors (HEGO) in theexhaust gas oxygen sensors (HEGO) in the
exhaust system to monitor exhaust gas content.exhaust system to monitor exhaust gas content.

One HEGO is installed in front of the catalyticOne HEGO is installed in front of the catalyticmuffler and one is installed after the catalyticmuffler and one is installed after the catalytic
muffler.muffler.

EMS schematic of G420FE Dual fuel engineEMS schematic of G420FE Dual fuel engine

The SECM makes any necessary corrections to theThe SECM makes any necessary corrections to the
air fuel ratio by controlling the inlet fuel pressure toair fuel ratio by controlling the inlet fuel pressure to
the air/fuel mixer by modulating the dual fuel trimthe air/fuel mixer by modulating the dual fuel trim
valves (FTV) connected to the regulator. Reducingvalves (FTV) connected to the regulator. Reducing
the fuel pressure leans the air/fuel mixture andthe fuel pressure leans the air/fuel mixture and
increasing the fuel pressure enriches the air/fuelincreasing the fuel pressure enriches the air/fuel
mixture. To calculate any necessary corrections tomixture. To calculate any necessary corrections to
the air fuel ratio, the SECM uses a number ofthe air fuel ratio, the SECM uses a number of
different sensors to gain information about thedifferent sensors to gain information about the
engine’s performance. Engine speed is monitoredengine’s performance. Engine speed is monitored
by the SECM through a variable reluctance (VR) orby the SECM through a variable reluctance (VR) or
Hall Effect sensor. Intake manifold air temperatureHall Effect sensor. Intake manifold air temperature
and absolute pressure are monitored with a TMAPand absolute pressure are monitored with a TMAP
sensor. MI-07 is a drive-by-wire (DBW) systemsensor. MI-07 is a drive-by-wire (DBW) system
connecting the accelerator pedal to the electronicconnecting the accelerator pedal to the electronic

throttle through the electrical harness; mechanicalthrottle through the electrical harness; mechanicalcables are not used. A throttle position sensorcables are not used. A throttle position sensor
(TPS) monitors throttle position in relation to the(TPS) monitors throttle position in relation to the
accelerator pedal position sensor (APP) command.accelerator pedal position sensor (APP) command.

Even engine coolant temperature and adequate oilEven engine coolant temperature and adequate oil
pressure are monitored by the SECM. The SECMpressure are monitored by the SECM. The SECM
controller has full adaptive learning capabilities,controller has full adaptive learning capabilities,
allowing it to adapt control function as operatingallowing it to adapt control function as operating
conditions change. Factors such as ambientconditions change. Factors such as ambient
temperature, fuel variations, ignition componenttemperature, fuel variations, ignition component
wear, clogged air filter, and other operatingwear, clogged air filter, and other operating
variables are compensated.variables are compensated.

MPI (multi-point injection) is used for this system.MPI (multi-point injection) is used for this system.
Fuel injection pressure and flow rate depend onFuel injection pressure and flow rate depend on
engine-specific fuel injection requirements. Aengine-specific fuel injection requirements. A
variety of regulators and injectors can be used to fitvariety of regulators and injectors can be used to fit
individual needs. The gasoline fuel pressureindividual needs. The gasoline fuel pressure
regulator is a one-way, non-return configuration. Allregulator is a one-way, non-return configuration. All

gasoline specific components are automotivegasoline specific components are automotiveproduction parts and validated to strict automotiveproduction parts and validated to strict automotive
standards. Four (4) sequential injection channelsstandards. Four (4) sequential injection channels
are supported.are supported.
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G420F Engine and G424F EngineG420F Engine and G424F Engine

EMS (Engine management system) of G420F engine and G424F engine is an open loop LP system and/orEMS (Engine management system) of G420F engine and G424F engine is an open loop LP system and/or
closed loop gasoline system. 3-way catalytic muffler is not closed loop gasoline system. 3-way catalytic muffler is not used for thused for this system.is system.

LPG regulator and the mixer are operated in open loop as no mixture adjustments are made by the SECM.LPG regulator and the mixer are operated in open loop as no mixture adjustments are made by the SECM.
Manifold pressure from the TMAP, rpm from the crank position sensor and throttle position is used by theManifold pressure from the TMAP, rpm from the crank position sensor and throttle position is used by the

SECM to calculate load. Feedback from the electronic throttle is still provided to the SECM by the throttleSECM to calculate load. Feedback from the electronic throttle is still provided to the SECM by the throttleposition sensors (TPS).position sensors (TPS).

EMS schematic of G420F Dual Fuel engineEMS schematic of G420F Dual Fuel engine
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Basic Troubleshooting(LP)Basic Troubleshooting(LP)

  
The MI-07 systems are equipped with built-in faultThe MI-07 systems are equipped with built-in fault
diagnostics. diagnostics. Detected Detected system system faults faults can can bebe
displayed by the Malfunction Indicator Lamp (MIL)displayed by the Malfunction Indicator Lamp (MIL)
and are covered in the Advanced Diagnosticsand are covered in the Advanced Diagnostics
section. section. Items Items such as such as fuel fuel level, level, plugged fplugged fueluel
lines, clogged fuel filters and malfunctioninglines, clogged fuel filters and malfunctioning

pressure regulators may not set a fault code by thepressure regulators may not set a fault code by the
Small Engine Control Module (SECM). Below areSmall Engine Control Module (SECM). Below are

basic checks that should be made before referringbasic checks that should be made before referring
to the Advanced Diagnostics section, if engine orto the Advanced Diagnostics section, if engine or
drivability problems are encountered.drivability problems are encountered.

Locating a problem in a propane engine is doneLocating a problem in a propane engine is done
exactly the same way as with a gasoline engine.exactly the same way as with a gasoline engine.

Consider all parts of the ignition and mechanicalConsider all parts of the ignition and mechanical
systems as well as the fuel system.systems as well as the fuel system.

Problem Problem Probable Probable Cause Cause Corrective Corrective ActionAction

Fuel Fuel container container empty empty Fill Fill fuel fuel containercontainer
   Do not exceed 80% of liquidDo not exceed 80% of liquid

capacitycapacity

Liquid Liquid valve valve closed closed Slowly Slowly open open liquid liquid valvevalve
Excess Excess flow flow valve valve closed closed Reset Reset excess excess flow flow valvevalve

   Close liquid valveClose liquid valve
   Wait for a “click” soundWait for a “click” sound
   Slowly open liquid valveSlowly open liquid valve

Plugged Plugged fuel fuel line line Remove Remove obstruction obstruction from from the the fuel fuel lineline
   Close liquid fuel valveClose liquid fuel valve
   Using caution, disconnect the fuelUsing caution, disconnect the fuel

line (some propane may escape)line (some propane may escape)
   Clear obstruction with compressedClear obstruction with compressed

airair
   Re-connect fuel lineRe-connect fuel line
   Slowly open liquid fuel valveSlowly open liquid fuel valve
   Leak testLeak test

Broken Broken Fuse Fuse - - SECM SECM Replace Replace Fuse Fuse for for SECMSECM
   See Maintenance Section, FusesSee Maintenance Section, Fuses

replacementreplacement
Clogged Clogged fuel fuel filter filter Repair/replace Repair/replace as as requiredrequired

   See Maintenance Section, LP FuelSee Maintenance Section, LP Fuel
Filter Filter replacementreplacement

Faulty vapor connection betweenFaulty vapor connection between
the pressure regulator/converterthe pressure regulator/converter
and the mixerand the mixer

Check connectionCheck connection
   Verify no holes in hoseVerify no holes in hose
   Clamps must be tightClamps must be tight
   Look for kinked, pinched and/orLook for kinked, pinched and/or

collapsed hosecollapsed hose
Fuel Fuel Lock-off Lock-off malfunction malfunction Repair/reRepair/replace place Fuel Fuel Lock-offLock-off

   See Engine Service ManualSee Engine Service Manual
Pressure regulator/converterPressure regulator/converter
malfunctionmalfunction

Test pressure rTest pressure regulator/convegulator/converter oerter operationperation
   See Engine Service ManualSee Engine Service Manual

Incorrect air/fuel or ignition/sparkIncorrect air/fuel or ignition/spark
controlcontrol

See Advanced DiagnosticsSee Advanced Diagnostics

Engine CrankingEngine Cranking

but Will Not Startbut Will Not Start

No No VR VR Sensor Sensor Signal Signal Verify Verify the the VR VR signal signal is is presentpresent
   See Advanced DiagnosticsSee Advanced Diagnostics  
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Problem Problem Probable Probable Cause Cause Corrective Corrective ActionAction

Fuel Fuel container container almost almost empty empty LPG LPG Vapor Vapor from from liquid liquid outletoutlet
   Fill fuel containerFill fuel container
   Do not exceed 80% of liquid Do not exceed 80% of liquid capacitycapacity

Excess Excess flow flow valve valve closed closed Reset Reset excess excess flow flow valvevalve
   Close liquid valveClose liquid valve


   Wait for a “click” soundWait for a “click” soundSlowly open liquid valveSlowly open liquid valve
Clogged Clogged fuel fuel filter filter Repair/replace Repair/replace as as requiredrequired

   See Maintenance Section, LP FuelSee Maintenance Section, LP Fuel
Filter replacementFilter replacement

Plugged Plugged fuel fuel line line Remove Remove obstruction obstruction from from the the fuel fuel lineline
   Close liquid fuel valveClose liquid fuel valve
   Using caution, disconnect the fuel lineUsing caution, disconnect the fuel line

(some propane may escape)(some propane may escape)
   Clear obstruction with compressed airClear obstruction with compressed air
   Re-connect fuel lineRe-connect fuel line
   Slowly open liquid fuel valveSlowly open liquid fuel valve
   Leak testLeak test

Faulty vapor connection betweenFaulty vapor connection between
the pressure regulator/converterthe pressure regulator/converter
and the mixerand the mixer

Check connectionCheck connection
   Verify no holes in hoseVerify no holes in hose
   Clamps must be tightClamps must be tight
   Look for kinked, pinched and/orLook for kinked, pinched and/or

collapsed hosecollapsed hose
Pressure regulator/converterPressure regulator/converter
malfunctionmalfunction

Test pressure rTest pressure regulator/convegulator/converter oerter operationperation
   See Engine Service ManualSee Engine Service Manual

Fuel Fuel container container almost almost empty empty LPG LPG Vapor Vapor from from liquid liquid outletoutlet
   Fill fuel containerFill fuel container
   Do not exceed 80% of liquid Do not exceed 80% of liquid capacitycapacity

Air Air filter filter clogged clogged Check Check air air filterfilter
   Clean/replace as requiredClean/replace as required

Incorrect Incorrect air/fuel air/fuel or or ignition ignition control control See See Advanced Advanced DiagnosticsDiagnostics

Difficult to StartDifficult to Start

Engine Engine MechaMechanical nical See See Engine Engine Service Service ManualManual
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Operation SectionOperation Section

Problem Problem Probable Probable Cause Cause Corrective Corrective ActionAction

Fuel Fuel container container almost almost empty empty LPG LPG Vapor Vapor from from liquid liquid outletoutlet
   Fill fuel containerFill fuel container
   Do not exceed 80% of liquid Do not exceed 80% of liquid capacitycapacity

Excess Excess flow flow valve valve closed closed Reset Reset excess excess flow flow valvevalve
   Close liquid valveClose liquid valve
   Wait for a “click” soundWait for a “click” sound

Slowly open liquid valveSlowly open liquid valve
Clogged Clogged fuel fuel filter filter Repair/replace Repair/replace as as requiredrequired

   See Maintenance Section, LP FuelSee Maintenance Section, LP Fuel
Filter Filter replacemreplacementent

Plugged Plugged fuel fuel line line Remove Remove obstruction obstruction from from the the fuel fuel lineline
   Close liquid fuel valveClose liquid fuel valve
   Using caution, disconnect the fuel lineUsing caution, disconnect the fuel line

(some propane may escape)(some propane may escape)
   Clear obstruction with compressed airClear obstruction with compressed air
   Re-connect fuel lineRe-connect fuel line
   Slowly open liquid fuel valve & LeakSlowly open liquid fuel valve & Leak

testtest
Pressure Pressure regulator regulator freezes freezes Check Check level level in in cooling cooling systemsystem

   Must be full, check coolant strengthMust be full, check coolant strength
   -35F minimum-35F minimum
Check coolant hosesCheck coolant hoses
   Watch for kinks and/or pinched hosesWatch for kinks and/or pinched hoses
   Verify one pressure hose and oneVerify one pressure hose and one

return hosereturn hose
Fuel Fuel Lock-off Lock-off malfunction malfunction Repair/replace Repair/replace Fuel Fuel Lock-offLock-off

   See Engine Service ManualSee Engine Service Manual
Incorrect idle speed or ignitionIncorrect idle speed or ignition
problemproblem

See Advanced DiagnosticsSee Advanced Diagnostics

Will Not RunWill Not Run
ContinuouslyContinuously

Engine Engine Mechanical Mechanical See See Engine Engine Service Service ManualManual
Fuel Fuel container container almost almost empty empty LPG LPG Vapor Vapor from from liquid liquid outletoutlet

   Fill fuel containerFill fuel container
   Do not exceed 80% of liquid Do not exceed 80% of liquid capacitycapacity

Will NotWill Not

Accelerate/HesitaAccelerate/Hesita
tion Duringtion During

AccelerationAcceleration

Excess Excess flow flow valve valve closed closed Reset Reset excess excess flow flow valvevalve
   Close liquid valveClose liquid valve
   Wait for a “click” soundWait for a “click” sound

Slowly open liquid valveSlowly open liquid valve
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Operation SectionOperation Section

Problem Problem Probable Probable Cause Cause Corrective Corrective ActionAction

Clogged Clogged fuel fuel filter filter Repair/replace Repair/replace as as requiredrequired
   See MaintenanceSee Maintenance

Section, LP Fuel Filter replacementSection, LP Fuel Filter replacement

Faulty vapor connection betweenFaulty vapor connection between
the pressure regulator/converterthe pressure regulator/converter

and the mixerand the mixer

Check connectionCheck connection
   Verify no holes in hoseVerify no holes in hose


   Clamps must be tightClamps must be tight   Look for kinked, pinched and/orLook for kinked, pinched and/or
collapsed hosecollapsed hose

Throttle butterfly valve not openingThrottle butterfly valve not opening
or stickingor sticking
Foot Pedal signal incorrect orFoot Pedal signal incorrect or
intermittentintermittent
Incorrect air/fuel or igniIncorrect air/fuel or ignition controltion control

See Advanced DiagnosticsSee Advanced Diagnostics

Will NotWill Not
Accelerate/HesitaAccelerate/Hesita
tion Duringtion During
AccelerationAcceleration

Engine Engine MechaMechanical nical See See Engine Engine Service Service ManualManual
Fuel Fuel container container almost almost empty empty LPG LPG Vapor Vapor from from liquid liquid outletoutlet

   Fill fuel containerFill fuel container
   Do not exceed 80% of liquid Do not exceed 80% of liquid capacitycapacity

Excess Excess flow flow valve valve closed closed Reset Reset excess excess flow flow valvevalve
   Close liquid valveClose liquid valve
   Wait for a “click” soundWait for a “click” sound

Slowly open liquid valveSlowly open liquid valve

Clogged Clogged fuel fuel filter filter Repair/replace Repair/replace as as requiredrequired   See Maintenance Section, LP FuelSee Maintenance Section, LP Fuel
Filter replacementFilter replacement

Engine StallsEngine Stalls

Plugged Plugged fuel fuel line line Remove Remove obstruction obstruction from from the the fuel fuel lineline
   Close liquid fuel valveClose liquid fuel valve
   Using caution, disconnect the fuel lineUsing caution, disconnect the fuel line

(some propane may escape)(some propane may escape)
   Clear obstruction with compressed airClear obstruction with compressed air
   Re-connect fuel lineRe-connect fuel line
   Slowly open liquid fuel valve & LeakSlowly open liquid fuel valve & Leak

testtest
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Operation SectionOperation Section

Problem Problem Probable Probable Cause Cause Corrective Corrective ActionAction

Fuel Fuel Lock-off Lock-off malfunction malfunction Repair/replace Repair/replace Fuel Fuel Lock-offLock-off
   See Engine Service ManualSee Engine Service Manual

Faulty vapor connection betweenFaulty vapor connection between
the pressure regulator/converterthe pressure regulator/converter
and the mixerand the mixer

Check connectionCheck connection
   Verify no holes in hoseVerify no holes in hose
   Clamps must be tightClamps must be tight
   Look for kinked, pinched and/orLook for kinked, pinched and/or

collapsed hosecollapsed hose
Pressure Pressure regulator regulator freezes freezes Check Check level level in in cooling cooling systemsystem

   Must be full, check coolant strengthMust be full, check coolant strength
   -35F minimum-35F minimum
   Check coolant hosesCheck coolant hoses
   Watch for kinks and/or pinched hoseWatch for kinks and/or pinched hosess
   Verify one pressure hose and oneVerify one pressure hose and one

return hosereturn hose
Pressure Pressure regulator regulator malfunctiomalfunction n Test Test pressure pressure regulator regulator operationoperation

   See Engine Service ManualSee Engine Service Manual
Vacuum Vacuum leak leak Check Check for for vacuum vacuum leaksleaks

   Between mixer and throttle bodyBetween mixer and throttle body
   Between throttle body and intakeBetween throttle body and intake

manifoldmanifold
   Between intake manifold and cylinderBetween intake manifold and cylinder

headhead
Air/Fuel Air/Fuel Mixer Mixer malfunctiomalfunction n Check Check mixermixer

   See Engine Service ManualSee Engine Service Manual

Engine StallsEngine Stalls

Engine Engine Mechanical Mechanical See See Engine Engine Manufacturers Manufacturers Service Service ManualManual

Faulty vapor connection betweenFaulty vapor connection between
the pressure regulator/converterthe pressure regulator/converter
and the mixerand the mixer

Check connectionCheck connection
   Verify no holes in hoseVerify no holes in hose
   Clamps must be tightClamps must be tight
   Look for kinked, pinched and/orLook for kinked, pinched and/or

collapsed hosecollapsed hose
Pressure Pressure regulator regulator malfunctiomalfunction n Test Test pressure pressure regulator regulator operationoperation

   See Engine Service ManualSee Engine Service Manual

Vacuum Vacuum leak leak Check Check for for vacuum vacuum leaksleaks
   Between mixer and throttle bodyBetween mixer and throttle body
   Between throttle body and intakeBetween throttle body and intake

manifoldmanifold
   Between intake manifold and cylinderBetween intake manifold and cylinder

headhead

Rough IdleRough Idle

Air/Fuel Air/Fuel Mixer Mixer malfunctiomalfunction n Check Check mixermixer
   See Engine Service ManualSee Engine Service Manual
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Operation SectionOperation Section

Problem Problem Probable Probable Cause Cause Corrective Corrective ActionAction

Incorrect Idle speed controlIncorrect Idle speed control  

Incorrect timing or spark controlIncorrect timing or spark control

See Advanced Diagnostics & See EngineSee Advanced Diagnostics & See Engine
Service ManualService ManualRough IdleRough Idle

Engine Engine Mechanical Mechanical See See Engine Engine Service Service ManualManual
Incorrect Idle speed controlIncorrect Idle speed control

Throttle stickingThrottle sticking

See Advanced Diagnostics & See EngineSee Advanced Diagnostics & See Engine
Service ManualService ManualHigh Idle SpeedHigh Idle Speed

Foot pedal sticking or incorrectFoot pedal sticking or incorrectpedal signalpedal signal Check pedal return spring travel for Check pedal return spring travel for bindingbinding   See Advanced DiagnosticsSee Advanced Diagnostics
Clogged Clogged fuel fuel filter filter Repair/replace Repair/replace as as requiredrequired

   See Maintenance section, Fuel FilterSee Maintenance section, Fuel Filter
replacementreplacement

Plugged Plugged fuel fuel line line Remove Remove obstruction obstruction from from the the fuel fuel lineline
   Close liquid fuel valveClose liquid fuel valve
   Using caution, disconnect the fuel lineUsing caution, disconnect the fuel line

(some propane may escape)(some propane may escape)
   Clear obstruction with compressed airClear obstruction with compressed air
   Re-connect fuel lineRe-connect fuel line
   Slowly open liquid fuel valve & LeakSlowly open liquid fuel valve & Leak

testtest
Air Air filter filter clogged clogged Check Check air air filterfilter

   Clean/replace as requiredClean/replace as required
Faulty vapor connection betweenFaulty vapor connection between

the pressure regulator/converterthe pressure regulator/converterand the mixerand the mixer

Check connectionCheck connection


   Verify no holes in hoseVerify no holes in hose
   Clamps must be tightClamps must be tight
   Look for kinked, pinched and/orLook for kinked, pinched and/or

collapsed hosecollapsed hose
Pressure Pressure regulator regulator malfunction malfunction Test Test pressure pressure regulator regulator operationoperation

   See Engine Service ManualSee Engine Service Manual
Air/Fuel Air/Fuel Mixer Mixer malfunction malfunction Check Check mixermixer

   See Engine Service ManualSee Engine Service Manual
Restricted Restricted exhaust exhaust system system Check Check exhaust exhaust systemsystem

   Measure exhaust back pressureMeasure exhaust back pressure  
Incorrect ignition controlIncorrect ignition control  
Incorrect air/fuel controlIncorrect air/fuel control

Poor High SpeedPoor High Speed
PerformancePerformance

Incorrect throttle positionIncorrect throttle position

See Advanced Diagnostics & See EngineSee Advanced Diagnostics & See Engine
Service ManualService Manual
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Operation SectionOperation Section

Problem Problem Probable Probable Cause Cause Corrective Corrective ActionAction

Air/Fuel Air/Fuel Mixer Mixer malfunction malfunction Check Check mixermixer
   See Engine Service ManualSee Engine Service Manual

Air Air filter filter clogged clogged Check Check air air filterfilter
   Clean/replace as requiredClean/replace as required

Vacuum Vacuum leak leak Check Check system system vacuum vacuum hoses hoses fromfrom
regulator to FTV and mixerregulator to FTV and mixer
   Repair/replace as necessaryRepair/replace as necessary

Pressure regulator malfunction/fuelPressure regulator malfunction/fuel
pressure too highpressure too high

Test pressure regulator operationTest pressure regulator operation
   See Engine Service ManualSee Engine Service Manual

Faulty Faulty FTV FTV Check Check FTV FTV for for housing housing cracks cracks oror
obstructionsobstructions
   See See Advanced Advanced Diagnostics Diagnostics FTVFTV

operationoperation
   Repair and/or replace as Repair and/or replace as necessarynecessary

Weak ignition and/or spark controlWeak ignition and/or spark control   See Advanced DiagnosticsSee Advanced Diagnostics
Incorrect air/fuel controlIncorrect air/fuel control   See Advanced DiagnosticsSee Advanced Diagnostics
Exhaust Exhaust system system leaks leaks Repair Repair exhaust exhaust systemsystem

Excessive FuelExcessive Fuel
Consumption/LPConsumption/LP
G Exhaust SmellG Exhaust Smell

Oxygen Oxygen sensor sensor failure failure Replace Replace as as necessarynecessary
   See Advanced DiagnosticsSee Advanced Diagnostics
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Operation SectionOperation Section

Basic Troubleshooting (Gasoline)Basic Troubleshooting (Gasoline)

Problem Problem Probable Probable Cause Cause Corrective Corrective ActionAction

Fuel Fuel tank tank empty empty Fill Fill fuel fuel containercontainer
   The tank should be at least ¼ full toThe tank should be at least ¼ full to

properly prime the fuel pump.properly prime the fuel pump.

   Fuel select switch is not on Fuel select switch is not on GASGAS
Clogged Clogged fuel fuel filter filter Repair/replace Repair/replace as as requiredrequired

   See See Maintenance Maintenance section section PrimaryPrimary
and Secondary Fuel Filter replacementand Secondary Fuel Filter replacement

Faulty vapor connection betweenFaulty vapor connection between
the pressure regulator/ converterthe pressure regulator/ converter
and the mixer (LPG)and the mixer (LPG)

Check connectionCheck connection
   Verify no holes in hoseVerify no holes in hose
   Clamps must be tightClamps must be tight
   Look for kinked, pinched and/orLook for kinked, pinched and/or

collapsed hosecollapsed hose
Electric Fuel Pump malfunctionElectric Fuel Pump malfunction
(GAS)(GAS)

Check electrical connectionCheck electrical connection
   Check Relay and fuseCheck Relay and fuse
Turn key ON and verify pump is operatingTurn key ON and verify pump is operating

Fuel Fuel Pressure Pressure regulator regulator malfunction malfunction Test Test pressure pressure regulator regulator operationoperation
   See Engine Service ManualSee Engine Service Manual

Fuel Fuel Injector Injector malfunction malfunction Test Test Injector Injector operationoperation
   See Engine Service ManualSee Engine Service Manual

Incorrect air/fuel or ignition/ sparkIncorrect air/fuel or ignition/ spark
controlcontrol

See Advanced DiagnosticsSee Advanced Diagnostics

Engine CrankingEngine Cranking

but Will Not Startbut Will Not Start

(Gas)(Gas)

No No VR VR Sensor Sensor Signal Signal Verify Verify the the VR VR signal signal is is presentpresent  
   See Advanced DiagnosticsSee Advanced Diagnostics
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Problem Problem Probable Probable Cause Cause Corrective Corrective ActionAction

Fuel Fuel tank tank almost almost empty empty Fuel Fuel Pump Pump CavitationsCavitations
   The tank should be at least ¼ full toThe tank should be at least ¼ full to

properly prime the fuel pumpproperly prime the fuel pump
   Fuel select switch is not on Fuel select switch is not on GASGAS

Clogged Clogged fuel fuel filter filter Repair/replace Repair/replace as as requiredrequired
   See Maintenance section, Primary andSee Maintenance section, Primary and

Secondary Fuel Filter reSecondary Fuel Filter replacementplacement
Electric Fuel Pump malfunctionElectric Fuel Pump malfunction
(GAS)(GAS)

Check electrical connectionCheck electrical connection
   Check Relay and fuse Turn key ONCheck Relay and fuse Turn key ON

and verify pump is operatingand verify pump is operating
   See Engine Service ManualSee Engine Service Manual

Pressure Pressure regulator regulator malfunction malfunction Test Test pressure pressure regulator regulator operationoperation
   See Engine Service ManualSee Engine Service Manual

Fuel Fuel Injector Injector malfunction malfunction Test Test Injector Injector operationoperation
   See Engine Service ManualSee Engine Service Manual

Air Air filter filter clogged clogged Check Check air air filterfilter
   Clean/replace as requiredClean/replace as required

Incorrect Incorrect air/fuel air/fuel or or ignition ignition control control See See Advanced Advanced DiagnosticsDiagnostics

Difficult to StartDifficult to Start
(Gas)(Gas)

Engine Engine Mechanical Mechanical See See Engine Engine Service Service ManualManual
Isolate the gasoline system byIsolate the gasoline system by
running the lift truck on LPGrunning the lift truck on LPG

Verify LPG cylinder is full and valve is open.Verify LPG cylinder is full and valve is open.
If the problem does not exist in LPG modeIf the problem does not exist in LPG mode
proceed with the corrective action stepsproceed with the corrective action steps
below.below.

If the problem If the problem also exists in LPG mode thenalso exists in LPG mode then
the root cause is most likely to bethe root cause is most likely to be
something other than the fuel systemsomething other than the fuel system

   See Advanced DiagnosticsSee Advanced Diagnostics
Fuel Fuel tank tank almost almost empty empty Fuel Fuel Pump Pump CavitationsCavitations

   The tank should be at least ¼ full toThe tank should be at least ¼ full to
properly prime the fuel pumpproperly prime the fuel pump

Will Not RunWill Not Run
ContinuouslyContinuously

(Gas)(Gas)

Clogged Clogged fuel fuel filter filter Repair/replace Repair/replace as as requiredrequired
   See Maintenance section, Primary andSee Maintenance section, Primary and

Secondary Fuel Filter reSecondary Fuel Filter replacementplacement
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Operation SectionOperation Section

Problem Problem Probable Probable Cause Cause Corrective Corrective ActionAction

Electric Fuel Pump malfunctionElectric Fuel Pump malfunction
(GAS)(GAS)

Check electrical connectionCheck electrical connection
   Check Relay and fuse Turn key ONCheck Relay and fuse Turn key ON

and verify pump is operatingand verify pump is operating
   See Engine Service ManualSee Engine Service Manual

Pressure Pressure regulator regulator malfunction malfunction Test Test pressure pressure regulator regulator operationoperation
   See Engine Service ManualSee Engine Service Manual

Fuel Fuel Injector Injector malfunction malfunction Test Test Injector Injector operationoperation
   See Engine Service ManualSee Engine Service Manual

Incorrect idle speed or ignitionIncorrect idle speed or ignition
problemproblem

See Advanced DiagnosticsSee Advanced Diagnostics

Will Not RunWill Not Run
ContinuouslyContinuously
(Gas)(Gas)

Engine Engine Mechanical Mechanical See See Engine Engine Service Service ManualManual

Isolate the gasoline system byIsolate the gasoline system by
running the lift truck on LPGrunning the lift truck on LPG

Verify LPG cylinder is full and valve is open.Verify LPG cylinder is full and valve is open.
If the problem does not exist in LPG modeIf the problem does not exist in LPG mode
proceed with the corrective action stepsproceed with the corrective action steps
below.below.

If the problem If the problem also exists in LPG mode thenalso exists in LPG mode then
the root cause is most likely to bethe root cause is most likely to be

something other than the fuel systemsomething other than the fuel system

   See Advanced DiagnosticsSee Advanced Diagnostics
Fuel Fuel tank tank almost almost empty empty Fuel Fuel Pump Pump CavitationsCavitations

   The tank should be at least ¼ full toThe tank should be at least ¼ full to
properly prime the fuel pumpproperly prime the fuel pump

Clogged Clogged fuel fuel filter filter Repair/replace Repair/replace as as requiredrequired
   See Maintenance section, Primary andSee Maintenance section, Primary and

Secondary Fuel Filter reSecondary Fuel Filter replacementplacement

Pressure Pressure regulator regulator malfunction malfunction Test Test pressure pressure regulator regulator operationoperation
   See Engine Service ManualSee Engine Service Manual

Will NotWill Not
Accelerate/HesitaAccelerate/Hesita
tion Duringtion During
Acceleration orAcceleration or
Engine StallsEngine Stalls

(Gas)(Gas)

Fuel Fuel Injector Injector malfunction malfunction Test Test Injector Injector operationoperation
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Operation SectionOperation Section

Problem Problem Probable Probable Cause Cause Corrective Corrective ActionAction

Throttle butterfly valve not openingThrottle butterfly valve not opening
or stickingor sticking

Foot Pedal signal incorrect orFoot Pedal signal incorrect or
intermittentintermittent

Incorrect air/fuel or ignition Incorrect air/fuel or ignition controlcontrol

See Advanced DiagnosticsSee Advanced Diagnostics
Will NotWill Not
Accelerate/HesitaAccelerate/Hesita
tion Duringtion During
Acceleration orAcceleration or

Engine StallsEngine Stalls
(Gas)(Gas) Engine Engine Mechanical Mechanical See See Engine Engine Service Service ManualManual

Isolate the gasoline system byIsolate the gasoline system by
running the lift truck on LPGrunning the lift truck on LPG

Verify LPG cylinder is full and valve is open.Verify LPG cylinder is full and valve is open.
If the problem does not exist in LPG modeIf the problem does not exist in LPG mode
proceed with the corrective action stepsproceed with the corrective action steps
below.below.

If the problem If the problem also exists in LPG mode thenalso exists in LPG mode then
the root cause is most likely to bethe root cause is most likely to be
something other than the fuel systemsomething other than the fuel system

   See Advanced Diagnostics & ServiceSee Advanced Diagnostics & Service
ManualManual

Pressure Pressure regulator regulator malfunction malfunction Test Test pressure pressure regulator regulator operationoperation


   See Engine Service ManualSee Engine Service Manual
Clogged Clogged fuel fuel filter filter Repair/replace Repair/replace as as requiredrequired

   See Maintenance section, Primary andSee Maintenance section, Primary and
Secondary Fuel Filter reSecondary Fuel Filter replacementplacement

Pressure Pressure regulator regulator malfunction malfunction Test Test pressure pressure regulator regulator operationoperation
   See Engine Service ManualSee Engine Service Manual

Fuel Fuel Injector Injector malfunction malfunction Test Test Injector Injector operationoperation
   See Engine Service ManualSee Engine Service Manual

Rough Idle (Gas)Rough Idle (Gas)

Vacuum Vacuum leak leak Check Check for for vacuum vacuum leaksleaks
   Between mixer and throttle bodyBetween mixer and throttle body
   Between throttle body and intakeBetween throttle body and intake

manifoldmanifold
   Between intake manifold and cylinderBetween intake manifold and cylinder

headhead
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Operation SectionOperation Section

Problem Problem Probable Probable Cause Cause Corrective Corrective ActionAction

Incorrect Idle speed controlIncorrect Idle speed control  
Incorrect timing or spark controlIncorrect timing or spark control

See Advanced Diagnostics & EngineSee Advanced Diagnostics & Engine
Service ManualService ManualRough Idle (Gas)Rough Idle (Gas)

Engine Engine Mechanical Mechanical See See Engine Engine Service Service ManualManual

Incorrect Idle speed controlIncorrect Idle speed control

Throttle stickingThrottle sticking

See Advanced Diagnostics & EngineSee Advanced Diagnostics & Engine

Service ManualService Manual
High Idle SpeedHigh Idle Speed
(Gas)(Gas)

Foot pedal sticking or incorrectFoot pedal sticking or incorrect
pedal signalpedal signal

Check pedal return spring Check pedal return spring travel for bindingtravel for binding

See Advanced DiagnosticsSee Advanced Diagnostics
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Operation SectionOperation Section

Problem Problem Probable Probable Cause Cause Corrective Corrective ActionAction

Isolate the gasoline system byIsolate the gasoline system by
running the lift truck on LPGrunning the lift truck on LPG

Verify LPG cylinder is full and valve is open.Verify LPG cylinder is full and valve is open.
If the problem does not exist in LPG modeIf the problem does not exist in LPG mode
proceed with the corrective action stepsproceed with the corrective action steps
below.below.

If the problem If the problem also exists in LPG mode thenalso exists in LPG mode then

the root cause is most likely to bethe root cause is most likely to be
something other than the fuel systemsomething other than the fuel system

See Advanced Diagnostics & Dual FuelSee Advanced Diagnostics & Dual Fuel
Engine Service ManualEngine Service Manual

Clogged Clogged fuel fuel filter filter Repair/replace Repair/replace as as requiredrequired
   See Maintenance section, Fuel FilterSee Maintenance section, Fuel Filter

replacementreplacement
Plugged Plugged fuel fuel line line Remove Remove obstruction obstruction from from the the fuel fuel lineline

   Close liquid fuel valveClose liquid fuel valve
   Using caution, disconnect the fuel lineUsing caution, disconnect the fuel line

(some propane may escape)(some propane may escape)
   Clear obstruction with compressed airClear obstruction with compressed air
   Re-connect fuel lineRe-connect fuel line
   Slowly open liquid fuel valve & LeakSlowly open liquid fuel valve & Leak

testtest
Air Air filter filter clogged clogged Check Check air air filterfilter

   Clean/replace as requiredClean/replace as required
Faulty vapor connection betweenFaulty vapor connection between
the pressure regulator/converterthe pressure regulator/converter
and the mixerand the mixer

Check connectionCheck connection
   Verify no holes in hoseVerify no holes in hose
   Clamps must be tightClamps must be tight
   Look for kinked, pinched and/orLook for kinked, pinched and/or

collapsed hosecollapsed hose

Poor High SpeedPoor High Speed
PerformancePerformance
(Gas)(Gas)

Pressure Pressure regulator regulator malfunction malfunction Test Test pressure pressure regulator regulator operationoperation
   See Dual Fuel Engine Service ManualSee Dual Fuel Engine Service Manual

Problem Problem Probable Probable Cause Cause Corrective Corrective ActionAction

Air/Fuel Air/Fuel Mixer Mixer malfunction malfunction Check Check mixermixer
   See Engine Service ManualSee Engine Service Manual

Restricted Restricted exhaust exhaust system system Check Check exhaust exhaust systemsystem
   Measure exhaust back pressureMeasure exhaust back pressure

Incorrect ignition controlIncorrect ignition control  
Incorrect air/fuel controlIncorrect air/fuel control

Poor High SpeedPoor High Speed
PerformancePerformance

(Gas)(Gas)

Incorrect throttle positionIncorrect throttle position

See Advanced Diagnostics & EngineSee Advanced Diagnostics & Engine
Service ManualService Manual
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Operation SectionOperation Section

Advanced DiagnosticsAdvanced Diagnostics

MI-07 systems are equipped with built-in faultMI-07 systems are equipped with built-in fault
diagnostics. Detected system faults can bediagnostics. Detected system faults can be
displayed by the Malfunction Indicator Lamp (MIL)displayed by the Malfunction Indicator Lamp (MIL)

as Diagnostic Fault Codes (DFC) or flash codes,as Diagnostic Fault Codes (DFC) or flash codes,
and viewed in detail with the use of the Service Tooland viewed in detail with the use of the Service Tool

software. When the ignition key is turned on, the MILsoftware. When the ignition key is turned on, the MIL
will illuminate and remain on until the engine iswill illuminate and remain on until the engine is
started. Once the engine is started, the MIL lamp willstarted. Once the engine is started, the MIL lamp will
go out unless one or more fault conditions arego out unless one or more fault conditions are

present. If a detected fault condition exists, the faultpresent. If a detected fault condition exists, the fault
or faults will be stored in the memory of the smallor faults will be stored in the memory of the small
engine control module (SECM). Once an active faultengine control module (SECM). Once an active fault

occurs the MIL will illuminate and remain ON. Thisoccurs the MIL will illuminate and remain ON. This
signals the operator that a fault has been detectedsignals the operator that a fault has been detected
by the SECM.by the SECM.

Reading Diagnostic Fault CodesReading Diagnostic Fault Codes

All MI-07 fault codes are three-digit codes. When theAll MI-07 fault codes are three-digit codes. When the
fault codes are retrieved (displayed) the MIL willfault codes are retrieved (displayed) the MIL will

flash for each digit with a short pflash for each digit with a short pause (0.5 seconds)ause (0.5 seconds)
between digits and a long pause (1.2 seconds)between digits and a long pause (1.2 seconds)
between fault codes. A code 12 is displayed at thebetween fault codes. A code 12 is displayed at the
end of the code list.end of the code list.

EXAMPLE: EXAMPLE: A A code code 461 461 (ETCStickin(ETCSticking) hg) has as beenbeen
detected and the engine has shut down and the Mdetected and the engine has shut down and the MILIL
has remained ON. When the codes are displayedhas remained ON. When the codes are displayed
the MIL will flash four times (4), pause, then flash sithe MIL will flash four times (4), pause, then flash sixx
times (6), pause, then flash one time (1) Thistimes (6), pause, then flash one time (1) This
identifies a four sixty one (461), which is theidentifies a four sixty one (461), which is the
ETCStickiETCSticking fault. If ang fault. If any additional faults wereny additional faults were
stored, the SECM would again have a long pause,stored, the SECM would again have a long pause,
then display the next fault by flashing each digit.then display the next fault by flashing each digit.
Since no other faults were stored there will be a loSince no other faults were stored there will be a longng
pause then one flash (1), pause, then two flapause then one flash (1), pause, then two flashesshes

(2). This identifies a twelve, signifying the end of the(2). This identifies a twelve, signifying the end of the
fault list. This list will then repeat.fault list. This list will then repeat.

(1) Malfunction Indicator Lamp(MIL) (1) Malfunction Indicator Lamp(MIL) for Engine control system.for Engine control system.

Displaying Fault Codes (DFC) fromDisplaying Fault Codes (DFC) from

SECM MemorySECM Memory

To enter code display mode you must turn OTo enter code display mode you must turn OFF theFF the
ignition key. Now turn ON the key but do not ignition key. Now turn ON the key but do not startstart
the engine. As soon as you the engine. As soon as you turn the key to the ONturn the key to the ON
position you must cycle the foot pedal by depressingposition you must cycle the foot pedal by depressing

it to the floor ait to the floor and then fully releasing the pedalnd then fully releasing the pedal
(pedal maneuver). You must fully cycle the foot(pedal maneuver). You must fully cycle the foot
pedal three (3) times within five (5) seconds topedal three (3) times within five (5) seconds to
enable the display codes feature of the enable the display codes feature of the SECM.SECM.
Simply turn the key OFF to exiSimply turn the key OFF to exit display mode. Thet display mode. The
code list will continue to repeat until the key code list will continue to repeat until the key isis
turned OFF.turned OFF.

11
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Table 2. MI-07 Diagnostic Fault Codes (Flash Codes)Table 2. MI-07 Diagnostic Fault Codes (Flash Codes)

DFC DFC PROBABLE PROBABLE FAULT FAULT FAULT FAULT ACTION ACTION * * CORRECTCORRECTIVE IVE ACTION ACTION FIRST FIRST CHECKCHECK

1212
NONENONE
Signifies the end of one passSignifies the end of one pass
through the fault listthrough the fault list

NONENONE
None, used as end of the fault lNone, used as end of the fault l istist
identificationidentification

131131

Inj1OpenInj1Open

Gasoline Injector 1 openGasoline Injector 1 open
circuit, broken injector 1 wirecircuit, broken injector 1 wire
or defective injectoror defective injector

(1) TurnOnMil(1) TurnOnMil

(2) Disable(2) DisableLiquidO2CtrlLiquidO2Ctrl
(3) Delayed(3) Delayed

EngineShutdownEngineShutdown

Check INJ1 wiring for an open circuitCheck INJ1 wiring for an open circuit

SECM (Signal) A5 to Injector 1 Pin ASECM (Signal) A5 to Injector 1 Pin ASwitched 12V to Injector 1 Pin BSwitched 12V to Injector 1 Pin B
Check Injector 1 Resistance, 12 to14Check Injector 1 Resistance, 12 to14
ohms (cold)ohms (cold)

132132

Inj2OpenInj2Open
Gasoline Injector 2 openGasoline Injector 2 open
circuit, broken injector 2 wirecircuit, broken injector 2 wire
or defective injectoror defective injector

(1) TurnOnMil(1) TurnOnMil
(2) Disable(2) Disable

LiquidO2CtrlLiquidO2Ctrl
(3) Delayed(3) Delayed

EngineShutdownEngineShutdown

Check INJ2 wiring for an open circuitCheck INJ2 wiring for an open circuit
SECM (Signal) A8 to Injector 2 Pin ASECM (Signal) A8 to Injector 2 Pin A
Switched 12V to Injector 2 Pin BSwitched 12V to Injector 2 Pin B
Check Injector 2 Resistance, 12 to14Check Injector 2 Resistance, 12 to14
ohms (cold)ohms (cold)

133133

Inj3OpenInj3Open
Gasoline Injector 3 openGasoline Injector 3 open
circuit, broken injector 3 wirecircuit, broken injector 3 wire
or defective injectoror defective injector

(1) TurnOnMil(1) TurnOnMil
(2) Disable(2) Disable

LiquidO2CtrlLiquidO2Ctrl
(3) Delayed(3) Delayed

EngineShutdownEngineShutdown

Check INJ3 wiring for an open circuitCheck INJ3 wiring for an open circuit
SECM (Signal) A4 to Injector 3 Pin ASECM (Signal) A4 to Injector 3 Pin A
Switched 12V to Injector 3 Pin BSwitched 12V to Injector 3 Pin B
Check Injector 3 Resistance, 12 to14Check Injector 3 Resistance, 12 to14
ohms (cold)ohms (cold)

134134

Inj4OpenInj4Open
Gasoline Injector 4 openGasoline Injector 4 open
circuit, broken injector 4 wirecircuit, broken injector 4 wire
or defective injectoror defective injector

(1) TurnOnMil(1) TurnOnMil
(2) Disable(2) Disable

LiquidO2CtrlLiquidO2Ctrl
(3) Delayed(3) Delayed

EngineShutdownEngineShutdown

Check INJ4 wiring for an open circuitCheck INJ4 wiring for an open circuit
SECM (Signal) A7 to Injector 4 Pin ASECM (Signal) A7 to Injector 4 Pin A

Switched 12V to Injector 4 Pin BSwitched 12V to Injector 4 Pin B
Check Injector 4 Resistance, 12 to 14Check Injector 4 Resistance, 12 to 14
ohms (cold)ohms (cold)

141141
(14)(14)

ECTRangeLowECTRangeLow
Coolant Sensor failure orCoolant Sensor failure or
shorted to GNDshorted to GND

(1) TurnOnMil(1) TurnOnMil
(2) D(2) DelayedEngielayedEnginene

ShutdownShutdown

Check ECT sensor connector and Check ECT sensor connector and wiringwiring
for a short to Gfor a short to GNDND
SECM (Signal) Pin B15 To ECT Pin 3SECM (Signal) Pin B15 To ECT Pin 3
SECM (Sensor GND) Pin B1 to ECT Pin 1SECM (Sensor GND) Pin B1 to ECT Pin 1
SECM (System GND) Pin A16, B17SECM (System GND) Pin A16, B17

151151
(15)(15)

ECTRangeHighECTRangeHigh
Coolant sensor disconnectedCoolant sensor disconnected
or open circuitor open circuit

(1) TurnOnMil(1) TurnOnMil
(2) D(2) DelayedEngielayedEnginene

ShutdownShutdown

Check if ECT sensor connector isCheck if ECT sensor connector is
disconnected or for an open ECT circuitdisconnected or for an open ECT circuit
SECM (Signal) Pin B15 to ECT Pin 3SECM (Signal) Pin B15 to ECT Pin 3
SECM (Sensor GND) Pin B1 to ECT Pin 1SECM (Sensor GND) Pin B1 to ECT Pin 1

(*) Fault actions shown are default values specified by the OEM.(*) Fault actions shown are default values specified by the OEM.
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Table 2. MI-07 Diagnostic Fault Codes (Flash Codes) cont’d.Table 2. MI-07 Diagnostic Fault Codes (Flash Codes) cont’d.

DFC DFC PROBABLE PROBABLE FAULT FAULT FAULT FAULT ACTION ACTION * * CORRECTCORRECTIVE IVE ACTION ACTION FIRST FIRST CHECKCHECK

161161
(16)(16)

ECTOverTempFaultECTOverTempFault
Engine coolant temperature isEngine coolant temperature is

high. The sensor hashigh. The sensor has
measured an excessivemeasured an excessive
coolant temperature typicallycoolant temperature typically
due to the engine odue to the engine overheverheating.ating.

(1) TurnOnMil(1) TurnOnMil(2) D(2) DelayedEngielayedEnginene
ShutdownShutdown

Check coolant system for radiatorCheck coolant system for radiator
blockage, proper coolant level and foblockage, proper coolant level and forr
leaks in the system.leaks in the system.

Possible ECT short to GND, check ECTPossible ECT short to GND, check ECTsignal wiringsignal wiring
SECM (Signal) Pin B15 to ECT Pin 3SECM (Signal) Pin B15 to ECT Pin 3
SECM (Sensor GND) Pin B1 to ECT Pin 1SECM (Sensor GND) Pin B1 to ECT Pin 1
SECM (System GND) Pin A16, B17SECM (System GND) Pin A16, B17
Check regulator for coolant leakCheck regulator for coolant leakss

171171
ECT_IR_FaultECT_IR_Fault
Engine coolant temperatureEngine coolant temperature
not changing as expectednot changing as expected

TurnOnMilTurnOnMil
Check for coolant system problems, e.g.Check for coolant system problems, e.g.
defective or stuck thdefective or stuck thermostatermostat

181181

FuelSelectConflictFuelSelectConflict
Conflict in fuel select signals,Conflict in fuel select signals,
normally set if both of the fuelnormally set if both of the fuel
select signals are shorted toselect signals are shorted to
groundground

(1) TurnOnMil(1) TurnOnMil
(2) Delayed(2) Delayed

EngineShutdownEngineShutdown

Check fuel select switch connection foCheck fuel select switch connection for ar a
short to GNDshort to GND
SECM (SIGNAL) Pin A12SECM (SIGNAL) Pin A12
SECM (SIGNAL) Pin A15SECM (SIGNAL) Pin A15
SECM (Sensor GND) Pin B1SECM (Sensor GND) Pin B1

191191

CamEdgesFaultCamEdgesFaultNo CAM signal when engine isNo CAM signal when engine is
known to be rotating, brokenknown to be rotating, broken
crankshaft sensor leads orcrankshaft sensor leads or
defective CAM sensordefective CAM sensor

NoneNone

Check CAM sensor connectionsCheck CAM sensor connections

SECM (SIGNAL) Pin B10 to CAM sensorSECM (SIGNAL) Pin B10 to CAM sensorPin 2Pin 2
SECM (Sensor GND) Pin B1 to CAMSECM (Sensor GND) Pin B1 to CAM
sensor Pin 3sensor Pin 3
Switched Switched 12V 12V to to CAM CAM sensor sensor Pin Pin 11
Check for defective CAM Check for defective CAM sensorsensor

192192

CamSyncFaultCamSyncFault
Loss of synchronization on theLoss of synchronization on the
CAM sensor, normally due toCAM sensor, normally due to
noise on the signal or annoise on the signal or an
intermittent connection on theintermittent connection on the
CAM sensorCAM sensor

NoneNone

Check CAM sensor connectionsCheck CAM sensor connections
SECM (SIGNAL) Pin B10 to CAM sensorSECM (SIGNAL) Pin B10 to CAM sensor
Pin 2Pin 2
SECM (Sensor GND) Pin B1 to CAMSECM (Sensor GND) Pin B1 to CAM
sensor Pin 3sensor Pin 3
Switched Switched 12V 12V to to CAM CAM sensor sensor Pin Pin 11
Check for defective CAM Check for defective CAM sensorsensor

193193

CrankEdgesFaultCrankEdgesFault
No crankshaft signal whenNo crankshaft signal when
engine is known to be rotating,engine is known to be rotating,

broken crankshaft sensorbroken crankshaft sensor
leads or defective crankleads or defective crank
sensorsensor

NoneNone

Check Crankshaft sensor connectionsCheck Crankshaft sensor connections
SECM (SIGNAL) Pin B5 to CranSECM (SIGNAL) Pin B5 to Crank sensork sensor
Pin 3Pin 3

SECM (Sensor GND) PIN B1 to CranSECM (Sensor GND) PIN B1 to Crankksensor Pin 2sensor Pin 2
Switched 12V to Crank sensor Pin 1Switched 12V to Crank sensor Pin 1
Check for defective Crank sensorCheck for defective Crank sensor

194194

CrankSyncFaultCrankSyncFault
Loss of synchronization on theLoss of synchronization on the
crankshaft sensor, normallycrankshaft sensor, normally
due to noise on the signal ordue to noise on the signal or
an intermittent connection onan intermittent connection on
the crankshaft sensorthe crankshaft sensor

NoneNone

Check Crankshaft sensor connectionsCheck Crankshaft sensor connections
SECM (SIGNAL) Pin B5 to CranSECM (SIGNAL) Pin B5 to Crank sensork sensor
Pin 3Pin 3
SECM (Sensor GND) Pin B1 to CrankSECM (Sensor GND) Pin B1 to Crank
sensor Pin 2sensor Pin 2
Switched 12V to Crank sensor Pin 1Switched 12V to Crank sensor Pin 1
Check for defective Crank sensorCheck for defective Crank sensor

(*) Fault actions shown are default values specified by the OEM.(*) Fault actions shown are default values specified by the OEM.
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221221
(22)(22)

TPS1RangeLowTPS1RangeLow
TPS1 sensor voltage out ofTPS1 sensor voltage out of
range low, normally set if therange low, normally set if the
TPS1 signal has shorted toTPS1 signal has shorted to

ground, circuit has opened orground, circuit has opened or
sensor has failedsensor has failed

(1) TurnOnMil(1) TurnOnMil
(2) CutThrottle(2) CutThrottle

Check throttle connector connection andCheck throttle connector connection and
TPS1 sensor for an open circuit or short toTPS1 sensor for an open circuit or short to
GNDGND
SECM Pin B23 (signal) to ETC Pin 6SECM Pin B23 (signal) to ETC Pin 6

SECM Pin B1 (sensor GND) to ETC Pin SECM Pin B1 (sensor GND) to ETC Pin 22
SECM (system GND) Pin A16, B17SECM (system GND) Pin A16, B17

222222

TPS2RangeLowTPS2RangeLow
TPS2 sensor voltage out ofTPS2 sensor voltage out of
range low, normally set if therange low, normally set if the
TPS2 signal has shorted toTPS2 signal has shorted to
ground, circuit has opened orground, circuit has opened or
sensor has failedsensor has failed

(1) TurnOnMil(1) TurnOnMil
(2) CutThrottle(2) CutThrottle

Check throttle connector connection andCheck throttle connector connection and
TPS2 sensor for an open circuit or short toTPS2 sensor for an open circuit or short to
GNDGND
SECM Pin B4 (signal) to ETC Pin 5SECM Pin B4 (signal) to ETC Pin 5
SECM Pin B1 (sensor GND) to ETC Pin SECM Pin B1 (sensor GND) to ETC Pin 22
SECM (system GND) Pin A16, B17SECM (system GND) Pin A16, B17

231231
(23)(23)

TPS1RangeHighTPS1RangeHigh
TPS1 sensor voltage out ofTPS1 sensor voltage out of
range high, normally set if therange high, normally set if the
TPS1 signal has shorted toTPS1 signal has shorted to
power or the ground for thepower or the ground for the
sensor has openedsensor has opened

(1) TurnOnMil(1) TurnOnMil
(2) CutThrottle(2) CutThrottle

Check throttle connector and TPS1 sensorCheck throttle connector and TPS1 sensor
wiring for a shorted ciwiring for a shorted circuitrcuit
SECM Pin B23 (signal) to ETC Pin 6SECM Pin B23 (signal) to ETC Pin 6
SECM Pin B1 (sensor GND) to ETC Pin SECM Pin B1 (sensor GND) to ETC Pin 22

232232

TPS2RangeHighTPS2RangeHigh
TPS2 sensor voltage out ofTPS2 sensor voltage out of

range high, normally set if therange high, normally set if the
TPS2 signal has shorted toTPS2 signal has shorted to
power or the ground for thepower or the ground for the
sensor has openedsensor has opened

(1) TurnOnMil(1) TurnOnMil
(2) CutThrottle(2) CutThrottle

Check throttle connector and TPS1 sensorCheck throttle connector and TPS1 sensor

wiring for a shorted ciwiring for a shorted circuitrcuit
SECM Pin B4 (signal) to ETC Pin 5SECM Pin B4 (signal) to ETC Pin 5
SECM pin B1 (sensor GND) to ETC Pin 2SECM pin B1 (sensor GND) to ETC Pin 2

241241
(24)(24)

TPS1AdaptLoMinTPS1AdaptLoMin
Learned closed throttle end ofLearned closed throttle end of
TPS1 sensor range lower thanTPS1 sensor range lower than
expectedexpected

None N/ANone N/A

242242

TPS2AdaptLoMinTPS2AdaptLoMin
Learned closed throttle end ofLearned closed throttle end of
TPS2 sensor range lower thanTPS2 sensor range lower than
expectedexpected

None N/ANone N/A

251251
(25)(25)  

TPS1AdaptHiMaxTPS1AdaptHiMax
Learned WOT end of TPS1Learned WOT end of TPS1
sensor range higher thansensor range higher than
expectedexpected

None N/ANone N/A

252252

TPS2AdaptHiMaxTPS2AdaptHiMax
Learned WOT end of TPS2Learned WOT end of TPS2
sensor range higher thansensor range higher than
expectedexpected

None N/ANone N/A

271271

TPS1AdaptHiMinTPS1AdaptHiMin
Learned WOT end of TPS1Learned WOT end of TPS1
sensor range lower thansensor range lower than
expectedexpected

None N/ANone N/A

(*) Fault actions shown are default values specified by the OEM.(*) Fault actions shown are default values specified by the OEM.
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272272

TPS2AdaptHiMinTPS2AdaptHiMin
Learned WOT end of TPS2Learned WOT end of TPS2
sensor range lower thansensor range lower than
expectedexpected

None N/ANone N/A

281281
TPS1AdaptLoMaxTPS1AdaptLoMax
Learned closed throttle endLearned closed throttle end

of TPS1 sensor range higherof TPS1 sensor range higher
than expectedthan expected

None N/ANone N/A

282282

TPS2AdaptLoMaxTPS2AdaptLoMax
Learned closed throttle end ofLearned closed throttle end of
TPS2 sensor range higherTPS2 sensor range higher
than expectedthan expected

None N/ANone N/A

291291

TPS_Sensors_ConflictTPS_Sensors_Conflict
TPS sensors differ by moreTPS sensors differ by more
than expected amountthan expected amount
NOTE:NOTE: The The TPS TPS is is not not aa

 s serverv iciceableable e item aitem and nd ccanan
onlonly be y be repaired byrepaired by
replreplacing acing the the DDV-EV-E V throttlV throttlee
assembly.assembly.  

(1) TurnOnMil(1) TurnOnMil
(2) CutThrottle(2) CutThrottle

Check the throttle connector and pins forCheck the throttle connector and pins for
corrosion.corrosion.
To check the TPS disconnect the throttleTo check the TPS disconnect the throttle
connector and measure the resistanceconnector and measure the resistance
from:from:
TPS Pin 2 (GND) to Pin 6 (TPS1 SIGNAL)TPS Pin 2 (GND) to Pin 6 (TPS1 SIGNAL)
(0.7(0.7 ΩΩ ± 30%) ± 30%)
TPS Pin 3 (PWR) to Pin 6 (TPS1 SIGNAL)TPS Pin 3 (PWR) to Pin 6 (TPS1 SIGNAL)

(1.4(1.4 ΩΩ ± 30%) ± 30%)

331331
(33)(33)  

MAPTimeRangeLowMAPTimeRangeLow
Manifold Absolute PressureManifold Absolute Pressure
sensor input is low, normallysensor input is low, normally
set if the TMAP pressureset if the TMAP pressure
signal wire has beensignal wire has been
disconnectedisconnected or d or shorted toshorted to
ground or the circuit hasground or the circuit has
opened to the SECMopened to the SECM

TurnOnMilTurnOnMil

Check TMAP connector and MAP signalCheck TMAP connector and MAP signal
wiring for an open circuitwiring for an open circuit
TMAP Pin 4 to TMAP Pin 4 to SECM Pin B18 (signal)SECM Pin B18 (signal)
TMAP Pin 1 to SECM Pin B1 (sensor GND)TMAP Pin 1 to SECM Pin B1 (sensor GND)
TMAP Pin 3 to TMAP Pin 3 to SECM Pin B24 (XDRP +5SECM Pin B24 (XDRP +5
Vdc)Vdc)
Check the MAP sensor by diCheck the MAP sensor by disconnectingsconnecting
the TMAP connector and measuring at thethe TMAP connector and measuring at the
sensor:sensor:
TMAP Pin 1(GND) toTMAP Pin 1(GND) to

Pin 4 (pressure signal KPA) (2.4kPin 4 (pressure signal KPA) (2.4kΩΩ - 8.2k - 8.2kΩΩ))
TMAP Pin 3 (power) toTMAP Pin 3 (power) to

Pin 4 (pressure signal KPA) (3.4kPin 4 (pressure signal KPA) (3.4kΩΩ - 8.2k - 8.2kΩΩ))

332332

MAPRangeLowMAPRangeLow
Manifold Absolute PressureManifold Absolute Pressure
sensor input is low, normallysensor input is low, normally
set if the TMAP pressureset if the TMAP pressure
signal wire has beensignal wire has been
disconnectedisconnected or d or shorted toshorted to
ground or the circuit hasground or the circuit has
opened to the SECMopened to the SECM

(1) TurnOnMil(1) TurnOnMil
(2) EngineShutdown(2) EngineShutdown

Check TMAP connector and MAP signalCheck TMAP connector and MAP signal
wiring for an open circuitwiring for an open circuit

TMAP Pin 4 to TMAP Pin 4 to SECM Pin B18 (signal)SECM Pin B18 (signal)
TMAP Pin 1 to SECM Pin B1 (sensor GND)TMAP Pin 1 to SECM Pin B1 (sensor GND)
TMAP Pin 3 to TMAP Pin 3 to SECM Pin B24 (XDRP +5SECM Pin B24 (XDRP +5
Vdc)Vdc)
Check the MAP sensor by diCheck the MAP sensor by disconnect-ingsconnect-ing
the TMAP connector and measuring at thethe TMAP connector and measuring at the
sensor:sensor:
TMAP Pin 1(GND) toTMAP Pin 1(GND) to

Pin 4 (pressure signal KPA) (2.4kPin 4 (pressure signal KPA) (2.4kΩΩ - 8.2k - 8.2kΩΩ))
TMAP Pin 3 (power) toTMAP Pin 3 (power) to
Pin 4 (pressure signal KPA) (3.4kPin 4 (pressure signal KPA) (3.4kΩΩ - 8.2k - 8.2kΩΩ))

(*) Fault actions shown are default values specified by the OEM.(*) Fault actions shown are default values specified by the OEM.
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341341
(34)(34)  

MAPTimeRangeHighMAPTimeRangeHigh
Manifold Absolute PressureManifold Absolute Pressure
Sensor Input is High, normallySensor Input is High, normally
set if the TMAP pressureset if the TMAP pressure

signal wire has becomesignal wire has becomeshorted to power, shorted toshorted to power, shorted to
the IAT signal, the TMAP hasthe IAT signal, the TMAP has
failed or the failed or the SECM has failed.SECM has failed.

TurnOnMilTurnOnMil

Check TMAP connector and MAP signal wiringCheck TMAP connector and MAP signal wiring
for a shorted circuitfor a shorted circuit
TMAP Pin 4 to SECM Pin B18 (signal)TMAP Pin 4 to SECM Pin B18 (signal)
TMAP Pin 1 TMAP Pin 1 to SECM Pin B1 (sensor GND)to SECM Pin B1 (sensor GND)

TMAP Pin 3 to SECM Pin B24 (XDRP +5 Vdc)TMAP Pin 3 to SECM Pin B24 (XDRP +5 Vdc)Check the MAP sensor Check the MAP sensor by disconnect-ing theby disconnect-ing the
TMAP connector and measuring at the TMAP connector and measuring at the sensor:sensor:
TMAP Pin 1(GND) toTMAP Pin 1(GND) to

Pin 4 (pressure signal KPA) (2.4kPin 4 (pressure signal KPA) (2.4kΩΩ - 8.2k - 8.2kΩΩ))
TMAP Pin 3 (power) toTMAP Pin 3 (power) to

Pin 4 (pressure signal KPA) (3.4kPin 4 (pressure signal KPA) (3.4kΩΩ - 8.2k - 8.2kΩΩ))

342342

MAPRangeHighMAPRangeHigh
Manifold Absolute PressureManifold Absolute Pressure
Sensor Input is High, normallySensor Input is High, normally
set if the TMAP pressureset if the TMAP pressure
signal wire has becomesignal wire has become
shorted to power, shorted toshorted to power, shorted to
the IAT signal, the TMAP hasthe IAT signal, the TMAP has
failed or the failed or the SECM has failedSECM has failed

(1) TurnOnMil(1) TurnOnMil
(2) Engine(2) Engine

ShutdownShutdown

Check TMAP connector and MAP signal wiringCheck TMAP connector and MAP signal wiring
for a shorted circuitfor a shorted circuit
TMAP Pin 4 to SECM Pin B18 (signal)TMAP Pin 4 to SECM Pin B18 (signal)
TMAP Pin 1 to SECM Pin B1 (sensor GND)TMAP Pin 1 to SECM Pin B1 (sensor GND)
TMAP Pin 3 to SECM Pin B24 (XDRP +5 Vdc)TMAP Pin 3 to SECM Pin B24 (XDRP +5 Vdc)
Check the MAP sensor Check the MAP sensor by disconnecting theby disconnecting the
TMAP connector and measuring at the TMAP connector and measuring at the sensor:sensor:
TMAP Pin 1(GND) toTMAP Pin 1(GND) to
Pin 4 (pressure signal KPA) (2.4kPin 4 (pressure signal KPA) (2.4kΩΩ - 8.2k - 8.2kΩΩ))

TMAP Pin 3 (power) toTMAP Pin 3 (power) toPin 4 (pressure signal KPA) (3.4kPin 4 (pressure signal KPA) (3.4kΩΩ - 8.2k - 8.2kΩΩ))

351351
MAP_IR_HIMAP_IR_HI
MAP sensor indicates higherMAP sensor indicates higher
pressure than expectedpressure than expected

TurnOnMilTurnOnMil
Check for vacuum leaks. Check Check for vacuum leaks. Check that TMAPthat TMAP
sensor is sensor is mounted properly. Possible defectivmounted properly. Possible defectivee
TMAP sensor.TMAP sensor.

352352
MAP_IR_LOMAP_IR_LO
MAP sensor indicates lowerMAP sensor indicates lower
pressure than expectedpressure than expected

TurnOnMil TurnOnMil Possible Possible defective defective TMAP TMAP sensor.sensor.

353353
MAP_STICKINGMAP_STICKING
MAP sensor not changing asMAP sensor not changing as
expectedexpected

TurnOnMilTurnOnMil
Check that TMAP sensor is Check that TMAP sensor is mounted properly.mounted properly.
Possible defective TMAP sensor.Possible defective TMAP sensor.

371371
(37)(37)  

IATRangeLowIATRangeLow
Intake Air TemperatureIntake Air Temperature
Sensor Input is Low Sensor Input is Low normallynormally
set if the IAT temperatureset if the IAT temperature

sensor wire has shorted tosensor wire has shorted to
chassis ground or the sensorchassis ground or the sensor
has failed.has failed.

TurnOnMilTurnOnMil

Check TMAP connector and IAT signal Check TMAP connector and IAT signal wiringwiring
for a shorted circuitfor a shorted circuit
TMAP Pin 2 to SECM Pin B12 (signal)TMAP Pin 2 to SECM Pin B12 (signal)
TMAP Pin 1 TMAP Pin 1 to SECM Pin B1 (sensor GND)to SECM Pin B1 (sensor GND)
To check the IAT sensor of the TMAPTo check the IAT sensor of the TMAP

disconnect the TMAP connector and measuredisconnect the TMAP connector and measure
the IAT resistancethe IAT resistance
Resistance is approx 2400 ohms at roomResistance is approx 2400 ohms at room
temperature.temperature.

(*) Fault actions shown are default values specified by the OEM.(*) Fault actions shown are default values specified by the OEM.
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381381
(38)(38)  

IATRangeHighIATRangeHigh
Intake Air TemperatureIntake Air Temperature
Sensor Input is High normallySensor Input is High normally

set if the IAT temperatureset if the IAT temperature
sensor wire has beensensor wire has been
disconnectedisconnected or d or the circuit hasthe circuit has
opened to the SECM.opened to the SECM.

TurnOnMilTurnOnMil

Check TMAP connector and IAT signal Check TMAP connector and IAT signal wiringwiring
for a shorted circuitfor a shorted circuit
TMAP Pin 2 to SECM Pin B12 (signal)TMAP Pin 2 to SECM Pin B12 (signal)
TMAP Pin 1 TMAP Pin 1 to SECM Pin B1 (sensor GND)to SECM Pin B1 (sensor GND)

To check the IAT sensor of the TMAPTo check the IAT sensor of the TMAP
disconnect the TMAP connector and measuredisconnect the TMAP connector and measure
the IAT resistancethe IAT resistance
Resistance is approx 2400 ohms at roomResistance is approx 2400 ohms at room
temperature.temperature.

391391
IAT_IR_FaultIAT_IR_Fault
Intake Air Temperature notIntake Air Temperature not
changing as expectedchanging as expected

NoneNone
Check connections to TMAP sensor. CheckCheck connections to TMAP sensor. Check
that TMAP sensor is properly mounted tothat TMAP sensor is properly mounted to
manifold.manifold.

421421

EST1_OpenEST1_Open
EST1 output open, possiblyEST1 output open, possibly
open EST1 signal or defectiveopen EST1 signal or defective
spark modulespark module

TurnOnMilTurnOnMil

Check coil driver wiring and connector for openCheck coil driver wiring and connector for open
circuitcircuit
SECM Pin A9 (EST1) to OSECM Pin A9 (EST1) to OEM ignition system.EM ignition system.
See application note.See application note.
Verify GND on ignition moduleVerify GND on ignition module
Pin A (of both connectors)Pin A (of both connectors)
Verify +12 Vdc on ignition moduleVerify +12 Vdc on ignition module
Pin B (of both connectors)Pin B (of both connectors)

Refer to application manual for sRefer to application manual for specific enginepecific enginedetails.details.

422422

EST2_OpenEST2_Open
EST2 output open, possiblyEST2 output open, possibly
open EST2 signal or defectiveopen EST2 signal or defective
spark modulespark module

TurnOnMilTurnOnMil

Check coil driver wiring and connector for openCheck coil driver wiring and connector for open
circuitcircuit
SECM Pin A10 (EST2) to SECM Pin A10 (EST2) to OEM ignitionOEM ignition
system. See application note.system. See application note.
Verify GND on ignition moduleVerify GND on ignition module
Pin A (of both connectors)Pin A (of both connectors)
Verify +12 Vdc on ignition moduleVerify +12 Vdc on ignition module
Pin B (of both connectors)Pin B (of both connectors)
Refer to application manual for sRefer to application manual for specific enginepecific engine
details.details.

423423

EST3_OpenEST3_Open

EST3 output open, possiblyEST3 output open, possiblyopen EST3 signal or defectiveopen EST3 signal or defective
spark modulespark module

TurnOnMilTurnOnMil

Check coil driver wiring and connector for openCheck coil driver wiring and connector for open
circuitcircuit
SECM Pin A3 (EST3) to OSECM Pin A3 (EST3) to OEM ignition system.EM ignition system.
See application note.See application note.

Verify GND on ignition moduleVerify GND on ignition modulePin A (of both connectors)Pin A (of both connectors)
Verify +12 Vdc on ignition moduleVerify +12 Vdc on ignition module
Pin B (of both connectors)Pin B (of both connectors)
Refer to application manual for sRefer to application manual for specific enginepecific engine
details.details.

(*) Fault actions shown are default values specified by the OEM.(*) Fault actions shown are default values specified by the OEM.
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424424

EST4_OpenEST4_Open

EST4 output open, possiblyEST4 output open, possibly
open EST4 signal or defectiveopen EST4 signal or defective
spark modulespark module

TurnOnMilTurnOnMil

Check coil driver wiring and connector Check coil driver wiring and connector forfor
open circuitopen circuit
SECM Pin A6 (EST4) to OEM SECM Pin A6 (EST4) to OEM ignitionignition
system. See application manual.system. See application manual.

Verify GND on ignition moduleVerify GND on ignition module
Pin A (of both connectors)Pin A (of both connectors)
Verify +12 Vdc on ignition moduleVerify +12 Vdc on ignition module
Pin B (of both connectors)Pin B (of both connectors)
Refer to application manual for specificRefer to application manual for specific
engine details.engine details.

425425
EST5_OpenEST5_Open
EST5 output open, possiblyEST5 output open, possibly
open EST5 signal or defectiveopen EST5 signal or defective
spark modulespark module

None N/ANone N/A

426426
EST6_OpenEST6_Open
EST6 output open, possiblyEST6 output open, possibly
open EST6 signal or defectiveopen EST6 signal or defective
spark modulespark module

None N/ANone N/A

427427

EST7_OpenEST7_Open
EST7 output open, possiblyEST7 output open, possibly

open EST7 signal or defectiveopen EST7 signal or defective
spark modulespark module

None N/ANone N/A

428428

EST8_OpenEST8_Open
EST8 output open, possiblyEST8 output open, possibly
open EST8 signal or defectiveopen EST8 signal or defective
spark modulespark module

None N/ANone N/A

431431

EST1_ShortEST1_Short
EST1 output shorted high orEST1 output shorted high or
low, EST1 signal shorted tolow, EST1 signal shorted to
ground or power or ground or power or defectivedefective
spark modulespark module

None N/ANone N/A

(*) Fault actions shown are default values specified by the OEM.(*) Fault actions shown are default values specified by the OEM.
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432432

EST2_ShortEST2_Short
EST2 output shorted high orEST2 output shorted high or
low, EST2 signal shorted tolow, EST2 signal shorted to
ground or power or defectiveground or power or defective

spark modulespark module

None N/ANone N/A

433433

EST3_ShortEST3_Short
EST3 output shorted high orEST3 output shorted high or
low, EST3 signal shorted tolow, EST3 signal shorted to
ground or power or defectiveground or power or defective
spark modulespark module

None N/ANone N/A

434434

EST4_ShortEST4_Short
EST4 output shorted high orEST4 output shorted high or
low, EST4 signal shorted tolow, EST4 signal shorted to
ground or power or defectiveground or power or defective
spark modulespark module

None N/ANone N/A

435435

EST5_ShortEST5_Short
EST5 output shorted high orEST5 output shorted high or
low, EST5 signal shorted tolow, EST5 signal shorted to
ground or power or defectiveground or power or defective
spark modulespark module

None N/ANone N/A

436436

EST6_ShortEST6_Short
EST6 output shorted high orEST6 output shorted high or
low, EST6 signal shorted tolow, EST6 signal shorted to
ground or power or defectiveground or power or defective
spark modulespark module

None N/ANone N/A

(*) Fault actions shown are default values specified by the OEM.(*) Fault actions shown are default values specified by the OEM.
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437437

EST7_ShortEST7_Short
EST7 output shorted high orEST7 output shorted high or
low, EST7 signal shorted tolow, EST7 signal shorted to
ground or power or deground or power or defectivfectivee

spark modulespark module

None N/ANone N/A

438438

EST8_ShortEST8_Short
EST8 output shorted high orEST8 output shorted high or
low, EST8 signal shorted tolow, EST8 signal shorted to
ground or power or deground or power or defectivfectivee
spark modulespark module

None N/ANone N/A

461461
(26)(26)

ETC_StickingETC_Sticking
Electronic Throttle Control isElectronic Throttle Control is
sticking. This can occur if thesticking. This can occur if the
throttle plate (butterfly valve)throttle plate (butterfly valve)
inside the throttle bore isinside the throttle bore is
sticking. The plate sticking cansticking. The plate sticking can
be due to some type ofbe due to some type of
obstruction, a loose throttleobstruction, a loose throttle
plate, or worn plate, or worn components shaftcomponents shaft
bearings.bearings.
NOTE:NOTE: The throttlThe throttle ase asssembemblyly
is is not not a sa servierviceabceable item le item anandd
can only be repaired bycan only be repaired by
replreplacing acing ththe DVe DV -E-EV V throtthrottltlee
aass ss ememblbly.y.  

(1) TurnOnMil(1) TurnOnMil
(2) EngineShutdown(2) EngineShutdown
(3) CutThrottle(3) CutThrottle

Check for debris or Check for debris or obstructions insideobstructions inside
the throttle bodythe throttle body
Perform the throttle test using thePerform the throttle test using the
Service Tool and re-check for faulService Tool and re-check for faultt

•• Check throttle-plate shaft for bearingCheck throttle-plate shaft for bearing
wearwear

•• Check the ETC driver wiring for anCheck the ETC driver wiring for an
open circuitopen circuit

SECM Pin A17 to ETC + Pin 1SECM Pin A17 to ETC + Pin 1
SECM Pin A18 to ETC - Pin 4SECM Pin A18 to ETC - Pin 4

Check the ETC internal motor drive byCheck the ETC internal motor drive by
disconnectdisconnecting the ing the throttle connector andthrottle connector and
measuring the motor drive resistance atmeasuring the motor drive resistance at
the throttlethe throttle
TPS Pin 1 (TPS Pin 1 (+DRIVE+DRIVER) toR) to

Pin 4 (Pin 4 (-DRIVER) ~3.0-4.0-DRIVER) ~3.0-4.0ΩΩ  

471471

ETC_Open_FaultETC_Open_Fault
Electronic Throttle Control DriverElectronic Throttle Control Driver
has failed, normally set if driverhas failed, normally set if driver
signals have failed open orsignals have failed open or
become disconnected,become disconnected,
electronic throttle or SECM iselectronic throttle or SECM is
defective.defective.

(1) TurnOnMil(1) TurnOnMil
(2) CutThrottle(2) CutThrottle

Check the ETC driver wiring for an openCheck the ETC driver wiring for an open
circuitcircuit
SECM Pin A17 to ETC + Pin 1SECM Pin A17 to ETC + Pin 1
SECM Pin A18 to ETC - Pin 4SECM Pin A18 to ETC - Pin 4
Check the ETC internal motor drive byCheck the ETC internal motor drive by
disconnectindisconnecting the g the throttle connector andthrottle connector and
measuring the motor drive resistance atmeasuring the motor drive resistance at
the throttlethe throttle
TPS Pin 1 (TPS Pin 1 (+DRIVE+DRIVER) toR) to

Pin 4 (Pin 4 (-DRIVER) ~3.0-4.0-DRIVER) ~3.0-4.0ΩΩ  

481481
(28)(28)  

ETCSpringTestETCSpringTest
Electronic Throttle ControlElectronic Throttle Control
Spring Return Test has failed.Spring Return Test has failed.
The SECM will perform a safetyThe SECM will perform a safety
test of the throttle return springtest of the throttle return spring
following engine shutdown. If thefollowing engine shutdown. If the
drive mechanism is damaged, ordrive mechanism is damaged, or
the return spring has lost tensionthe return spring has lost tension
the throttle will fail the tethe throttle will fail the test andst and
set the fault.set the fault.
NOTE:NOTE:  The throttlThe throttle ase asssembemblyly
is is not a not a sservierviceabceable item le item anandd
can only be repaired bycan only be repaired by
replareplacicing the ng the DVDV-E-EV throttV throttlele
aass ssememblbly.y.  

(1) TurnOnMil(1) TurnOnMil
(2) EngineShutdown(2) EngineShutdown
(3) CutThrottle(3) CutThrottle

Perform throttle spring test by Perform throttle spring test by cyclingcycling
the ignition key and re-check for faultthe ignition key and re-check for fault

(*) Fault actions shown are default values specified by the OEM.(*) Fault actions shown are default values specified by the OEM.
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491491
(29)(29)  

HbridgeFault_ETCHbridgeFault_ETC
Electronic Throttle ControlElectronic Throttle Control
Driver has failed.Driver has failed.

Indeterminate fault onIndeterminate fault on
Hbridge driver forHbridge driver for
electronic throttle control.electronic throttle control.
Possibly either ETC+ orPossibly either ETC+ or
ETC- driver signals haveETC- driver signals have
been shorted to groundbeen shorted to ground

(1) TurnOnMil(1) TurnOnMil
(2) CutThrottle(2) CutThrottle

Check ETC driver wiring for a shorted circuitCheck ETC driver wiring for a shorted circuit
SECM Pin A17 to ETC + Pin 1SECM Pin A17 to ETC + Pin 1
SECM Pin A18 to ETC - Pin 4SECM Pin A18 to ETC - Pin 4

•• Perform the throttle test using the ServicePerform the throttle test using the Service

Tool and re-check for faultTool and re-check for fault
Check the ETC internal motor drive byCheck the ETC internal motor drive by
disconnectdisconnecting the thing the throttle connector androttle connector and
measurinmeasuring the g the motor drive resistance at themotor drive resistance at the
throttlethrottle
TPS Pin 1 (+DRIVER) toTPS Pin 1 (+DRIVER) to

Pin 4 (-Pin 4 (-DRIVERDRIVER) ~3.0-4.0) ~3.0-4.0ΩΩ  

521521
(52)(52)  

LowOilPressureFaultLowOilPressureFault
Low engine oil pressureLow engine oil pressure

(1) TurnOnMil(1) TurnOnMil
(2) DelayedEngine(2) DelayedEngine

ShutdownShutdown

Check engine oil levelCheck engine oil level
Check electrical connection to the oilCheck electrical connection to the oil
pressure switchpressure switch
SECM Pin B9 to Oil Pressure SwitchSECM Pin B9 to Oil Pressure Switch

531531
(53)(53)  

SysVoltRangeLowSysVoltRangeLow
System voltage too lowSystem voltage too low

TurnOnMilTurnOnMil

Check battery voltageCheck battery voltage

•• Perform maintenance check on Perform maintenance check on electricalelectrical
connections to the battery and chassisconnections to the battery and chassis
groundground

•• Check battery voltage during starting andCheck battery voltage during starting and

with the engine with the engine running to verify chargingrunning to verify charging
system and alsystem and alternator functioternator functionn

•• Measure battery power at SECM with aMeasure battery power at SECM with a
multimeter (with key on)multimeter (with key on)

SECM Pin A23 (DRVP) toSECM Pin A23 (DRVP) to
SECM Pin A16 (DRVG)SECM Pin A16 (DRVG)
SECM Pin A23 (DRVP) toSECM Pin A23 (DRVP) to
SECM Pin B17 (DRVG)SECM Pin B17 (DRVG)

541541
(54)(54)  

SysVoltRangeHighSysVoltRangeHigh
System voltage too highSystem voltage too high

(1) TurnOnMil(1) TurnOnMil
(2) DelayedEngine(2) DelayedEngine

ShutdownShutdown

Check battery and charging system voltageCheck battery and charging system voltage

•• Check battery voltage during starting andCheck battery voltage during starting and
with the engine runningwith the engine running

•• Check voltage regulator, alternator, andCheck voltage regulator, alternator, and
charging systemcharging system

•• Check battery and wiring for Check battery and wiring for overheatingoverheating
and damageand damage

••

Measure battery power at SECM with aMeasure battery power at SECM with a
multimeter (with key on)multimeter (with key on)

SECM Pin A23 (DRVP) toSECM Pin A23 (DRVP) to
SECM Pin A16 (DRVG)SECM Pin A16 (DRVG)
SECM Pin A23 (DRVP) toSECM Pin A23 (DRVP) to
SECM Pin B17 (DRVG)SECM Pin B17 (DRVG)

(*) Fault actions shown are default values specified by the OEM.(*) Fault actions shown are default values specified by the OEM.
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551551
(55)(55)  

SensVoltRangeLowSensVoltRangeLow
Sensor reference voltageSensor reference voltage
XDRP too lowXDRP too low

(1) TurnOnMil(1) TurnOnMil
(2) DelayedEngine(2) DelayedEngine

ShutdownShutdown

Measure transducer power at theMeasure transducer power at the
TMAP connector with a multimeterTMAP connector with a multimeter
TMAP Pin 3 XDRP +5 Vdc toTMAP Pin 3 XDRP +5 Vdc to
TMAP Pin 1 XDRG GNDTMAP Pin 1 XDRG GND
Verify transducer power at theVerify transducer power at the
SECM with a multimeterSECM with a multimeter
SECM Pin B24 +5 Vdc to SECMSECM Pin B24 +5 Vdc to SECM
Pin B1 XDRG GNDPin B1 XDRG GND
Verify transducer power atVerify transducer power at
ETC with a multimeterETC with a multimeter
ETC Pin 3 ETC Pin 3 XDRP PWR to ETC Pin 2 XDRP PWR to ETC Pin 2 XDRGXDRG
GNDGND
Verify transducer power to the foot pedal with aVerify transducer power to the foot pedal with a
multimeter.multimeter.

561561
(56)(56)  

SensVoltRangeHighSensVoltRangeHigh
Sensor reference voltageSensor reference voltage
XDRP too highXDRP too high

(1) TurnOnMil(1) TurnOnMil
(2) DelayedEngine(2) DelayedEngine

ShutdownShutdown

Measure transducer power at theMeasure transducer power at the
TMAP connector with a multimeterTMAP connector with a multimeter
TMAP Pin 3 XDRP +5 Vdc toTMAP Pin 3 XDRP +5 Vdc to
TMAP Pin 1 XDRG GNDTMAP Pin 1 XDRG GND
Verify transducer power at theVerify transducer power at the
SECM with a multimeterSECM with a multimeter
SECM Pin B24 +5 Vdc toSECM Pin B24 +5 Vdc to
SECM Pin B1 XDRG GNDSECM Pin B1 XDRG GND
Verify transducer power at ETC with aVerify transducer power at ETC with a
multimetermultimeter
ETC Pin 3 ETC Pin 3 XDRP PWR to ETC Pin 2 XDRP PWR to ETC Pin 2 XDRGXDRG
GNDGND
Verify transducer power to the foot pedal with aVerify transducer power to the foot pedal with a
multimeter.multimeter.

571571
(57)(57)  

HardOverspeedHardOverspeed
Engine speed hasEngine speed has
exceeded the third level (3exceeded the third level (3
of 3) of overspeedof 3) of overspeed
protectionprotection

(1) TurnOnMil(1) TurnOnMil
(2) H(2) HardRevLimitardRevLimit
(3) (3) EngineShutdowEngineShutdownn

Usually associated with additional ETC faultsUsually associated with additional ETC faults

•• Check for ETC Sticking or oCheck for ETC Sticking or other ETC faultsther ETC faults
Verify if the lift truck was motored down a steepVerify if the lift truck was motored down a steep
gradegrade

572572

MediumOverspeedMediumOverspeed
Engine speed hasEngine speed has
exceeded the second levelexceeded the second level
(2 of 3) of overspeed(2 of 3) of overspeed
protectionprotection

(1) TurnOnMil(1) TurnOnMil
(2) (2) MediumRevLimitMediumRevLimit

(3) DelayedEngine(3) DelayedEngine
ShutdownShutdown

Usually associated with additional ETC faultsUsually associated with additional ETC faults

•• Check for ETC Sticking or oCheck for ETC Sticking or other ETC faultsther ETC faults
Verify if the lift truck was motored down a steepVerify if the lift truck was motored down a steep
gradegrade

573573

SoftOverspeedSoftOverspeed
Engine speed hasEngine speed has
exceeded the first level (1exceeded the first level (1
of 3) of overspeedof 3) of overspeed
protectionprotection

(1) TurnOnMil(1) TurnOnMil
(2) SoftRevLimit(2) SoftRevLimit

Usually associated with additional ETC faultsUsually associated with additional ETC faults

•• Check for ETC Sticking or oCheck for ETC Sticking or other ETC faultsther ETC faults
Verify if the lift truck was motored down a steepVerify if the lift truck was motored down a steep
gradegrade

611611
(61)(61)  

APP1RangeLowAPP1RangeLow
APP1 sensor voltage outAPP1 sensor voltage out
of range loof range low, normally setw, normally set
if the APP1 signal hasif the APP1 signal has
shorted to ground, circuitshorted to ground, circuit
has opened or sensor hashas opened or sensor has
failedfailed

TurnOnMilTurnOnMil Check foot pedal connectorCheck foot pedal connector

•• Check APP1 signal at SECM PIN B7Check APP1 signal at SECM PIN B7

(*) Fault actions shown are default values specified by the OEM.(*) Fault actions shown are default values specified by the OEM.
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612612
(65)(65)  

APP2RangeLowAPP2RangeLow
APP2 sensor voltage out of rangeAPP2 sensor voltage out of range
low, normally set if the APP2 signallow, normally set if the APP2 signal
has shorted to ground, circuit hashas shorted to ground, circuit has

opened or sensor has failedopened or sensor has failed

TurnOnMilTurnOnMil
Check foot pedal connectorCheck foot pedal connector
•• Check APP2 signal at SECM Check APP2 signal at SECM PINPIN

B16B16

621621
(62)(62)  

APP1RangeHighAPP1RangeHigh
APP1 sensor voltage out of rangeAPP1 sensor voltage out of range
high, normally set if the APP1 signalhigh, normally set if the APP1 signal
has shorted to power or the ghas shorted to power or the groundround
for the sensor has openedfor the sensor has opened

TurnOnMilTurnOnMil
Check foot pedal connectorCheck foot pedal connector
•• Check APP1 signal at SECM Check APP1 signal at SECM PINPIN

B7B7

622622
(66)(66)  

APP2RangeHighAPP2RangeHigh
APP2 sensor voltage out of rangeAPP2 sensor voltage out of range
high, normally set if the APP2 signalhigh, normally set if the APP2 signal
has has shorted shorted to to power power or or the the groundground
for the sensor has openedfor the sensor has opened

TurnOnMilTurnOnMil
Check foot pedal connectorCheck foot pedal connector
•• Check APP2 signal at SECM Check APP2 signal at SECM PINPIN

B16B16

631631
(63)(63)  

APP1AdaptLoMinAPP1AdaptLoMin
Learned idle end of APP1 sensorLearned idle end of APP1 sensor
range lower than expectedrange lower than expected

TurnOnMilTurnOnMil

Check APP connector and pins forCheck APP connector and pins for
corrosioncorrosion
•• Cycle the pedal several times andCycle the pedal several times and

check APP1 signal at SECM Pincheck APP1 signal at SECM Pin
B7B7

632632
(67)(67)  

APP2AdaptLoMinAPP2AdaptLoMinLearned idle end of APP2 sensorLearned idle end of APP2 sensor
range lower than expectedrange lower than expected

TurnOnMilTurnOnMil

Check APP connector and pins forCheck APP connector and pins for

corrosioncorrosion•• Cycle the pedal several times andCycle the pedal several times and
check APP2 signal at SECM Pincheck APP2 signal at SECM Pin
B16B16

641641
(64)(64)  

APP1AdaptHiMaxAPP1AdaptHiMax
Learned full pedal end of APP1Learned full pedal end of APP1
sensor range higher than esensor range higher than expectedxpected

TurnOnMilTurnOnMil

Check APP connector and pins forCheck APP connector and pins for
corrosioncorrosion
Cycle the pedal several times andCycle the pedal several times and
check APP1 signal at SECM Pin B7check APP1 signal at SECM Pin B7

642642
(68)(68)  

APP2AdaptHiMaxAPP2AdaptHiMax
Learned full pedal end of APP2Learned full pedal end of APP2
sensor range higher than esensor range higher than expectedxpected

TurnOnMilTurnOnMil

Check APP connector and pins forCheck APP connector and pins for
corrosioncorrosion
Cycle the pedal several times andCycle the pedal several times and
check APP2 signal at SECM Pin B16check APP2 signal at SECM Pin B16

651651
APP1AdaptHiMinAPP1AdaptHiMin
Learned full pedal end of APP1Learned full pedal end of APP1
sensor range lower than sensor range lower than expectedexpected

TurnOnMilTurnOnMil

Check APP connector and pins forCheck APP connector and pins for
corrosioncorrosion
Cycle the pedal several times andCycle the pedal several times and
check APP1 signal at SECM Pin B7check APP1 signal at SECM Pin B7

652652
APP2AdaptHiMinAPP2AdaptHiMin
Learned full pedal end of APP2Learned full pedal end of APP2
sensor range lower than sensor range lower than expectedexpected

TurnOnMilTurnOnMil

Check APP connector and pins forCheck APP connector and pins for
corrosioncorrosion

Cycle the pedal several times andCycle the pedal several times and
check APP2 signal at SECM Pin B16check APP2 signal at SECM Pin B16

661661
APP1AdaptLoMaxAPP1AdaptLoMax
Learned idle end of APP1 sensorLearned idle end of APP1 sensor
range higher than expectedrange higher than expected

TurnOnMilTurnOnMil

Check APP connector and pins forCheck APP connector and pins for
corrosioncorrosion
Cycle the pedal several times andCycle the pedal several times and
check APP1 signal at SECM Pin B7check APP1 signal at SECM Pin B7

662662
APP2AdaptLoMaxAPP2AdaptLoMax
Learned idle end of APP2 sensorLearned idle end of APP2 sensor
range higher than expectedrange higher than expected

TurnOnMilTurnOnMil

Check APP connector and pins forCheck APP connector and pins for
corrosioncorrosion
Cycle the pedal several times andCycle the pedal several times and
check APP2 signal at SECM Pin B16check APP2 signal at SECM Pin B16

691691  
(69)(69)

APP_Sensors_ConflictAPP_Sensors_Conflict
APP position sensors do no not APP position sensors do no not tracktrack
well, intermittent connections to well, intermittent connections to APPAPP
or defective pedal assemblyor defective pedal assembly

(1) TurnOnMil(1) TurnOnMil
(2) Cut Throttle(2) Cut Throttle

Check APP connector and pins forCheck APP connector and pins for
corrosioncorrosion
•• Cycle the pedal several times andCycle the pedal several times and

check APP1 signal at SECM Pincheck APP1 signal at SECM Pin
B7B7

•• Cycle the pedal several times andCycle the pedal several times and
check APP2 signal at SECM Pincheck APP2 signal at SECM Pin
B16B16

(*) Fault actions shown are default values specified by the OEM.(*) Fault actions shown are default values specified by the OEM.
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711711

(71)(71)  

LSDFault_Dither1LSDFault_Dither1
Dither Valve 1 Fault, signalDither Valve 1 Fault, signal
has opened or shorted tohas opened or shorted to

ground or power or defectiveground or power or defective
dither 1 valvedither 1 valve

(1) TurnOnMil(1) TurnOnMil

(2) Disable(2) Disable
GasO2 CtrlGasO2 Ctrl

(3) Disable(3) Disable
GasPost O2CtrlGasPost O2Ctrl

Check FTV1 for an open wire or FTV connectorCheck FTV1 for an open wire or FTV connector
being disconnectedbeing disconnected
FTV1 Pin 1 (signal) to SECM Pin A1FTV1 Pin 1 (signal) to SECM Pin A1
FTV1 Pin 2 (power) to SECM (DRVP) Pin A23FTV1 Pin 2 (power) to SECM (DRVP) Pin A23

Check FTV1 for an open coil by disconnectingCheck FTV1 for an open coil by disconnecting
the FTV connector and measuring thethe FTV connector and measuring the
resistance (~26resistance (~26ΩΩ ± 2 ± 2ΩΩ ) )

712712

LSDFault_Dither2LSDFault_Dither2
Dither Valve 2 Fault, signalDither Valve 2 Fault, signal
has opened or shorted tohas opened or shorted to
ground or power or defectiveground or power or defective
dither 2 valvedither 2 valve

(1) TurnOnMil(1) TurnOnMil

(2) Disable(2) Disable
GasO2 CtrlGasO2 Ctrl

(3) Disable(3) Disable

GasPost O2CtrlGasPost O2Ctrl

Check FTV1 for an open wire or FTV connectorCheck FTV1 for an open wire or FTV connector
being disconnected or signal shorted to GNbeing disconnected or signal shorted to GNDD
FTV2 Pin 1 (signal) to SECM Pin A2FTV2 Pin 1 (signal) to SECM Pin A2
FTV2 Pin 2 (power) to SECM (DRVP) Pin A23FTV2 Pin 2 (power) to SECM (DRVP) Pin A23
Check FTV1 for an open coil by disconnectingCheck FTV1 for an open coil by disconnecting
the FTV connector and measuring thethe FTV connector and measuring the
resistance (~26resistance (~26ΩΩ ± 2 ± 2ΩΩ ) )

713 LSDFault_CSValve713 LSDFault_CSValve None N/ANone N/A

714714

LSDFault_CheckEngineLSDFault_CheckEngine
Check Engine Lamp Fault,Check Engine Lamp Fault,
signal has opened or shortedsignal has opened or shorted
to ground or power orto ground or power or
defective check engine lampdefective check engine lamp

NoneNone Check ‘Check Engine Lamp’ for an open wire orCheck ‘Check Engine Lamp’ for an open wire or
shorted to GNDshorted to GND

715715

LSDFault_CrankDisableLSDFault_CrankDisable

Crank Disable Fault, signalCrank Disable Fault, signalhas opened or shorted tohas opened or shorted to
ground or power or defectiveground or power or defective
crank disable relaycrank disable relay

None N/ANone N/A

716716

LSDFault_FuelPumpLSDFault_FuelPump
Fuel pump fault, signal hasFuel pump fault, signal has
opened, shorted to ground oropened, shorted to ground or
power, or defective fuelpower, or defective fuel
pumppump

TurnOnMilTurnOnMil

Check fuel pump for an open wire or connectorCheck fuel pump for an open wire or connector
being disconnected or signal shorted to GNbeing disconnected or signal shorted to GNDD
Fuel Pump Pin B (signal) from SECM Pin A13Fuel Pump Pin B (signal) from SECM Pin A13
Fuel Pump Pin A (power) from main relay 1 PinFuel Pump Pin A (power) from main relay 1 Pin
A23A23
Check Fuel Pump for an open coil byCheck Fuel Pump for an open coil by
disconnecting the Fuel Pump connector anddisconnecting the Fuel Pump connector and
measuring the resistancemeasuring the resistance
(~26(~26ΩΩ ± 3 ± 3ΩΩ))
Check for 12V to fuel pumpCheck for 12V to fuel pump

717717

LSDFault_LockOffLSDFault_LockOff
Fuel lock off Valve Fault,Fuel lock off Valve Fault,

signal has opened or shortedsignal has opened or shorted
to ground or power orto ground or power or
defective Fuel lock off valvedefective Fuel lock off valve

TurnOnMilTurnOnMil

Check fuel lock off valve for an open wire oCheck fuel lock off valve for an open wire orr
connector being disconnected or signal shortedconnector being disconnected or signal shorted
to GNDto GND
Lock off Pin B (signal) from SECM Pin A11Lock off Pin B (signal) from SECM Pin A11
Lock off Pin A (power) from main relay 1 Lock off Pin A (power) from main relay 1 PinPin
A23A23
CheckCheck  lock off valve for an open clock off valve for an open coil byoil by
disconnecting the lock off valve connector anddisconnecting the lock off valve connector and
measuring the resistance (~26measuring the resistance (~26ΩΩ ± 3 ± 3ΩΩ))
Check for 12V to lock off valveCheck for 12V to lock off valve

718718

LSDFault_MILLSDFault_MIL
Malfunction Indicator LampMalfunction Indicator Lamp
Fault, signal has opened orFault, signal has opened or
shorted to ground or powershorted to ground or power
or defective MIL lampor defective MIL lamp

None NoneNone None

721721
(72)(72)  

GasFuelAdaptRangeLoGasFuelAdaptRangeLo
In LPG mode, system had toIn LPG mode, system had to
adapt rich more thanadapt rich more than
expectedexpected

(1) TurnOnMil(1) TurnOnMil
(2) Disable(2) Disable

GasO2 CtrlGasO2 Ctrl
(3) Disable(3) Disable

GasPost O2CtrlGasPost O2Ctrl

Check for vacuum leaks.Check for vacuum leaks.
Check fuel trim valves, e.g. leaking valve orCheck fuel trim valves, e.g. leaking valve or
hosehose
Check for missing oCheck for missing orifice(s).rifice(s).

722722

GasDesEquivLoGasDesEquivLo
In LPG mode, system had toIn LPG mode, system had to
adapt rich more thanadapt rich more than
expectedexpected  

None N/ANone N/A

(*) Fault actions shown are default values specified by the OEM(*) Fault actions shown are default values specified by the OEM
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731731
(73)(73)  

GasFuelAdaptRangeHiGasFuelAdaptRangeHi
In LPG mode, system hadIn LPG mode, system had
to adapt lean more thanto adapt lean more than

expectedexpected

(1) TurnOnMil(1) TurnOnMil
(2) Disable(2) Disable

GasO2 CtrlGasO2 Ctrl
(3) Disable(3) Disable

GasPost O2CtrlGasPost O2Ctrl

Check dual dither valves, e.g. plugged valve orCheck dual dither valves, e.g. plugged valve or
hose.hose.
Check for plugged oriCheck for plugged orifice(s).fice(s).

732732

GasDesEquivHiGasDesEquivHi
In LPG mode, system hadIn LPG mode, system had
to adapt rich more thanto adapt rich more than
expectedexpected

None N/ANone N/A

741741
(74)(74)  

GasO2NotActiveGasO2NotActive
Pre-catalyst O2 sensorPre-catalyst O2 sensor
inactive on LPG, open O2inactive on LPG, open O2
sensor signal or heatersensor signal or heater
leads, defective O2leads, defective O2
sensorsensor

(1) TurnOnMil(1) TurnOnMil
(2) DisableGas(2) DisableGas

O2CtrlO2Ctrl
(3) Disable(3) Disable

GasPost O2CtrlGasPost O2Ctrl

Check that Pre-catalyst O2 Check that Pre-catalyst O2 sensor connectiosensor connectionsns
are OK.are OK.
O2 (signal) Pin 3 to SECM Pin B13O2 (signal) Pin 3 to SECM Pin B13
O2 Pin 2 O2 Pin 2 (HEATER GND) to SECM (DRVG(HEATER GND) to SECM (DRVG
GNG) Pins A16, B17GNG) Pins A16, B17
O2 Pin 1 O2 Pin 1 (HEATER PWR) to SECM (DRVP +(HEATER PWR) to SECM (DRVP +
12V) Pin A2312V) Pin A23
Verify O2 sensor heater circuit is operating byVerify O2 sensor heater circuit is operating by
measuring heater resistance (2.1measuring heater resistance (2.1ΩΩ ± 0.4 ± 0.4ΩΩ))
O2 Pin 2 O2 Pin 2 (HEATER GND) to Pin 1 (HEATER(HEATER GND) to Pin 1 (HEATER
PWR)PWR)

742742

GasPostO2NotActiveGasPostO2NotActive
Post-catalyst O2 sensorPost-catalyst O2 sensor
inactive on LPG, open O2inactive on LPG, open O2
sensor signal or heatersensor signal or heater
leads, defective O2leads, defective O2
sensor.sensor.

(1) TurnOnMil(1) TurnOnMil
(2) (2) DisableGDisableGasPostasPost

O2CtrlO2Ctrl

Check that Post-catalyst O2 sensorCheck that Post-catalyst O2 sensor

connections are OK.connections are OK.O2 (signal) Pin 3 to SECM Pin B19O2 (signal) Pin 3 to SECM Pin B19
O2 Pin 2 O2 Pin 2 (HEATER GND) to SECM (DRVG(HEATER GND) to SECM (DRVG
GNG) Pins A16, B17GNG) Pins A16, B17
O2 Pin 1 (HEATER PWR) to Post O2 HeaterO2 Pin 1 (HEATER PWR) to Post O2 Heater
Relay. Relay pin 87. This relay only turns onRelay. Relay pin 87. This relay only turns on
after engine has been running for some timeafter engine has been running for some time
and SECM has calculated that waterand SECM has calculated that water
condensation in exhaust has been recondensation in exhaust has been removed bymoved by
exhaust heat. Post O2 Heater Relay hasexhaust heat. Post O2 Heater Relay has
SECM (DRVP + 12V) applied to the relay coilSECM (DRVP + 12V) applied to the relay coil
power. The relay coil ground is controlled bypower. The relay coil ground is controlled by
SECM Pin A20 to activate the relay to flowSECM Pin A20 to activate the relay to flow
current through the post O2 heacurrent through the post O2 heater.ter.
Verify O2 sensor heater circuit is operating byVerify O2 sensor heater circuit is operating by
measuring heater resistance (2.1measuring heater resistance (2.1ΩΩ ± 0.4 ± 0.4ΩΩ))
O2 Pin 2 O2 Pin 2 (HEATER GND) to Pin 1 (HEATER(HEATER GND) to Pin 1 (HEATER
PWR)PWR)

743 GasCatInactive743 GasCatInactive None N/ANone N/A

751751

GasO2FailedLeanGasO2FailedLean
Pre-catalyst O2 sensorPre-catalyst O2 sensor
indicates extended leanindicates extended lean
operation on LPGoperation on LPG

(1) TurnOnMil(1) TurnOnMil
(2) DisableGas(2) DisableGas

O2CtrlO2Ctrl
(3) Disable(3) Disable

GasPost O2CtrlGasPost O2Ctrl

Check for vacuum leaks.Check for vacuum leaks.
Check dual dither valves, e.g. leaking valve orCheck dual dither valves, e.g. leaking valve or
hose.hose.
Check for miCheck for missing orifice(s).ssing orifice(s).

752752

GasPostO2FailedLeanGasPostO2FailedLean
Pre-catalyst O2 sensorPre-catalyst O2 sensor
indicates extended leanindicates extended lean
operation on LPGoperation on LPG

(1) TurnOnMil(1) TurnOnMil
(2) (2) DisableGDisableGasPostasPost

O2CtrlO2Ctrl

Correct other faults that may contribute to 752Correct other faults that may contribute to 752
(e.g. faults pertaining to dither valves, Pre-Cat(e.g. faults pertaining to dither valves, Pre-Cat
O2, Post Cat O2 sensor)O2, Post Cat O2 sensor)
Check for vacuum leaksCheck for vacuum leaks
Check for leaks in exhaust, catalytic converter,Check for leaks in exhaust, catalytic converter,
HEGO sensors; repair leaks.HEGO sensors; repair leaks.
Check all sensor connections (see fault 742Check all sensor connections (see fault 742
corrective actions).corrective actions).  

771771(77)(77)  

GasO2FailedRichGasO2FailedRich

Pre-catalyst O2 sensorPre-catalyst O2 sensorindicates extended richindicates extended rich
operation on LPGoperation on LPG

(1) TurnOnMil(1) TurnOnMil
(2) DisableGas(2) DisableGas

O2CtrlO2Ctrl
(3) (3) DisableGDisableGasPostasPost

O2CtrlO2Ctrl

Check dual dither valves, e.g. plugged valve orCheck dual dither valves, e.g. plugged valve or
hose.hose.

Check for plugged oriCheck for plugged orifice(s).fice(s).

(*) F lt ti h d f lt l ifi d b th OEM(*) F lt ti h d f lt l ifi d b th OEM
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772772

GasPostO2FailedRichGasPostO2FailedRich
Pre-catalyst O2 sensorPre-catalyst O2 sensor

indicates extended richindicates extended rich
operation on LPGoperation on LPG

(1) TurnOnMil(1) TurnOnMil
(2) DisableGasPost(2) DisableGasPost

O2CtrlO2Ctrl

Correct other faults that may contribute to 772Correct other faults that may contribute to 772
(e.g. faults pertaining to FTVs, Pre-Cat O2,(e.g. faults pertaining to FTVs, Pre-Cat O2,
Post Cat O2 sensor)Post Cat O2 sensor)
Look for leaks in exhaust, catalytic converter,Look for leaks in exhaust, catalytic converter,
HEGO sensors; repair leaks.HEGO sensors; repair leaks.
Check all sensor connections (see fault 742Check all sensor connections (see fault 742
corrective actions).corrective actions).  

821821

LiqFuelAdaptRangeHiLiqFuelAdaptRangeHi
In Gasoline mode, systemIn Gasoline mode, system
had to adapt lean morehad to adapt lean more
than expectedthan expected

(1) TurnOnMil(1) TurnOnMil
(2) Disable(2) Disable

LiquidO2 CtrlLiquidO2 Ctrl
(3) Disable LiqPost(3) Disable LiqPost

O2CtrlO2Ctrl

Check for vacuum leaks.Check for vacuum leaks.
Low gasoline fuel pressure, perform gasolineLow gasoline fuel pressure, perform gasoline
pressure test.pressure test.
Injector problems, e.g. plugged, defectiveInjector problems, e.g. plugged, defective
injector.injector.

822 LiqDesEquivHi822 LiqDesEquivHi None N/ANone N/A

831831

LiqFuelAdaptRangeLowLiqFuelAdaptRangeLow
In Gasoline mode, systemIn Gasoline mode, system
had to adapt rich more thanhad to adapt rich more than
expectedexpected

(1) TurnOnMil(1) TurnOnMil
(2) Disable(2) Disable

LiquidO2 CtrlLiquidO2 Ctrl
(3) Disable LiqPost(3) Disable LiqPost

O2CtrlO2Ctrl

Low gasoline fuel pressure, perform gasolineLow gasoline fuel pressure, perform gasoline
pressure testpressure test
Injector problems, e.g. leaking, defectiveInjector problems, e.g. leaking, defective
injector.injector.

832 LiqDesEquivLo832 LiqDesEquivLo None N/ANone N/A

841841

LiqO2NotActiveLiqO2NotActive
Pre-catalyst O2 sensorPre-catalyst O2 sensor
inactive on gasoline, openinactive on gasoline, open
O2 sensor signal or heaterO2 sensor signal or heater
leads, defective O2 sensorleads, defective O2 sensor

(1) TurnOnMil(1) TurnOnMil
(2) DisableLiquid(2) DisableLiquid

O2CtrlO2Ctrl

Check that Pre-catalyst O2 sensor connectionsCheck that Pre-catalyst O2 sensor connections
are OK.are OK.
O2 (signal) Pin 3 to SECM Pin B13O2 (signal) Pin 3 to SECM Pin B13
O2 Pin 2 O2 Pin 2 (HEATER GND) to SECM (DRVG(HEATER GND) to SECM (DRVG
GNG) Pins A16, B17GNG) Pins A16, B17
O2 Pin 1 O2 Pin 1 (HEATER PWR) to SECM (DRVP +(HEATER PWR) to SECM (DRVP +
12V) PIN A2312V) PIN A23
Verify O2 sensor heater circuit is operating byVerify O2 sensor heater circuit is operating by
measuring heater resistance (2.1measuring heater resistance (2.1ΩΩ ± 0.4 ± 0.4ΩΩ))
O2 Pin 2 O2 Pin 2 (HEATER GND) to Pin 1 (HEATER(HEATER GND) to Pin 1 (HEATER
PWR)PWR)

842842

LiqPostO2NotActiveLiqPostO2NotActive
Post-catalyst O2 sensorPost-catalyst O2 sensor
inactive on gasoline, openinactive on gasoline, open
O2 sensor signal or heaterO2 sensor signal or heater
leads, defective O2 sensor.leads, defective O2 sensor.

(1) TurnOnMil(1) TurnOnMil
(2) DisableLiqPost(2) DisableLiqPost

O2CtrlO2Ctrl

Check that Post-catalyst O2 sensorCheck that Post-catalyst O2 sensor
connections are OK.connections are OK.
O2 (signal) Pin 3 to SECM Pin B19O2 (signal) Pin 3 to SECM Pin B19
O2 Pin 2 O2 Pin 2 (HEATER GND) to SECM (DRVG(HEATER GND) to SECM (DRVG
GNG) Pins A16, B17GNG) Pins A16, B17
O2 Pin 1 (HEATER PWR) to Post O2 HeaterO2 Pin 1 (HEATER PWR) to Post O2 Heater

Relay. Relay pin 87. This relay only turns onRelay. Relay pin 87. This relay only turns onafter engine has been running for some timeafter engine has been running for some time
and SECM has calculated that waterand SECM has calculated that water
condensation in exhaust has been recondensation in exhaust has been removed bymoved by
exhaust heat. Post O2 Heater Relay hasexhaust heat. Post O2 Heater Relay has
SECM (DRVP + 12V) applied to the relay coilSECM (DRVP + 12V) applied to the relay coil
power. The relay coil ground is controlled bypower. The relay coil ground is controlled by
SECM Pin A20 to activate the relay to flowSECM Pin A20 to activate the relay to flow
current through the post O2 heacurrent through the post O2 heater.ter.
Verify O2 sensor heater circuit is operating byVerify O2 sensor heater circuit is operating by
measuring heater resistance (2.1measuring heater resistance (2.1ΩΩ ± 0.4 ± 0.4ΩΩ))
O2 Pin 2 O2 Pin 2 (HEATER GND) to Pin 1 (HEATER(HEATER GND) to Pin 1 (HEATER
PWR)PWR)

843 LiqCatInactive843 LiqCatInactive None N/ANone N/A

851851

LiqO2FailedLeanLiqO2FailedLean
Pre-catalyst O2 sensorPre-catalyst O2 sensor
indicates extended leanindicates extended lean
operation on gasolineoperation on gasoline

(1) TurnOnMil(1) TurnOnMil
(2) DisableLiquid(2) DisableLiquid

O2CtrlO2Ctrl

Check for vacuum leaks.Check for vacuum leaks.
Low gasoline fuel pressure, perform gasolineLow gasoline fuel pressure, perform gasoline
pressure test.pressure test.

Injector problems, e.g. plugged, defectiveInjector problems, e.g. plugged, defectiveinjectorinjector

(*) Fault actions shown are default values specified by the OEM(*) Fault actions shown are default values specified by the OEM
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852852

LiqPostO2FailedLeanLiqPostO2FailedLean
Pre-catalyst O2 sensorPre-catalyst O2 sensor
indicatindicates es extended leanextended lean

operation on gasolineoperation on gasoline

(1) TurnOnMil(1) TurnOnMil
(2) (2) DisableLDisableLiqPostiqPost

O2CtrlO2Ctrl

Correct other faults that may contribute to 852Correct other faults that may contribute to 852
(e.g. faults pertaining to Injectors, MAP, IAT,(e.g. faults pertaining to Injectors, MAP, IAT,
Pre-Cat O2, Post Cat O2 sensor)Pre-Cat O2, Post Cat O2 sensor)
Look for leaks in exhaust, catalytic converter,Look for leaks in exhaust, catalytic converter,

HEGO sensors; repair leaks.HEGO sensors; repair leaks.Check all sensor connections (see fault 842Check all sensor connections (see fault 842
corrective actions).corrective actions).

871871

LiqO2FailedRichLiqO2FailedRich
Pre-catalyst O2 sensorPre-catalyst O2 sensor
indicatindicates es extended richextended rich
operation on gasolineoperation on gasoline

(1) TurnOnMil(1) TurnOnMil
(2) (2) DisableLDisableLiquidiquid

O2CtrlO2Ctrl

High gasoline fuel pressure, perform gasolineHigh gasoline fuel pressure, perform gasoline
pressure testpressure test
Injector problems, e.g. leaking, defective injectorInjector problems, e.g. leaking, defective injector

872872

LiqPostO2FailedRichLiqPostO2FailedRich
Pre-catalyst O2 sensorPre-catalyst O2 sensor
indicatindicates es extended richextended rich
operation on gasolineoperation on gasoline

(1) TurnOnMil(1) TurnOnMil
(2) DisableLiq(2) DisableLiq

PostO2CtrlPostO2Ctrl

Correct other faults that may contribute to 872Correct other faults that may contribute to 872
(e.g. faults pertaining to Injectors, MAP, IAT,(e.g. faults pertaining to Injectors, MAP, IAT,
Pre-Cat O2, Post Cat O2 sensor)Pre-Cat O2, Post Cat O2 sensor)
Look for leaks in exhaust, catalytic converter,Look for leaks in exhaust, catalytic converter,
HEGO sensors; repair leaks.HEGO sensors; repair leaks.
Check all sensor connections (see fault 842Check all sensor connections (see fault 842
corrective actions).corrective actions).  

911911

O2RangeLowO2RangeLow
Pre-catalyst O2 sensorPre-catalyst O2 sensor
voltage out of range low,voltage out of range low,

sensor signal shorted tosensor signal shorted to
groundground

None N/ANone N/A

912912

O2_PostCatRangeLowO2_PostCatRangeLow
Post-cPost-catalyst O2 atalyst O2 sensorsensor
voltage out of range low,voltage out of range low,
sensor signal shorted tosensor signal shorted to
groundground

None N/ANone N/A

921921

O2RangeHighO2RangeHigh
Pre-catalyst O2 sensorPre-catalyst O2 sensor
voltage out of range high,voltage out of range high,
sensor signal shorted tosensor signal shorted to
powerpower

(1) TurnOnMil(1) TurnOnMil
(2) DisableLiquid O(2) DisableLiquid O2Ctrl2Ctrl
(3) (3) DisableGasDisableGas

O2CtrlO2Ctrl

Check if O2 sensor installed before catalyst isCheck if O2 sensor installed before catalyst is
shorted to +5Vdc or shorted to +5Vdc or battery.battery.
O2 (signal) Pin 3 to SECM Pin B13O2 (signal) Pin 3 to SECM Pin B13
SECM (XDRP + 5V) Pin B24SECM (XDRP + 5V) Pin B24
SECM (DRVP + 12V) Pin A23SECM (DRVP + 12V) Pin A23

922922

O2_PostCatRangeHighO2_PostCatRangeHigh
Post-cPost-catalyst O2 atalyst O2 sensorsensor
voltage out of range low,voltage out of range low,
sensor signal shorted tosensor signal shorted to
groundground

(1) TurnOnMil(1) TurnOnMil
(2) Disable asoline(2) Disable asoline

Post-catalystPost-catalyst
O2CtrlO2Ctrl

(3) Disable LPG(3) Disable LPG
Post-catalystPost-catalyst
O2CtrlO2Ctrl

Check if O2 sensor installed after catalyst isCheck if O2 sensor installed after catalyst is
shorted to +5Vdc or shorted to +5Vdc or battery.battery.
O2 (signal) Pin 3 to SECM Pin B19O2 (signal) Pin 3 to SECM Pin B19
Possible Possible voltage voltage sources: sources: SECM SECM (XDRP (XDRP + 5V)+ 5V)
Pin B24 and SECM (DRVP + 12V) Pin A23Pin B24 and SECM (DRVP + 12V) Pin A23

931931

FuelTempRangeLowFuelTempRangeLow
Fuel Temperature SensorFuel Temperature Sensor
Input is Low normally set ifInput is Low normally set if
the fuel temperaturethe fuel temperature
sensor wire has shorted tosensor wire has shorted to
chassis ground or thechassis ground or the
sensor has failed.sensor has failed.

TurnOnMilTurnOnMil

Check fuel temp sensor connector and wiring forCheck fuel temp sensor connector and wiring for
a short to Ga short to GNDND
SECM (signaSECM (signal) Pin B14 l) Pin B14 to FTS Pin 1to FTS Pin 1
SECM (sensSECM (sensor GND) Pin B1 to or GND) Pin B1 to FTS Pin 2FTS Pin 2
SECM (system GND) Pin A16, B17SECM (system GND) Pin A16, B17

932932

FuelTempRangeHighFuelTempRangeHigh
Fuel Temperature SensorFuel Temperature Sensor
Input is High normally set ifInput is High normally set if
the fuel temperaturethe fuel temperature
sensor wire has beensensor wire has been
disconnecdisconnected or ted or the circuitthe circuit

has opened to the SECM.has opened to the SECM.

TurnOnMilTurnOnMil

Check if fuel temp sensor connector isCheck if fuel temp sensor connector is
disconnected or for an open FTS circuitdisconnected or for an open FTS circuit
SECM (signaSECM (signal) Pin B14 l) Pin B14 to FTS Pin 1to FTS Pin 1
SECM (sensor GND) Pin B1 toSECM (sensor GND) Pin B1 to
FTS Pin 2FTS Pin 2

(*) Fault actions shown are default values specified by the OEM(*) Fault actions shown are default values specified by the OEM
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933933
TransOilTempTransOilTemp
Excessive transmission oilExcessive transmission oil
temperaturetemperature

(1) TurnOnMil(1) TurnOnMil
(2) DelayedEngine(2) DelayedEngine

ShutdownShutdown  

Refer to drivetrain manufacturer’sRefer to drivetrain manufacturer’s
transmission service procedures.transmission service procedures.

991991 ServiceFault1ServiceFault1Service Interval 1 has beenService Interval 1 has been
reachedreached

NoneNone
Perform service procedure related toPerform service procedure related to
Service Interval 1Service Interval 1
(determined by OEM)(determined by OEM)

992992
ServiceFault2ServiceFault2
Service Interval 2 has beenService Interval 2 has been
reachedreached

NoneNone
Perform service procedure related toPerform service procedure related to
Service Interval 2Service Interval 2
(determined by OEM)(determined by OEM)

993993
ServiceFault3ServiceFault3
Service Interval 3 has beenService Interval 3 has been
reachedreached

NoneNone
Perform service procedure related toPerform service procedure related to
Service Interval 3Service Interval 3
(determined by OEM)(determined by OEM)

994994

ServiceFault4ServiceFault4
Service Interval 4 has beenService Interval 4 has been
reached-replace HEGOreached-replace HEGO
sensorssensors

TurnOnMilTurnOnMil
Replace Pre-catalyst HEGO sensorReplace Pre-catalyst HEGO sensor
Replace Post-catalyst HEGO sensorReplace Post-catalyst HEGO sensor

995995
ServiceFault5ServiceFault5
Service Interval 5 has beenService Interval 5 has been
reached-replacreached-replace e timing belttiming belt

TurnOnMil TurnOnMil Replace Replace engine engine timing timing beltbelt

(*) Fault actions shown are default values specified by the OEM.(*) Fault actions shown are default values specified by the OEM.
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Mono-Ped Control System (Option)Mono-Ped Control System (Option)

Forward-Forward-Push the left side (2) of the pedalPush the left side (2) of the pedal
for FORWARD direction travel.for FORWARD direction travel.

Neutral-Neutral-The lift truck should not move whenThe lift truck should not move when
the Mono-Ped pedal is released..the Mono-Ped pedal is released..

Reverse-Reverse-Push the right side (1) of the pedalPush the right side (1) of the pedal
for REVERSE direction travel.for REVERSE direction travel.

The MONO-PED pedal controls the speed andThe MONO-PED pedal controls the speed and
direction of the lift truck. Pushing on the right side ofdirection of the lift truck. Pushing on the right side of
the pedal (1) causes the lift truck to move inthe pedal (1) causes the lift truck to move in
REVERSE. The optional reverse lights and optionalREVERSE. The optional reverse lights and optional
back-up alarm will be ON in the REVERSE position.back-up alarm will be ON in the REVERSE position.
Pushing on the left side of the pedal (2) causes thePushing on the left side of the pedal (2) causes the
lift truck to molift truck to move in FORWARD.ve in FORWARD.
The speed of the truck increases as the pedal isThe speed of the truck increases as the pedal is
depresseddepressed
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Auto Shift Controller ASC-100 (If Equipped)Auto Shift Controller ASC-100 (If Equipped)

Product DescriptionProduct Description

The Autoshift controller is an electrical controlThe Autoshift controller is an electrical control
system, specially designed for use on forklift truckssystem, specially designed for use on forklift trucks
with internal combustion engines.with internal combustion engines.

Its primary purpose is to prevent the operator fromIts primary purpose is to prevent the operator fromdriving the truck outside of the design parameters,driving the truck outside of the design parameters,
e.g. selecting the reverse gear when traveling ine.g. selecting the reverse gear when traveling in
excess of 5.1 km/h ( 3.17 mph) in a forwardexcess of 5.1 km/h ( 3.17 mph) in a forward
direction, and vice versa.direction, and vice versa.

The Autoshift controller is mounted on a The Autoshift controller is mounted on a convenientconvenient
position away from excessive heat sources and theposition away from excessive heat sources and the
truck’s electrical system is retrofitted. An inductivetruck’s electrical system is retrofitted. An inductive
speed sensor is mounted on speed sensor is mounted on the differential housingthe differential housing
where it will pick up a pulse from a yoke toothwhere it will pick up a pulse from a yoke tooth
pattern. This pulse is used to monitor the truck inpattern. This pulse is used to monitor the truck in
motion and its travel speed. To enable the systemmotion and its travel speed. To enable the system
to change gears smoothly, the shift points for offsetto change gears smoothly, the shift points for offset
speed are adjustable.speed are adjustable.

The Autoshift controller prevents strain and abuseThe Autoshift controller prevents strain and abuse

to the transmission. It also prevents damage to theto the transmission. It also prevents damage to thehalf shaft, excessive tire wear and heat to thehalf shaft, excessive tire wear and heat to the
transmission.transmission.

WARNINGWARNING

Improper operation or maintenance could resultImproper operation or maintenance could result

in injury or death. Do not operate or win injury or death. Do not operate or work on theork on the

lift truck unless you are properly trained. Forlift truck unless you are properly trained. For
safe operation, carefully read and follow thissafe operation, carefully read and follow this
Operation and Maintenance Manual.Operation and Maintenance Manual.

AdjustmentsAdjustments

SW2SW2
(Direction Inhibit Point)(Direction Inhibit Point)

NOTCH NOTCH Vehicle Vehicle SpeedSpeed

0 0 3.3 3.3 km/h km/h ( ( 2.05 2.05 mph mph ))

1 1 3.6 3.6 km/h km/h ( ( 2.24 2.24 mph mph ))

2 2 3.9 3.9 km/h km/h ( ( 2.42 2.42 mph mph ))

3 3 4.2 4.2 km/h km/h ( ( 2.61 2.61 mph mph ))

4 4 4.5 4.5 km/h km/h ( ( 2.80 2.80 mph mph ))

5 5 4.8 4.8 km/h km/h ( ( 2.98 2.98 mph mph ))

6 6 5.1 5.1 km/h km/h ( ( 3.17 3.17 mph mph ))

7 7 5.4 5.4 km/h km/h ( ( 3.36 3.36 mph mph ))

8 8 5.7 5.7 km/h km/h ( ( 3.54 3.54 mph mph ))

9 9 6.0 6.0 km/h km/h ( ( 3.73 3.73 mph mph ))

Direction Inhibit PointDirection Inhibit Point


   This is accomplished on each machine with aThis is accomplished on each machine with afactory - adjusted factory - adjusted controller.controller.

   The SW2 is for adjustment of optimal directionThe SW2 is for adjustment of optimal direction
inhibit speed.inhibit speed.

   Factory - setting value is 5.1 km/h Factory - setting value is 5.1 km/h ( 3.17 mph )( 3.17 mph )

   SW1 is not used.SW1 is not used.

Adjustment SwitchAdjustment Switch
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Diagnostics FeaturesDiagnostics Features

ASC-100 has an internal indicator on the right sideASC-100 has an internal indicator on the right side
of the controller for displaying the selected gearof the controller for displaying the selected gear
and the abnormal condition.and the abnormal condition.

Below is a description applicable for many ASC-Below is a description applicable for many ASC-
100 implementations.100 implementations.

Display for OperatorDisplay for Operator

This information is given during normal operatingThis information is given during normal operating
when something special happens.when something special happens.
For example, on ASC-100’s with the speed sensor,For example, on ASC-100’s with the speed sensor,
one of the indicators is used to indicate a sensorone of the indicators is used to indicate a sensor
problem.problem.

Display Display Description Description RemarkRemark

A A Automatic Automatic operationoperation

P P Speed Speed sensor sensor open open FlashingFlashing

F F Controller Controller fault fault FlashingFlashing

6 6 Forward Forward Sol. Sol. Short Short FlashingFlashing

7 7 Reverse Reverse Sol. Sol. Short Short FlashingFlashing

Display for TroubleshootingDisplay for Troubleshooting

This information is input signal for This information is input signal for diagnostics.diagnostics.
This test is used to verify an operation of directionThis test is used to verify an operation of direction
control lever.control lever.

Display Display Description Description RemarkRemark

A A Automatic Automatic operationoperation   

3 3 Forward Forward s/w s/w input input Lever Lever input input testtest

4 4 Reverse Reverse s/w s/w input input Lever Lever input input testtest

  

OperationOperation

This system can basically operate in 2 pre-selectedThis system can basically operate in 2 pre-selected
modes.modes.
   Automatic mode (Direction Inhibit mode):Automatic mode (Direction Inhibit mode):

Selected as Selected as factory-settfactory-setting.ing.
   Manual mode (Fail-Safe mode): manualManual mode (Fail-Safe mode): manual

operation in emergency.operation in emergency.

Automatic mode (Direction InhibitAutomatic mode (Direction Inhibit

mode)mode)

   Start the engine. See topiStart the engine. See topic “Starting the engine”.c “Starting the engine”.
   Push down on the service brake pedal Push down on the service brake pedal to hold theto hold the

lift truck until ready to move it.lift truck until ready to move it.
   Release the parking brake.Release the parking brake.
   Check diagnostics display on controller. SeeCheck diagnostics display on controller. See

“Diagnostics Features”.“Diagnostics Features”.

NOTICENOTICE

The parking brake must be released before theThe parking brake must be released before the
direction control lever can be udirection control lever can be used.sed.

   The gear direction is selected with the directionThe gear direction is selected with the direction
control lever.control lever.

   In automatic mode, if the turbine speed in a forIn automatic mode, if the turbine speed in a for
ward direction is higher than direction inhibitward direction is higher than direction inhibit
speed, though the reverse gear is selected byspeed, though the reverse gear is selected by
operator, the direction of travel will not beoperator, the direction of travel will not be
changed until the speed is reduced sufficiently bychanged until the speed is reduced sufficiently by
pushing down on the service brake pedal.pushing down on the service brake pedal.

WARNINGWARNING

When you want to change the direction of travel,When you want to change the direction of travel,
you must push down on the service brake pedal toyou must push down on the service brake pedal to
reduce the travel speed.reduce the travel speed.

In automatic mode, the lift truck’s stopping distanceIn automatic mode, the lift truck’s stopping distance
may be longer than in manual mode. BEmay be longer than in manual mode. BE
CAUTIOUS!CAUTIOUS!

   When the directional change is completed,When the directional change is completed,
continue to push down on the accelerator pedalcontinue to push down on the accelerator pedal
to obtain the desired travel speed.to obtain the desired travel speed.  
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Manual Mode (Fail-Safe mode)Manual Mode (Fail-Safe mode)

The system still allows movement of the vehicle inThe system still allows movement of the vehicle in
case of controller breakdown by selecting thecase of controller breakdown by selecting the
manual mode with the Fail-Safe mode Switch in themanual mode with the Fail-Safe mode Switch in the
controller.controller.

WARNINGWARNING

In the manual mode, direction inhibitionIn the manual mode, direction inhibition

function can not be operated normally. Thefunction can not be operated normally. The

sudden reversal of a loaded lift truck travelingsudden reversal of a loaded lift truck traveling
forward can cause the load to fall or the liftforward can cause the load to fall or the lift
truck to tip.truck to tip.

If the controller failsIf the controller fails

An operator can operate the truck manually byAn operator can operate the truck manually by
selecting the Manual mode with the Fail-Safe modeselecting the Manual mode with the Fail-Safe mode
switch on the PCB (switch on the PCB (Printed Circuit Board).Printed Circuit Board).

Fail-Safe mode switchFail-Safe mode switch

NOTICENOTICE

Direction Inhibit Function is uDirection Inhibit Function is usable in factory-settingsable in factory-setting
controller. If you don’t want to use this function,controller. If you don’t want to use this function,
make sure to select the manual mode with themake sure to select the manual mode with the

Fail-Safe mode switch on PCB.Fail-Safe mode switch on PCB.
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Operating TechniquesOperating Techniques

Inching into LoadsInching into Loads

Typical ExampleTypical Example

1.1.   Move the lift truck slowly FORWARD intoMove the lift truck slowly FORWARD into
position and engage the load. The lift truckposition and engage the load. The lift truck
should be square with load, forks spacedshould be square with load, forks spaced
evenly between pallet stringers and as far apartevenly between pallet stringers and as far apart
as load permits.as load permits.

Typical ExampleTypical Example

2.2.   Move the lift truck FORWARD until the loadMove the lift truck FORWARD until the load

touches the carriage.touches the carriage.

Lifting the LoadLifting the Load

1.1.   Lift the load carefully and tilt the mast back aLift the load carefully and tilt the mast back a
short distance.short distance.

Typical ExampleTypical Example

2.2.   Tilt the mast further baTilt the mast further back to cradle the load.ck to cradle the load.

Typical ExampleTypical Example

3.3.   Operate the lift truck in reverse until the load isOperate the lift truck in reverse until the load is
clear of the other clear of the other material.material.

4.4.   Lower the cradled load to the travel position.Lower the cradled load to the travel position.

NOTE:NOTE:   Lift and tilt speeds are controlled by engineLift and tilt speeds are controlled by engine
rpm.rpm.
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Traveling With the LoadTraveling With the Load

NOTICENOTICE

Travel with the load as low as possible, while stillTravel with the load as low as possible, while still
maintaining ground clearance.maintaining ground clearance.

Typical ExampleTypical Example

1.1.   Travel with the load uphill on upgrades andTravel with the load uphill on upgrades and

downgrades.downgrades.

Typical ExampleTypical Example

2.2.   For better vision, travel in reverse with bulkyFor better vision, travel in reverse with bulkyloads.loads.

UnloadingUnloading

Typical ExampleTypical Example

1.1.   Move the lift truck into the uMove the lift truck into the unloading position.nloading position.

Typical ExampleTypical Example

2.2.   Tilt the mast FORWARD only when directlyTilt the mast FORWARD only when directly
over the unloading area.over the unloading area.

WARNINGWARNING

Do not tilt the mast Do not tilt the mast forward with the load unlessforward with the load unless

directly over the unloading area, even if thedirectly over the unloading area, even if the
power is off.power is off.
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Typical ExampleTypical Example

3.3.   Deposit the load and BACK away carefully toDeposit the load and BACK away carefully to
disengage the forks.disengage the forks.

Typical ExampleTypical Example

4.4.   Lower the carriage and forks to the travelLower the carriage and forks to the travel
position or to the paposition or to the park position.rk position.

TurningTurning

1.1.   When turning sharp corners, keep close to theWhen turning sharp corners, keep close to the
inside corner. Begin the turn when the insideinside corner. Begin the turn when the inside
drive wheel meets the corner.drive wheel meets the corner.

2.2.   In narrow aisles, keep away from the stockpileIn narrow aisles, keep away from the stockpile
when turning into the aisle. Allow for counterwhen turning into the aisle. Allow for counter
weight swing.weight swing.
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Lifting Drums or Round ObjectsLifting Drums or Round Objects

1.1.   Block drums or round objects. Tilt the mastBlock drums or round objects. Tilt the mast
FORWARD and slide the fork tips along theFORWARD and slide the fork tips along the
floor to get under the loafloor to get under the load.d.

2.2.   Before lifting, tilt the mast BACK slightly untilBefore lifting, tilt the mast BACK slightly until
the load is cradled on the load is cradled on the forks.the forks.

Operating in hot weatherOperating in hot weather

Keep the following points in mind when you operateKeep the following points in mind when you operate
the lift truck in hot weather.the lift truck in hot weather.

1.1.   Check the radiator. Clogging can causeCheck the radiator. Clogging can cause
overheating. Clean them out regularly with aoverheating. Clean them out regularly with a

blast of compressed air, also, check foblast of compressed air, also, check for leakager leakage
of water.of water.

2.2.   Check the fan belt tension and adjust to properCheck the fan belt tension and adjust to proper
tension.tension.

3.3.   Even if the engine overheats and the coolantEven if the engine overheats and the coolant
boils over, let the engine idle for a while withboils over, let the engine idle for a while with
opening engine hood until temperature fallsopening engine hood until temperature falls
before shutting off the engine.before shutting off the engine.
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Parking the Lift TruckParking the Lift Truck

NOTE:NOTE:   Park the lift truck level with the forPark the lift truck level with the fork loweredk lowered
and the mast tilted forward until the forkand the mast tilted forward until the fork
touches the floor. Block the drive wheelstouches the floor. Block the drive wheels
when parking on an incline.when parking on an incline.

1.1. Park in an authorized area only. Do not blockPark in an authorized area only. Do not block
traffic. If LP equipped, do not park near elevatortraffic. If LP equipped, do not park near elevator
shafts or any other area where LP could collectshafts or any other area where LP could collect

in a pocket (low area), causing a potentiallyin a pocket (low area), causing a potentiallydangerous condition.dangerous condition.

2.2. Place the transmission controls in Place the transmission controls in NEUTRAL.NEUTRAL.

3.3. Engage the parking brake.Engage the parking brake.

4.4. Tilt the mast forward and lower the fork to theTilt the mast forward and lower the fork to the
ground.ground.

WARNINGWARNING

Blocking the wheels will prevent unexpected liftBlocking the wheels will prevent unexpected lift
truck movement, which could cause personaltruck movement, which could cause personal
injury.injury.

5.5. Turn the key in the ignition switch to the OFFTurn the key in the ignition switch to the OFF
position and remove the key.position and remove the key.

NOTE:NOTE: If a LP equipped lift truck is stopped orIf a LP equipped lift truck is stopped or
parked for an indefinite or prolongedparked for an indefinite or prolonged
period of time, shut off the LP fuel tankperiod of time, shut off the LP fuel tank
valve.valve.

6.6. Actuate each loading lever several times toActuate each loading lever several times toremove the residual pressure in the respectiveremove the residual pressure in the respective
cylinders and hoses.cylinders and hoses.

If Parking Brake Alarm EquippedIf Parking Brake Alarm Equipped

WARNINGWARNING

When leaving machine apply parking brake!When leaving machine apply parking brake!
Parking brake is not automatically applied.Parking brake is not automatically applied.
Alarm will sound if parking brake is Alarm will sound if parking brake is not applied.not applied.
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Lift Fork AdjustmentLift Fork Adjustment

WARNINGWARNING

When adjusting the fork spread, be careful notWhen adjusting the fork spread, be careful not

to pinch your hand between forks and theto pinch your hand between forks and the

carriage slot.carriage slot.

Hook-on type ForkHook-on type Fork

1.1.   Move up the hook pin to the Move up the hook pin to the free position.free position.

2.2.   Raise the hook pin in each fork to side the forkRaise the hook pin in each fork to side the fork
on the carriage bar.on the carriage bar.

3.3.   Adjust the forks in the posiAdjust the forks in the position most appropriatetion most appropriate
for the load and as wide as possible for loadfor the load and as wide as possible for load
stability.stability.

4.4.   When adjusting the forks, make sure that theWhen adjusting the forks, make sure that the
weight of the load is centeweight of the load is centered on the truck.red on the truck.

5.5.   After adjustment, set the fork locks to keep theAfter adjustment, set the fork locks to keep the
forks in place.forks in place.

WARNINGWARNING

Make sure the forks are locked before carryingMake sure the forks are locked before carrying
a load.a load.
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Storage InformationStorage Information

Before StorageBefore Storage

Before storing your lift truck, clean and inspect asBefore storing your lift truck, clean and inspect as
the following the following procedures.procedures.


   Wipe away grease, oil, etc. adhering to the bodyWipe away grease, oil, etc. adhering to the bodyof the truck with waste cloth, and use water, ifof the truck with waste cloth, and use water, if
needed.needed.

   While cleaning the truck, check general conditionWhile cleaning the truck, check general condition
of the truck. Especially check the truck body forof the truck. Especially check the truck body for
dents or damage and tires for wear or nails ordents or damage and tires for wear or nails or
stones in the tread.stones in the tread.

   Fill the fuel tank with fuel specified.Fill the fuel tank with fuel specified.
   Check for leakage of hydCheck for leakage of hydraulic oil, engine oil, fuel,raulic oil, engine oil, fuel,

or coolant, etc.or coolant, etc.
   Apply grease, where needed.Apply grease, where needed.
   Check for looseness of nuts and bolts, especiallyCheck for looseness of nuts and bolts, especially

hub nuts.hub nuts.
   Check mast rollers to see that they rotateCheck mast rollers to see that they rotate

smoothly.smoothly.
   Prime the oil into the lift cylinders by acPrime the oil into the lift cylinders by actuating thetuating the

lift lever all the way several times.lift lever all the way several times.


   Drain off coolant completely in cold weather, ifDrain off coolant completely in cold weather, ifantifreeze is not used.antifreeze is not used.

Long Time StorageLong Time Storage

Perform the following service and checks inPerform the following service and checks in
addition to the “Parking the lift truck” services.addition to the “Parking the lift truck” services.

   Taking the rainy season into consideration, parkTaking the rainy season into consideration, park
the machine at a higher and hard groundthe machine at a higher and hard ground..

   Avoid parking on soft grounds such as an asphaltAvoid parking on soft grounds such as an asphalt
ground in summer.ground in summer.

   Dismount the battery from the machine. EvenDismount the battery from the machine. Even
though the machine is parked indoors, if thethough the machine is parked indoors, if the
place is hot or humid, the battery should be keptplace is hot or humid, the battery should be kept
in a dry, cool place. Charge the battery once ain a dry, cool place. Charge the battery once a

month.month.
   Apply antirust to the exposed parts which tend toApply antirust to the exposed parts which tend to

rust.rust.
   Cover components such as the breather and airCover components such as the breather and air

cleaner which may be caught wicleaner which may be caught with humidity.th humidity.
   The machine should be operated at least once aThe machine should be operated at least once a

week. Fill the cooling system, if cooling water isweek. Fill the cooling system, if cooling water is
discharged, and mount the battery. Start thedischarged, and mount the battery. Start the
engine and warm up thoroughly. Move theengine and warm up thoroughly. Move the
machine a little forwards and backwards.machine a little forwards and backwards.
Operate the hydraulic controls several tiOperate the hydraulic controls several times.mes.

To Operate the Lift Truck after aTo Operate the Lift Truck after a
Long Time StorageLong Time Storage

   Remove covers and antirust from each of theRemove covers and antirust from each of the
components and exposed parts.components and exposed parts.

   Drain the engine crankcase, transmission (clutchDrain the engine crankcase, transmission (clutch
type machine), differential and final reductiontype machine), differential and final reduction
gear, clean the inside of them and add ngear, clean the inside of them and add new oil.ew oil.

   Drain off foreign matter and water from theDrain off foreign matter and water from the
hydraulic oil tank and fuel tank.hydraulic oil tank and fuel tank.

   Remove the head cover from the engine Remove the head cover from the engine cylinder.cylinder.
Oil valves and rocker shaft and check each valveOil valves and rocker shaft and check each valve
for proper operation.for proper operation.

   Add cooling water to the Add cooling water to the specified level.specified level.
   Charge the battery and mount it on the machine.Charge the battery and mount it on the machine.

Connect the cables.Connect the cables.
   Perform pre - operational checks carefully. (referPerform pre - operational checks carefully. (refer

to “Before Starting the Engine”)to “Before Starting the Engine”)
   Warm up the machine.Warm up the machine.
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Transportation HintsTransportation Hints

Lift Truck ShippingLift Truck Shipping

Check travel route for overpass clearances. MakeCheck travel route for overpass clearances. Make
sure there is adequate clearance if the lift trucksure there is adequate clearance if the lift truck
being transported is equipped with a high mast,being transported is equipped with a high mast,

overhead guard or cab.overhead guard or cab.

To prevent the lift truck from slipping while loading,To prevent the lift truck from slipping while loading,
or shifting in transit, remove ice, snow or otheror shifting in transit, remove ice, snow or other
slippery material from the loading dock and theslippery material from the loading dock and the
truck bed before ltruck bed before loading.oading.

NOTICENOTICE

Obey all state and local laws governing the height,Obey all state and local laws governing the height,
weight, width and length of a load.weight, width and length of a load.
Observe all regulations governing wide loads.Observe all regulations governing wide loads.

NOTICENOTICE

Remove ice, snow or other slippery material fromRemove ice, snow or other slippery material from

the shipping vehicle and the lthe shipping vehicle and the loading dock.oading dock.

Always block the trailer or the rail car Always block the trailer or the rail car wheels bwheels beforeefore
loading the lift truck.loading the lift truck.

Position the lift truck on the truck bed or Position the lift truck on the truck bed or the rail car.the rail car.

Apply the parking brake and place the transmissionApply the parking brake and place the transmission
control in control in NEUTRAL.NEUTRAL.

Tilt the mast forward and lower forks to the Tilt the mast forward and lower forks to the floor.floor.

Turn the ignition switch to the OFF position andTurn the ignition switch to the OFF position and
remove the key. If LP equipped, shut off the LP fuelremove the key. If LP equipped, shut off the LP fuel
tank.tank.

Block the wheels and secure the lift truck withBlock the wheels and secure the lift truck with
tiedowns.tiedowns.

Machine Lifting and TiedownMachine Lifting and Tiedown
InformationInformation

NOTICENOTICE

Improper lifting or tiedowns can allow load to shiftImproper lifting or tiedowns can allow load to shift
and cause injury and/or daand cause injury and/or damage.mage.

1.1. Weight and instructions given herein apply to liftWeight and instructions given herein apply to lift
trucks as trucks as manufactured by DOOSAN.manufactured by DOOSAN.

2.2. Use proper rated cables and slings for lifting.Use proper rated cables and slings for lifting.
Position the crane for level lift truck lift.Position the crane for level lift truck lift.

3.3. Spreader bar widths should be sufficient toSpreader bar widths should be sufficient to
prevent contact with the lift truck.prevent contact with the lift truck.

4.4. Use the tiedown locations provided for lift truckUse the tiedown locations provided for lift truck
tiedown.tiedown.

Check the state and local laws governing weight,Check the state and local laws governing weight,
width and length of a load.width and length of a load.

Contact your DOOSAN Lift Truck dealer forContact your DOOSAN Lift Truck dealer for
shipping instructions for your lift truck.shipping instructions for your lift truck.
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Towing InformationTowing Information

WARNINGWARNING

Personal injury or death could result whenPersonal injury or death could result when
towing a disabled lift truck incorrectly.towing a disabled lift truck incorrectly.

Block the lift truck wheels to prevent movementBlock the lift truck wheels to prevent movementbefore releasing the brakes. The lift truck canbefore releasing the brakes. The lift truck can
roll free if it is not blocked.roll free if it is not blocked.

Follow the recommendations below, to properlyFollow the recommendations below, to properly
perform the towing procedure.perform the towing procedure.

These towing instructions are for moving a These towing instructions are for moving a disableddisabled
lift truck a short distance, at low speed, no fasterlift truck a short distance, at low speed, no faster
than 2 km/h (1.2 mph), to a convenient location forthan 2 km/h (1.2 mph), to a convenient location for
repair. These instructions are for repair. These instructions are for emergencies only.emergencies only.
Always haul the lift truck if long distance moving isAlways haul the lift truck if long distance moving is
required.required.

Shield must be provided on the towing lift truck toShield must be provided on the towing lift truck to
protect the operator if the tow line or bar shouldprotect the operator if the tow line or bar should
break.break.

Do not allow riders on the lift truck being towedDo not allow riders on the lift truck being towed
unless the operator can control the steering and/orunless the operator can control the steering and/or
braking.braking.

Before towing, make sure the tow line or bar is inBefore towing, make sure the tow line or bar is in
good condition and has enough strength for thegood condition and has enough strength for the
towing situation involved. Use a towing line or bartowing situation involved. Use a towing line or bar
with a strength of at least 1.5 times the grosswith a strength of at least 1.5 times the gross
weight of the towing lift truck for a disabled lift truckweight of the towing lift truck for a disabled lift truck
stuck in the mud or when stuck in the mud or when towing on a grade.towing on a grade.

Keep the tow line angle to a minimum. Do notKeep the tow line angle to a minimum. Do not
exceed a 30°exceed a 30°angle from the strangle from the straight ahead positioaight ahead position.n.
Connect the tow line as low as possible on the liftConnect the tow line as low as possible on the lift
truck that is being towed.truck that is being towed.

Quick lift truck movement could overload the towQuick lift truck movement could overload the tow
line or bar and cause it to break. Gradual andline or bar and cause it to break. Gradual and
smooth lift truck movement will work bsmooth lift truck movement will work better.etter.

Normally, the towing lift truck should be as large asNormally, the towing lift truck should be as large as
the disabled lift truck. Satisfy yourself that thethe disabled lift truck. Satisfy yourself that the
towing lift truck has enough brake capacity, weighttowing lift truck has enough brake capacity, weight
and power, to control both lift trucks for the gradeand power, to control both lift trucks for the grade
and the distance involved.and the distance involved.

To provide sufficient control and braking whenTo provide sufficient control and braking when
moving a disabled lift truck domoving a disabled lift truck downwnhill, a hill, a larger towinglarger towing
lift truck or additional lift trucks connected to thelift truck or additional lift trucks connected to the
rear could be required. This will preventrear could be required. This will prevent
uncontrolled rolling.uncontrolled rolling.

The different situation requirements cannot beThe different situation requirements cannot be

given, as minimal towing lift truck capacity isgiven, as minimal towing lift truck capacity is
required on smooth level surfaces to maximum onrequired on smooth level surfaces to maximum on
inclines or poor suinclines or poor surface conditionsrface conditions

Consult your DOOSAN Lift Tuck dealer for towing aConsult your DOOSAN Lift Tuck dealer for towing a
disabled lift truck.disabled lift truck.

1.1.   Release the parking brake.Release the parking brake.

NOTICENOTICE

Release the parking brake to prevent excessiveRelease the parking brake to prevent excessive

wear and damage to the parking brake system.wear and damage to the parking brake system.

2.2.   Check that the service brake pedal is released.Check that the service brake pedal is released.

3.3.   Key switch is in the OFF position.Key switch is in the OFF position.

4.4.   Direction control lever is in neutral.Direction control lever is in neutral.

5.5.   Fasten the tow bar to the lFasten the tow bar to the l ift truck.ift truck.

6.6.   Remove the wheel blocks. Tow the lift truckRemove the wheel blocks. Tow the lift truck
slowly. Do not tow any faster than 2 km/h (1.2slowly. Do not tow any faster than 2 km/h (1.2
mph).mph).

WARNINGWARNING

Be sure all necessary repairs and adjustmentsBe sure all necessary repairs and adjustments
have been made before a lift truck that has beenhave been made before a lift truck that has been
towed to a service area is put back intotowed to a service area is put back into
operation.operation.
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Maintenance SectionMaintenance Section

Inspection, Maintenance and Repair of Lift Truck ForksInspection, Maintenance and Repair of Lift Truck Forks

The following section gives practical guidelines forThe following section gives practical guidelines for
inspection, maintenance and repair of inspection, maintenance and repair of lift truck forks.lift truck forks.
It also provides general information on the designIt also provides general information on the design

and application of forks and the common cause ofand application of forks and the common cause offork failures.fork failures.

Lift truck forks can be dangerously weakened byLift truck forks can be dangerously weakened by
improper repair or modification. They can also beimproper repair or modification. They can also be
damaged by the cumulative effects of age, abrdamaged by the cumulative effects of age, abrasion,asion,
corrosion, overloading and misuse.corrosion, overloading and misuse.
A fork failure during use can cause damage to theA fork failure during use can cause damage to the
equipment and the load. A fork failure can alsoequipment and the load. A fork failure can also
cause serious injury.cause serious injury.

A good fork inspection and maintenance programA good fork inspection and maintenance program
along with the proper application can be veryalong with the proper application can be very
effective in preventing sudden failures on the job.effective in preventing sudden failures on the job.
Repairs and modifications should be done only byRepairs and modifications should be done only by
the fork manufacturer or a qualified technician whothe fork manufacturer or a qualified technician who
knows the material used and the required weldingknows the material used and the required welding

and heat treatment process.and heat treatment process.

Users should evaluate the economics of returningUsers should evaluate the economics of returning
the forks to the manufacturer for repairs orthe forks to the manufacturer for repairs or
purchasing new forks. This will vary depending onpurchasing new forks. This will vary depending on
many factors including the size and type of fork.many factors including the size and type of fork.

Forks should be properly sized to the weight andForks should be properly sized to the weight and
length of the loads, and to the size of the machinelength of the loads, and to the size of the machine
on which they are used. The general practice is toon which they are used. The general practice is to
use a fork size such that the combined rateduse a fork size such that the combined rated
capacity of the number of forks used is equal to orcapacity of the number of forks used is equal to or
greater than the “Standard (or rated) Capacity” ofgreater than the “Standard (or rated) Capacity” of
the lift truck.the lift truck.

The individual load rating, in most cases, will beThe individual load rating, in most cases, will be
stamped on the fork in a readily visible area. This isstamped on the fork in a readily visible area. This is

generally on the top or generally on the top or side of the fork shank.side of the fork shank.

   A fork rated at 1500 pounds at 24 inch loadA fork rated at 1500 pounds at 24 inch load
center will be stamped 1500x24.center will be stamped 1500x24.

   A fork rated at 2000 kg at 600 mm load centerA fork rated at 2000 kg at 600 mm load center
will be will be stamped 2000xstamped 2000x600.600.

The manufacturer identification and year and dateThe manufacturer identification and year and date
of manufacture are also usually of manufacture are also usually shown.shown.

Some countries have standards or regulationsSome countries have standards or regulations
which apply specifically to the inspection and which apply specifically to the inspection and repairrepair
of forks.of forks.

Users may also refer to the InternationalUsers may also refer to the International
Organization For Standardization-ISO TechnicalOrganization For Standardization-ISO Technical
Report 5057- Inspection and Repair of Fork ArmsReport 5057- Inspection and Repair of Fork Arms
and ISO Standard 2330 - Fork Arms - Technicaland ISO Standard 2330 - Fork Arms - Technical
Characteristics and Testing.Characteristics and Testing.

While there are no While there are no specific standards or regulationsspecific standards or regulations
in the United States, users should be familiar within the United States, users should be familiar with
the requirements for inspection and maintenance the requirements for inspection and maintenance ofof
lift trucks as provided by the 29 Code Federallift trucks as provided by the 29 Code Federal
Register 1910.178 Powered Industrial Truck, andRegister 1910.178 Powered Industrial Truck, and
ANSI/ASMEANSI/ASME Safety Standard(s) B56.1, B56.5 orSafety Standard(s) B56.1, B56.5 or
B56.6 as applicable to the type of machine(s) inB56.6 as applicable to the type of machine(s) in
use.use.

Environment ProtectionEnvironment Protection

When servicing this lift truck, use an authorizedWhen servicing this lift truck, use an authorized
servicing area and an approved container to collectservicing area and an approved container to collect
coolant, oil, fuel, grease, electrolyte and any othercoolant, oil, fuel, grease, electrolyte and any other
potential environmental pollutant before any lines,potential environmental pollutant before any lines,
fittings or related items are disconnected orfittings or related items are disconnected or
removed. After servicing, dispose of thoseremoved. After servicing, dispose of those
materials in an authorized place and container.materials in an authorized place and container.
When cleaning the lift truck, be sure to use anWhen cleaning the lift truck, be sure to use an
authorized area.authorized area.
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Causes of Fork FailureCauses of Fork Failure

Improper Modification or RepairImproper Modification or Repair

Fork failure can occur as a result of a fieldFork failure can occur as a result of a field
modification involving welding, flame cutting ormodification involving welding, flame cutting or
other similar processes which affect the heatother similar processes which affect the heat
treatment and reduces the strength of the fork.treatment and reduces the strength of the fork.

In most cases, specific processes and techniquesIn most cases, specific processes and techniques
are also required to achieve proper welding of theare also required to achieve proper welding of the
particular alloy steels involved. Critical areas mostparticular alloy steels involved. Critical areas most
likely to be affected by improper processing are thelikely to be affected by improper processing are the
heel section, the mounting components and theheel section, the mounting components and the
fork tip.fork tip.

Bent or Twisted ForksBent or Twisted Forks

Forks can be bent out of shape by extremeForks can be bent out of shape by extreme
overloading, glancing blows against walls or otheroverloading, glancing blows against walls or other
solid objects or using the fork tip as a solid objects or using the fork tip as a pry bar.pry bar.

Bent or twisted forks are much more likely to breakBent or twisted forks are much more likely to break
and cause damage or injury. They should beand cause damage or injury. They should be

removed from service immediately.removed from service immediately.

FatigueFatigue

Parts which are subjected to rParts which are subjected to repeated or fluctuatingepeated or fluctuating
loads can fail after a laloads can fail after a large number of loading cyclesrge number of loading cycles
even though the maximum stress was below theeven though the maximum stress was below the
static strength of the part.static strength of the part.

The first sign of a fatigue failure is usually a crackThe first sign of a fatigue failure is usually a crack
which starts in an area which starts in an area of high stress concentration.of high stress concentration.
This is usually in the heel section or on the forkThis is usually in the heel section or on the fork
mounting.mounting.

As the crack progresses under repetitive loadAs the crack progresses under repetitive load
cycling, the load bearing cross section of thecycling, the load bearing cross section of the

remaining metal is decreased in size until itremaining metal is decreased in size until itbecomes insufficient to support the load andbecomes insufficient to support the load and
complete failure occurs.complete failure occurs.

Fatigue failure is the most common mode of forkFatigue failure is the most common mode of fork
failure. It is also one which can be anticipated andfailure. It is also one which can be anticipated and
prevented by recognizing the conditions which leadprevented by recognizing the conditions which lead
up to the failure and by removing the fork serviceup to the failure and by removing the fork service
prior to failing.prior to failing.

   Repetitive ORepetitive Overloadiverloadingng

Repetitive cycling of loads which exceeds theRepetitive cycling of loads which exceeds the
fatigue strength of the material can lead to fatiguefatigue strength of the material can lead to fatigue
failure. The overload could be caused by loads infailure. The overload could be caused by loads in
excess of the rated fork capacity and by use of theexcess of the rated fork capacity and by use of the
forks tips as pry bars. Also, by handling loads in aforks tips as pry bars. Also, by handling loads in a
manner which causes the fork tips to spread andmanner which causes the fork tips to spread and

the forks to the forks to twist laterally about their mountings.twist laterally about their mountings.

   WearWear

Forks are constantly subjected to abrasion as theyForks are constantly subjected to abrasion as they
slide on floors and loads. The thickness of the forkslide on floors and loads. The thickness of the fork
blade is gradually reduced to the point where it mayblade is gradually reduced to the point where it may
not be capable of handling the load for which it wasnot be capable of handling the load for which it was
designed.designed.

   Stress RisersStress Risers

Scratches, nicks and corrosion are points of Scratches, nicks and corrosion are points of highhigh
stress concentration where cracks can develop.stress concentration where cracks can develop.
These cracks can progress under repetitive loadingThese cracks can progress under repetitive loading
in a typical mode of fatigue failure.in a typical mode of fatigue failure.

OverloadingOverloading

Extreme overloading can cause perExtreme overloading can cause permanent bendingmanent bending
or immediate failure of the forks. Using forks of lessor immediate failure of the forks. Using forks of less
capacity than the load or lift truck when lifting loadscapacity than the load or lift truck when lifting loads
and using forks in a mand using forks in a manner for which they were noanner for which they were nott
designed are some common causes of designed are some common causes of overloadinoverloading.g.
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Fork InspectionFork Inspection

Establish a daily and 12 month inspection routineEstablish a daily and 12 month inspection routine
by keeping a record for the by keeping a record for the forks on each lift truck.forks on each lift truck.
Initial information should include the machine serialInitial information should include the machine serial
number on each the forks are used, the forknumber on each the forks are used, the fork
manufacturer, type, original section size, originalmanufacturer, type, original section size, original
length and capacity. Also list any speciallength and capacity. Also list any special
characteristics specified in the fork design.characteristics specified in the fork design.

Record the date and results of each inspection,Record the date and results of each inspection,
making sure the following information is making sure the following information is included.included.

   Actual wear conditions, such as percent ofActual wear conditions, such as percent of
original blade thickness original blade thickness remaining.remaining.

   Any damage, failure or deformation which mightAny damage, failure or deformation which might
impair the use of the truck.impair the use of the truck.

   Note any repairs or Note any repairs or maintenance.maintenance.

An ongoing record of this information will help inAn ongoing record of this information will help in
identifying proper inspection intervals for eachidentifying proper inspection intervals for each
operation, in identifying and solving problem areasoperation, in identifying and solving problem areas
and in anticipating time for replacement of theand in anticipating time for replacement of the
forks.forks.

First InstallationFirst Installation

1.1.   Inspect forks to ensure they are the correct sizeInspect forks to ensure they are the correct size
for the truck on which they will be used. Makefor the truck on which they will be used. Make
sure they are the correct length and type for thesure they are the correct length and type for the
loads to be handled.loads to be handled.

If the forks have been previously used, performIf the forks have been previously used, perform

the “12 the “12 Month Inspection”.Month Inspection”.

If the forks are rusted, see “Maintenance andIf the forks are rusted, see “Maintenance and
Repair”.Repair”.

2.2.   Make sure fork blades are level to each otherMake sure fork blades are level to each other
within acceptable tolerances. See “Forks, Stepwithin acceptable tolerances. See “Forks, Step
4,” in the “2000 Service Hours or Yearly” in4,” in the “2000 Service Hours or Yearly” in
“Maintenance Intervals”“Maintenance Intervals”

3.3.   Make sure positioning lock is in place andMake sure positioning lock is in place and
working Lock forks in position before usingworking Lock forks in position before using
truck. See “Forks, Step 7”, in the “2000 Servicetruck. See “Forks, Step 7”, in the “2000 Service
Hours or Hours or Yearly” in “Maintenance Intervals”.Yearly” in “Maintenance Intervals”.

Daily InspectionDaily Inspection

1.1.   Visually inspect forks for cracks, especially inVisually inspect forks for cracks, especially in
the heel section, around the mounting brackets,the heel section, around the mounting brackets,
and all weld areas. Inspect for broken or jaggedand all weld areas. Inspect for broken or jagged
fork tips, bent or twisted blades and shanks.fork tips, bent or twisted blades and shanks.

2.2.   Make sure positioning lock is in place andMake sure positioning lock is in place and
working. Lock the forks in position before usingworking. Lock the forks in position before using
the truck. See “2000 Service Hours or Yearly” inthe truck. See “2000 Service Hours or Yearly” in
“Maintenance Intervals”.“Maintenance Intervals”.

3.3.   Remove all defective forks from Remove all defective forks from service.service.
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12 Months Inspection12 Months Inspection

Forks should be inspected, at a minimum, every 12Forks should be inspected, at a minimum, every 12
months. If the truck is being used in a multi-shift ormonths. If the truck is being used in a multi-shift or
heavy duty operation, they should be checkedheavy duty operation, they should be checked
every six months. See “Forks” in the “2000 Serviceevery six months. See “Forks” in the “2000 Service
Hours or Yearly” in Hours or Yearly” in “Maintena“Maintenance Intervals.”nce Intervals.”

Maintenance and RepairMaintenance and Repair

1.1.   Repair forks only in accordance with theRepair forks only in accordance with the
manufacturer’s manufacturer’s recommendations.recommendations.

Most repairs or modifications should be doneMost repairs or modifications should be done
only by the original manufacturer of the forks oronly by the original manufacturer of the forks or
an expert knowledgeable of the materials,an expert knowledgeable of the materials,
design, welding and heat treatment design, welding and heat treatment process.process.

2.2.   The following repairs or modifications SHOULDThe following repairs or modifications SHOULD
NOT be attempted.NOT be attempted.

   Flame cutting holes or cutouts in forkFlame cutting holes or cutouts in fork
blades.blades.

   Welding on brackets or new mountingWelding on brackets or new mounting

hangers.hangers.
   Repairing cracks or other damage byRepairing cracks or other damage by

welding.welding.
   Bending or resetting.Bending or resetting.

3.3.   The following repairs MAY be The following repairs MAY be performed.performed.

   Forks may be sanded or lightly ground, toForks may be sanded or lightly ground, to
remove rust, corrosion or minor defectsremove rust, corrosion or minor defects
from the surfaces.from the surfaces.

   Heel sections may be ground with a carbonHeel sections may be ground with a carbon
stone to remove minor surface cracks orstone to remove minor surface cracks or
defects. Polish the inside radius of the heeldefects. Polish the inside radius of the heel
section to increase the fatigue life of thesection to increase the fatigue life of the
fork. Always grind or polish in the directionfork. Always grind or polish in the direction
of the blade and shank length.of the blade and shank length.

   Repair or replace the positioning locks onRepair or replace the positioning locks on
hook type forks.hook type forks.

   Repair or replace most fork retentionRepair or replace most fork retention
devices used with other fork types.devices used with other fork types.

4.4.   A fork should be load tested before beingA fork should be load tested before being
returned to service on completion of repairsreturned to service on completion of repairs
authorized and done in accordance with theauthorized and done in accordance with the
manufacturer’s manufacturer’s recommendations.recommendations.

Most manufacturers and standards require theMost manufacturers and standards require the
repaired fork to be tested with a load 2.5 timesrepaired fork to be tested with a load 2.5 times
the specified capacity and at the load centerthe specified capacity and at the load center
marked on the fork armarked on the fork arm.m.

With the fork restrained in the same manner asWith the fork restrained in the same manner as
its mounting on the lift truck, apply the test loadits mounting on the lift truck, apply the test load
twice, gradually and without shock. Maintain thetwice, gradually and without shock. Maintain the
test for 30 seconds each time.test for 30 seconds each time.

Check the fork arm before and after the secondCheck the fork arm before and after the second
application of the test load. It shall not show anyapplication of the test load. It shall not show any
permanent deformation.permanent deformation.

Consult the fork manufacturer for furtherConsult the fork manufacturer for further
information as may be applicable to the specificinformation as may be applicable to the specific
fork involved.fork involved.

Testing is not required for repairs to the positioningTesting is not required for repairs to the positioning
lock or the markings.lock or the markings.
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Tire Inflation InformationTire Inflation Information

Tire InflationTire Inflation

WARNINGWARNING

Personal injury or death could result when tires arePersonal injury or death could result when tires are
inflated incorrectly.inflated incorrectly.

Use a self - attaching inflation chuck and standUse a self - attaching inflation chuck and stand
behind the tread when inflating a tire.behind the tread when inflating a tire.

Proper inflation equipment and training in using theProper inflation equipment and training in using the
equipment are necessary to avoid over-inflation. Aequipment are necessary to avoid over-inflation. A
tire blowout or rim failure can result from impropertire blowout or rim failure can result from improper
or misused equipment.or misused equipment.

NOTICENOTICE

Set the tire Set the tire inflatioinflation equipment regulator at nn equipment regulator at no moreo more
than 140 kPa (20 psi) over the recommended tirethan 140 kPa (20 psi) over the recommended tire
pressure.pressure.

Tire Shipping PressureTire Shipping Pressure

The tire inflation pressures shown in the followingThe tire inflation pressures shown in the following
chart are cold chart are cold inflation shipping pressures.inflation shipping pressures.

Shipping PressureShipping Pressure
SizeSize  

Ply Rating orPly Rating or

Strength IndexStrength Index
kPakPa   psipsi  

66..55XX1100 110  0  77990  0  111155

77..00XX1155 112  2  88225  5  112200

2288XX99--1155 112  2  88225  5  112200
11 Standard tire, p Standard tire, ply rating and inflation pressures.ly rating and inflation pressures.

The operating inflation pressure is based on theThe operating inflation pressure is based on the
weight of a ready - to - work machine withoutweight of a ready - to - work machine without
attachments, at rated payload, and in averageattachments, at rated payload, and in average
operating conditions. Pressures for eachoperating conditions. Pressures for each
application may vary and should always beapplication may vary and should always be
obtained from your tire obtained from your tire supplier.supplier.

NOTE:NOTE:   Fill tires to the recommended pressuresFill tires to the recommended pressures

listed ± 35 kPa (5 psi). Tires can be filledlisted ± 35 kPa (5 psi). Tires can be filled
with nitrogen.with nitrogen.

Tire Inflation PressuresTire Inflation Pressures
AdjustmentAdjustment

Tire Tire inflatiinflation in on in a warm a warm shop ashop area, rea, 18° 18° to 21to 21°°C (65°C (65°
to 70°to 70°F), will F), will be underinflated ibe underinflated if the mf the machine worksachine works
in freezing temperatures. Low pressure shortensin freezing temperatures. Low pressure shortens
the life of a tirethe life of a tire..
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Torque SpecificationsTorque Specifications

Metric HardwareMetric Hardware

Most of the nuMost of the nuts, bolts, studs, and threaded holes ints, bolts, studs, and threaded holes in
your lift truck are metric. In this manual we provideyour lift truck are metric. In this manual we provide

specifications in both metric and U.S. customaryspecifications in both metric and U.S. customarymeasurement. Always replace metric hardware withmeasurement. Always replace metric hardware with
metric hardware. See the parts books for propermetric hardware. See the parts books for proper
replacement.replacement.

NOTE:NOTE:   For proper fit, use only metric tools onFor proper fit, use only metric tools on
metric hardware. Non-metric tools mightmetric hardware. Non-metric tools might
slip and cause injury.slip and cause injury.

Torque for Standard Hose ClampsTorque for Standard Hose Clamps
- Worm Drive- Worm Drive

NOTICENOTICE

The chart below gives the torques for initialThe chart below gives the torques for initial
installation of hose clamps on new hose and forinstallation of hose clamps on new hose and for
reassembly or retightening of hose clamps onreassembly or retightening of hose clamps on
existing hose.existing hose.

Initial InstaInitial Installatiollationn

Torque On New HoseTorque On New HoseClamp WidthClamp Width  

NN••mm11
   lblb••inin

116  6  mmm  m  ((..66225  5  iinn)  )  77..5  5  ±  ±  00..55 665  5  ±  ±  55

1133..5  5  mmm m ((..55331  1  iinn)  )  44..5  5  ±  ±  00..55 440  0  ±  ±  55

8  8  mmm  m  ((..33112  2  iinn)  )  00..9  9  ±  ±  00..22 8  8  ±  ±  22

Reassembly orReassembly or

RetighteningRetightening

Torque On Existing HoseTorque On Existing Hose
Clamp WidthClamp Width  

NN••mm
11

   lblb••inin  

116  6  mmm  m  ((..66225  5  iinn)  )  44..5  5  ±  ±  00..55 440  0  ±  ±  55

1133..5  5  mmm m ((..55331  1  iinn)  )  33..0  0  ±  ±  00..55 225  5  ±  ±  55

8  8  mmm  m  ((..33112  2  iinn)  )  00..7  7  ±  ±  00..22 6  6  ±  ±  22
111 Newton meter (N1 Newton meter (N••m) is approximately the same as 0.1 kgm) is approximately the same as 0.1 kg••m.m.

Torque for Standard Bolts, Nuts,Torque for Standard Bolts, Nuts,
and Taperlock Studsand Taperlock Studs

NOTICENOTICE

The two charts below give general torques for bThe two charts below give general torques for bolts,olts,
nuts, and taperlock studs of SAE Grade 5 or betternuts, and taperlock studs of SAE Grade 5 or better
quality.quality.

Torques for Bolts and Nuts withTorques for Bolts and Nuts with

Standard ThreadsStandard Threads

Standard Nut and Bolt TorqueStandard Nut and Bolt TorqueThread SizeThread Size

InchInch   NN••m m lblb••ftft

1/4 1/4 12 12 ± ± 4 4 9 9 ± ± 33
5/16 5/16 25 25 ± ± 7 7 18 18 ± ± 55

3/8 3/8 45 45 ± ± 7 7 33 33 ± ± 55

7/16 7/16 70 70 ± ± 15 15 50 50 ± ± 1111

1/2 1/2 100 100 ± ± 15 15 75 75 ± ± 1111

9/16 9/16 150 150 ± ± 20 20 110 110 ± ± 1515

5/8 5/8 200 200 ± ± 25 25 150 150 ± ± 1818

3/4 3/4 360 360 ± ± 50 50 270 270 ± ± 3737

7/8 7/8 570 570 ± ± 80 80 420 420 ± ± 6060

1 1 875 875 ± ± 100 100 640 640 ± ± 7575

1 1 1/8 1/8 1100 1100 ± ± 150 150 820 820 ± ± 110110

1 1 1/4 1/4 1350 1350 ± ± 175 175 1000 1000 ± ± 130130
1 1 3/8 3/8 1600 1600 ± ± 200 200 1180 1180 ± ± 150150

1 1 1/2 1/2 2000 2000 ± ± 275 275 1480 1480 ± ± 200200
11
1 Newton meter (N1 Newton meter (N••m) is approximately the same as 0.1 kgm) is approximately the same as 0.1 kg ••m.m.  
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Torques for Taperlock StudsTorques for Taperlock Studs

Standard Taperlock Stud TorqueStandard Taperlock Stud TorqueThread SizeThread Size

InchInch   NN••mm
11

   lblb••ftft

1/4 1/4 8 8 ± ± 3 3 6 6 ± ± 22

5/16 5/16 17 17 ± ± 5 5 13 13 ± ± 44

3/8 3/8 35 35 ± ± 5 5 26 26 ± ± 44

7/16 7/16 45 45 ± ± 10 10 33 33 ± ± 77

1/2 1/2 65 65 ± ± 10 10 48 48 ± ± 77

5/8 5/8 110 110 ± ± 20 20 80 80 ± ± 1515

3/4 3/4 170 170 ± ± 30 30 125 125 ± ± 2222

7/8 7/8 260 260 ± ± 40 40 190 190 ± ± 3030

1 1 400 400 ± ± 60 60 300 300 ± ± 4545

1/8 1/8 500 500 ± ± 700 700 370 370 ± ± 5050

1/4 1/4 650 650 ± ± 80 80 480 480 ± ± 6060

3/8 3/8 750 750 ± ± 90 90 550 550 ± ± 6565

1/2 1/2 870 870 ± ± 100 100 640 640 ± ± 7575
111 Newton meter (N•m) is approximately the same as 0.1 1 Newton meter (N•m) is approximately the same as 0.1 kg•m.kg•m.  

Torque for Metric FastenersTorque for Metric Fasteners

NOTICENOTICE

Be very careful never to mix metric with U.S.Be very careful never to mix metric with U.S.
customary (standard) fasteners. Mismatched orcustomary (standard) fasteners. Mismatched or
incorrect fasteners will cause lift truck damage orincorrect fasteners will cause lift truck damage or
malfunction and may even remalfunction and may even result in personal injury.sult in personal injury.

Original fasteners removed from the lift truck shouldOriginal fasteners removed from the lift truck should
be saved for reassembly whenever possible. If newbe saved for reassembly whenever possible. If new
fasteners are needed, they must be of the samefasteners are needed, they must be of the same
size and grade as the ones that asize and grade as the ones that are being replaced.re being replaced.

The material strength identification is uThe material strength identification is usually shownsually shown
on the bolt head by numbers (8.8, 10.9, etc.). Thison the bolt head by numbers (8.8, 10.9, etc.). This
chart gives standard torques for bolts and nuts withchart gives standard torques for bolts and nuts with
Grade 8.8.Grade 8.8.

NOTE:NOTE:   Metric hardware must be replaced withMetric hardware must be replaced with
metric hardware. Check parts book.metric hardware. Check parts book.

Standard TorqueStandard TorqueThread SizeThread Size

MetricMetric   NN••mm
11
   lblb••ftft

M6 M6 12 12 ± ± 4 4 9 9 ± ± 33

M8 M8 25 25 ± ± 7 7 18 18 ± ± 55

M10 M10 55 55 ± ± 10 10 41 41 ± ± 77

M12 M12 95 95 ± ± 15 15 70 70 ± ± 1111

M14 M14 150 150 ± ± 20 20 110 110 ± ± 1515

M16 M16 220 220 ± ± 30 30 160 160 ± ± 2222

M20 M20 450 450 ± ± 70 70 330 330 ± ± 5050

M24 M24 775 775 ± ± 100 100 570 570 ± ± 7575

M30 M30 1600 1600 ± ± 200 200 1180 1180 ± ± 150150

M36 M36 2700 2700 ± ± 400 400 2000 2000 ± ± 300300
111 Newton meter (1 N•m) is approximately the same as 0.11 Newton meter (1 N•m) is approximately the same as 0.1
kg•m.kg•m.
22
ISO - InteISO - International Standards organization.rnational Standards organization.
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Cooling System SpecificationsCooling System Specifications

Coolant InformationCoolant Information

NOTE:NOTE:   The following information is generic andThe following information is generic and
valid for lift trucks.valid for lift trucks.

Engine operating temperatures have increased toEngine operating temperatures have increased to
improve engine efficiency. This means properimprove engine efficiency. This means proper
cooling system maintenance is cooling system maintenance is especially important.especially important.
Overheating, overcooling, pitting, Overheating, overcooling, pitting, cavitation erosion,cavitation erosion,
cracked heads, piston seizures, and pluggedcracked heads, piston seizures, and plugged
radiators are classic cooling system failures. In fact,radiators are classic cooling system failures. In fact,
coolant is as important as the quality of fuel andcoolant is as important as the quality of fuel and
lubricating oil.lubricating oil.

NOTICENOTICE

DOOSAN recommends that the coolant mixtureDOOSAN recommends that the coolant mixture
contain 50% commercially available automotivecontain 50% commercially available automotive
antifreeze, and 50% water.antifreeze, and 50% water.

The coolant mix with concentration of antifreezeThe coolant mix with concentration of antifreeze
smaller than 30% does not provide sufficientsmaller than 30% does not provide sufficient

corrosion protection. Concentrations over 60%corrosion protection. Concentrations over 60%
adversely affect freeze protection and heat transferadversely affect freeze protection and heat transfer
rates.rates.

Never add coolant to an overheated engine, engineNever add coolant to an overheated engine, engine
damage can result. Allow the engine to cool first.damage can result. Allow the engine to cool first.
If the machine is to be stored in, or shipped to, anIf the machine is to be stored in, or shipped to, an
area with freezing temperatures, the cooling systemarea with freezing temperatures, the cooling system
must be protected to the lowest expected outsidemust be protected to the lowest expected outside
(ambient) temperature.(ambient) temperature.

The engine cooling system is normally protected toThe engine cooling system is normally protected to
-28-28°°CC  (-20  (-20°°FF) with antifreeze, when shipped from) with antifreeze, when shipped from
the factory unless special requirements are the factory unless special requirements are defined.defined.

Check the specific gravity of the coolant solutionCheck the specific gravity of the coolant solution

frequently in cold weather to ensure adequatefrequently in cold weather to ensure adequateprotection.protection.

Clean the cooling system if it is contaminated, theClean the cooling system if it is contaminated, the
engine overheats or foaming is observed in theengine overheats or foaming is observed in the
radiator.radiator.

Old coolant should be drained, the system cleanedOld coolant should be drained, the system cleaned
and new coolant added every 2000 service hoursand new coolant added every 2000 service hours
or yearly.or yearly.

Refer to topic, “Cooling System - Clean, Change” inRefer to topic, “Cooling System - Clean, Change” in
Every 2000 Service Hours or Yearly seEvery 2000 Service Hours or Yearly section.ction.

Filling at over 20 liters (5 U.S. gallons) per minuteFilling at over 20 liters (5 U.S. gallons) per minute
can cause air pockets ican cause air pockets in the cooling system.n the cooling system.

After draining and refilling the cooling system,After draining and refilling the cooling system,
operate the engine with the radiator cap removedoperate the engine with the radiator cap removed

until the coolant reaches normal operatinguntil the coolant reaches normal operating
temperature and the coolant level stabilizes. Addtemperature and the coolant level stabilizes. Add
coolant as necessary to fill the system to coolant as necessary to fill the system to the properthe proper
level.level.

Never operate without a thermostat in the coolingNever operate without a thermostat in the cooling
system. Cooling system problems can arise withoutsystem. Cooling system problems can arise without
a thermostat.a thermostat.
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Coolant WaterCoolant Water

Hard water, or water with high levels of calcium andHard water, or water with high levels of calcium and
magnesium ions, encourages the formation ofmagnesium ions, encourages the formation of
insoluble chemical compounds by combining withinsoluble chemical compounds by combining with
cooling system additives such as silicates andcooling system additives such as silicates and
phosphates.phosphates.

The tendency of silicates and phosphates toThe tendency of silicates and phosphates to
precipitate out-of-solution increases with increasingprecipitate out-of-solution increases with increasing
water hardness. Hard water or water with highwater hardness. Hard water or water with high
levels of calcium and magnesium ions encourageslevels of calcium and magnesium ions encourages
the formation of insoluble chemicals, especiallythe formation of insoluble chemicals, especially
after a number of heating and after a number of heating and cooling cycles.cooling cycles.

DOOSAN prefers the use of distilled water orDOOSAN prefers the use of distilled water or
deionized water to reduce the potential and severitydeionized water to reduce the potential and severity
of chemical iof chemical insolubility.nsolubility.

Acceptable WaterAcceptable Water

Water Water Content Content Limits Limits (PPM)(PPM)

Chlorides Chlorides (Cl) (Cl) 50 50 maximummaximum

Sulfates (SOSulfates (SO44) ) 50 50 maximummaximum

Total Total hardness hardness 80mg/l80mg/l

Total Total solids solids 250 250 maximummaximum

PH PH 6.0 6.0 to to 8.08.0

ppm = parts per mppm = parts per millionillion

Using water that meets the minimum acceptableUsing water that meets the minimum acceptable
water requirement may not prevent drop-out ofwater requirement may not prevent drop-out of
these chemical compounds totally, but shouldthese chemical compounds totally, but should
minimize the rate to acceptable levels.minimize the rate to acceptable levels.

AntifreezeAntifreeze

NOTICENOTICE

DOOSAN recommends using automotive antifreezeDOOSAN recommends using automotive antifreeze
suitable for gasoline engines suitable for gasoline engines having aluminum alloyhaving aluminum alloy
parts. Antifreeze of pooparts. Antifreeze of poor quality will cause corrosionr quality will cause corrosion
of the cooling system, and thus always useof the cooling system, and thus always use
automotive antifreeze prepared by a reliable maker,automotive antifreeze prepared by a reliable maker,
and never use it mixed with antifreeze of differentand never use it mixed with antifreeze of different
brand.brand.

DOOSAN recommDOOSAN recommends ends that the coolant mix cthat the coolant mix containontain
50% commercially available automotive antifreeze,50% commercially available automotive antifreeze,
or equivalent and acceptable water to maintain andor equivalent and acceptable water to maintain and
adequate water pump cavitation temperature foradequate water pump cavitation temperature for
efficient water pump efficient water pump performance.performance.
Premix coolant solution to provide protection to thePremix coolant solution to provide protection to the
lowest expected outside (ambient) temperature.lowest expected outside (ambient) temperature.
Pure undiluted antifreeze will freeze at -23Pure undiluted antifreeze will freeze at -23°°CC  
(-10(-10°°FF).).

Use a greater concentration (above 50%) ofUse a greater concentration (above 50%) of
commercially available automotive antifreeze onlycommercially available automotive antifreeze only
as needed for anticipated outside (ambient)as needed for anticipated outside (ambient)
temperatures. Do not exceed the temperatures. Do not exceed the recommendatiorecommendations,ns,
provided with the commercially availableprovided with the commercially available
automotive antifreezes, regarding the coolantautomotive antifreezes, regarding the coolant
mixture of antifreeze to water.mixture of antifreeze to water.

Make proper antifreeze additions.Make proper antifreeze additions.

Adding pure antifreeze as a makeup solution forAdding pure antifreeze as a makeup solution for
cooling system top-up is an unacceptable practice.cooling system top-up is an unacceptable practice.
It increases the concentration of antifreeze in theIt increases the concentration of antifreeze in the
cooling system which increases the concentrationcooling system which increases the concentration
of dissolved solids and undissolved chemicalof dissolved solids and undissolved chemical
inhibitors in the cooling system. Add antifreezeinhibitors in the cooling system. Add antifreeze
mixed with water to the same freeze protection asmixed with water to the same freeze protection as
your cooling system.your cooling system.

Use the chart below to assist in determining theUse the chart below to assist in determining the
concentration of antifreeze to use.concentration of antifreeze to use.

Antifreeze Antifreeze ConcentrationConcentrationss

PPrrototeeccttiioon Tn Teemmppeerraattuurree CCooncnceentntrraattiioonnss

ProtectProtect ion ion to to -15-15°°C C (5°(5°F) F) 30% 30% antifreantifreeze eze and and 70% 70% waterwater

ProtProtection ection to to -23-23°°C C (-10°(-10°F) F) 40% 40% antifreantifreeze eze and and 60% 60% waterwater

ProtProtection ection to to -37-37°°C C (-34°(-34°F) F) 50% 50% antifreantifreeze eze and and 50% 50% waterwater

ProtProtection ection to to -51-51°°C C (-60°(-60°F) F) 60% 60% antifreantifreeze eze and and 40% 40% waterwater
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Fuel SpecificationsFuel Specifications

General Fuel InformationGeneral Fuel Information

Use only fuel as recommended in this section.Use only fuel as recommended in this section.

NOTICENOTICE
Fill the fuel tank at the end of each day of operationFill the fuel tank at the end of each day of operation
to drive out moisture laden air and to preventto drive out moisture laden air and to prevent
condensation. Maintain a constant level near thecondensation. Maintain a constant level near the
top of the day tank to avoid drawing moisture intotop of the day tank to avoid drawing moisture into
the tank as the level decreases.the tank as the level decreases.

Do not fill the tank to the top. Fuel expands as itDo not fill the tank to the top. Fuel expands as it
gets warm and can overflow.gets warm and can overflow.

Do not fill the fuel filters with fuel before installingDo not fill the fuel filters with fuel before installing
them. Contaminated fuel will cause acceleratedthem. Contaminated fuel will cause accelerated
wear to the fuel system parts.wear to the fuel system parts.

Drain the water and sediment from main fuelDrain the water and sediment from main fuel
storage tank before it is refilled. This will helpstorage tank before it is refilled. This will help
prevent water and/or sediment from being pumpedprevent water and/or sediment from being pumped
from the fuel storage tank into the engine fuel tank.from the fuel storage tank into the engine fuel tank.

Diesel SpecificationsDiesel Specifications

Fuel TypesFuel Types

DOOSAN Diesel Engines have the ability to burn aDOOSAN Diesel Engines have the ability to burn a
wide variety of fuels. These fuels are divided intowide variety of fuels. These fuels are divided into
two general groups, preferred antwo general groups, preferred and permissible.d permissible.

TheThe Preferred FuelsPreferred Fuels provide maximum engineprovide maximum engine
service life and performance. They are distillateservice life and performance. They are distillate
fuels. They are commonly called diesel fuel, MDOfuels. They are commonly called diesel fuel, MDO
diesel, furnace oil, gas oil or kerosene (for colddiesel, furnace oil, gas oil or kerosene (for cold
weather operation).weather operation).

Experience has proven that distillate fuels meetingExperience has proven that distillate fuels meeting
the following basic specifications will result inthe following basic specifications will result in
optimum engine performance and durability.optimum engine performance and durability.

DOOSAN strongly encourages the use of fuels thatDOOSAN strongly encourages the use of fuels that
meet the Preferred Fuels spemeet the Preferred Fuels specification.cification.

The permissible fuels are crude oils or blendedThe permissible fuels are crude oils or blended
fuels. Use of these fuels can result in higherfuels. Use of these fuels can result in higher
maintenance costs and reduced engine service life.maintenance costs and reduced engine service life.

Crude oil is used to describe oils/fuels that are notCrude oil is used to describe oils/fuels that are not
refined and are in the original state as whenrefined and are in the original state as when
pumped from the ground. Certain types of crudepumped from the ground. Certain types of crude
oils can be burned oils can be burned in DOOSAN Engines.in DOOSAN Engines.

PREFERRED DISTILLATE FUELPREFERRED DISTILLATE FUEL
FOR DISEL ENGINESFOR DISEL ENGINES

Specifications Requirements*Specifications Requirements*

Aromatics Aromatics (AST (AST D1319) D1319) 35% 35% Max.Max.

Ash Ash (ASTM (ASTM D482) D482) 0.02% 0.02% Weight Weight Max.Max.

Cetane NumberCetane Number

(ASTM D613)(ASTM D613)

35Min. for 45 35Min. for 45 max.max.

40 Min. for DI Engines40 Min. for DI Engines

Could Point (ASTM D287)Could Point (ASTM D287)  
Not Above Lowest ExpectedNot Above Lowest Expected

Ambient TemperatureAmbient Temperature

Gravity Gravity API API (ASTM (ASTM D287) D287) 30 30 Min. Min. and and 45 45 Max.Max.

Pour Point (ASTM D97)Pour Point (ASTM D97)  
6°C (10°F) Below Ambient6°C (10°F) Below Ambient

Min.Min.

Sulfur (ASTM D2788,Sulfur (ASTM D2788,

D3605 or D1552)D3605 or D1552)

0.5% Max.0.5% Max.

(See Sulfur Topic)(See Sulfur Topic)

Viscosity, Kinematic @Viscosity, Kinematic @
38°38°C (10C (100°0°F) F) (ASTM (ASTM D445)D445)

20.0 cSt Max.20.0 cSt Max.
1.4 cSt Min.1.4 cSt Min.

Water & SedimentWater & Sediment

(ASTM D1796)(ASTM D1796)
0.01% Max.0.01% Max.

*As delivered to fuel system*As delivered to fuel system  

Fuel Sulfur ContentFuel Sulfur Content

The percentage of sulfur in the fuel will affect theThe percentage of sulfur in the fuel will affect the
engine oil recommendations. Fuel sulfur isengine oil recommendations. Fuel sulfur is
chemically changed during combustion to form bchemically changed during combustion to form bothoth
sulfurous and sulfuric acid. These acids chemicallysulfurous and sulfuric acid. These acids chemically
attack metal surfaces and cause corattack metal surfaces and cause corrosive wear.rosive wear.

Certain additives used in lubricating oils containCertain additives used in lubricating oils contain

alkaline compounds that are formulated toalkaline compounds that are formulated toneutralize these acids. The measure of this reserveneutralize these acids. The measure of this reserve
alkalinity in lubricating oil is alkalinity in lubricating oil is known as its Total Baseknown as its Total Base
Number (TBN). TBN is essential to neutralize theNumber (TBN). TBN is essential to neutralize the
acids from combustion gases and to minimizeacids from combustion gases and to minimize
corrosive wear.corrosive wear.

Any API classification performance of oil shouldAny API classification performance of oil should
have sufficient TBN for fuels with less than 0.5%have sufficient TBN for fuels with less than 0.5%
sulfur. For fuels with 0.5% to 1.5% sulfur by weight,sulfur. For fuels with 0.5% to 1.5% sulfur by weight,
engine oil must have a TBN of 20 times theengine oil must have a TBN of 20 times the
percentage of fuel sulfur as measured by the ASTMpercentage of fuel sulfur as measured by the ASTM
(American Society of Testing Materials) D-2896(American Society of Testing Materials) D-2896
method. (ASTM D-2896 can normally be found atmethod. (ASTM D-2896 can normally be found at
your local technological society, library or college).your local technological society, library or college).
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DOOSAN recommends infrared analysis (inDOOSAN recommends infrared analysis (in
conjunction with wear metal analysis) of used oil inconjunction with wear metal analysis) of used oil in
determining the effectiveness of oil TBN and aciddetermining the effectiveness of oil TBN and acid
neutralization.neutralization.

For fuel with sulfur exceeding 1.5% by weight, useFor fuel with sulfur exceeding 1.5% by weight, use
oil with a TBN of 30 and reduce the oil changeoil with a TBN of 30 and reduce the oil change
interval by one half. Also, infrared analysis andinterval by one half. Also, infrared analysis and

wear metal analysis should be used to establish oilwear metal analysis should be used to establish oil
change intervals.change intervals.

Periodically request fuel sulfur content informationPeriodically request fuel sulfur content information
from your fuel supplier. Fuel sulfur content canfrom your fuel supplier. Fuel sulfur content can
change with each bulk change with each bulk delivery.delivery.

Gasoline SpecificationsGasoline Specifications

Only unleaded gasoline should be used forOnly unleaded gasoline should be used for
DOOSAN forklift trucks.DOOSAN forklift trucks.
The gasoline in which methanol is contained is notThe gasoline in which methanol is contained is not
recommended. The gasoline in which ethanol isrecommended. The gasoline in which ethanol is
contained is not recommended, either.contained is not recommended, either.

It is recommended to use gasoline fuel that hasIt is recommended to use gasoline fuel that has
octane number 87, to poctane number 87, to prevent knocking trouble.revent knocking trouble.

LP SpecificationsLP Specifications

LP is “liquefied petroleum gas”. The exactLP is “liquefied petroleum gas”. The exact
composition of LP varies slightly between differentcomposition of LP varies slightly between different
parts of the country and different refineries. HD5 orparts of the country and different refineries. HD5 or
HD10 is recommended for DOOSAN forklift trucks.HD10 is recommended for DOOSAN forklift trucks.

Composition of HD5Composition of HD5  

Propane (CPropane (C33 HH88 ) ) 90.0 90.0 %%

Propylene Propylene up up to to 5 5 %%

Butane (CButane (C44 HH1010) ) 2.0 2.0 %%

iso iso - - Butane Butane 1.5 1.5 %%

Methane (CHMethane (CH44 ) ) 1.5 1.5 %%

Total Total 100 100 %%

WARNINGWARNING

Remember LP is heavier than air and will sinkRemember LP is heavier than air and will sink

to the lowest spot possible. Avoid areas nearto the lowest spot possible. Avoid areas near

floor drains or lubrication pits where escapedfloor drains or lubrication pits where escaped
fuel may collect.fuel may collect.
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Lubricant InformationLubricant Information

Lubricant InformationLubricant Information

Certain abbreviations follow Society of AutomotiveCertain abbreviations follow Society of Automotive
Engineers (SAE) J754 nomenclature and someEngineers (SAE) J754 nomenclature and some
classifications follow SAE J183 classifications follow SAE J183 abbreviatioabbreviations.ns.

The MIL specifications are U.S.A. MilitaryThe MIL specifications are U.S.A. Military
Specifications.Specifications.

The recommended oil viscosities can be found in theThe recommended oil viscosities can be found in the
Lubricant Viscosities chart in Lubricant Viscosities chart in this publication.this publication.

Grease is classified by the National LubricatingGrease is classified by the National Lubricating
Grease Institute (NLGI) based on ASTM D217-68Grease Institute (NLGI) based on ASTM D217-68
Worked Penetration characteristics which are givenWorked Penetration characteristics which are given
a defined consia defined consistency number.stency number.

Engine Oil (DEO and EO)Engine Oil (DEO and EO)

The following oil The following oil specifications provide guidelines forspecifications provide guidelines for
the selection of commercial products:the selection of commercial products:

   Gasoline/LP Engine : API SJ or higherGasoline/LP Engine : API SJ or higher
   Diesel Engine : API CH4, ACEA E5Diesel Engine : API CH4, ACEA E5

NOTICENOTICE

Failure to follow the Failure to follow the oil recommendations can causeoil recommendations can cause
shortened engine lift due to carbon deposits orshortened engine lift due to carbon deposits or
excessive wear.excessive wear.

Consult the EMA Lubricating Oils Data Book for aConsult the EMA Lubricating Oils Data Book for a
listing of oil blisting of oil brands.rands.

NOTE:NOTE:   The percentage of sulfur in the fuel willThe percentage of sulfur in the fuel will
affect the engine oil raffect the engine oil recommendations.ecommendations.
For fuel sulfur effects, the Infrared AnalysisFor fuel sulfur effects, the Infrared Analysis

or the ASTM D2896 procedure can be usedor the ASTM D2896 procedure can be usedto evaluate the residual neutralizationto evaluate the residual neutralization
properties of engine oil. The sulfur productsproperties of engine oil. The sulfur products
formation depends on the fuel sulfur content,formation depends on the fuel sulfur content,
oil formulation, crankcase blow-by, engineoil formulation, crankcase blow-by, engine
operating conditions and ambientoperating conditions and ambient
temperature.temperature.

Hydraulic Oil (HYDO)Hydraulic Oil (HYDO)

The following commercial classifications can beThe following commercial classifications can be
used in the hydraulic system.used in the hydraulic system.

   ISO ISO 6743/4 6743/4 HMHM
   AFNOR AFNOR NFE NFE 48-603 48-603 HMHM
   DIN DIN 51524 51524 TEIL TEIL 2 2 H-LPH-LP
   HAGGLUNDS HAGGLUNDS DENISON DENISON HFO-HF2HFO-HF2
   CINCINNATI P68,69,70CINCINNATI P68,69,70

Viscosity: ISO VG32Viscosity: ISO VG32

Industrial premium hydraulic oils that have passedIndustrial premium hydraulic oils that have passed
the Vickers vane pump test (35VQ25).the Vickers vane pump test (35VQ25).
These oils should have antiwear, antifoam, antirustThese oils should have antiwear, antifoam, antirust
and antioxidation additives for heavy duty use asand antioxidation additives for heavy duty use as
stated by the oil supplier. ISO viscosity grade of 32stated by the oil supplier. ISO viscosity grade of 32
would normally be would normally be selected.selected.

NOTICENOTICE

Make-up oil added to the hydraulic tanks must mixMake-up oil added to the hydraulic tanks must mix
with the oil already in the systems. Use onlywith the oil already in the systems. Use only
petroleum products unless the systems arepetroleum products unless the systems are
equipped for use with special products. If theequipped for use with special products. If the
hydraulic oil becomes cloudy, water or air hydraulic oil becomes cloudy, water or air is enteringis entering
the system. Water or air in the system will causethe system. Water or air in the system will cause
pump failure. Drain the fluid, retighten all hydraulicpump failure. Drain the fluid, retighten all hydraulic
suction line clamps, purge and refill the system.suction line clamps, purge and refill the system.
Consult your DOOSAN Lift Truck dealer for purgingConsult your DOOSAN Lift Truck dealer for purging
instructions.instructions.

Drive Axle OilDrive Axle Oil

NOTE:NOTE:   Do not use Gear Oil in the final drives orDo not use Gear Oil in the final drives or
differentials. Gear Oil can cause sealdifferentials. Gear Oil can cause seal
material to fail and possibly leak oil.material to fail and possibly leak oil.

NOTE:NOTE:   Failure to follow the recommendation willFailure to follow the recommendation will
cause shortened life due to excessive gearcause shortened life due to excessive gear
wear.wear.

The API CD/TO-2 specification or The API CD/TO-2 specification or MIL-L-2104D, EorMIL-L-2104D, Eor
F oils could be used.F oils could be used.

NOTE:NOTE:   Multi-grade oils are not blended byMulti-grade oils are not blended by
DOOSAN for use in transmissions.DOOSAN for use in transmissions.
Multi-grade oils which use high molecularMulti-grade oils which use high molecular
weight polymers as viscosity indexweight polymers as viscosity index
improvers lose their viscosity effectivenessimprovers lose their viscosity effectiveness
by permanent and temporary shear of theby permanent and temporary shear of the
viscosity index improver and therefore, areviscosity index improver and therefore, are
not recommended for transmission andnot recommended for transmission and
drive train drive train compartments.compartments.
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Lubricating Grease (MPGM)Lubricating Grease (MPGM)

Use Multipurpose Molybdenum Grease (MPGM) forUse Multipurpose Molybdenum Grease (MPGM) for
all lubrication points. If MPGM grease can not beall lubrication points. If MPGM grease can not be
used, multipurpose type grease which contains 3%used, multipurpose type grease which contains 3%
to 5% molybdenum disulfide can be used.to 5% molybdenum disulfide can be used.

NLGI No.2 grade is suitable for most temperatures.NLGI No.2 grade is suitable for most temperatures.
Use NLGI No.1 or No.0 grade for extremely lowUse NLGI No.1 or No.0 grade for extremely low
temperature.temperature.

Transmission OilTransmission Oil

NOTICENOTICE

This oil is formulated for transmissions and driveThis oil is formulated for transmissions and drive
trains only, and should not be used in engines.trains only, and should not be used in engines.
Shortened engine life will reShortened engine life will result.sult.

NOTE:NOTE:   Multi-grade oils are not blended byMulti-grade oils are not blended by
DOOSAN for use in transmissions.DOOSAN for use in transmissions.
Multi-grade oils which use high molecularMulti-grade oils which use high molecular

weight polymers as viscosity indexweight polymers as viscosity indeximprovers lose their viscosity effectivenessimprovers lose their viscosity effectiveness
by permanent and temporary shear of theby permanent and temporary shear of the
viscosity index improver and therefore, areviscosity index improver and therefore, are
not recommended for transmission andnot recommended for transmission and
drive train drive train compartmentcompartments.s.

NOTE:NOTE:   Failure to follow this recommendation canFailure to follow this recommendation can
cause shortened transmission life due tocause shortened transmission life due to
material incompatibility, inadequatematerial incompatibility, inadequate
frictional requirements for disk materialsfrictional requirements for disk materials
and/or excessive gear wear.and/or excessive gear wear.

The API CD/TO - 2 speThe API CD/TO - 2 specification or MIL - L 2104D,cification or MIL - L 2104D, EE
or F oil could bor F oil could be used.e used.

Brake FluidBrake Fluid

Oil Cooled Disc Brake OnlyOil Cooled Disc Brake Only

Use heavy duty hydraulic brake fluid certified by oilUse heavy duty hydraulic brake fluid certified by oil
supplier to meet the latest version of followingsupplier to meet the latest version of following
classifications.classifications.

• • ISO ISO 6743/4 6743/4 HMHM
• • AFNOR AFNOR NFE NFE 48-603 48-603 HMHM

• • DIN DIN 51524 51524 TEIL TEIL 2 2 H-LPH-LP
• • HAGGLUNDS HAGGLUNDS DENISON DENISON HFO-HF2HFO-HF2
• • CINCINNACINCINNATI TI P68,69,70P68,69,70

Viscosity : ISO VG32Viscosity : ISO VG32

Brake reservoir oils that have passed the VickersBrake reservoir oils that have passed the Vickers
vane pump test (35VQ25). These oils should havevane pump test (35VQ25). These oils should have
antiwear, antifoam, antirust and antioxidationantiwear, antifoam, antirust and antioxidation
additives for heavy duty use as stated by the oiladditives for heavy duty use as stated by the oil
supplier. ISO viscosity grade of 32 would normallysupplier. ISO viscosity grade of 32 would normally
be selected.be selected.

The following products are authorized The following products are authorized for use.for use.

Supplier Supplier Product Product NameName

TOTAL AZOLLAZSTOTAL AZOLLAZS

SHELL TELLUSSHELL TELLUS

MOBIL DTE20S’MOBIL DTE20S’

CALTEX CALTEX RANDO RANDO HDHD

ESS ESS NOTO NOTO HH

CASTROL CASTROL HYSPIN HYSPIN AAWSWS
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Lubricant Viscosities and Refill CapacitiesLubricant Viscosities and Refill Capacities

Lubricant ViscositiesLubricant Viscosities

LUBRICANT VISCOSITIESLUBRICANT VISCOSITIES

FOR AMBIENT (OUTSIDE) TEMPERATURESFOR AMBIENT (OUTSIDE) TEMPERATURES  

°C °F°C °FCompartmentCompartment
or Systemor System

OilOil
ViscositiesViscosities MMiinn MMaaxx MMiinn MMaaxx

SSAAE  E  1100WW330  -0  -2200 ++4400 --4  4  ++110044
G420F(E)G420F(E)

EngineEngine

CrankcaseCrankcase

(Gasoline and(Gasoline and

LP)LP)

API SJAPI SJ  

SSAAE  E  55WW330  0  --3300 ++3300 --2222 ++8866

SAE 10W30SAE 10W30   --2200 ++4400 --44   +104+104
G424F(E)G424F(E)

EngineEngine

CrankcaseCrankcase

(Gasoline and(Gasoline and

LP)LP)

API SJAPI SJ  

SSAAE  E  55WW330  0  --3300 ++3300 --2222 ++8866

EngineEngine

CrankcaseCrankcase

(Diesel)(Diesel)

API CH4,API CH4,  

ACEA E5ACEA E5  

SAE 15W40SAE 15W40   --1155 ++5500 --55   +122+122

SSAAE  E  1100W  W  --2200 ++2222 --4  4  ++7722
Power ShiftPower Shift

TransmissionTransmission

& Drive Axle& Drive Axle

HousingHousing

API CD/TO-2API CD/TO-2  

SSAAE  E  330  0  ++1100 ++5500 ++5500 ++112222

IISSO  O  VVG  G  222  2  --3300 ++2200 --2222 ++6688

IISSO  O  VVG  G  332  2  --2200 ++3300 --4  4  ++8866

IISSO  O  VVG  G  446  6  --1100 ++4400 ++1144 ++110044

Hydraulic andHydraulic and

PowerPower

SteeringSteering
SystemSystem

ISO 6743/4ISO 6743/4

HMHM   IISSO O VVG G 668  8  0  0  ++5500 ++3322 ++112222

BrakeBrake

ReservoirReservoir

(Only for(Only for

OCDB)OCDB)

ISO 6743/4HMISO 6743/4HM

IISSO  O  VVGG332  2  --2200 ++3300 --4  4  ++8866

  
The SAE grade number indicates The SAE grade number indicates the viscosity of oil.the viscosity of oil.
A proper SAE grade number should be selectedA proper SAE grade number should be selected
according to ambient temperature.according to ambient temperature.

Refill CapacitiesRefill Capacities

REFILL CAPACITIES - (APPROXIMATE)REFILL CAPACITIES - (APPROXIMATE)

CoCompmpararttmement nt or or SySyststem em LiLitetersrs U.U.S S GalGal..  

Engine Crankcase w/FilterEngine Crankcase w/Filter

G420F & G420F(E) 2.0 literG420F & G420F(E) 2.0 liter

Gasoline & LPGasoline & LP

4.24.2   1.111.11  

Engine Crankcase w/FilterEngine Crankcase w/Filter

G424F & G424F(E) 2.4 literG424F & G424F(E) 2.4 liter

LPLP

4.54.5   1.191.19  

Engine Crankcase w/FilterEngine Crankcase w/Filter

4TNV98 Diesel4TNV98 Diesel
7.67.6   2.002.00  

Engine Crankcase w/FilterEngine Crankcase w/Filter

4TNE98 Diesel4TNE98 Diesel
9.2 2.439.2 2.43

Cooling SystemCooling System

w/Coolant Recovery Bottlew/Coolant Recovery Bottle

G420F & G420F(E) 2.0 literG420F & G420F(E) 2.0 liter

Gasoline & LPGasoline & LP  

8.58.5   2.252.25  

Cooling SystemCooling System

w/Coolant Recovery Bottlew/Coolant Recovery Bottle

G424F & 424F(E) 2.4 literG424F & 424F(E) 2.4 liter

LPLP  

9.09.0   2.382.38  

Cooling SystemCooling System

w/Coolant Recovery Bottlew/Coolant Recovery Bottle

4TNV98 4TNV98 &4TNE98 &4TNE98 DieselDiesel  

10.710.7   2.832.83  

Fuel Tank - G, D SeriesFuel Tank - G, D Series

Gasoline or DieselGasoline or Diesel
5151   13.7413.74  

Fuel Tank - GC SeriesFuel Tank - GC Series

GasolineGasoline
4040   10.5610.56  

G SeriesG Series 1155..22kkgg 3333..55llbb
LPLP

GC SeriesGC Series 1155..22kkgg 3333..55llbb

G, G, D D SeSeries ries 13.0 13.0 3.433.43PowershiftPowershift

TransmissionTransmission GC SeriesGC Series 11.2 3.011.2 3.0

G, D SeriesG, D Series 9.2 2.439.2 2.43
Drive AxleDrive Axle

GC GC SeSeries ries 10.0 10.0 2.642.64

Hydraulic & Power Steering SystemHydraulic & Power Steering System 3434   8.988.98  

Brake Reservoir (Only for OCDB)Brake Reservoir (Only for OCDB) 1.0 0.31.0 0.3
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Maintenance IntervalsMaintenance Intervals

NOTICENOTICE

All maintenance and repair, except Every 10All maintenance and repair, except Every 10
Service Hours or Daily, on the lift truck must beService Hours or Daily, on the lift truck must be

performed by qualified and authorized personnelperformed by qualified and authorized personnel
only.only.

NOTICENOTICE

Careless disposal of waste oil can harm theCareless disposal of waste oil can harm the
environment and can be dangerous to persons.environment and can be dangerous to persons.
Always dispose of waste oil to authorized personnelAlways dispose of waste oil to authorized personnel
only.only.

When RequiredWhen Required

Fuel Tank Filter Cap and Screen (If Equipped) -Fuel Tank Filter Cap and Screen (If Equipped) -
CleanClean .......................................................................................................................................... 148148  
Seat, Hood Latch & Support Cylinder - Check,Seat, Hood Latch & Support Cylinder - Check,
LubricLubricate........................ate........................................................................................................ 148148  
Fuses, Bulbs, Circuit Breaker & Relay - Change,Fuses, Bulbs, Circuit Breaker & Relay - Change,
ResetReset .......................................................................................................................................... 149149  
Priming the FPriming the Fuel System(Diuel System(Diesel Engine Oesel Engine Only)nly) ...... 150150  
Water Seperator (Diesel Engine Only) - Check,Water Seperator (Diesel Engine Only) - Check,
DrainDrain ............................................................................................................................................ 152152  
Tires and Wheels (D, G-Series) - Inspect, CheckTires and Wheels (D, G-Series) - Inspect, Check
.............................................................................................................................................................. 154154  
Carriage Roller Extrusion – Carriage Roller Extrusion – Adjust.........Adjust................................... 154154

Every 10 Service Hours or DailyEvery 10 Service Hours or Daily

Inspect Engine for Inspect Engine for Fluid LeaksFluid Leaks ........................................................155155  
Engine Oil Engine Oil Level Level - Check- Check .......................................................................... 155155  

Coolant Coolant Level Level – – CheckCheck.................................................................................. 156156  
Air Air Cleaner Cleaner Indicator-Check..Indicator-Check................................................................ 157157  
Inspect Foot Pedal Operation (G420F(E)/G424F(E)Inspect Foot Pedal Operation (G420F(E)/G424F(E)
OnlyOnly))............................................................................................................................................ 157157  
Inspect Engine Inspect Engine for Exhaust for Exhaust Leaks.....Leaks......................................... 157157  
Walk-Around Inspection - InspectWalk-Around Inspection - Inspect .............................................. 157157  
Mast Mast Channels Channels – – LubricateLubricate.................................................................... 158158  
Transmission Oil Transmission Oil Level – Level – Check.......Check............................................. 159159  
Parking Brake Parking Brake - - InspectInspect................................................................................ 159159

First 50 - 100 Service Hours or a WeekFirst 50 - 100 Service Hours or a Week

Engine Oil & Filter (Diesel Engine Only) - ChangeEngine Oil & Filter (Diesel Engine Only) - Change
.............................................................................................................................................................. 161161  
Transmission Oil, Oil Filter & Strainer - Check,Transmission Oil, Oil Filter & Strainer - Check,

Clean, Clean, ChangeChange............................................................................................................ 162162  Drive Axle Oil - Drive Axle Oil - Change........................................Change........................................ 164164  

First 250 Service Hours or a MonthFirst 250 Service Hours or a Month

Hydraulic Return Filter – Hydraulic Return Filter – ChangeChange ................................................166166

Every 250 Service Hours or MonthlyEvery 250 Service Hours or Monthly

Air InAir Intake take System - System - Check, Check, Clean.....Clean...........................................167167  
Brake Oil Level - Brake Oil Level - CheCheck..............................ck..................................................169169  
Hydraulic Oil Hydraulic Oil Level Level – – CheckCheck.............................................................169.....169  
Drive Axle Drive Axle Oil Level Oil Level - - CheckCheck ...........................................................170.....170  
Mast, Carriage, Lift Chains & Mast, Carriage, Lift Chains & Attachments - Inspect,Attachments - Inspect,

LubricLubricateate................................................................................................................................170170  
Steering Mechanism - Check, LubricateSteering Mechanism - Check, Lubricate ..........................170170  
Battery Terminal Battery Terminal - Clean, - Clean, InspectInspect ................................................171171  
Engine Oil & Filter (LP & Gasoline Engine Only) -Engine Oil & Filter (LP & Gasoline Engine Only) -
ChangeChange ....................................................................................................................................171171  
PCV Valve System PCV Valve System - In- Inspect, Cleanspect, Clean...................................172.....172  
Wheel Bolts Wheel Bolts & Nuts & Nuts - In- Inspectspect .........................................................173.....173  
Inspect Tightness (GC - Inspect Tightness (GC - Series)Series) ................................................173....173  
Governor Lever and Engine Speed Control (DieselGovernor Lever and Engine Speed Control (Diesel

Engine Engine Only) Only) - - Check Check ,Adjust........,Adjust...................................................... 174174

Every 500 Service Hours or 3 MonthsEvery 500 Service Hours or 3 Months

Belts Belts - - CheckCheck, , AdjustAdjust ........................................................................................176176  
Mast Mast Hinge Hinge Pin Pin – – LubricateLubricate.................................................................... 176176  
Tilt Cylinders - Check, Adjust, LubricateTilt Cylinders - Check, Adjust, Lubricate..........................176176  
Crosshead Rollers - Crosshead Rollers - InspectInspect..................................................................177177  
Transmission Oil Filter – Transmission Oil Filter – ChangeChange ................................................178178  
Overhead Guard – Overhead Guard – InspectInspect ......................................................................178178  
Drive Axle Oil & Strainer - Change, CleanDrive Axle Oil & Strainer - Change, Clean.................... 179179  
Steer Steer Suspension – Suspension – InspectInspect .................................................................. 180180  
Parking Brake Parking Brake - Test, - Test, AdjustAdjust ...........................................................180.....180  
Inching & Braking Control Shaft - LuInching & Braking Control Shaft - Lubricate....bricate............180180  
Horn and Lights (If Equipped) Horn and Lights (If Equipped) - Check- Check...........................180.....180  
Inspect Vacuum Lines and FittingsInspect Vacuum Lines and Fittings
(G420F(E)/G424F(G420F(E)/G424F(E) (E) Engine Engine Only)Only).....................................181.....181  

Fuel Trim Valve(FTV) InspectionFuel Trim Valve(FTV) Inspection(G420F(E)/G424F(G420F(E)/G424F(E) (E) Engine Engine Only)Only).....................................181.....181  
Inspect Electrical System (G420F(E)/G424F(E)Inspect Electrical System (G420F(E)/G424F(E)
Engine Only).......................................Engine Only).............................................................................181181  
Fuel Filter (Diesel EngiFuel Filter (Diesel Engine Only) - Changene Only) - Change .................... 182182  
Engine Oil & Filter (Diesel Engine Only) - ChangeEngine Oil & Filter (Diesel Engine Only) - Change
..............................................................................................................................................................183183  
Water Separator (4TNV98 Diesel Engine Only) -Water Separator (4TNV98 Diesel Engine Only) -
Clean......................................Clean...................................................................................................... 184184

Every 1000 Service Hours or 6 MonthsEvery 1000 Service Hours or 6 Months

Hydraulic Return Filter, Breather & Strainer - Check,Hydraulic Return Filter, Breather & Strainer - Check,
ChangeChange ....................................................................................................................................185185  
Transmission Oil, Oil Filter & Strainer - Check,Transmission Oil, Oil Filter & Strainer - Check,

Clean, Clean, ChangeChange ............................................................................................................186186
  

Lift Chains Lift Chains - Test, Check, - Test, Check, AdjustAdjust ..................................................186186  
U i lU i l J iJ i II 188188
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Parking Brake Parking Brake - Test, - Test, AdjustAdjust ................................................................ 164164 Universal Universal Joint Joint – – InspectInspect ............................................................................ 188188  

Air Air Intake Intake System - System - ChangeChange ...............................................................188...188  

  

Maintenance SectionMaintenance Section

Inspect Inspect Coolant Coolant Hoses Hoses (LP, (LP, Dual Dual FuelFuel
Engine Engine Only)Only) .................................................................................................................. 189189  
LP Regulator/Converter Inspection (LP, Dual FuelLP Regulator/Converter Inspection (LP, Dual Fuel
Engine Engine Only)Only) .................................................................................................................. 189189  
Fuel Fuel Lines & Lines & Fittings - Fittings - Check....Check.......................................................... 189189  
Inspect Mixer Assembly (G420F(E)/G424F(E)Inspect Mixer Assembly (G420F(E)/G424F(E)
Engine Engine Only)Only) .................................................................................................................. 189189  

Inspect Throttle Assembly (G420F(E)/G424F(E)Inspect Throttle Assembly (G420F(E)/G424F(E)
Engine Engine Only)Only) .................................................................................................................. 189189  
Engine Valve Lash (Diesel Engine Only) - Check,Engine Valve Lash (Diesel Engine Only) - Check,

Adjust...............................................Adjust........................................................................................... 190190

Every 1500 Service Hours or 9 MonthsEvery 1500 Service Hours or 9 Months

Inspect Ignition System (LP, Gasoline & Dual FuelInspect Ignition System (LP, Gasoline & Dual Fuel
EngineEngines s Only)Only) .............................................................................................................. 191191  
Replace Spark Plugs (G424F(E) LP, Dual FuelReplace Spark Plugs (G424F(E) LP, Dual Fuel
Engine Engine Only)Only) .................................................................................................................. 191191  
Replace LP Fuel Filter Element (LP, Dual FuelReplace LP Fuel Filter Element (LP, Dual Fuel
Engine Engine Only)Only) .................................................................................................................. 192192  
Fuel FilFuel Filter (LP ter (LP Engine Only)Engine Only) ................................................................ 192192  
Testing Fuel Lock-off Operation (LP Engine Only)Testing Fuel Lock-off Operation (LP Engine Only)

.............................................................................................................................................................. 192192
  

Fuel Injectors (Diesel Engine Only) – Inspect,Fuel Injectors (Diesel Engine Only) – Inspect,
Clean, Clean, TestTest........................................................................................................................ 193193  
Crankcase Breather System (4TNV98 DieselCrankcase Breather System (4TNV98 Diesel

Engine Only) Engine Only) - - InspeInspect.................................ct................................................... 193193

Every 2000 Service Hours or YearlyEvery 2000 Service Hours or Yearly

Engine Valve Lash (Diesel Engine Only) – Check,Engine Valve Lash (Diesel Engine Only) – Check,
Adjust...............................................Adjust........................................................................................... 194194  
Steer Wheel Bearings - Steer Wheel Bearings - Reassemble.........Reassemble........................... 194194  
Drive Wheel Bearing (Power Shaft and DriveDrive Wheel Bearing (Power Shaft and Drive
Wheel) Wheel) – – ReassembleReassemble.................................................................................... 196196  
Cooling System – CleanCooling System – Clean, Change, Change .............................................. 197197  
Forks Forks – – InspectInspect .......................................................................................................... 199199

Every 2500 Service Hours or 15 MonthsEvery 2500 Service Hours or 15 Months

Hydraulic Oil - Check, Clean, ChangeHydraulic Oil - Check, Clean, Change................................ 201201  
Inspect Inspect Battery Battery SystemSystem................................................................................ 201201  
Replace Oxygen Sensor (G420F(E)/G424F(E)Replace Oxygen Sensor (G420F(E)/G424F(E)

Engine Engine Only)Only) .................................................................................................................. 202202  
Replace Spark Replace Spark Plugs (G420F(E) Plugs (G420F(E) Engine Only)..Engine Only).. 202202  
Checking the TMAP Sensor (G420F(E)/G424F(E)Checking the TMAP Sensor (G420F(E)/G424F(E)
Engine Engine Only)Only) .................................................................................................................. 203203  
Inspect for Intake Leaks (G420F(E)/G424F(E)Inspect for Intake Leaks (G420F(E)/G424F(E)
Engine Engine Only)Only) .................................................................................................................. 203203

Every 3000 Service Hours or 18 MonthsEvery 3000 Service Hours or 18 Months

Timing Belt [G420F(E)/G424F(E) LP, Gasoline,Timing Belt [G420F(E)/G424F(E) LP, Gasoline,Dual Dual Fuel Fuel Engine Engine Only] Only] - C- Change........hange.................................. 204204
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Maintenance SectionMaintenance Section

Quick Reference to Maintenance ScheduleQuick Reference to Maintenance Schedule   FIRSTFIRST EVERYEVERY  
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AAiir  r  CClleeaanneer  r  IInnddiiccaattoor  r  CChheecck  k  11557  7  OO

AAiir  r  IInnttaakke  e  SSyysstteem  m  CChhaanngge  e  11888  8  OO

AAiir  r  IInnttaakke  e  SSyysstteem  m  CChheecckk,  ,  CClleeaan  n  11667  7  OO

BBaatttteerry  y  TTeerrmmiinnaal  l  CClleeaann,  ,  IInnssppeecct  t  11771  1  OO

BBeelltts  s  CChheecckk,  ,  AAddjjuusst  t  11776  6  OO

BBrraakke  e  OOiil  l  LLeevveel  l  CChheecck  k  11669  9  OO

CaCarrrriaiage ge RoRolleller r ExtExtrusrusioion n AdAdjusjust t 15154 4 OO

Checking the TMAP Sensor (G420F(E)/G424F(E) EngineChecking the TMAP Sensor (G420F(E)/G424F(E) Engine

Only)Only)
22003  3  OO

CCoooollaannt  t  LLeevveel  l  CChheecck  k  11556  6  OO

CCoooolliinng  g  SSysystteem m C lC leeanan,  ,  CChhanangge e  11997 7  OO

CrCraanknkcacase se BrBreaeatthher er SySyststem em ((4T4TNVNV98 98 DiDiesesel el EnEngginine e OOnlnly) y) IInsnsppecect t  19193 3 OO

CCrroosssshheeaad  d  RRoolllleerrs  s  IInnssppeecct  t  11777  7  OO
DDrriivve  e  AAxxlle  e  OOiil  l  CChhaanngge  e  11664  4  OO

DDrriivve  e  AAxxlle  e  OOiil  l  &  &  SSttrraaiinneer  r  CChhaannggee,  ,  CClleeaan  n  11779  9  OO

DDrriivve  e  AAxxlle  e  OOiil  l  LLeevveel  l  CChheecck  k  11770  0  OO

DrDrive ive WhWheeeel l BeBeararining g (P(Powower er ShShafaft t anand d DrDrivive e WheWheelel) ) ReReasassesembmble le 19196 6 OO

EEnnggiinne  e  OOiil  l  &  &  FFiilltteer  r  ((DDiieesseel  l  EEnnggiinne  e  OOnnllyy)  )  CChhaanngge  e  116611,  ,  118833 OO OO

EEnnggiinne  e  OOiil  l  &  &  FFiilltteer  r  ((LLP  P  &  &  GGaassoolliinne  e  EEnnggiinne  e  OOnnllyy)  )  CChhaanngge  e  11771  1  OO

EEnnggiinne  e  OOiil  l  LLeevveel  l  CChheecck  k  11555  5  OO

EEnnggiinne  e  VVaallvve  e  LLaassh  h  ((DDiieesseel  l  EEnnggiinne  e  OOnnllyy)  )  CChheecckk,  ,  AAddjjuusst  t  119900,  ,  11994  4  OO OO

FFoorrkks  s  IInnssppeecct  t  11999  9  OO

FFuueel  l  FFiilltteer  r  ((DDiieesseel  l  EEnnggiinne  e  OOnnllyy)  )  CChhaanngge  e  11882  2  OO

FFuueel  l  FFiilltteer  r  ((LLP  P  EEnnggiinne  e  OOnnllyy)  )  11992  2  OO

Fuel Injectors (Diesel Engine Only)Fuel Injectors (Diesel Engine Only)
Inspect, Clean,Inspect, Clean,

TestTest
11993  3  OO

FFuueel  l  LLiinnees  s  &  &  FFiittttiinnggs  s  CChheecck  k  11889  9  OO

FueFuel l TanTank k FFilter ilter Cap Cap and and ScreScreen en (I(If f EquEquippedipped) ) CleClean an 148 148 OO

Fuel Trim Valve(FTV) Inspection (G420F(E)/G424F(E)Fuel Trim Valve(FTV) Inspection (G420F(E)/G424F(E)

Engine Only)Engine Only)
11881  1  OO

FusFuses, es, BulbsBulbs, , CirCircuit cuit BreBreaker aker & & RelaRelay y ChanChange, ge, ReseReset t 149 O149 O

Governor Lever and Engine Speed Control (Diesel EngineGovernor Lever and Engine Speed Control (Diesel Engine

Only)Only)
CChheecck  k  ,,AAddjjuusst  t  11774  4  OO

HHoorrn  n  aannd  d  LLiigghhtts  s  ((IIf  f  EEqquuiippppeedd)  )  CChheecck  k  11880  0  OO

Hydraulic OilHydraulic Oil
Check, Clean,Check, Clean,

ChangeChange
22001  1  OO

HHyyddrraauulliic  c  OOiil  l  LLeevveel  l  CChheecck  k  11669  9  OO

HHyyddrraauulliic  c  RReettuurrn  n  FFiilltteer  r  CChhaanngge  e  11666  O6  O

HHyyddrraauulliic  c  RReettuurrn  n  FFiilltteerr,  ,  BBrreeaatthheer  r  &  &  SSttrraaiinneer  r  CChheecckk,  ,  CChhaannggee 11885  5  OO

IInncchhiinng  g  &  &  BBrraakkiinng  g  CCoonnttrrool  l  SShhaafft  t  LLuubbrriiccaatte  e  11880  0  OO

InInspspecect t BatBattetery ry SySyststem em 20201 1 OO

IInnssppeecct  t  CCoooollaannt  t  HHoossees  s  ((LLPP,  ,  DDuuaal  l  FFuueel  l  EEnnggiinne  e  OOnnllyy)  )  11889  9  OO

IInnssppeecct  t  EElleeccttrriiccaal  l  SSyysstteem  m  ((GG442200FF((EE))//GG442244FF((EE)  )  EEnnggiinne  e  OOnnllyy)  )  11881  1  OO

IInnssppeecct  t  EEnnggiinne  e  ffoor  r  EExxhhaauusst  t  LLeeaakks  s  11557  7  OO

Inspect Inspect EnginEngine e for for Fluid Fluid Leaks Leaks 155 155 OO

II FF PP dd ll OO ii ((GG442200FF((EE))//GG442244FF((EE)) OO ll )) 115577 OO
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InsInspect pect for for IntaIntake ke LeaLeaks ks (G(G420F(420F(E)/E)/G424FG424F(E) (E) EngEngine ine OnlOnly) y) 203 203 OO

  

Maintenance SectionMaintenance Section

Quick Reference to Maintenance ScheduleQuick Reference to Maintenance Schedule   FIRSTFIRST EVERYEVERY  
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Maintenance SectionMaintenance Section

When RequiredWhen Required
You must read and understand the warnings and instructions contained in the Safety section of this manual,You must read and understand the warnings and instructions contained in the Safety section of this manual,
before performing any operation before performing any operation or maintenance procedures.or maintenance procedures.

Fuel Tank Filter Cap and ScreenFuel Tank Filter Cap and Screen
(If Equipped) - Clean(If Equipped) - Clean

Park the lift truck with the forks lowered, parkingPark the lift truck with the forks lowered, parking
brake applied, transmission in neutral and thebrake applied, transmission in neutral and the
engine stopped.engine stopped.

1.1.   Remove the filter cap assembly. Clean in Remove the filter cap assembly. Clean in clean,clean,
nonflammable solvent.nonflammable solvent.

2.2.   Dry cap assembly.Dry cap assembly.

3.3.   Install filter cap assembly.Install filter cap assembly.

WARNINGWARNING

Fuel leaked or spilled onto hot surfaces orFuel leaked or spilled onto hot surfaces or

electrical components can cause a fire.electrical components can cause a fire.

4.4.   Drain moisture and sediment from fuel tank asDrain moisture and sediment from fuel tank as
required by prequired by prevailinrevailing conditions.g conditions.

Seat, Hood Latch & SupportSeat, Hood Latch & Support
Cylinder - Check, LubricateCylinder - Check, Lubricate

1.1.   Check the operation of the seat adjuster rod.Check the operation of the seat adjuster rod.
Make sure that the seat slides freely on itsMake sure that the seat slides freely on its
track.track.
Lightly oil the seat slider tracks if necessary.Lightly oil the seat slider tracks if necessary.

2.2.   Push the lever down to raise the hood and seatPush the lever down to raise the hood and seat
assembly. Make certain the assembly. Make certain the support cylinder willsupport cylinder will
hold the hood open.hold the hood open.
(Note: Unlock latch before pulling it - if key(Note: Unlock latch before pulling it - if key
equipped)equipped)

Typical ExampleTypical Example

33 Li htl il th h d l t h h i d thLi htl il th h d l t h h i d th
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3.3.   Lightly oil the hood latch mechanism and theLightly oil the hood latch mechanism and the
rod for the hood support cylinder.rod for the hood support cylinder.

  

Maintenance SectionMaintenance Section

Fuses, Bulbs, Circuit Breaker &Fuses, Bulbs, Circuit Breaker &
Relay - Change, ResetRelay - Change, Reset

FusesFuses

NOTE:NOTE:   If a fuse filament separates, use only theIf a fuse filament separates, use only the
same type and size same type and size fuses for replacement.fuses for replacement.
If the filament in a new fuse separates,If the filament in a new fuse separates,
have the circuits and ihave the circuits and instruments checked.nstruments checked.

NOTICENOTICE

Always replace fuses with ones of the correctAlways replace fuses with ones of the correct
ampere rating.ampere rating.

Typical ExampleTypical Example

Check the fuses. Use a flashlight, if necessary.Check the fuses. Use a flashlight, if necessary.

Fuses are identified as Fuses are identified as follows:follows:
1. 1. Horn - Horn - 10 amps.10 amps.
2. 2. Head/Rear Lamp Head/Rear Lamp - 15 amps.- 15 amps.
3. 3. Fwd./RFwd./Rev. Solenoid, lamp Rev. Solenoid, lamp Relay & Back-upelay & Back-up

Lamp/alarm - 10 amps.Lamp/alarm - 10 amps.
4. 4. Instrument Panel & FuInstrument Panel & Fuel Shutoff - 15 amps.el Shutoff - 15 amps.
5. 5. Turn Signal Lamp, StoTurn Signal Lamp, Stop/Strobe Lamp & C.S.p/Strobe Lamp & C.S.D.D.
6. 6. Start RStart Relay - 5 amelay - 5 amp.p.

Check the fuses Use a flashlight if necessaryCheck the fuses Use a flashlight if necessary

Remove the front cover from the fuse box locatedRemove the front cover from the fuse box located
under the cowl.under the cowl.

Fuse - Protects an electrical circuit from anFuse - Protects an electrical circuit from an
overload. Opens (filament separates) if an overloadoverload. Opens (filament separates) if an overload
occurs.occurs.

BulbsBulbs

Bulbs are identified as folloBulbs are identified as follows:ws:

1. Bulb-head lamp halogen (12V-35W)1. Bulb-head lamp halogen (12V-35W)
*2. Bulb-back up (12V-10W)*2. Bulb-back up (12V-10W)
*3. Bulb-turn signal (12V-23W)*3. Bulb-turn signal (12V-23W)
*4. Bulb-stop & tail *4. Bulb-stop & tail (12V-23/8W)(12V-23/8W)

*Optional lamp or light*Optional lamp or light
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Check the fuses. Use a flashlight, if necessary.Check the fuses. Use a flashlight, if necessary.

  

Maintenance SectionMaintenance Section

Circuit BreakerCircuit Breaker

1.1.   Raise the hood and seat assembly. Make sureRaise the hood and seat assembly. Make sure
the support cylinder securely holds the hoodthe support cylinder securely holds the hood
open.open.

2.2.   The main circuit breaker is located on the rearThe main circuit breaker is located on the rear
of the support for the hof the support for the hydraulic controls.ydraulic controls.

NOTE:NOTE:   To reset circuit breakers push in on theTo reset circuit breakers push in on the
button. The button should stay in if thebutton. The button should stay in if the
breaker is reset. If the bubreaker is reset. If the button will not stay in,tton will not stay in,
or comes out shortly after reset, have theor comes out shortly after reset, have the
circuits checked.circuits checked.

Priming the Fuel System(DieselPriming the Fuel System(Diesel
Engine Only)Engine Only)

4TNV98 Diesel Engine Only4TNV98 Diesel Engine Only

The fuel system needs to be primed under certainThe fuel system needs to be primed under certainconditions.conditions.

   Before starting the engine for the first timeBefore starting the engine for the first time

   After running out of fuel and fuel has beenAfter running out of fuel and fuel has been
added to the fuel tankadded to the fuel tank

   After fuel system maintenance such asAfter fuel system maintenance such as
changing the fuel filter and draining thechanging the fuel filter and draining the
water separator, or replacing a fuel water separator, or replacing a fuel systemsystem
component.component.

To prime the fuel To prime the fuel systemsystem

1.1.   Turn the key to theTurn the key to the ONON  position for 10 to 15  position for 10 to 15
seconds. This will allow the electric fuel pumpseconds. This will allow the electric fuel pump
to prime the fuel sto prime the fuel system.ystem.

2.2.   NEVERNEVER  use the starter motor to crank the  use the starter motor to crank the
engine in order to prime the fuel system. Thisengine in order to prime the fuel system. This
may cause the starter motor to overheating andmay cause the starter motor to overheating and
damage the coils, pinion and ring geardamage the coils, pinion and ring gear

4TNE98 Diesel Engine Only4TNE98 Diesel Engine Only

The fuel system needs to be primed under certainThe fuel system needs to be primed under certain
conditions.conditions.

   Before starting the engine for the first time.Before starting the engine for the first time.

   After running out of fuel and fuel has beenAfter running out of fuel and fuel has been
added to the fuel tank.added to the fuel tank.

   After fuel system maintenance such asAfter fuel system maintenance such as
changing the fuel filter and draining thechanging the fuel filter and draining the
fuel filter / water separator, or replacing afuel filter / water separator, or replacing a
fuel system fuel system compocomponent.nent.

To prime the fuel system on engines equipped withTo prime the fuel system on engines equipped with
an electric fuel pump:an electric fuel pump:

1.1.   Place an approved container under the airPlace an approved container under the air
bleed port.bleed port.

2.2.   Loosen the air bleed port 2 or Loosen the air bleed port 2 or 3 turns.3 turns.

3.3.   Turn the key to the ON position for 10 to 15Turn the key to the ON position for 10 to 15
seconds or until the fuel coming out of the airseconds or until the fuel coming out of the air
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seconds or until the fuel coming out of the airseconds or until the fuel coming out of the air
bleed port is free obleed port is free of bubbles.f bubbles.

4.4.   Tighten the air bleed port.Tighten the air bleed port.

  

Maintenance SectionMaintenance Section

5.5.   Wipe up any spills and properly dispose of fuel.Wipe up any spills and properly dispose of fuel.

6.6.   NEVER use the starter motor to crank theNEVER use the starter motor to crank the
engine in order to prime the fuel system. Thisengine in order to prime the fuel system. This
may cause the starter motor to overheat andmay cause the starter motor to overheat and
damage the coils, pinion and / or ring gdamage the coils, pinion and / or ring gear.ear.

To prime the fuel system on engines not equippedTo prime the fuel system on engines not equippedwith an electric fuel with an electric fuel system:system:

1.1.   Place an approved container under the airPlace an approved container under the air
bleed port.bleed port.

2.2.   Loosen the air bleed portLoosen the air bleed port (Figure 2, (1))(Figure 2, (1)) 2 or 3 2 or 3
turns.turns.

3.3.   Operate the fuel priming pumpOperate the fuel priming pump (Figure 2, (2))(Figure 2, (2))  
until the fuel coming out of the air bleed port isuntil the fuel coming out of the air bleed port is
free of bubbles.free of bubbles.

4.4.   Tighten the air bleed port.Tighten the air bleed port.

5.5.   Wipe up any spills and properly dispose of fuel.Wipe up any spills and properly dispose of fuel.

6.6.   NEVER use the starter motor to crank theNEVER use the starter motor to crank the

engine in order to prime the fuel system. Thisengine in order to prime the fuel system. Thismay cause the starter motor to overheat andmay cause the starter motor to overheat and
damage the coils, pinion and / or ring gdamage the coils, pinion and / or ring gear.ear.

FigFig ure ure 22
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Water Seperator (Diesel EngineWater Seperator (Diesel Engine
Only) - Check, DrainOnly) - Check, Drain

4TNV98 Diesel Engine Only4TNV98 Diesel Engine Only

Drain the fuel filter / water separator wheneverDrain the fuel filter / water separator whenever

there are contaminants, such as water, collected inthere are contaminants, such as water, collected inthe bottom of the cup. NEVER wait until thethe bottom of the cup. NEVER wait until the
scheduled periodic maintenance if contaminantsscheduled periodic maintenance if contaminants
are discovered.are discovered.

The cup of the separator is made fromThe cup of the separator is made from
semi-transparent material. In the cup is a redsemi-transparent material. In the cup is a red
colored float ring. The float ring will rise to thecolored float ring. The float ring will rise to the
surface of the water to show how much needs to besurface of the water to show how much needs to be
drained. Also, some optional fuel filter / waterdrained. Also, some optional fuel filter / water
separators are equipped with a sensor to separators are equipped with a sensor to detect thedetect the
amount of contaminants. This sensor sends aamount of contaminants. This sensor sends a
signal to an indicator to alert the opsignal to an indicator to alert the operator.erator.

Drain the fuel filter / water separaDrain the fuel filter / water separator as follows:tor as follows:

1.1.   Position an approved container under the fuelPosition an approved container under the fuel

filter / water separatorfilter / water separator (Figure 5-7, (1))(Figure 5-7, (1))   totocollect the ccollect the contaminants.ontaminants.

FigFig ure 5-ure 5-77

2.2.   CloseClose (Figure 5-7, (2))(Figure 5-7, (2))  the fuel cock  the fuel cock (Figure(Figure
5-7, (3))5-7, (3))..

3.3.   Loosen the drain cockLoosen the drain cock (Figure 5-7, (4))(Figure 5-7, (4)) at the at the
bottom of the fuel filter / water separator. Drainbottom of the fuel filter / water separator. Drain
any water any water collectcollected inside.ed inside.

4.4.   Hand-tighten the drain cock.Hand-tighten the drain cock.

WARNINGWARNING

If the fuel filter/water separator is positionedIf the fuel filter/water separator is positioned
higher than the fuel level in the fuel tank, waterhigher than the fuel level in the fuel tank, water
may not drip out when the fuel filter/watermay not drip out when the fuel filter/water
separator drain cock is opened. If this happens,separator drain cock is opened. If this happens,
turn the air vent screw on the top of the fuelturn the air vent screw on the top of the fuel

filter/water separator 2-3 turnsfilter/water separator 2-3 turnscounterclockwise.counterclockwise.
Be sure to tighten the air vent screw after theBe sure to tighten the air vent screw after the
water has drained out.water has drained out.

5.5.   Open the fuel cockOpen the fuel cock (Figure 5-7, (3)).(Figure 5-7, (3)).  

6.6.   Be sure to prime the diesel fuel system whenBe sure to prime the diesel fuel system when
you are finished. See topic “Priming the Fuelyou are finished. See topic “Priming the Fuel
System – When required”System – When required”

7.7.   Check for leaks.Check for leaks.
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4TNE98 Diesel Engine Only4TNE98 Diesel Engine Only

NEVER wait until the scheduled periodicNEVER wait until the scheduled periodic
maintenance if the fuel filter indicator comes on.maintenance if the fuel filter indicator comes on.

The fuel filter / water The fuel filter / water separator contains a sensor toseparator contains a sensor to
detect the amount of water and contaminants. Thisdetect the amount of water and contaminants. This

sensor sends a signal to an indicator to alert thesensor sends a signal to an indicator to alert the
operator.operator.

Drain the fuel filter / water separaDrain the fuel filter / water separator as follows:tor as follows:

1.1.   Position an approved container under the fuelPosition an approved container under the fuel
filter / water separatorfilter / water separator (Figure 5-1, (1))(Figure 5-1, (1))   toto
collect the ccollect the contaminants.ontaminants.

2.2.   Loosen the drain cockLoosen the drain cock (Figure 5-1, (2))(Figure 5-1, (2)) at theat the
bottom of the fuel filter / water separator. Drainbottom of the fuel filter / water separator. Drain
any water any water collectcollected inside.ed inside.

3.3.   Hand tighten the drain cock.Hand tighten the drain cock.

4.4.   Be sure to prime the diesel fuel system whenBe sure to prime the diesel fuel system when
you are done. See Priming the Fuel System.you are done. See Priming the Fuel System.

FigFig ure 5-ure 5-11

Test Fuel System for Leaks(LP and Dual FuelTest Fuel System for Leaks(LP and Dual Fuel
Engines Only)Engines Only)

1.1.   Obtain a leak check squirt bottle or pump sprayObtain a leak check squirt bottle or pump spray
bottle.bottle.

2.2.   Fill the bottle with an approved leak checkFill the bottle with an approved leak check
solution.solution.

3.3.   Spray a generous amount of the solution on theSpray a generous amount of the solution on the
fuel system fuel lines and connections, startingfuel system fuel lines and connections, starting

at the storage container.at the storage container.

4.4.   Wait approximately 15-60 seconds thenWait approximately 15-60 seconds then
perform a visual inspection of the fuel system.perform a visual inspection of the fuel system.
Leaks will cause the solution to bubble.Leaks will cause the solution to bubble.

5.5.   Repair any leaks before Repair any leaks before continuing.continuing.

6.6.   Crank the engine through several revolutions.Crank the engine through several revolutions.
This will energize the fuel lock-off and This will energize the fuel lock-off and allow fuelallow fuel
to flow to the pressure regulator/converter.to flow to the pressure regulator/converter.
Apply additional leak check solution to theApply additional leak check solution to the
regulator/converter fuel connections andregulator/converter fuel connections and
housing. Repeat leak inspection as listedhousing. Repeat leak inspection as listed
above.above.

7.7.   Repair any fuel Repair any fuel leaks before continuing.leaks before continuing.

WARNINGWARNING

Prior to any service or maintenance activity,Prior to any service or maintenance activity,
Test Fuel System for Leaks.Test Fuel System for Leaks.

CheckCheck
PointsPoints
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Tires and Wheels (D, G-Series) -Tires and Wheels (D, G-Series) -
Inspect, CheckInspect, Check

WARNINGWARNING

Servicing and changing tires and rims can beServicing and changing tires and rims can be
dangerous and should be done only by traineddangerous and should be done only by trained

personnel using proper tools and procedures.personnel using proper tools and procedures.
If correct procedures are not followed whileIf correct procedures are not followed while
servicing tires and rims, the assemblies couldservicing tires and rims, the assemblies could
burst with explosive force and cause seriousburst with explosive force and cause serious
physical injury or death.physical injury or death.
Follow carefully the specific informationFollow carefully the specific information
provided by your tire serprovided by your tire servicing vicing man or deman or dealer.aler.

Check Inflation and DaCheck Inflation and Damagemage

Inspect tires for wear, cuts, gouges and foreignInspect tires for wear, cuts, gouges and foreign
objects. Look for bent rims and correct seating ofobjects. Look for bent rims and correct seating of
locking ring.locking ring.

Check tires for proper inflation. See “Tire InflationCheck tires for proper inflation. See “Tire Inflation
Pressures”.Pressures”.

To inflate tires always use a clip-on chuck with aTo inflate tires always use a clip-on chuck with a
minimum 60 cm (24 inches) length of hose to anminimum 60 cm (24 inches) length of hose to an
in-line valve and gauge.in-line valve and gauge.

Always stand behind the tread of the tire. NOT inAlways stand behind the tread of the tire. NOT in
front of the rim.front of the rim.

Do not re-inflate a tire that has been run while flatDo not re-inflate a tire that has been run while flat
or underinflated, without first checking to make sureor underinflated, without first checking to make sure
the locking ring on the rim is not damaged and is inthe locking ring on the rim is not damaged and is in
the correct position.the correct position.

When tires are changed, be sure to clean all rimWhen tires are changed, be sure to clean all rim
parts and, if necessary, repaint to stop detrimentalparts and, if necessary, repaint to stop detrimental
effects of corrosion. Sand blasting is recommendedeffects of corrosion. Sand blasting is recommended
for removal of rust.for removal of rust.

Check all components carefully and replace anyCheck all components carefully and replace any
cracked, badly worn, damaged and severely rustedcracked, badly worn, damaged and severely rusted
or corroded parts with new parts of the same sizeor corroded parts with new parts of the same size
and type. If there is any doubt, replace with newand type. If there is any doubt, replace with new

parts.parts.

Carriage Roller Extrusion – AdjustCarriage Roller Extrusion – Adjust

1.1.   Set the mast vertical.Set the mast vertical.

2.2.   Lower the carriage completely.Lower the carriage completely.

3.3.   On full free lift and full free triple lift models, theOn full free lift and full free triple lift models, the
bottom of the inner mast must be flush with thebottom of the inner mast must be flush with the
bottom of the stationary mast.bottom of the stationary mast.

4.4.   Measure the distance from the bottom of theMeasure the distance from the bottom of the
inner upright to the bottom of carriage bearing.inner upright to the bottom of carriage bearing.

5.5.   The measurement (A) must be as follows inThe measurement (A) must be as follows in
Chart below.Chart below.

Height of carriage roller extrusion (A)Height of carriage roller extrusion (A)

STD STD mast mast FF FF mast mast FFT FFT mastmast

0 0 41 41 4141
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Do not, under anDo not, under any circumstances, y circumstances, attempt to rework,attempt to rework,
weld, heat or bweld, heat or braze any rim components.raze any rim components.
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Every 10 Service Hours or DailyEvery 10 Service Hours or Daily

You must read and understand the warnings and instructions contained in the Safety section of this manual,You must read and understand the warnings and instructions contained in the Safety section of this manual,
before performing any operation before performing any operation or maintenance procedures.or maintenance procedures.

Inspect Engine for Fluid LeaksInspect Engine for Fluid Leaks
1.1.   Start the engine and allow it to reach dperatingStart the engine and allow it to reach dperating

temperatures.temperatures.

2.2.   Turn the engine off.Turn the engine off.

3.3.   Inspect the entire for oil and/or Inspect the entire for oil and/or coolant leaks.coolant leaks.

4.4.   Repair as necessary before continuing.Repair as necessary before continuing.

Engine Oil Level - CheckEngine Oil Level - Check

1.1.   Raise the hood Raise the hood and seat assembly.and seat assembly.

WARNINGWARNING

Hot oil and components can cause personalHot oil and components can cause personalinjury. Do not allow hot oil or components toinjury. Do not allow hot oil or components to
contact skin.contact skin.

Gasoline and LP EnginesGasoline and LP Engines

1.1.   Maintain oil level between the MAX. and MIN.Maintain oil level between the MAX. and MIN.
marks on the dipstick.marks on the dipstick.

Diesel EnginesDiesel Engines

1.1.   Maintain oil level between the MAX. and MIN.Maintain oil level between the MAX. and MIN.

marks on the dipstick.marks on the dipstick.
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Coolant Level – CheckCoolant Level – Check

WARNINGWARNING

At operating temperature, the engine coolant isAt operating temperature, the engine coolant is
hot and under pressure.hot and under pressure.

Steam can cause personal injury.Steam can cause personal injury.

Check the coolant level only after the engineCheck the coolant level only after the engine

has been stopped and the filter cap is coolhas been stopped and the filter cap is cool
enough to touch with your bare enough to touch with your bare hand.hand.

Remove the filter cap slowly to rRemove the filter cap slowly to relieve pressure.elieve pressure.

Cooling system conditioner contains alkali.Cooling system conditioner contains alkali.
Avoid contact with the skin and eyes to preventAvoid contact with the skin and eyes to prevent
personalpersonal

4TNV98 Diesel Engine4TNV98 Diesel Engine

1.1.   Observe the coolant leObserve the coolant level with engine cold.vel with engine cold.
Maintain coolant level to the proper line onMaintain coolant level to the proper line on
expansion bottle. If the expansion bottle has noexpansion bottle. If the expansion bottle has no
coolant, it will be necessary to check coolant atcoolant, it will be necessary to check coolant at
the radiator filter neck.the radiator filter neck.

2.2.   Remove the radiator cap. Fill radiator to the topRemove the radiator cap. Fill radiator to the top
of the filter neck. Inspect radiator cap. Replaceof the filter neck. Inspect radiator cap. Replace

if damaged. Install the radiator cap.if damaged. Install the radiator cap.

3.3.   Start and run the engine to stabilize the coolantStart and run the engine to stabilize the coolant
level in the filter neck. If low, add coolant until itlevel in the filter neck. If low, add coolant until it
reaches the top of the filter neck. Install thereaches the top of the filter neck. Install the
radiator cap. Observe coolant level in theradiator cap. Observe coolant level in the
expansion bottle. If necessary, add coolant toexpansion bottle. If necessary, add coolant to
bring the coolant to the appropriate line on thebring the coolant to the appropriate line on the
expansion bottle.expansion bottle.

4.4.   Stop the engine.Stop the engine.

5.5.   Inspect the cooling system for leaks, hoseInspect the cooling system for leaks, hose
cracks or loose cracks or loose connectioconnections.ns.

WARNINGWARNING

Pressure air can cause personal injury.Pressure air can cause personal injury.

When using pressure air for cleaning, wear aWhen using pressure air for cleaning, wear a
protective face shield, protective clothing andprotective face shield, protective clothing and
protective shoes.protective shoes.

Maximum air pressure must be less than 205Maximum air pressure must be less than 205
kPa (30 psi) for cleaning purposes.kPa (30 psi) for cleaning purposes.

6.6.   Blow any dust and lint from the radiator finBlow any dust and lint from the radiator fins.s.
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Air Cleaner Indicator-CheckAir Cleaner Indicator-Check

Checking Service IndicatorChecking Service Indicator

1.1.   Observe the air Observe the air cleaner service indicator.cleaner service indicator.

2.2.   Service the air cleaner when the RED band inService the air cleaner when the RED band in
the service indicator, locks in the service indicator, locks in the visible position.the visible position.
See topic, “Air Intake System - CheSee topic, “Air Intake System - Check, Clean” inck, Clean” in
“Every 250 Service Hours or “Every 250 Service Hours or Monthly”.Monthly”.

NOTE:NOTE:   Service the element more frequently, asService the element more frequently, as
required, in severe dust or lint conditions.required, in severe dust or lint conditions.
Also, service it more frequently where theAlso, service it more frequently where the
operator is required to wear a reoperator is required to wear a respirator.spirator.

3.3.   Close hood and seat Close hood and seat assembly.assembly.

Inspect Foot Pedal OperationInspect Foot Pedal Operation
(G420F(E)/G424F(E) Only)(G420F(E)/G424F(E) Only)

1.1.   Verify foot pedal travel is smooth withoutVerify foot pedal travel is smooth without
sticking.sticking.

WARNINGWARNING

When the acceleration pedal harness isWhen the acceleration pedal harness is

connected or disconnected, should be workedconnected or disconnected, should be worked
key OFF ckey OFF condition.ondition.

If not, occured malfunction, can cause theIf not, occured malfunction, can cause the
personal injury.personal injury.

Inspect Engine for Exhaust LeaksInspect Engine for Exhaust Leaks

1.1.   Start the engine and allow it to reach operatingStart the engine and allow it to reach operating
temperatures.temperatures.

2.2.   Perform visual inspection of exhaust system.Perform visual inspection of exhaust system.
Repair any/all leaks found.Repair any/all leaks found.

Walk-Around Inspection - InspectWalk-Around Inspection - Inspect

For maximum service life of the lift truck, make aFor maximum service life of the lift truck, make a
thorough walk-around inspection. Look around andthorough walk-around inspection. Look around and
under the truck for such items as loose or missingunder the truck for such items as loose or missing
bolts, debris or dirt buildup, fuel, oil or coolant leaksbolts, debris or dirt buildup, fuel, oil or coolant leaks
and cut or gouged tires.and cut or gouged tires.

Have any repairs made and debris removed, asHave any repairs made and debris removed, as
needed.needed.

1.1.   Inspect the tires and wheels for cuts, gouges,Inspect the tires and wheels for cuts, gouges,

foreign objects, inflation pressure and loose orforeign objects, inflation pressure and loose or
missing bolts.missing bolts.

2.2.   Inspect the mast and lift chains for wear, Inspect the mast and lift chains for wear, brokenbroken
links, pins and loose rollers.links, pins and loose rollers.

3.3.   Inspect the hydraulic system for leaks, wornInspect the hydraulic system for leaks, worn
hoses or hoses or damaged lines.damaged lines.

4.4.   Look for transmission and drive axle leaks onLook for transmission and drive axle leaks on
the lift truck and on the gthe lift truck and on the ground.round.

5.5.   Inspect the operator’s compartment for looseInspect the operator’s compartment for loose
items and items and cleanlicleanliness.ness.

6.6.   Inspect the instrument panel for broken gaugesInspect the instrument panel for broken gauges
and indicator lights.and indicator lights.

7.7.   Test the horn and other safety devices forTest the horn and other safety devices for
proper operation.proper operation.
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8.8.   Inspect the cooling system for leaks, wornInspect the cooling system for leaks, worn
hoses and debris buildup.hoses and debris buildup.

9.9.   Inspect engine compartment for oil, coolant andInspect engine compartment for oil, coolant and
fuel leaks.fuel leaks.

10.10.  Inspect the forks.Inspect the forks.

   Visually inspect forks for cracks, especially in theVisually inspect forks for cracks, especially in the
heel section, around the mounting brackets, andheel section, around the mounting brackets, and
all weld areas.all weld areas.

   Inspect for broken or jagged fork tips, bent orInspect for broken or jagged fork tips, bent or
twisted blades and shanks.twisted blades and shanks.

   Make sure positioning lock is in place andMake sure positioning lock is in place and
working.working.
Lock the forks in position before using the truck.Lock the forks in position before using the truck.
See Step 7 of “Forks” in “Every 2000 ServiceSee Step 7 of “Forks” in “Every 2000 Service
Hours or Yearly”.Hours or Yearly”.

   Remove all defective forks from service.Remove all defective forks from service.

Mast Channels – LubricateMast Channels – Lubricate

The channels on the roller-type mast require aThe channels on the roller-type mast require a
break-in period. Apply a light film of lubricant on thebreak-in period. Apply a light film of lubricant on the
channels where the rollers ride. This will preventchannels where the rollers ride. This will prevent
metal peel until the rollers set a pattern.metal peel until the rollers set a pattern.
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Transmission Oil Level – CheckTransmission Oil Level – Check

WARNINGWARNING

Hot oil and components can cause personalHot oil and components can cause personal
injury. Do not allow hot oil or components toinjury. Do not allow hot oil or components to
contact skin.contact skin.

1.1.   Start and operate the lift truck until the engineStart and operate the lift truck until the engine
reaches normal reaches normal operating temperature.operating temperature.

2.2.   Park the lift truck level with the forks lowered,Park the lift truck level with the forks lowered,
parking brake applied and the transmissionparking brake applied and the transmission
controls in NEUTRAL.controls in NEUTRAL.

3.3.   With the service brake applied and the engineWith the service brake applied and the engine
at low idle, shift the directional control lever toat low idle, shift the directional control lever to
forward and then to reverse, to fill the forward and then to reverse, to fill the clutches.clutches.

4.4.   Shift the direction control lever to the Shift the direction control lever to the NEUTRALNEUTRAL
position.position.

5.5.   Remove the dip stick/filter cap. Observe the oilRemove the dip stick/filter cap. Observe the oil
level.level.

6.6.   Maintain the oil level between the Min and MaxMaintain the oil level between the Min and Max
marks on the dip stick/filter cap.marks on the dip stick/filter cap.
When the oil temperature is 40°C approximately,When the oil temperature is 40°C approximately,
the cold side mark on the dipstick is applicable.the cold side mark on the dipstick is applicable.
When the oil temperature is 80°C approximately,When the oil temperature is 80°C approximately,
the hot side mark on the the hot side mark on the dipstick is applicabldipstick is applicable.e.

Parking Brake - InspectParking Brake - Inspect

Inspection from Operator's Seat, EngineInspection from Operator's Seat, Engine

OFFOFF

1.1.   Grasp the parking brake lever with your handGrasp the parking brake lever with your hand
and press down the release button with yourand press down the release button with your
thumb. The lever should move freely forwardthumb. The lever should move freely forward
and backward.and backward.

2.2.   Remove your thumb from the release button.Remove your thumb from the release button.The lever should resist movement when pulledThe lever should resist movement when pulled
fully back and a fully back and a clicking sound should be heard.clicking sound should be heard.
The lever should remain fully back until youThe lever should remain fully back until you
press the release button with your thumb.press the release button with your thumb.

3.3.   Report a missing, damaged or loose parkingReport a missing, damaged or loose parking
brake lever, any inability or difficulty engagingbrake lever, any inability or difficulty engaging
and releasing the parking brake lever, or anyand releasing the parking brake lever, or any
restricted movement of the parking brake lever.restricted movement of the parking brake lever.

Inspection from Operator's Seat, EngineInspection from Operator's Seat, Engine

ONON

PARKING BRAKE SWITCHPARKING BRAKE SWITCH

1.1.   With the parking brake engaged, the directionWith the parking brake engaged, the direction
control lever in NEUTRAL and the enginecontrol lever in NEUTRAL and the engine
running, shift the direction control lever torunning, shift the direction control lever to
FORWARD.FORWARD.

2.2.   The lift truck should not move forward or feelThe lift truck should not move forward or feel
like it wants to move forward, even when thelike it wants to move forward, even when the
engine is accelerated briefly.engine is accelerated briefly.

3.3.   Repeat this procedure in REVERSE. ReportRepeat this procedure in REVERSE. Report
truck movement or tendency to move undertruck movement or tendency to move under
power with the parking brake engaged.power with the parking brake engaged.
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PARKING BRAKEPARKING BRAKE

NOTE:NOTE:   The parking brake is required to beThe parking brake is required to be
adjusted to hold the lift truck with capacityadjusted to hold the lift truck with capacity
load on a 15% grade.load on a 15% grade.
If there is a 15% grade in your workplace,If there is a 15% grade in your workplace,
engage a capacity load and drive over toengage a capacity load and drive over to

the grade. If the maximum grade in yourthe grade. If the maximum grade in your
workplace is less than 15% or if theworkplace is less than 15% or if the
maximum load carried by the lift truck ismaximum load carried by the lift truck is
less than the lift truck's load capacity, pickless than the lift truck's load capacity, pick
up the maximum load and drive to theup the maximum load and drive to the
steepest grade in your wsteepest grade in your workplace.orkplace.

1.1. Raise the forks or load engaging attachmentRaise the forks or load engaging attachment
about 30 cm (12 in) from about 30 cm (12 in) from the floor.the floor.

2.2. Drive forward up the grade, or in reverse downDrive forward up the grade, or in reverse down
the grade, and stop the lift truck with the servicethe grade, and stop the lift truck with the service
brakes.brakes.

3.3. Engage the parking brake and release theEngage the parking brake and release the
service brakes.service brakes.

4.4. If the lift truck moves down the grade, control itsIf the lift truck moves down the grade, control its
speed with the service brakes, release thespeed with the service brakes, release the
parking brake and return directly to theparking brake and return directly to the
inspection area.inspection area.

5.5. Park the lift truck, engage the parking brake, shiftPark the lift truck, engage the parking brake, shift
the direction control lever to the direction control lever to NEUTRAL, lower theNEUTRAL, lower the
forks or load engaging attachment to the floor,forks or load engaging attachment to the floor,
shut OFF the engine, remove the key, chock theshut OFF the engine, remove the key, chock the
tires, terminate the inspection, tag the lift trucktires, terminate the inspection, tag the lift truck
"Do Not Operate" and immediately report the"Do Not Operate" and immediately report the
failure of the parking brake to hold the lift truck.failure of the parking brake to hold the lift truck.
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First 50 - 100 Service Hours or a WeekFirst 50 - 100 Service Hours or a Week

You must read and understand the warnings and instructions contained in the Safety section of this manual,You must read and understand the warnings and instructions contained in the Safety section of this manual,
before performing any operation before performing any operation or maintenance procedures.or maintenance procedures.

Engine Oil & Filter (Diesel EngineEngine Oil & Filter (Diesel Engine
Only) - ChangeOnly) - Change

The engine oil in a new engine becomesThe engine oil in a new engine becomes
contaminated from the initial break-in of internalcontaminated from the initial break-in of internal
parts. It is very important that the initial oil and filterparts. It is very important that the initial oil and filter
change is performed as scheduledchange is performed as scheduled

NOTE:NOTE:   The oil drain plug may be in anotherThe oil drain plug may be in another
location if an optional oil pan is used..location if an optional oil pan is used..

Drain the engine oil Drain the engine oil as follows:as follows:

1.1.   Make sure the engine is level.Make sure the engine is level.

2.2.   Start the engine and bring it up to operatingStart the engine and bring it up to operating
temperature.temperature.

3.3.   Stop the engine.Stop the engine.

4.4.   Remove one of the oil filler capsRemove one of the oil filler caps (Figure 5-1,(Figure 5-1,
(1))(1)) to vent the engine crankcase and allow the to vent the engine crankcase and allow the
engine oil to drain more easily.engine oil to drain more easily.

5.5.   Position a container under the engine to collectPosition a container under the engine to collect
waste oil.waste oil.

6.6.   Remove the oil drain plugRemove the oil drain plug (Figure 5-2, (1))(Figure 5-2, (1)) from from

the engine oil pan. Allow oil to drain.the engine oil pan. Allow oil to drain.

7.7.   After all oil has been drained from the engine,After all oil has been drained from the engine,
reinstall the oil drain plugreinstall the oil drain plug (Figure 5-2, (1))(Figure 5-2, (1)) and and
tighten to 139.8 - 47.0 ft•lb (53.9 - 63.7 N•m; 5.tighten to 139.8 - 47.0 ft•lb (53.9 - 63.7 N•m; 5.
5 - 6.5 kg5 - 6.5 kgf•m).f•m).

8.8.   Dispose of used oil properlyDispose of used oil properly

RRemoemove the ve the engeng ine oil filteine oil filter as r as folfollows:lows:   

1.1.   Turn the engine oil filterTurn the engine oil filter (Figure 5-2, (2))(Figure 5-2, (2))  
counterclockwisecounterclockwise (Figure 5-2, (3))(Figure 5-2, (3)) using a filterusing a filter
wrench.wrench.

FFi i  g g urure e 5-25-2  

2.2.   Clean the engine oil filter mounting face.Clean the engine oil filter mounting face.

3.3.   Lightly coat the gasket on the new oil filter withLightly coat the gasket on the new oil filter with
engine oil. Install the new engine oil filterengine oil. Install the new engine oil filter
manually by turning it clockwisemanually by turning it clockwise (Figure 5-2,(Figure 5-2,
(4))(4))  until it contacts the mounting surface.  until it contacts the mounting surface.
Tighten to 14 - 17 ft•lb (19.6 - 23.5 N•m; 2.0 -Tighten to 14 - 17 ft•lb (19.6 - 23.5 N•m; 2.0 -
2.4 kgf•m) or one additional turn using the filter2.4 kgf•m) or one additional turn using the filter
wrench.wrench.
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4.4.   Add new engine oil to Add new engine oil to the engine as specified inthe engine as specified in
Adding Engine Oil on page 4-14.Adding Engine Oil on page 4-14.
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  WARNING  WARNING

NEVER overfill the engine with engine oNEVER overfill the engine with engine oil.il.

ALWAYS keep the oil level between the upperALWAYS keep the oil level between the upper
and lower lines on the oil caand lower lines on the oil cap/dipstick.p/dipstick.

5.5.   Warm up the engine by running it for fiveWarm up the engine by running it for five
minutes and check for any engine oil leaks.minutes and check for any engine oil leaks.

6.6.   After engine is warm, shut it off and let it sit forAfter engine is warm, shut it off and let it sit for
10 minutes.10 minutes.

7.7.   Recheck the engine oil leRecheck the engine oil level.vel.

8.8.   Add engine oilAdd engine oil (Figure 5-3, (5))(Figure 5-3, (5)) as needed untilas needed until
the level is between the upperthe level is between the upper (Figure 5-3, (2))(Figure 5-3, (2))  
and lower linesand lower lines (Figure 5-3, (3))(Figure 5-3, (3)) shown on the shown on the
dipstickdipstick (Figure 5-3, (1))(Figure 5-3, (1))..

FigFig ure 5ure 5-3-3  

9.9.   Reinstall the oil filler capReinstall the oil filler cap (Figure 5-3, (4))(Figure 5-3, (4)). If. If
any engine oil is spilled, wipe it away with aany engine oil is spilled, wipe it away with a
clean cloth.clean cloth.

NOTICENOTICE

Servicing of the engine oil and oil filter element willServicing of the engine oil and oil filter element will
largely affect the engine performance as well as thelargely affect the engine performance as well as the

engine life.engine life.
E i il d filt l t t b h d ftE i il d filt l t t b h d ft

Transmission Oil, Oil Filter &Transmission Oil, Oil Filter &
Strainer - Check, Clean, ChangeStrainer - Check, Clean, Change

WARNINGWARNING

Hot oil and components can cause personalHot oil and components can cause personal
injury. Do not allow hot oil or components toinjury. Do not allow hot oil or components to

contact skin.contact skin.

Park the lift truck level, with the forks lowered,Park the lift truck level, with the forks lowered,
parking brake engaged, direction control lever inparking brake engaged, direction control lever in
NEUTRAL and the eNEUTRAL and the engine stopped.ngine stopped.

1.1.   Remove drain plug (1). Allow the oil to drainRemove drain plug (1). Allow the oil to drain
into a suitable container. Clean the magneticinto a suitable container. Clean the magnetic
drain plug. Check O-ring seal and replace ifdrain plug. Check O-ring seal and replace if
necessary. Remove the spring and necessary. Remove the spring and the strainer.the strainer.

2.2.   Wash the strainer assembly in clean,Wash the strainer assembly in clean,
nonflammable solvent and dry it. Install thenonflammable solvent and dry it. Install the
strainer assembly.strainer assembly.  
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3.3.   Remove the floor mat and the Remove the floor mat and the floor plate.floor plate.
Remove and discard the oil filter.Remove and discard the oil filter.

4.4.   Wipe off the filter base. Make certain that all ofWipe off the filter base. Make certain that all of
the old seal is removed.the old seal is removed.

5.5.   Apply a small amount of clean oil on the seal ofApply a small amount of clean oil on the seal of
the new filthe new fil ter.ter.

6.6.   Install the filter by hand. When the filterInstall the filter by hand. When the filter
contacts the base, tighten an additional 3/4contacts the base, tighten an additional 3/4
turn.turn.

7.7.   Remove the dip stick/filter cap. Fill theRemove the dip stick/filter cap. Fill the
compartment with oil. See compartment with oil. See “Refill Capacities”.“Refill Capacities”.
Install the dip stiInstall the dip stick/filter cap.ck/filter cap.

8.8.   Start the engine.Start the engine.

9.9.   With the service brake applied and engine atWith the service brake applied and engine at
low idle, shift the direction control lever tolow idle, shift the direction control lever to
forward and reverse to fill the clutches.forward and reverse to fill the clutches.

10.10.  Shift the direction control lever into NEUTRAL.Shift the direction control lever into NEUTRAL.
Engage the parking brake.Engage the parking brake.

11.11.  Remove the dip stick/filter cap. Observe the oilRemove the dip stick/filter cap. Observe the oil
level.level.

12.12.  Maintain the oil level between the Min and MaxMaintain the oil level between the Min and Max
marks on the dip stick/filter cap.marks on the dip stick/filter cap.
When When the oil the oil temperature is 4temperature is 40°0°C approximately,C approximately,
the cold side mark on the dithe cold side mark on the dipstick is applicapstick is applicable.ble.
When When the oil the oil temperature is 8temperature is 80°0°C approximately,C approximately,
the hot side mark on the the hot side mark on the dipstick is applicadipstick is applicable.ble.

13.13.  Check for oil leaks at the fiCheck for oil leaks at the fi lters and drain plug.lters and drain plug.

14.14.  Stop the engine. Install the floor mat and floorStop the engine. Install the floor mat and floor
plate.plate.
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Drive Axle Oil - ChangeDrive Axle Oil - Change

Park the lift truck on a level surface. Apply thePark the lift truck on a level surface. Apply the
parking brake. Place the directional control lever inparking brake. Place the directional control lever in
NEUTRAL and stop the engine.NEUTRAL and stop the engine.

1.1.   Remove drain plug. Allow the oil to drain into aRemove drain plug. Allow the oil to drain into a
suitable container. Clean the magnetic drainsuitable container. Clean the magnetic drain
plug. Check O - ring seal and replace ifplug. Check O - ring seal and replace if
necessary.necessary.

2.2.   Install the drain plug.Install the drain plug.

3.3.   Remove the dip stick/filter cap.Remove the dip stick/filter cap.
Fill the drive axle housing with oil.Fill the drive axle housing with oil.
See “Refill Capacities”.See “Refill Capacities”.

4.4.   Start the lift truck.Start the lift truck.
With the engine at low idle, place With the engine at low idle, place the directionalthe directional
control lever to the NEUTRAL.control lever to the NEUTRAL.

5.5.   Maintain the oil level between lower mark andMaintain the oil level between lower mark and
upper mark on the dip stick/filter cap.upper mark on the dip stick/filter cap.

6.6.   Install the dip stiInstall the dip stick/filter cap.ck/filter cap.

NOTE:NOTE:   Tighten the dipstick plug fully not to allowTighten the dipstick plug fully not to allow
foreign parts(rain, water etc) to enter intoforeign parts(rain, water etc) to enter into
drive axle.drive axle.

Parking Brake - Test, AdjustParking Brake - Test, Adjust

Parking Brake TestingParking Brake Testing

NOTICENOTICE

OSHA requires the parking brake to hold the liftOSHA requires the parking brake to hold the lift
truck, with capacity load, on a 15% grade.truck, with capacity load, on a 15% grade.
Testing requires a test load equal to the capacity ofTesting requires a test load equal to the capacity of
the truck and a 15% gthe truck and a 15% grade.rade.
If the maximum grade in the workplace is less thanIf the maximum grade in the workplace is less than
its capacity, use the Parking Brake inspectionits capacity, use the Parking Brake inspection
procedure covered in ‘Inspection from Operator’sprocedure covered in ‘Inspection from Operator’s
Seat, Engine On’ in “Every 10 Service Hours orSeat, Engine On’ in “Every 10 Service Hours or
Daily” section.Daily” section.

1.1.   Pick up capacity load and drive over to a 15%Pick up capacity load and drive over to a 15%
grade.grade.

2.2.   Drive forward up the 15% grade. Halfway upDrive forward up the 15% grade. Halfway up
the grade, stop the lift truck with its servicethe grade, stop the lift truck with its service
brakes.brakes.

3.3.   Engage the parking brake and slowly releaseEngage the parking brake and slowly releasethe service brake.the service brake.

4.4.   Engage the parking brake and shift theEngage the parking brake and shift the
transmission to NEUTRAL. Slowly release thetransmission to NEUTRAL. Slowly release the
service brakes.service brakes.

5.5.   The parking brake adjustment is proper if itThe parking brake adjustment is proper if it
holds the lift truck on the grade. The parkingholds the lift truck on the grade. The parking
brake needs adjusting if it does not hold the liftbrake needs adjusting if it does not hold the lift
truck on the grade.truck on the grade.

6.6.   If the lift truck starts to move in reverse downIf the lift truck starts to move in reverse down
the grade with the parking brake engaged, stopthe grade with the parking brake engaged, stop
it with the service brakes, disengage theit with the service brakes, disengage the
parking brake and reverse slowly down theparking brake and reverse slowly down the
grade controlling your speed with the servicegrade controlling your speed with the service
brakes.brakes.
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  WARNING  WARNING

To prevent personal injury, the operator MUSTTo prevent personal injury, the operator MUST
be ready to use the service brake if the parkingbe ready to use the service brake if the parking
brake is not adjusted correctly and the lift truckbrake is not adjusted correctly and the lift truck
starts to move.starts to move.

Parking Brake AdjustingParking Brake Adjusting

1.1.   Park the lift truck on a level surface, loweredPark the lift truck on a level surface, lowered
the forks, shift the transmission to NEUTRALthe forks, shift the transmission to NEUTRAL
and shut OFF the engine and block the wheelsand shut OFF the engine and block the wheels
securely.securely.

2.2.   Chock the lift truck's tires to preventChock the lift truck's tires to prevent
unintentional movement.unintentional movement.

3.3.   Remove the floor mat and floor plate.Remove the floor mat and floor plate.

4.4.   Make sure the parking brake lever is released.Make sure the parking brake lever is released.

5.5.   Make sure the brake lever (1) is held againstMake sure the brake lever (1) is held against
stop pin (2). If the brake lever (1) is held againststop pin (2). If the brake lever (1) is held against
the stop pin (2), go to step 7. If the brake leverthe stop pin (2), go to step 7. If the brake lever
(1) is NOT held against the stop pin (2), go to(1) is NOT held against the stop pin (2), go to
step 6.step 6.

6.6.   Remove the pin (3) and the cotter pin (4).Remove the pin (3) and the cotter pin (4).
Tighten the nut (6) to compress the spring (7)Tighten the nut (6) to compress the spring (7)

further and pull downward and turn the clevisfurther and pull downward and turn the clevis(5) until the pin (3)(5) until the pin (3) fits into the brake lever whenfits into the brake lever when

7.7.   Loosen lock nut (5). Tighten screw (6) to 6 to 7Loosen lock nut (5). Tighten screw (6) to 6 to 7
N•m (50 to 60 lb•in). Loosen the screw (6) 1 1/6N•m (50 to 60 lb•in). Loosen the screw (6) 1 1/6
turns and tighten the lock nut (5).turns and tighten the lock nut (5).

NOTICENOTICE

Turn the adjustment screw (6) clockwise to tighten.Turn the adjustment screw (6) clockwise to tighten.
Turning the screw (6) too far counterclockwiseTurning the screw (6) too far counterclockwise
could allow parts to fall into the bottom of thecould allow parts to fall into the bottom of the
transmission.transmission.
The transmission would than require disassemblyThe transmission would than require disassembly

to remove the pto remove the parts.arts.

8.8.   Reinstall the floor plate and floor mat.Reinstall the floor plate and floor mat.

9.9.   Engage the parking brake, remove the tireEngage the parking brake, remove the tire
chocks and test the parking brake. Refer tochocks and test the parking brake. Refer to
‘Parking Brake Testing’ in the preceding‘Parking Brake Testing’ in the preceding
section.section.
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further and pull downward and turn the clevisfurther and pull downward and turn the clevis(5) until the pin (3) (5) until the pin (3) fits into the brake lever whenfits into the brake lever when
the lever (1) is held against the stop pin (2).the lever (1) is held against the stop pin (2).
Then install the pin (3) and the cotter pin (4)Then install the pin (3) and the cotter pin (4)
and return the nut (6) to and return the nut (6) to the clevis (5).the clevis (5).
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First 250 Service Hours or a MonthFirst 250 Service Hours or a Month

You must read and understand the warnings and instructions contained in the Safety section of this manual,You must read and understand the warnings and instructions contained in the Safety section of this manual,
before performing any operation before performing any operation or maintenance procedures.or maintenance procedures.

Hydraulic Return Filter – ChangeHydraulic Return Filter – Change

WARNINGWARNING

Hot oil and components can cause personalHot oil and components can cause personal
injury. Do not allow hot oil or components toinjury. Do not allow hot oil or components to
contact skincontact skin..

Park the lift truck level with the forks lowered,Park the lift truck level with the forks lowered,
parking brake engaged, transmission in NEUTRALparking brake engaged, transmission in NEUTRAL
and the engine stopped.and the engine stopped.

1.1.   Loosen the bolts of the hydraulic tank top plateLoosen the bolts of the hydraulic tank top plate
assembly.assembly.

2.2.   Remove the return filter from tank top plateRemove the return filter from tank top plate
assembly.assembly.

3.3.   Change the return filter.Change the return filter.

4.4.   Install the tank top plate assembly and fastenInstall the tank top plate assembly and fasten
the bolts.the bolts.

5.5.   Start the engine and operate the hydraulicStart the engine and operate the hydraulic
controls, and the steering system, through acontrols, and the steering system, through a
few cycles to fill the lines. Look for oifew cycles to fill the lines. Look for oil leaks.l leaks.

6.6.   Stop the engine and check the oil level. With allStop the engine and check the oil level. With all
cylinders retracted, maintain the oil level to thecylinders retracted, maintain the oil level to the
FULL mark on the dip stick/filter cap assembly.FULL mark on the dip stick/filter cap assembly.

..
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Every 250 Service Hours or MonthlyEvery 250 Service Hours or Monthly

You must read and understand the warnings and instructions contained in the Safety section of this manual,You must read and understand the warnings and instructions contained in the Safety section of this manual,
before performing any operation before performing any operation or maintenance procedures.or maintenance procedures.

Air Intake System - Check, CleanAir Intake System - Check, Clean

Precleaner (If Equipped)Precleaner (If Equipped)

NOTICENOTICE

Never service precleaner with the engine Never service precleaner with the engine running.running.

1.1.   Check the precleaner bowl for dirt build-up.Check the precleaner bowl for dirt build-up.
If the dirt is up to the line, remove theIf the dirt is up to the line, remove the
precleaner bowl and precleaner bowl and empty it. Periodically washempty it. Periodically wash
the cover and bowl in water.the cover and bowl in water.

Servicing Filter ElementServicing Filter Element

NOTICENOTICE

Never service filter with the Never service filter with the engine running.engine running.

Service the air cleaner when the red target in theService the air cleaner when the red target in the
service indicator stays locked in the visible positionservice indicator stays locked in the visible position

1.1.   To service the air cleaner, raise the hood andTo service the air cleaner, raise the hood and

seat assembly. Make certain the supportseat assembly. Make certain the support
cylinder securely holds the hood open. Loosencylinder securely holds the hood open. Loosen
the cover latches and remove the cover.the cover latches and remove the cover.

2.2.   Rotate the element slightly to separate it fromRotate the element slightly to separate it from
its base and remove it from the air cleanerits base and remove it from the air cleaner
housing.housing.

3.3.   Clean and inspect the element or replace with aClean and inspect the element or replace with a
new element. See topic, “Cleaning Primarynew element. See topic, “Cleaning Primary
Filter Filter Element”.Element”.

4.4.   Clean the inside of air cleaner housing and theClean the inside of air cleaner housing and the
cover. Inspect all connections between the aircover. Inspect all connections between the air
cleaner and carburetor. Check intake hose forcleaner and carburetor. Check intake hose for
cracks, damage necessary to prevent leakage.cracks, damage necessary to prevent leakage.

NOTICENOTICE

Do not allow dirty air to enter the intake hose whenDo not allow dirty air to enter the intake hose whencleaning the inside of the air cleaner housing.cleaning the inside of the air cleaner housing.

5.5.   Check the air cleaner housing for loose latches.Check the air cleaner housing for loose latches.

6.6.   Reset the air cleaner Reset the air cleaner service indicator.service indicator.

7.7.   Install the air filter element.Install the air filter element.

8.8.   Install the cover and tighten the cover latches.Install the cover and tighten the cover latches.

9.9.   Start the engine and observe the position of theStart the engine and observe the position of the
indicator. If the indicator shows RED after theindicator. If the indicator shows RED after the
installation of the primary element, installinstallation of the primary element, install
another clean or a new element or, replace theanother clean or a new element or, replace the
secondary element. See topic, “Air Intakesecondary element. See topic, “Air Intake
System-Change” in “Every 1000 Service HoursSystem-Change” in “Every 1000 Service Hours

or 6 months sectionor 6 months section
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service indicator stays locked in the visible positionservice indicator stays locked in the visible position
with the engine stopped.with the engine stopped.

or 6 months sectionor 6 months section

10.10.  Stop the engine and close the hood and seatStop the engine and close the hood and seat
assembly.assembly.
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Cleaning Primary Filter ElementsCleaning Primary Filter Elements

WARNINGWARNING

Pressure air can cause personal injury.Pressure air can cause personal injury.

When using pressure air for cleaning, wear aWhen using pressure air for cleaning, wear a
protective face shield, protective clothing andprotective face shield, protective clothing and

protective shoes.protective shoes.

The maximum air pressure must be below 205The maximum air pressure must be below 205

kPa (30 psi) for cleaning purposes.kPa (30 psi) for cleaning purposes.

NOTICENOTICE

Do not clean the elements by bumping or tappingDo not clean the elements by bumping or tapping
them.them.

Inspect filter elements after cleaning. Do not use aInspect filter elements after cleaning. Do not use a
filter with damaged pleats, gafilter with damaged pleats, gaskets or seals.skets or seals.

When cleaning with pressure air, use 205 kPa (30When cleaning with pressure air, use 205 kPa (30
psi) maximum pressure to prevent filter elementpsi) maximum pressure to prevent filter element
damage.damage.

When cleaning with pressure water, use 280 kPaWhen cleaning with pressure water, use 280 kPa

(40 psi) maximum pressure to prevent filter element(40 psi) maximum pressure to prevent filter element
damage.damage.

Have spare elements on hand to Have spare elements on hand to use while cleaninguse while cleaning
used elements.used elements.

The primary element should be replaced after 6The primary element should be replaced after 6
months service or after cleaning no more than 3months service or after cleaning no more than 3
times.times.

Air-205 kPa (30 psi) Maximum PressureAir-205 kPa (30 psi) Maximum Pressure

Direct air on the inside and outside of the elementDirect air on the inside and outside of the element
along the length of the pleats. Check the elementalong the length of the pleats. Check the element
for any tears, rips or damagefor any tears, rips or damage

Water-280kPa (40 psi) Maximum PressureWater-280kPa (40 psi) Maximum Pressure

Direct water on the inside and outside of theDirect water on the inside and outside of the
element along the length of the pleats. Air dry itelement along the length of the pleats. Air dry it
thoroughly and then examine it.thoroughly and then examine it.

DetergentDetergent

1.1.   Wash the element in warm water and mildWash the element in warm water and mild
household dehousehold detergent.tergent.

2.2.   Rinse the element with clean Rinse the element with clean water.water.
See instructions in preceding topic for cleaningSee instructions in preceding topic for cleaning
with water.with water.

3.3.   Air dry it thoroughly, and then examine it.Air dry it thoroughly, and then examine it.
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Checking ElementChecking Element

1.1.   Insert a light inside the clean dry element andInsert a light inside the clean dry element and
examine it. Discard the element if tears, rips orexamine it. Discard the element if tears, rips or
damage are found.damage are found.

2.2.   Wrap and store good elements in a clean, dryWrap and store good elements in a clean, dry
place.place.

Brake Oil Level - CheckBrake Oil Level - Check

The brake reservoir is located on the left side of theThe brake reservoir is located on the left side of the
steering column.steering column.

1.1.   Remove the filler cap.Remove the filler cap.
2.2.   Maintain the brake fluid level to the fluid levelMaintain the brake fluid level to the fluid level

mark on the brake system reservoir.mark on the brake system reservoir.
3.3.   Clean and install the filler capClean and install the filler cap

Hydraulic Oil Level – CheckHydraulic Oil Level – Check

WARNINGWARNING

At operating temperature, the hydraulic tank isAt operating temperature, the hydraulic tank is
hot and under pressure.hot and under pressure.

Hot oil can cause burns.Hot oil can cause burns.

Remove the filter cap only when the engine isRemove the filter cap only when the engine is

stopped, and the cap is cool enough to touchstopped, and the cap is cool enough to touch
with your bare hand. Remove the filter capwith your bare hand. Remove the filter cap
slowly to relieve pressure.slowly to relieve pressure.

1.1.   Operate the lift truck for a few minutes to warmOperate the lift truck for a few minutes to warm
the oil. Park the lift truck on a the oil. Park the lift truck on a level surface, withlevel surface, with
the forks lowered, mast tilted back, parkingthe forks lowered, mast tilted back, parking
brake engaged, transmission in NEUTRAL andbrake engaged, transmission in NEUTRAL and
the engine stopped.the engine stopped.

2.2.   Raise the hood and seat assembly. Make sureRaise the hood and seat assembly. Make sure
the air lift cylinder securely holds the hoodthe air lift cylinder securely holds the hood
open.open.

3.3.   Remove the dip stick/filter cap. Maintain the oilRemove the dip stick/filter cap. Maintain the oil
level to the FULL mark on the dip stick/filterlevel to the FULL mark on the dip stick/filter
cap.cap.
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Drive Axle Oil Level - CheckDrive Axle Oil Level - Check

Park the lift truck on a level surface. Apply thePark the lift truck on a level surface. Apply the
parking brake. The engine at low idle. Place theparking brake. The engine at low idle. Place the
directional control lever in directional control lever in NEUTRAL.NEUTRAL.

1.1.   Remove the dip stick/filter cap. Observe the oilRemove the dip stick/filter cap. Observe the oil
level.level.

2.2.   Maintain the oil level between the lower markMaintain the oil level between the lower mark
and upper marks on the dip stiand upper marks on the dip stick/filter cap.ck/filter cap.

Mast, Carriage, Lift Chains &Mast, Carriage, Lift Chains &
Attachments - Inspect, LubricateAttachments - Inspect, Lubricate

1.1.   Operate the lift, tilt and attachment controls.Operate the lift, tilt and attachment controls.
Listen for unusual noises. These Listen for unusual noises. These may indicate amay indicate a
need for repair.need for repair.

2.2.   Inspect for loose bolts and nuts on the cInspect for loose bolts and nuts on the carriage.arriage.
Remove any debris from the carriage and mast.Remove any debris from the carriage and mast.

3.3.   Inspect the forks and attachments for freeInspect the forks and attachments for free
operation and damage. Have repairs made ifoperation and damage. Have repairs made if
necessary.necessary.

4.4.   Brush a film of oil on all Brush a film of oil on all links of the chain.links of the chain.

5.5.   Raise and lower the carriage a few times toRaise and lower the carriage a few times to
allow lubricant to enter into the chain links.allow lubricant to enter into the chain links.

NOTICENOTICE

Lubricate chains more frequently than normal inLubricate chains more frequently than normal in
applications where the lift truck is operating in anapplications where the lift truck is operating in an

atmosphere which could cause corrosion ofatmosphere which could cause corrosion ofcomponents or when lift truck must work in rapid liftcomponents or when lift truck must work in rapid lift
cycles.cycles.

6.6.   Inspect the chain anchors and individual linksInspect the chain anchors and individual links
for wear, loose pins or cracked leaves.for wear, loose pins or cracked leaves.

Steering Mechanism - Check,Steering Mechanism - Check,
LubricateLubricate

1.1.   Lubricate the steer axle king pins, total of fourLubricate the steer axle king pins, total of four
fittings. Two on the right side and two on the leftfittings. Two on the right side and two on the left
side.side.

2.2.   Lubricate the steering link bearings, total of fourLubricate the steering link bearings, total of four
fittings. Two on the right side and two on the leftfittings. Two on the right side and two on the left
sideside

3.3.   Check for any worn or loose components of theCheck for any worn or loose components of thesteering mechanism. Remove any debris orsteering mechanism. Remove any debris or
trash astrash as
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Battery Terminal - Clean, InspectBattery Terminal - Clean, Inspect

WARNINGWARNING

Batteries give off flammable fumes that canBatteries give off flammable fumes that can
explode.explode.

Do not smoke when observing the batteryDo not smoke when observing the battery

electrolyte levels.electrolyte levels.

Electrolyte is an acid and can cause personalElectrolyte is an acid and can cause personal
injury if it contacts skin or eyes.injury if it contacts skin or eyes.

Always wear protective glasses when workingAlways wear protective glasses when working
with batteries.with batteries.

1.1.   Clean the top of the battery anClean the top of the battery and terminals.d terminals.

2.2.   Check terminals for corrosion. Coat terminalsCheck terminals for corrosion. Coat terminals
with heavy grease.with heavy grease.

Engine Oil & Filter (LP & GasolineEngine Oil & Filter (LP & Gasoline
Engine Only) - ChangeEngine Only) - Change

Gasoline, LP Engine CrankcaseGasoline, LP Engine Crankcase

1.1.   Operate lift truck a few minutes to warm oOperate lift truck a few minutes to warm oil.il.

Park the lift truck with the Park the lift truck with the forks lowered, parkingforks lowered, parking
brake applied, transmission in neutral and thebrake applied, transmission in neutral and the
engine stopped.engine stopped.

2.2.   Raise rear of lift truck off ground and blockRaise rear of lift truck off ground and block
securely.securely.

WARNINGWARNING

Hot oil and components can cause personalHot oil and components can cause personal

injury. Do not allow hot oil or components toinjury. Do not allow hot oil or components to
contact skin.contact skin.

3.3.   Remove the crankcase drain plug and allow oilRemove the crankcase drain plug and allow oil
to drain into a suitable container. Clean andto drain into a suitable container. Clean and
install drain plug.install drain plug.

4.4.   Raise the hood Raise the hood and seat assembly.and seat assembly.

5.5.   Remove and discard oil filRemove and discard oil fil ter element.ter element.

6.6.   Wipe sealing surface of oil filter elementWipe sealing surface of oil filter element

mounting base Make sure the entire old gasketmounting base Make sure the entire old gasket
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mounting base. Make sure the entire old gasketmounting base. Make sure the entire old gasket
is removed.is removed.
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7.7.   Before installing a new filter element, apply aBefore installing a new filter element, apply a
small amount of clean engine oil to the filtersmall amount of clean engine oil to the filter
element gasket.element gasket.

8.8.   Install the new filter element. When the gasketInstall the new filter element. When the gasket
contacts the base, tighten it 3/4 of a turn more.contacts the base, tighten it 3/4 of a turn more.
Do not over-tighten.Do not over-tighten.

9.9.   Raise the lift truck, remove the blocking andRaise the lift truck, remove the blocking and
lower the lift truck.lower the lift truck.

10.10.  Fill the Fill the crankcase. Secrankcase. See “Refill e “Refill Capacities”.Capacities”.

11.11.  Start the engine and allow the oil to fill the filterStart the engine and allow the oil to fill the filter
and passages.and passages.

12.12.  Check for oil leaks.Check for oil leaks.

13.13.  Stop the engine and measure the oil level.Stop the engine and measure the oil level.
Maintain the oil level to the FULL mark on theMaintain the oil level to the FULL mark on the
dip stick.dip stick.

14.14.  Close hood and seat assemblyClose hood and seat assembly

PCV Valve System - Inspect,PCV Valve System - Inspect,
CleanClean

G420F(E) Gasoline, LP and Dual FuelG420F(E) Gasoline, LP and Dual Fuel

EnginesEngines  

G424F(E) LP and Duel Fuel EnginesG424F(E) LP and Duel Fuel Engines

1.1.   Loosen the hose clamps and remove the PCVLoosen the hose clamps and remove the PCV
valve.valve.

2.2.   Shake the PCV valve. If it rattles, reinstall it. If itShake the PCV valve. If it rattles, reinstall it. If it
does not rattle, replace it.does not rattle, replace it.

3.3.   Tighten the hose clampsTighten the hose clamps
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Wheel Bolts & Nuts - InspectWheel Bolts & Nuts - Inspect

Inspect Tightness (D, G - Series)Inspect Tightness (D, G - Series)

Steer WheelsSteer Wheels

Typical ExampleTypical Example

1.1.   Inspect tightness of wheel bolts in a sequenceInspect tightness of wheel bolts in a sequence
opposite each other 110 opposite each other 110 N•m (75 lb•ft).N•m (75 lb•ft).

Drive WheelsDrive Wheels

Typical ExampleTypical Example

2.2.   Inspect tightness of wheel nuts in a sequenceInspect tightness of wheel nuts in a sequence

opposite each other to 610 N•m (450 lb•ft).opposite each other to 610 N•m (450 lb•ft).

Inspect Tightness (GC - Series)Inspect Tightness (GC - Series)

Drive WheelsDrive Wheels

Typical ExampleTypical Example

1.1.   Inspect tightness of wheel bolts in a sequenceInspect tightness of wheel bolts in a sequence
opposite each other to opposite each other to 245 N•m (180 lb•ft).245 N•m (180 lb•ft).
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Governor Lever and Engine SpeedGovernor Lever and Engine Speed
Control (Diesel Engine Only) -Control (Diesel Engine Only) -

Check ,AdjustCheck ,Adjust

4TNV98 Diesel Engine Only4TNV98 Diesel Engine Only

The governor lever and engine speed control (The governor lever and engine speed control (throttle lever, pedal, etc.) of the machine arethrottle lever, pedal, etc.) of the machine are
connected together by a throttle cable or rod. If theconnected together by a throttle cable or rod. If the
cable becomes stretched, or the connectionscable becomes stretched, or the connections
loosen, the governor lever may not respond toloosen, the governor lever may not respond to
change of engine speed control position. This maychange of engine speed control position. This may
make operation of the machine unsafe. Check themake operation of the machine unsafe. Check the
cable periodically and adjust if ncable periodically and adjust if necessary.ecessary.

NEVER force the throttle cable or pedal to move.NEVER force the throttle cable or pedal to move.
This may deform the governor lever or stretch theThis may deform the governor lever or stretch the
cable and cause irregular operation of the enginecable and cause irregular operation of the engine
speed controlspeed control

Checking and adjusting the governor lever:Checking and adjusting the governor lever:

1.1.   Check that the governor leverCheck that the governor lever (Figure 5-11, (1))(Figure 5-11, (1))  
makes uniform contact with the high idlemakes uniform contact with the high idle
(Figure 5-11, (2))(Figure 5-11, (2))  and low idle  and low idle (Figure 5-11,(Figure 5-11,
(3))(3)) speed limit screws when the engine speed speed limit screws when the engine speed
control is in the high idle speed or low idlecontrol is in the high idle speed or low idle
speed position.speed position.

FigFig ure 5-ure 5-1111  

2.2.   If the governor lever does not make contactIf the governor lever does not make contact
with the high idle or low idle speed limit screw,with the high idle or low idle speed limit screw,
adjust the throttle cable.adjust the throttle cable.

3.3.   In some engine speed control applications,In some engine speed control applications,
l th th ttl bl l k tl th th ttl bl l k t (Fi 5 11(Fi 5 11

WARNINGWARNING

NEVER attempt to adjust the low or high idleNEVER attempt to adjust the low or high idle
speed limit screw. This may impair the safetyspeed limit screw. This may impair the safety
and performance of the machine and shorten itsand performance of the machine and shorten its

life. If the idle speed limit screws requirelife. If the idle speed limit screws require
adjustment, see your authorized Yanmaradjustment, see your authorized Yanmar

industrial engine dealer or distributor..industrial engine dealer or distributor..
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loosen the throttle cable lock nutloosen the throttle cable lock nut (Figure 5-11,(Figure 5-11,
(4))(4)) and adjust the cable so the governor lever and adjust the cable so the governor lever
makes proper contact with the high / low idlemakes proper contact with the high / low idle
speed limit screwspeed limit screw
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4TNE98 Diesel Engine Only4TNE98 Diesel Engine Only

The governor lever and engine speedThe governor lever and engine speed
control(accelerator lever, pedal, etc.) of thecontrol(accelerator lever, pedal, etc.) of the
machine are connected together by an acceleratormachine are connected together by an accelerator
cable or rod. If the cable becomes stretched, or thecable or rod. If the cable becomes stretched, or the

connections loosen, the governor lever may notconnections loosen, the governor lever may not
respond to change orespond to change of engine speed control position.f engine speed control position.
This may make operation of the machine unsafe.This may make operation of the machine unsafe.
Check the cable periodically and adjust ifCheck the cable periodically and adjust if
necessary. Consult your authorized Yanmarnecessary. Consult your authorized Yanmar
industrial engine dealer or distributor for theindustrial engine dealer or distributor for the
adjustment procedure.adjustment procedure.

NEVER force the accelerator cable or pedal toNEVER force the accelerator cable or pedal to
move. This may deform the governor lever ormove. This may deform the governor lever or
stretch the cable and cause irregular operation ofstretch the cable and cause irregular operation of
the engine speed control.the engine speed control.

Checking and adjusting the governor lever:Checking and adjusting the governor lever:

1.1.   Check that the governor leverCheck that the governor lever (Figure 5-12, (1))(Figure 5-12, (1))  
makes uniform contact with the lowmakes uniform contact with the low idle (Figureidle (Figure
5-12, (2))5-12, (2)) and high idle and high idle (Figu(Figure 5-re 5-12, (3))12, (3)) speed speed
limit screws when the engine speed control is inlimit screws when the engine speed control is in
the high idle speed or low idthe high idle speed or low idle speed position.le speed position.

2.2.   If the governor lever does not make contactIf the governor lever does not make contact
with the high idle or low idle speed limit screw,with the high idle or low idle speed limit screw,
adjust the accelerator cable.adjust the accelerator cable.

3.3.   3. In some engine speed control applications,3. In some engine speed control applications,
loosen the accelerator cable locknut and adjustloosen the accelerator cable locknut and adjust
the cable so the governor lever makes properthe cable so the governor lever makes proper
contact with the high / low idle speed limitcontact with the high / low idle speed limit
screw.screw.
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Every 500 Service Hours or 3 MonthsEvery 500 Service Hours or 3 Months

You must read and understand the warnings and instructions contained in the Safety section of this manual,You must read and understand the warnings and instructions contained in the Safety section of this manual,
before performing any operation before performing any operation or maintenance procedures.or maintenance procedures.

Belts - Belts - Check, AdjuCheck, Adjustst

Typical ExampleTypical Example

1.1.   Check the condition and adjustment of the belt.Check the condition and adjustment of the belt.

Correct adjustment allows 10 mm (3/8 inch)Correct adjustment allows 10 mm (3/8 inch)
deflection under 110 N (25 lb) deflection under 110 N (25 lb) of force.of force.

NOTICENOTICE

Failure to loosen the alternator mounting bolt (2)Failure to loosen the alternator mounting bolt (2)
will cause excessive stress and break the alternatorwill cause excessive stress and break the alternator
mounting ear.mounting ear.

2.2.   To adjust the alternator drive belt, loosenTo adjust the alternator drive belt, loosen
adjusting bracket bolt (1) and mounting bolt (2).adjusting bracket bolt (1) and mounting bolt (2).
Move the alternator in or out as required.Move the alternator in or out as required.
Tighten bolts (1) and (2Tighten bolts (1) and (2).).

Mast Hinge Pin – LubricateMast Hinge Pin – Lubricate

Typical ExampleTypical Example

1.1.   Lower the forks and tilt the mast Lower the forks and tilt the mast forward.forward.

2.2.   Lubricate the two fittings for the Lubricate the two fittings for the mast hinge pins,mast hinge pins,
one on each side oone on each side of the mast.f the mast.

Tilt Cylinders - Check, Adjust,Tilt Cylinders - Check, Adjust,
LubricateLubricate

Chassis Pivot Eyebolts-LubricateChassis Pivot Eyebolts-Lubricate

Typical ExampleTypical Example

1.1.   Remove floor plates. (GC-series only)Remove floor plates. (GC-series only)

2.2.   Lubricate two fittings for the pivot eyebolts, oneLubricate two fittings for the pivot eyebolts, one
on each tilt cylinder.on each tilt cylinder.

3.3.   Check the pivot eye pins for loose retainer boltsCheck the pivot eye pins for loose retainer bolts
and wear.and wear.
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Mast Pivot Eyes-LubricateMast Pivot Eyes-Lubricate

Typical ExampleTypical Example

1.1.   Lubricate two fittings for the mast pivot eyes,Lubricate two fittings for the mast pivot eyes,
one on each side of the one on each side of the pin.pin.

2.2.   Check the pivot eye pins for loose retainer boltsCheck the pivot eye pins for loose retainer bolts
and wear.and wear.

Cylinder Rod Extension-AdjustCylinder Rod Extension-Adjust
NOTE:NOTE:   The following description is for forward tilt.The following description is for forward tilt.

For cylinder rod back tilt, the collar shouldFor cylinder rod back tilt, the collar should
be stationary by the tilt eye. If it is not, thebe stationary by the tilt eye. If it is not, the
O-ring inside the collar may need to beO-ring inside the collar may need to be
replaced. To adjust back tilt, spacers mustreplaced. To adjust back tilt, spacers must
be added or removed.be added or removed.

Typical ExampleTypical Example

1.1.   Check to make sure the tilt cylinders extendCheck to make sure the tilt cylinders extend
and retract evenly.and retract evenly.

2.2.   If one If one cylicylinder continues to move ander continues to move after the otherfter the other
cylinder has stopped in full forward or cylinder has stopped in full forward or backwardbackward
tilt, an adjustment must be made to onetilt, an adjustment must be made to one
cylinder.cylinder.

Typical ExampleTypical Example

3.3.   To adjust the cylinder rod extension, move theTo adjust the cylinder rod extension, move the
spacer to the rear and loosen the pinch bolt onspacer to the rear and loosen the pinch bolt on
the clevis.the clevis.

4.4.   Turn the cylinder rod in or out of the clevis toTurn the cylinder rod in or out of the clevis to
obtain the proper adjustment. Turning the rodobtain the proper adjustment. Turning the rod
into the clevis shortens the stroke. Turning theinto the clevis shortens the stroke. Turning the
rod out of the crod out of the clevis lengthens the stroke.levis lengthens the stroke.

5.5.   Tighten the pinch bolts to a torque of 95±15Tighten the pinch bolts to a torque of 95±15Name (70 ± 10 abaft). Check the cylinder rodsName (70 ± 10 abaft). Check the cylinder rods
again for even travel.again for even travel.

Crosshead Rollers - InspectCrosshead Rollers - Inspect

Check OperationCheck Operation

1.1.   Operate the mast through a lOperate the mast through a l ift cycle. Watch theift cycle. Watch the
chains move over the crosshead rollers. Makechains move over the crosshead rollers. Make
sure the chain is tracking over the rollerssure the chain is tracking over the rollers
properly.properly.

Typical ExampleTypical Example

2.2.   Check for damaged crosshead rollers, guardsCheck for damaged crosshead rollers, guards
and retainer rings.and retainer rings.
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Transmission Oil Filter – ChangeTransmission Oil Filter – Change

WARNINGWARNING

Hot oil and components can cause personalHot oil and components can cause personal
injury. Do not allow hot oil or components toinjury. Do not allow hot oil or components to
contact skin.contact skin.

Park the lift truck level, with the forks lowered,Park the lift truck level, with the forks lowered,
parking brake engaged, direction control lever inparking brake engaged, direction control lever in
NEUTRAL and the eNEUTRAL and the engine stopped.ngine stopped.

1.1.   Remove the floor mat and the floor plate.Remove the floor mat and the floor plate.
Remove and discard the oil filter.Remove and discard the oil filter.

2.2.   Wipe off the filter base. Make certain that all ofWipe off the filter base. Make certain that all of
the old seal is removed.the old seal is removed.

3.3.   Apply a small amount of clean oil on the seal ofApply a small amount of clean oil on the seal of
the new filthe new fil ter.ter.

4.4.   Install the filter by hand. When the filterInstall the filter by hand. When the filter
contacts the base, tighten an additional 3/4contacts the base, tighten an additional 3/4
turn.turn.

5.5.   Start the engine.Start the engine.

6.6.   With the service brake applied and engine atWith the service brake applied and engine at
low idle, shift the direction control lever tolow idle, shift the direction control lever to
forward and reverse to fill the clutches.forward and reverse to fill the clutches.

7.7.   Shift the direction control lever into NEUTRAL.Shift the direction control lever into NEUTRAL.
Engage the parking brake.Engage the parking brake.

8.8.   Remove the dip stick/filter cap. Observe the oilRemove the dip stick/filter cap. Observe the oil
level.level.

9.9.   Maintain the oil level between the Min and MaxMaintain the oil level between the Min and Max
marks on the dip stick/filter cap. When the oilmarks on the dip stick/filter cap. When the oil
tempetemperature is 40°rature is 40°C approximatelC approximately, the coldy, the cold
side mark on the dipstick is applicable. Whenside mark on the dipstick is applicable. When
the oil the oil temperature is 80°temperature is 80°C approximately, theC approximately, the
hot side mark on the dipstick is applicable.hot side mark on the dipstick is applicable.

Overhead Guard – InspectOverhead Guard – Inspect

1.1.   Check tightness of overhead guard mountingCheck tightness of overhead guard mounting
bolts at 95 N•m (70 bolts at 95 N•m (70 lb•ftlb•ft).).

2.2.   Check overhead guard for bent or crackedCheck overhead guard for bent or cracked
sections. Have repairs made if needed.sections. Have repairs made if needed.
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10.10.  Check for oil leaks at the filCheck for oil leaks at the fil ters.ters.

11.11.  Stop the engine. Install the floor mat and floorStop the engine. Install the floor mat and floor
plate.plate.
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Drive Axle Oil & Strainer - Change,Drive Axle Oil & Strainer - Change,
CleanClean

Park the lift truck level, with the forks lowered,Park the lift truck level, with the forks lowered,
parking brake engaged, transmission in NEUTRALparking brake engaged, transmission in NEUTRAL
and engine stopped.and engine stopped.

1.1.   Remove drain plug. Allow the oil to drain into aRemove drain plug. Allow the oil to drain into a
suitable container. Clean the magnetic drainsuitable container. Clean the magnetic drain

plug. Check O - ring seal and replace ifplug. Check O - ring seal and replace if
necessary.necessary.

2.2.   Install the drain plug.Install the drain plug.

3.3.   Wash the strainer assembly in clean, nonWash the strainer assembly in clean, non
flammable solvent and dry it. Install the strainerflammable solvent and dry it. Install the strainer
assembly and reconnect the hose.assembly and reconnect the hose.

4.4.   Remove the dip stick/filter cap. Fill the driveRemove the dip stick/filter cap. Fill the drive
axle housing with oil.axle housing with oil.
See “Refill Capacities.”See “Refill Capacities.”

5.5.   Start the lift truck with engine at low idle, placeStart the lift truck with engine at low idle, place
the directional control lever the directional control lever to the NEUTRAL.to the NEUTRAL.

6.6.   Maintain the oil level between lower mark andMaintain the oil level between lower mark and
upper mark on the dip stick/filter cap.upper mark on the dip stick/filter cap.

7.7.   Install the dip stick/filter cap.Install the dip stick/filter cap.
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Steer Suspension – InspectSteer Suspension – Inspect

1.1.   Inspect the suspension mounting bolts. TightenInspect the suspension mounting bolts. Tighten
suspension mounting bolts, if necessary, to 240suspension mounting bolts, if necessary, to 240
± 30 N•m (180 ± 2± 30 N•m (180 ± 20 lb•ft).0 lb•ft).

2.2.   Look for leaks at the power steering hoseLook for leaks at the power steering hose
connections.connections.

3.3.   Remove any trash buildup on Remove any trash buildup on the suspension orthe suspension or
the steer axle.the steer axle.

Parking Brake - Test, AdjustParking Brake - Test, Adjust
See topic, “Parking Brake - Test, Adjust” in “FirstSee topic, “Parking Brake - Test, Adjust” in “First
50-100 Service Hours or a 50-100 Service Hours or a Week”.Week”.

Inching & Braking Control Shaft -Inching & Braking Control Shaft -
LubricateLubricate  

1.1.   Lubricate three fittings for the inching and bLubricate three fittings for the inching and brakerake
pedal control shaft.pedal control shaft.

Horn and Lights (If Equipped) -Horn and Lights (If Equipped) -
CheckCheck

1.1.   Press horn button, to determine if horn isPress horn button, to determine if horn is
operational.operational.

2.2.   Check and replace all dCheck and replace all defective gauges.efective gauges.

3.3.   Check all lights such as warning, directional,Check all lights such as warning, directional,
backup, driving and flood lights for correctbackup, driving and flood lights for correct
operation. Replace all burned out boperation. Replace all burned out bulbs.ulbs.
Have repairs made if needed.Have repairs made if needed.
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Inspect Vacuum Lines and Inspect Vacuum Lines and FittinFittingsgs
(G420F(E)/G(G420F(E)/G424F(E) Engine 424F(E) Engine Only)Only)

1.1.   Visually inspect vacuum lines and fittings forVisually inspect vacuum lines and fittings for
physical damage such as bittleness, cracks andphysical damage such as bittleness, cracks and
kinks. Repair/replace as required.kinks. Repair/replace as required.

2.2.   Slovent or oil damage may cause vacuum linesSlovent or oil damage may cause vacuum lines
to become soft resulting in a collapsed lineto become soft resulting in a collapsed line
while the engine is running.while the engine is running.

3.3.   If abnormally soft lines are detected, replace asIf abnormally soft lines are detected, replace as
necessary.necessary.

(1) Fuel Trim Valve(FTV)(1) Fuel Trim Valve(FTV)

(2) Vacuum lines(2) Vacuum lines

Fuel Trim Valve(FTV) InspectionFuel Trim Valve(FTV) Inspection
(G420F(E)/G(G420F(E)/G424F(E) Engine 424F(E) Engine Only)Only)

1.1.   Visually inspect the Fuel trim valve forVisually inspect the Fuel trim valve for
abrasions or cracking. Replace as necessary.abrasions or cracking. Replace as necessary.

2.2.   To ensure the valve is not leaking a blow-byTo ensure the valve is not leaking a blow-by

test can be performed.test can be performed.

3.3.   With the engine off, disconnect the electricalWith the engine off, disconnect the electrical
connector to the FTV.connector to the FTV.

4.4.   Disconnect the vacuum lines form the FTV toDisconnect the vacuum lines form the FTV to
the pressure regulator/converter, at thethe pressure regulator/converter, at the
converter’s tee connection.converter’s tee connection.

5.5.   Lightly blow through the Lightly blow through the vacuum line connectedvacuum line connected
to the FTV. Air should noto the FTV. Air should not pass through the FTVt pass through the FTV
when de-energized. If air leaks past the FTVwhen de-energized. If air leaks past the FTV
when de-energized replace replace the when de-energized replace replace the FTV.FTV.

Inspect Electrical SystemInspect Electrical System
(G420F(E)/G(G420F(E)/G424F(E) Engine 424F(E) Engine Only)Only)

1.1.   Check for loose, dirty or damaged connectorsCheck for loose, dirty or damaged connectors
and wires on the harness including: Fueland wires on the harness including: Fuel
lock-off, TMAP sensor, O2 sensor, Electroniclock-off, TMAP sensor, O2 sensor, Electronic

throttle, Control Relays, Fuel Trim Valve, Footthrottle, Control Relays, Fuel Trim Valve, Foot
Pedal, and crank Pedal, and crank sensor.sensor.

2.2.   Repair and/or replace as necessary.Repair and/or replace as necessary.

22

11
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Fuel Filter (Diesel Engine Only) -Fuel Filter (Diesel Engine Only) -
ChangeChange

4TNV98 Diesel Engine Only4TNV98 Diesel Engine Only

Replace the fuel filter at specified intervals toReplace the fuel filter at specified intervals to
prevent contaminants from adversely affecting theprevent contaminants from adversely affecting the

diesel fuel flowdiesel fuel flow

1.1.   Stop the engine and allow it to cool.Stop the engine and allow it to cool.

2.2.   Close the fuel cock of the fuel filter / waterClose the fuel cock of the fuel filter / water
separator.separator.

3.3.   Remove the fuel filter with a filter wrench,Remove the fuel filter with a filter wrench,
turning it to the leftturning it to the left (Figure5-13,(1)).(Figure5-13,(1)).  When  When
removing the fuel filter, carefully hold it toremoving the fuel filter, carefully hold it to
prevent the fuel prevent the fuel from spilling. Wifrom spilling. Wipe up all pe up all spilledspilled
fuel.fuel.

Figure5-13Figure5-13  

4.4.   Clean the filter mounting surface and apply aClean the filter mounting surface and apply a
small amount of diesel fuel to the gasket of thesmall amount of diesel fuel to the gasket of the
new fuel filter.new fuel filter.

5.5.   Install the new fuel filter. Turn to the rightInstall the new fuel filter. Turn to the right
(Figure5-13, (2))(Figure5-13, (2)) and hand-tighten it only until it and hand-tighten it only until it
comes in contact with the mounting surface.comes in contact with the mounting surface.
Tighten to 14-17 ft•lb (19.6-23.5 N•m;Tighten to 14-17 ft•lb (19.6-23.5 N•m;
2.0-2.4kgf•m) or one additional turn using the2.0-2.4kgf•m) or one additional turn using the
filter wrench.filter wrench.

6.6.   Open the fuel cock of the fuel filter / waterOpen the fuel cock of the fuel filter / water
separator.separator.

7.7.   Prime the fuel system. See topic “Priming thePrime the fuel system. See topic “Priming the
Fuel System” in “When Required”.Fuel System” in “When Required”.

8.8.   Check for leaks.Check for leaks.

4TNE98 Diesel Engine Only4TNE98 Diesel Engine Only

Replace the fuel filter at specified intervals toReplace the fuel filter at specified intervals to
prevent contaminants from adversely affecting theprevent contaminants from adversely affecting the
diesel fuel flow.diesel fuel flow.

1.1.   Stop the engine and allow it to cool.Stop the engine and allow it to cool.

2.2.   Close all fuel cocks in fuel line.Close all fuel cocks in fuel line.

3.3.   Disconnect the fuel filter sensor connectorDisconnect the fuel filter sensor connector
(Figure 5-14, (1)).(Figure 5-14, (1)).  

FigFig ure 5-ure 5-1414  

4.4.   Place an approved container under Place an approved container under fuel filter.fuel filter.

5.5.   Carefully open the drain plugCarefully open the drain plug (Figure 5-15, (1))(Figure 5-15, (1))  
to drain fuel from the to drain fuel from the fuel filter.fuel filter.

6.6.   Remove the fuel filterRemove the fuel filter (Figure 5-14, (2))(Figure 5-14, (2))   byby
turning it to the left (Figure 5-14, (3)). Wipe upturning it to the left (Figure 5-14, (3)). Wipe up
all spilled fuel.all spilled fuel.

7.7.   Remove the drain plugRemove the drain plug (Figure 5-15, (1))(Figure 5-15, (1)) from fromthe fuel filterthe fuel filter  (Figure 5-15, (2))  (Figure 5-15, (2)) by turning it to by turning it to
the leftthe left (Figure 5-15, (3)).(Figure 5-15, (3)).  

8.8.   Check the condition of the drain plug O-ringCheck the condition of the drain plug O-ring
(Figure 5-15, (4)).(Figure 5-15, (4)).  Replace the O-ring if  Replace the O-ring if
damaged.damaged.
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FigFig ure 5-1ure 5-155  

9.9.   Set the drain plug aside for Set the drain plug aside for reinstallatioreinstallation.n.

10.10.  Remove the fuel filter sensor assemblyRemove the fuel filter sensor assembly (Figure(Figure
5-15, (5))5-15, (5)) by turning it to the left by turning it to the left (Figure 5-15,(Figure 5-15,
(3)).(3)).  

11.11.  Carefully remove the in-line fuel filterCarefully remove the in-line fuel filter (Figure(Figure
5-15, (7))5-15, (7))  from the output nipple  from the output nipple (Figure 5-15,(Figure 5-15,
(8))(8)) that goes to the fuel injection pump. that goes to the fuel injection pump.

12.12.  Dispose of the fuel, fuel filters and O-ring (ifDispose of the fuel, fuel filters and O-ring (if
replaced) properly. Follow the guidelines of thereplaced) properly. Follow the guidelines of the

EPA or other government agency.EPA or other government agency.

13.13.  Carefully install the new in-line fuelCarefully install the new in-line fuel filterfilter
(Figure 5-15, (7))(Figure 5-15, (7)) into the output nipple into the output nipple (Figure(Figure
5-15, (8)).5-15, (8)).  

14.14.  Carefully install the fuel filter sensor assemblyCarefully install the fuel filter sensor assembly
(Figure 5-15, (5))(Figure 5-15, (5)) in the new fuel filter using the in the new fuel filter using the
new O-ring supplied with the fuel filternew O-ring supplied with the fuel filter (Figure(Figure
5-15, (2))5-15, (2))  by turning the fuel filter sensor  by turning the fuel filter sensor
assembly to the rightassembly to the right (Figure 5-15, (9))(Figure 5-15, (9))..

15.15.  Install the drain plugInstall the drain plug (Figure 5-15, (1))(Figure 5-15, (1))  on the on the
new fuel filternew fuel filter (Figure 5-15, (3))(Figure 5-15, (3)) by turning the by turning the
drain plug to the rightdrain plug to the right (Figure 5-15, (8))(Figure 5-15, (8)). Hand. Hand
tighten only.tighten only.

17.17.  Install the new fuel filterInstall the new fuel filter (Figure 5-14, (2))(Figure 5-14, (2))   byby
turning it to the rightturning it to the right (Figure 5-14, (4))(Figure 5-14, (4))  until it  until it
contacts the mounting surface. Tighten onecontacts the mounting surface. Tighten one
additional turn.additional turn.

18.18.  Open all fuel cocks in the fuel lineOpen all fuel cocks in the fuel line..

19.19.  Reconnect the fuel filter sensor connectorReconnect the fuel filter sensor connector(Figure 5-14, (1)).(Figure 5-14, (1)).  

20.20.  Prime the fuel system. See Priming the FuelPrime the fuel system. See Priming the Fuel
System.System.

21.21.  Check for fuel leaks.Check for fuel leaks.

Engine Oil & Filter (Diesel EngineEngine Oil & Filter (Diesel Engine
Only) - ChangeOnly) - Change

See topic, “Engine Oil & Filter (Diesel Engine Only)See topic, “Engine Oil & Filter (Diesel Engine Only)
- Change” in “ First 50-100 Service Hours or a- Change” in “ First 50-100 Service Hours or a
Week”.Week”.
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16.16.  Clean the fuel filter mounting surfaceClean the fuel filter mounting surface (Figure(Figure
5-15, (10))5-15, (10)) and apply a small amount of diesel and apply a small amount of diesel
fuel to the gasket of the fuel to the gasket of the new filter.new filter.
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Water Separator (4TNV98 DieselWater Separator (4TNV98 Diesel
Engine Only) - CleanEngine Only) - Clean

Periodically clean the fuel filter / water separatorPeriodically clean the fuel filter / water separator
element and inside cup.element and inside cup.

1.1.   Position an approved container under the cupPosition an approved container under the cup
(Figure5-16, (1))(Figure5-16, (1))  of the fuel filter/water  of the fuel filter/water
separator to collect the contaseparator to collect the contaminants.minants.

Figure5-16Figure5-16  

2.2.   CloseClose (Figure5-16, (2))(Figure5-16, (2))  the fuel cock  the fuel cock
(Figure5-16, (3)).(Figure5-16, (3)).  

3.3.   Loosen the drain cockLoosen the drain cock (Figure5-16, (4))(Figure5-16, (4)) andand
drain the contaminants. See Drain Fueldrain the contaminants. See Drain Fuel
Filter/Water Separator.Filter/Water Separator.

4.4.   Turn the retaining ringTurn the retaining ring (Figure5-16, (5))(Figure5-16, (5))  to the  to the
leftleft (Figure5-16, (10))(Figure5-16, (10))  and remove the cup  and remove the cup
(Figure5-16, (6)).(Figure5-16, (6)).  If equipped, disconnect the  If equipped, disconnect the
sensor wiresensor wire (Figure5-16, (7))(Figure5-16, (7))  from the cup  from the cup
before removing the cup.before removing the cup.

6.6.   Remove the float ringRemove the float ring (Figure5-16, (8))(Figure5-16, (8)) from thefrom the
cup. Pour the contaminants into the containercup. Pour the contaminants into the container
and dispose of it properly.and dispose of it properly.

7.7.   Clean the elementClean the element (Figure5-16, (9))(Figure5-16, (9)) and inside and inside
cup. Replace the element if it is damaged.cup. Replace the element if it is damaged.

8.8.
  

Install the element and O-ring in the bInstall the element and O-ring in the bracket.racket.

9.9.   Position the float ring in the cup.Position the float ring in the cup.

10.10.  Check the condition of the cup O-ring. ReplaceCheck the condition of the cup O-ring. Replace
if necessary.if necessary.

11.11.  Install the cup to the bracket by tightening theInstall the cup to the bracket by tightening the
retaining ring to the rightretaining ring to the right (Figure5-16, (6))(Figure5-16, (6)) to a to a
torque of torque of 11-15 ft•lb (15-20 N•m; 1.5-2.0kgf•m).11-15 ft•lb (15-20 N•m; 1.5-2.0kgf•m).

12.12.  Close the drain cock. Reconnect the sensorClose the drain cock. Reconnect the sensor
wire if equipped.wire if equipped.

13.13.  Open the fuel cockOpen the fuel cock (Figure5-16, (3)).(Figure5-16, (3)).  

14.14.  Prime the fuel system. See topic, “Priming thePrime the fuel system. See topic, “Priming the

Fuel System” in “When Fuel System” in “When required”.required”.

15.15.  Check for leaksCheck for leaks
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5.5.   Carefully hold the cup to prevent fuel fromCarefully hold the cup to prevent fuel from
spilling. If you spill any fuel, clean up the spillspilling. If you spill any fuel, clean up the spill
completely.completely.
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Every 1000 Service Hours or 6 MonthsEvery 1000 Service Hours or 6 Months

You must read and understand the warnings and instructions contained in the Safety section of this manual,You must read and understand the warnings and instructions contained in the Safety section of this manual,
before performing any operation before performing any operation or maintenance procedures.or maintenance procedures.

Hydraulic Return Filter, BreatherHydraulic Return Filter, Breather& Strainer - Check, Change& Strainer - Check, Change

WARNINGWARNING

Hot oil and components can cause personalHot oil and components can cause personal

injury. Do not allow hot oil or components toinjury. Do not allow hot oil or components to
contact skin.contact skin.

Park the lift truck level with the forks lowered,Park the lift truck level with the forks lowered,
parking brake engaged, transmission in NEUTRALparking brake engaged, transmission in NEUTRAL
and the engine stopped.and the engine stopped.

1.1.   Loosen the bolts of the hydraulic tank top plateLoosen the bolts of the hydraulic tank top plate
assembly.assembly.

2.2.   Remove the return filter from tank top plateRemove the return filter from tank top plate
assembly.assembly.

3.3.   Install new return filter by hand.Install new return filter by hand.

4.4.   Remove the suction strainer from the tank.Remove the suction strainer from the tank.

5.5.   Install the new strainer by hand.Install the new strainer by hand.

6.6.   Install the tank top plate assembly and fastenInstall the tank top plate assembly and fasten
the bolts.the bolts.

Typical ExampleTypical Example

7.7.   Remove and discard the air breather.Remove and discard the air breather.

8.8.   Install a new air breather.Install a new air breather.

9.9.   Start the engine and operate the hydraulicStart the engine and operate the hydraulic
controls, and the steering system, through acontrols, and the steering system, through a
few cycles to fill the lines. Look for oil few cycles to fill the lines. Look for oil leaks.leaks.

10.10.  Stop the engine and check the oil level. With allStop the engine and check the oil level. With all
cylinders retracted, maintain the oil level to thecylinders retracted, maintain the oil level to the
FULL mark on the FULL mark on the dipstick/filter cap assembly.dipstick/filter cap assembly.
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Transmission Oil, Oil Filter &Transmission Oil, Oil Filter &
Strainer - Check, Clean, ChangeStrainer - Check, Clean, Change

See topic, “Transmission Oil, Oil Filter & Strainer-See topic, “Transmission Oil, Oil Filter & Strainer-
Check, Clean, Change” in “First 50 - 100 ServiceCheck, Clean, Change” in “First 50 - 100 Service
Hours”Hours”

Lift Chains - Test, Check, AdjustLift Chains - Test, Check, Adjust

Lift Chain Wear TestLift Chain Wear Test

Inspect the part of the chain that is normallyInspect the part of the chain that is normally
operated over the cross head roller. When theoperated over the cross head roller. When the
chain bends over the roller, the movement of thechain bends over the roller, the movement of the
parts against each other causparts against each other causes wears.es wears.
Inspect to be sure Inspect to be sure that chain link pins do not extendthat chain link pins do not extend
outside of the link hole. If any single link pin isoutside of the link hole. If any single link pin is
extended beyond its connecting corresponding link,extended beyond its connecting corresponding link,
it should be suspected of being broken inside of itsit should be suspected of being broken inside of its
link hole. Lift chains are required to check for wearlink hole. Lift chains are required to check for wear
about every 1,000 service hours or 6 months.about every 1,000 service hours or 6 months.

Chain wear test is a measurement of wear of theChain wear test is a measurement of wear of the

chain links and pins. Take the following steps tochain links and pins. Take the following steps to
check chain wear.check chain wear.

1.1.   Lift the mast and carriage enough for gettingLift the mast and carriage enough for getting
tension on lift chains.tension on lift chains.

Typical exampleTypical example

2.2.   Measure precisely ten links of chain distance atMeasure precisely ten links of chain distance at
the center of pins in the center of pins in millimeter.millimeter.

3.3.   Calculate chain wear rate*.Calculate chain wear rate*.

4.4.   If the chain wears rate is 2% or more, replaceIf the chain wears rate is 2% or more, replace
the lift chain.the lift chain.

*Chain wear rate (%)*Chain wear rate (%)

= = Actual Actual measurement measurement - - Pitch** Pitch** X X 1010
Pitch** X 10Pitch** X 10

**Chain Pitch = 19.05mm (0.75in)**Chain Pitch = 19.05mm (0.75in)

Check for Equal TensionCheck for Equal Tension

Typical exampleTypical example

Lift the carriage and the mast high enough forLift the carriage and the mast high enough for
getting tension on lift chains. Check the getting tension on lift chains. Check the chains, andchains, and
make sure the tension is the same. Lift chains aremake sure the tension is the same. Lift chains are
required to check for equal tension about everyrequired to check for equal tension about every
1,000 service hours or 6 months.1,000 service hours or 6 months.

WARNINGWARNING

Personal injury can be caused by suddenPersonal injury can be caused by sudden
movement of the mast and carriage. Keepmovement of the mast and carriage. Keep
hands and feet clear of hands and feet clear of any parts that can move.any parts that can move.

Lift Chain AdjustmentLift Chain Adjustment

Typical example for carriage eqTypical example for carriage equal tensionual tension

If the tension is not the same on both chains, takeIf the tension is not the same on both chains, take
the procedure as the procedure as follows.follows.

NOTE:NOTE:   If carriage height is not correct, makeIf carriage height is not correct, make
adjustments by following procedures.adjustments by following procedures.

X 100X 100
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Carriage Chain AdjustmentCarriage Chain Adjustment

Make sure that carriage height is correct. If correct,Make sure that carriage height is correct. If correct,
adjust the chain for equal tension. If not, adjust theadjust the chain for equal tension. If not, adjust the
chain for correct carriage height by adjustingchain for correct carriage height by adjusting
anchor nuts (1), (2).anchor nuts (1), (2).

NOTE:NOTE:   See the previous section, “Carriage RollerSee the previous section, “Carriage Roller

Extrusion” in “When Required” for properExtrusion” in “When Required” for proper
height of carriage.height of carriage.

1.1. Fully lower the carriage and tilt mast forward orFully lower the carriage and tilt mast forward or
lift the carriage and put blocks lift the carriage and put blocks under the carriageunder the carriage
to release the tension from the lift chains.to release the tension from the lift chains.

2.2. Loosen nut(1) and adjust nut(2) to get properLoosen nut(1) and adjust nut(2) to get proper
distance from bottom of inner upright to thedistance from bottom of inner upright to the
bottom of carriage bearing.bottom of carriage bearing.

Typical example for carriage chain of STD mastTypical example for carriage chain of STD mast

Typical example for carriage chain of FF, FFT mastTypical example for carriage chain of FF, FFT mast

3.3. Make adjustment anchor nut (1), (2) for equalMake adjustment anchor nut (1), (2) for equal
chain tension.chain tension.

4.4. Set the mast vertical and raise the carriage andSet the mast vertical and raise the carriage and
check equal chain tension. If not equal, repeatcheck equal chain tension. If not equal, repeat
the same procedure as step 1 through step 3.the same procedure as step 1 through step 3.

5.5. Put LOCTITE No. 242 Tread lock on the threadsPut LOCTITE No. 242 Tread lock on the threads
of the anchor nuts (1), (2) after the adjustment isof the anchor nuts (1), (2) after the adjustment is
completed.completed.

Mast Chain Adjustment - FF, FFT MastMast Chain Adjustment - FF, FFT Mast

Typical example for FF mastTypical example for FF mast

Typical example for FFT mastTypical example for FFT mast

Make sure that mast height is correct. If correct,Make sure that mast height is correct. If correct,
adjust chain for equal tension. If not, adjust mastadjust chain for equal tension. If not, adjust mast
chain for correct mast height by adjusting anchorchain for correct mast height by adjusting anchor
nuts (3), (4).nuts (3), (4).

NOTE:NOTE:   See the previous section, “Carriage RollerSee the previous section, “Carriage Roller
Extrusion” in “When Required” for properExtrusion” in “When Required” for proper
inner mast height.inner mast height.

1.1. Lift the inner mast and put blocks under the innerLift the inner mast and put blocks under the inner
mast to release the tenmast to release the tension from the lift chains.sion from the lift chains.

2.2. Loosen nut (3) and adjust nut (4) to make innerLoosen nut (3) and adjust nut (4) to make inner
mast rail flush with oumast rail flush with outer mast rail bottom.ter mast rail bottom.

3.3. Make adjustment anchor nuts (3), (4) for equalMake adjustment anchor nuts (3), (4) for equal
chain tension.chain tension.

4.4. Raise the inner mast and check equal chainRaise the inner mast and check equal chain
tension. If not equal, repeat the same proceduretension. If not equal, repeat the same procedure
as step 1 through step 3.as step 1 through step 3.

5.5. Put LOCTITE No. 242 tread lock on the threadsPut LOCTITE No. 242 tread lock on the threads
of the anchor nuts (3), (4) after the adjustment isof the anchor nuts (3), (4) after the adjustment is
completed.completed.
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Universal Joint – InspectUniversal Joint – Inspect

Check for worn or damaged bearings. Have wornCheck for worn or damaged bearings. Have worn
or damaged bearings replaced. Check for looseor damaged bearings replaced. Check for loose
retaining bolts and nuts. Tighten the bolts and nuts,retaining bolts and nuts. Tighten the bolts and nuts,
if nif necessary.ecessary.

Air Intake System - ChangeAir Intake System - Change

Changing Primary ElementChanging Primary Element

See topic, “Air Intake System - Check, Clean” inSee topic, “Air Intake System - Check, Clean” in
“Every 250 Service Hours or M“Every 250 Service Hours or Monthly”onthly”

Changing Secondary ElementChanging Secondary Element
1.1.   Remove the primary air cleaner element. SeeRemove the primary air cleaner element. See

topic “Servicing Filter Element.” Clean thetopic “Servicing Filter Element.” Clean the
inside of the air cleaner houinside of the air cleaner housinsing and cover.g and cover.

2.2.   Remove the secondary element. Inspect theRemove the secondary element. Inspect the
gasket between the air cleaner housing and thegasket between the air cleaner housing and the
engine inlet. Replace the gasket if it isengine inlet. Replace the gasket if it is
damaged.damaged.

NOTICENOTICE

Always replace the secondary element. Do notAlways replace the secondary element. Do not
attempt to reuse it by cleaning.attempt to reuse it by cleaning.

3.3.   Install a new secondary element. Install a newInstall a new secondary element. Install a new
or cleaned primary element. Install the cover.or cleaned primary element. Install the cover.
Tighten the latches.Tighten the latches.

4.4.   Start the engine and observe the air cleanerStart the engine and observe the air cleaner
service indicator. If the indicator shows REDservice indicator. If the indicator shows RED
after installing a new secondary element and aafter installing a new secondary element and a
cleaned primary (outer) element, replace thecleaned primary (outer) element, replace the
cleaned primary filter with a cleaned primary filter with a new element.new element.

5.5.   Stop the engine. Close the hood and seatStop the engine. Close the hood and seat
assembly.assembly.
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Inspect Coolant HosesInspect Coolant Hoses
(LP, Dual Fuel Engine Only)(LP, Dual Fuel Engine Only)

1.1.   Visually inspect coolant hoses and clamps.Visually inspect coolant hoses and clamps.
Remember to check the two coolant lines thatRemember to check the two coolant lines that
connect to the pconnect to the pressure regulator/converter.ressure regulator/converter.

2.2.   Replace any hoses that sReplace any hoses that shows signs of swelling,hows signs of swelling,
cracking, abrasion or deterioration.cracking, abrasion or deterioration.

(1) LP Regulator/Converter(1) LP Regulator/Converter

(2) Coolant hoses(2) Coolant hoses

LP Regulator/ConverterLP Regulator/Converter
Inspection (LP, Dual Fuel EngineInspection (LP, Dual Fuel Engine
Only)Only)

1.1.   Visually inspect the pressureVisually inspect the pressure
regulator/converter housing for coolant leaks.regulator/converter housing for coolant leaks.
Refer to the pressure regulator/converterRefer to the pressure regulator/converter
section of the service manual if maintenance issection of the service manual if maintenance is
required.required.

NOTE:NOTE:   For pressure testing and internal inspectionFor pressure testing and internal inspection
of the pof the pressure regulator/converter, refer toressure regulator/converter, refer to

the pressure regulator/converter section ofthe pressure regulator/converter section of
the service manual.the service manual.

Fuel Lines & Fittings - CheckFuel Lines & Fittings - Check

Visually inspect fuel lines and fittings for physicalVisually inspect fuel lines and fittings for physical
damage. Replace as redamage. Replace as required.quired.

(1) Fuel lines(1) Fuel lines

(2) LP mixer(2) LP mixer

(3) Throttle Assembly(3) Throttle Assembly

Inspect Mixer AssemblyInspect Mixer Assembly

(G420F(E)/G424F(E) Engine Only)(G420F(E)/G424F(E) Engine Only)
Refer to the LP mixer section of the engine serviceRefer to the LP mixer section of the engine service
manual for procedures.manual for procedures.

Inspect Throttle AssemblyInspect Throttle Assembly
(G420F(E)/G424F(E) Engine Only)(G420F(E)/G424F(E) Engine Only)

1.1.   Visually inspect the throttle assembly motorVisually inspect the throttle assembly motor
housing for coking, cracks and missinghousing for coking, cracks and missing
cover-retaining clips. Repair and/or replace ascover-retaining clips. Repair and/or replace as
necessary.necessary.

NOTE:NOTE:   Refer to the LP mixer and throttle section ofRefer to the LP mixer and throttle section of

the service manual for procedures onthe service manual for procedures onremoving the mixer and inspecting theremoving the mixer and inspecting the
throttle plate.throttle plate.

11

22

11 22

33
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Engine Valve Lash (Diesel EngineEngine Valve Lash (Diesel Engine
Only) - Check, AdjustOnly) - Check, Adjust

NOTICENOTICE

The valve clearances are to be adjusted at theThe valve clearances are to be adjusted at the
times of the foltimes of the following situations.lowing situations.
   When the engine is overhauled and the cylinderWhen the engine is overhauled and the cylinder

heads are disassembled.heads are disassembled.
   When severe noise comes from When severe noise comes from valve train.valve train.
   When the engine is not normally operated evenWhen the engine is not normally operated even

though there is no trouble in the though there is no trouble in the fuel system.fuel system.

WARNINGWARNING

To prevent possible injury when adjustingTo prevent possible injury when adjusting

diesel engines, do not use the starter motor todiesel engines, do not use the starter motor to
turn the flywheel.turn the flywheel.

Hot engine components can cause burns. AllowHot engine components can cause burns. Allow
additional time for the engine to cool beforeadditional time for the engine to cool before
measuring valve clearance.measuring valve clearance.

NOTICENOTICE

Measure the valve lash with the engine stopped. ToMeasure the valve lash with the engine stopped. To
obtain an accurate measurement, allow at least 20obtain an accurate measurement, allow at least 20
minutes to cool the engine cylinder head and blockminutes to cool the engine cylinder head and block
temperature.temperature.

Set the clearance to the nominal appropriateSet the clearance to the nominal appropriate
clearance given in the “Valve Clearance Setting”clearance given in the “Valve Clearance Setting”
shown below.shown below.

Valve ClearancesValve Clearances  

Engine Engine Valve Valve ClearanceClearance
ExExhaushaust Vt Valvalveses 0.2 0.2 mm mm (.0.(.0.08 08 inin))3.3 liter3.3 liter

(4TNV98 &(4TNV98 &

4TNE98) Diesel4TNE98) Diesel
IntakIntake e Valves Valves 0.2 0.2 mm mm (.0.08 (.0.08 in)in)

  
Refer to the “Service Manual” for the completeRefer to the “Service Manual” for the complete
valve adjustment procedure.valve adjustment procedure.

In regards to G420F(E) and G424F(E) Engines,In regards to G420F(E) and G424F(E) Engines,
valve adjustment is not necessary because ofvalve adjustment is not necessary because of
automatic adjusting systemautomatic adjusting system
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Every 1500 Service Hours or 9 MonthsEvery 1500 Service Hours or 9 Months

Inspect Ignition System (LP,Inspect Ignition System (LP,
Gasoline & Dual Fuel EnginesGasoline & Dual Fuel Engines
Only)Only)

1.1.   Disconnect Battery Cables.Disconnect Battery Cables.

2.2.   Remove and inspect the spark plugs. ReplaceRemove and inspect the spark plugs. Replace
as required.as required.

3.3.   Test secondary cables with an Ohmmeter. If theTest secondary cables with an Ohmmeter. If the
maximum resistance is higher than 25 kOhms,maximum resistance is higher than 25 kOhms,
repair and/or replace(G424F(E) engine only).repair and/or replace(G424F(E) engine only).

4.4.   Inspect the ignition coil for cracks and heatInspect the ignition coil for cracks and heat
deterioration. Visually inspect the coil heat sinkdeterioration. Visually inspect the coil heat sink
fins. If any fins afins. If any fins are broken replace as required.re broken replace as required.

G420F(E) EngineG420F(E) Engine

G424F(E) EngineG424F(E) Engine

(1) Spark Plug Cables(1) Spark Plug Cables

(2) Ignition Coil(2) Ignition Coil

Replace Spark Plugs (G424F(E)Replace Spark Plugs (G424F(E)
LP, Dual Fuel Engine Only)LP, Dual Fuel Engine Only)

1.1.   Disconnect Battery Cables.Disconnect Battery Cables.

2.2.   Using a gentle twisting motion remove the highUsing a gentle twisting motion remove the high
voltage cables from the spark plugs. Replacevoltage cables from the spark plugs. Replace
any damaged cables.any damaged cables.

3.3.   Remove the spark plugs.Remove the spark plugs.

4.4.   Gap the new spark plugs to the properGap the new spark plugs to the proper
specifications.specifications.

G424F(E) EnginG424F(E) Engine : 0.9 mme : 0.9 mm

5.5.   Apply anti-seize compound to the spark plugApply anti-seize compound to the spark plug
threads and install.threads and install.

G424F(E) Engine : 25 N•m (18 G424F(E) Engine : 25 N•m (18 lb•ft)lb•ft)

WARNINGWARNING

DO NOT OVERTIGHTEN THE SPARK PLUGS.DO NOT OVERTIGHTEN THE SPARK PLUGS.

6.6.   Re-install the high voltage cables.Re-install the high voltage cables.

22

11
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Replace LP Fuel Filter ElementReplace LP Fuel Filter Element
(LP, Dual Fuel Engine Only)(LP, Dual Fuel Engine Only)  

Park the lift truck in an authorized refueling areaPark the lift truck in an authorized refueling area
with the forks lowered, parking brake applied andwith the forks lowered, parking brake applied and
the transmission in Neutral.the transmission in Neutral.

1.1.   Close the fuel shutoff valve on the LP-Fuel tank.Close the fuel shutoff valve on the LP-Fuel tank.
Run the engine until the fuel in the system runsRun the engine until the fuel in the system runs
out and the engine stops.out and the engine stops.

2.2.   Turn off the ignition switch.Turn off the ignition switch.

3.3.   Scribe a line across the filter housing covers,Scribe a line across the filter housing covers,
which will be uwhich will be used for alignment purposes whensed for alignment purposes when
re-installing the filter cover.re-installing the filter cover.

(1) screws(1) screws

4.4.   Remove the cover retaining screws (1).Remove the cover retaining screws (1).

Fuel Filter (LP Engine Only)Fuel Filter (LP Engine Only)

DisassemblyDisassembly

1.1.   Remove top cover (2), magnet (3), spring (4),Remove top cover (2), magnet (3), spring (4),
and filter element (7) from bottom cover (5and filter element (7) from bottom cover (5).).

3.3.   Check bottom cover O-ring seal (6) for damage.Check bottom cover O-ring seal (6) for damage.
Replace if necessary.Replace if necessary.

4.4.   Re-assemble the filter assembly aligning theRe-assemble the filter assembly aligning the
scribe lines on the top and bottom covers.scribe lines on the top and bottom covers.

5.5.   Install the cover retaining screws, tightening theInstall the cover retaining screws, tightening the

screws in an opposite sequence across thescrews in an opposite sequence across thecover.cover.

6.6.   Open the fuel valve by slowly turning the valveOpen the fuel valve by slowly turning the valve
counterclockwise.counterclockwise.

7.7.   Crank the engine several revolutions to openCrank the engine several revolutions to open
the fuel lthe fuel lock-offock-off. DO N. DO NOT START THE OT START THE ENGINE.ENGINE.
Turn the ignition key switch to the off poTurn the ignition key switch to the off position.sition.

8.8.   Check the filter housing, fuel lines and fittingsCheck the filter housing, fuel lines and fittings
for leaks. Repair afor leaks. Repair as necessary.s necessary.

Testing Fuel Lock-off OperationTesting Fuel Lock-off Operation
(LP Engine Only)(LP Engine Only)

1.1.   Start engine.Start engine.

2.2.   Locate the electrical connector for the fuel lockLocate the electrical connector for the fuel lock

3.3.   Disconnect the electrical connector.Disconnect the electrical connector.

4.4.   The engine should run out of fuel and stopThe engine should run out of fuel and stop
within a short period of time.within a short period of time.

5.5.   Turn the ignition key switch off and re-connectTurn the ignition key switch off and re-connect
the fuel lock-off connector.the fuel lock-off connector.

NOTE:NOTE:   The length of time the engine The length of time the engine runs onruns on
trapped fuel vapor increases with anytrapped fuel vapor increases with any
increase in distance between the fuelincrease in distance between the fuel
lock-off and the lock-off and the pressurepressure

regulator/converter.regulator/converter.

(1) LP fuel lock-off(1) LP fuel lock-off

FilterFilter
HousingHousing
ScribeScribe

PointPoint

22

11
44

55

66

33

77

11

11

22

33
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2.2.   Replace the filter element (7).Replace the filter element (7).

(1) LP fuel lock off(1) LP fuel lock off

(2) (2) Regulator/ConvRegulator/Convertererter

(3) Fuel Trim valve (FTV)(3) Fuel Trim valve (FTV)

  

Maintenance SectionMaintenance Section

Fuel Injectors (Diesel Engine OFuel Injectors (Diesel Engine Only)nly)
 – In – Inspect, spect, CleanClean, Te, Testst

WARNINGWARNING

HIGH-PRESSURE HAZARD!HIGH-PRESSURE HAZARD!  

Avoid skin contact with the high-pressureAvoid skin contact with the high-pressure

diesel fuel spray caused by a fuel system leakdiesel fuel spray caused by a fuel system leak
such as a broken fuel injection line.such as a broken fuel injection line.
High-pressure fuel can penetrate your skin andHigh-pressure fuel can penetrate your skin and

result in serious injury. If you are exposed toresult in serious injury. If you are exposed to
high-pressure fuel spray, obtain prompt medicalhigh-pressure fuel spray, obtain prompt medical
treatment.treatment.

NEVER check for a fuel leak with your hands.NEVER check for a fuel leak with your hands.

ALWAYS use a piece of wood or cardboard.ALWAYS use a piece of wood or cardboard.
Have your authorized Yanmar industrial engineHave your authorized Yanmar industrial engine

dealer or distributor repair the damage.dealer or distributor repair the damage.

Failure to comply could result in death orFailure to comply could result in death or
serious injury.serious injury.

Proper operation of the fuel injectors is required toProper operation of the fuel injectors is required to
obtain the optimum injection pattern for full engineobtain the optimum injection pattern for full engine
performance. The EPA / ARB requires that the fuelperformance. The EPA / ARB requires that the fuel
injectors are inspected, cleaned and tested everyinjectors are inspected, cleaned and tested every
1500 hours.1500 hours. See Testing of Fuel Injectors onSee Testing of Fuel Injectors on
Service Manual Service Manual   

Crankcase Breather SystemCrankcase Breather System
(4TNV98 Diesel Engine Only) -(4TNV98 Diesel Engine Only) -

InspectInspect

Proper operation of the crankcase breather systemProper operation of the crankcase breather system
is required to maintain the emission requirementsis required to maintain the emission requirements
of the engine. The EPA / ARB requires that theof the engine. The EPA / ARB requires that the
crankcase breather system is inspected every crankcase breather system is inspected every 15001500
hours.hours.

4TNV98 engines use a crankcase breather system4TNV98 engines use a crankcase breather system
that has a spring-backed diaphragmthat has a spring-backed diaphragm (Figure5-19,(Figure5-19,
(1))(1)) in the valve cover in the valve cover (Figure5-19, (2))(Figure5-19, (2)). When the. When the
crankcase pressure reaches a predecrankcase pressure reaches a predetermintermined ed value,value,
the diaphragm opens a passage that allowsthe diaphragm opens a passage that allows
crankcase fumes to be routed to the intakecrankcase fumes to be routed to the intake
manifold.manifold.

To inspect the diaphragm and springTo inspect the diaphragm and spring (Figure5-19(Figure5-19

Figure5-19Figure5-19  

2.2.   Remove the diaphragm cover, spring,Remove the diaphragm cover, spring,
diaphragm platediaphragm plate (Figure5-19, (5))(Figure5-19, (5))  and  and
diaphragm.diaphragm.

3.3.   Inspect the diaphragm for tears. Inspect theInspect the diaphragm for tears. Inspect the
spring for distortion. Replace components ifspring for distortion. Replace components if
necessary.necessary.

4.4.   Reinstall the diaphragm, diaphragm plate,Reinstall the diaphragm, diaphragm plate,
spring and diaphragm cover. Tighten thespring and diaphragm cover. Tighten the
diaphragm bolts to specified torque.diaphragm bolts to specified torque.

Failure of the diaphragm and / or spring will causeFailure of the diaphragm and / or spring will cause
the loss of pressure control and allow an excessivethe loss of pressure control and allow an excessive
amount of crankcase fumes to be routed to theamount of crankcase fumes to be routed to the

intake manifold. This could result in excessiveintake manifold. This could result in excessivedeposits in the intake system, high engine exhaustdeposits in the intake system, high engine exhaust
smoke levels, excessive engine oil consumption,smoke levels, excessive engine oil consumption,
and / or engine run-on due to the burning of theand / or engine run-on due to the burning of the
engine oilengine oil
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To inspect the diaphragm and springTo inspect the diaphragm and spring (Figure5-19,(Figure5-19,

(3))(3))::

1.1.   Remove the bolts retaining the diaphragmRemove the bolts retaining the diaphragm
covercover (Figure5-19, (4))(Figure5-19, (4))..

  

Maintenance SectionMaintenance Section

Every 2000 Service Hours or YearlyEvery 2000 Service Hours or Yearly

You must read and understand the warnings and instructions contained in the Safety section of this manual,You must read and understand the warnings and instructions contained in the Safety section of this manual,
before performing any operation before performing any operation or maintenance procedures.or maintenance procedures.

Engine Valve Lash (Diesel EngineEngine Valve Lash (Diesel Engine
Only) – Check, AdjustOnly) – Check, Adjust

See topic “Engine valve Lash See topic “Engine valve Lash (Diesel Engine Only)(Diesel Engine Only)
 – Check, Ad – Check, Adjust”. In First 250 Servijust”. In First 250 Service hours.ce hours.

Steer Wheel Bearings -Steer Wheel Bearings -
ReassembleReassemble

Park the lift truck level with the forks lowered,Park the lift truck level with the forks lowered,
parking brake engaged, transmission in NEUTRALparking brake engaged, transmission in NEUTRAL
and the engine stopped.and the engine stopped.

NOTE:NOTE:   The procedure is shown on a GC-Series liftThe procedure is shown on a GC-Series lift
truck. It is the same for D, G-Series lifttruck. It is the same for D, G-Series lift
trucks.trucks.

Typical ExampleTypical Example

1.1.   Lift the steer wheels off the ground. PlaceLift the steer wheels off the ground. Place
stands or blocking under the frame and steerstands or blocking under the frame and steer
axle to support the lift truck.axle to support the lift truck.

Typical ExampleTypical Example

2.2.   Remove the hub cap which is pressed into theRemove the hub cap which is pressed into the
wheel hub.wheel hub.
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3.3.   Straighten the lock washer Straighten the lock washer tangs.tangs.

4.4.   Remove the locknut, lock washer and flatRemove the locknut, lock washer and flat
washer.washer.
Remove the outer Remove the outer wheel bearing.wheel bearing.

5.5.   Remove the wheel assembly. Examine the Remove the wheel assembly. Examine the sealseal
for damage and wear. Replace the seal iffor damage and wear. Replace the seal if
necessary.necessary.

6.6.   Remove the inner bearing. Clean and lubricateRemove the inner bearing. Clean and lubricate
the steering knuckle. Reassemble both thethe steering knuckle. Reassemble both the
inner and ouinner and outer bearing cones.ter bearing cones.

7.7.   Install the inner bearing. Lubricate the seal andInstall the inner bearing. Lubricate the seal and
install the wheel assembly on the knuckle.install the wheel assembly on the knuckle.

8.8.   Install the outer wheel bearing and the outInstall the outer wheel bearing and the out
washer. Install a new lock washer and fit thewasher. Install a new lock washer and fit the
locknut.locknut.

Typical ExampleTypical Example

9.9.   Tighten the locknut to 135 Tighten the locknut to 135 N•m (100 lb•ft)N•m (100 lb•ft), while, while
turning wheel hub to seat the bearing.turning wheel hub to seat the bearing.

10.10.  Loosen the locknut. Retorque it to 50 ± 5N•mLoosen the locknut. Retorque it to 50 ± 5N•m
(37 ± 4 lb•ft). Bend the lock washer tang to(37 ± 4 lb•ft). Bend the lock washer tang to

secure locknut.secure locknut.

11.11.  Install the hub cap.Install the hub cap.

12.12.  Raise the lift truck and remove the blocking.Raise the lift truck and remove the blocking.
Lower the lift truck to the gLower the lift truck to the ground.round.
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Drive Wheel Bearing (Power ShaftDrive Wheel Bearing (Power Shaft
and Drive Wheel) – Reassembleand Drive Wheel) – Reassemble

Consult your DOOSAN lift truck dealer for theConsult your DOOSAN lift truck dealer for the
proper wheel bearing reassembling procedure.proper wheel bearing reassembling procedure.
Packing of bearings and adjustment procedurePacking of bearings and adjustment procedure
must be made by a trained mechanic or dealermust be made by a trained mechanic or dealer
personnel.personnel.

Pack power shaft bearings (1) and Pack power shaft bearings (1) and spindle bearingsspindle bearings
(2). Pack ring gear (3) to the (2). Pack ring gear (3) to the depth of the teeth.depth of the teeth.

D, G-Series Lift TrucksD, G-Series Lift Trucks

Torque for single or dual Torque for single or dual wheel mountinwheel mounting nuts (1g nuts (1) is) is
644 ± 34 N•m (470 ± 2644 ± 34 N•m (470 ± 25 lb•ft).5 lb•ft).

Torque for adapter assembly bolts (2) is 285 ± 13Torque for adapter assembly bolts (2) is 285 ± 13
N•m (210 ± 10 N•m (210 ± 10 lb•ft).lb•ft).

Tighten wheel bearing nut (3) to 135 Tighten wheel bearing nut (3) to 135 N•m (100 lb•ft)N•m (100 lb•ft)
while the wheel is turned in both directions. Loosenwhile the wheel is turned in both directions. Loosen
the nut completely and tighten nut again to 50 ± 5the nut completely and tighten nut again to 50 ± 5
N•m (37 ± 4 lb•ft). Bend the lock washer tab into aN•m (37 ± 4 lb•ft). Bend the lock washer tab into a
groove of the nut.groove of the nut.

Torque for bolts (4) that hold cover to drive axleTorque for bolts (4) that hold cover to drive axle
housing is 55 ± 10 N•m (40 ± housing is 55 ± 10 N•m (40 ± 7 lb•ft).7 lb•ft).

GC-Series Lift Trucks.GC-Series Lift Trucks.

Torque for wheel bolts (1) is 270 ± 25 N•m (200 ±Torque for wheel bolts (1) is 270 ± 25 N•m (200 ±
20 lb•ft).20 lb•ft).

Tighten wheel bearing nut (2) 135 N•m (100 lb•ft)Tighten wheel bearing nut (2) 135 N•m (100 lb•ft)
while the wheel is turned in both directions. Loosenwhile the wheel is turned in both directions. Loosen
the nut completely and tighten nut again to 50 ±5the nut completely and tighten nut again to 50 ±5
N•m (37 ± 4 lb•ft). Bend the lock washer tab into aN•m (37 ± 4 lb•ft). Bend the lock washer tab into a

groove of the nut.groove of the nut.

Torque for bolts (3) that hold cover to drive axleTorque for bolts (3) that hold cover to drive axle
housing is 55 ± 10 N•m (40 ± housing is 55 ± 10 N•m (40 ± 7 lb•ft).7 lb•ft).

Apply Loctite No. 242 to threads of spindle bolts (4).Apply Loctite No. 242 to threads of spindle bolts (4).
Torque for spindle bolts is 115 ± 14 N•m (85 ± 10Torque for spindle bolts is 115 ± 14 N•m (85 ± 10
lb•ft).lb•ft).
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Apply Loctite No.242 to threads of spindle boltsApply Loctite No.242 to threads of spindle bolts
(5).Torque for spindle bolts is 115 ± 14 N•m (85 ±(5).Torque for spindle bolts is 115 ± 14 N•m (85 ±
10 lb•ft).10 lb•ft).
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Cooling System – Clean, ChangeCooling System – Clean, Change

WARNINGWARNING

At operating temperature, the engine coolant isAt operating temperature, the engine coolant is
hot and under pressure.hot and under pressure.

Steam can cause personal injury.Steam can cause personal injury.
Check the coolant level only after the engineCheck the coolant level only after the engine

has been stopped and the filler cap is coolhas been stopped and the filler cap is cool
enough to touch with your bare enough to touch with your bare hand.hand.

Remove the filler cap sRemove the filler cap slowly to relieve pressure.lowly to relieve pressure.

Coolant is included antifreeze for forbiddingCoolant is included antifreeze for forbidding
corrosion. Avoid contact with the skin and eyescorrosion. Avoid contact with the skin and eyes
to prevent personal injury.to prevent personal injury.

Use all cleaning solution with care.Use all cleaning solution with care.

The Lift truck must be level, the forks lowered, theThe Lift truck must be level, the forks lowered, the
parking brake engaged, the transmission inparking brake engaged, the transmission in
NEUTRAL and the engine stopped and cool.NEUTRAL and the engine stopped and cool.

1.1.  Turn the radiator cap slowly to relieve the  Turn the radiator cap slowly to relieve the
pressure, and then remove the cap.pressure, and then remove the cap.

2.2. Remove the drain plug or water hose on engine Remove the drain plug or water hose on engine
block.block.

4TNV98 3.3L Diesel Engine4TNV98 3.3L Diesel Engine

G420F(E) 2.0L LPG/Gasoline EngineG420F(E) 2.0L LPG/Gasoline Engine

G424F(E) 2.4L LPG/Gasoline EngineG424F(E) 2.4L LPG/Gasoline Engine

3.3. Open the radiator drain valve. Allow the coolantOpen the radiator drain valve. Allow the coolant
to drain into a to drain into a suitable container.suitable container.
Drain the recovery bottle.Drain the recovery bottle.
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4TNE98 3.3L Diesel Engine4TNE98 3.3L Diesel Engine
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NOTICENOTICE

Hold the drain port when the radiator drain valve isHold the drain port when the radiator drain valve is
turned because the tank and the drain port areturned because the tank and the drain port are
separated.separated.

4.4. After draining the coolant completely, close the After draining the coolant completely, close the
radiator drain valve and the block drain plug, fillradiator drain valve and the block drain plug, fill
the engine and the radiator full with a radiatorthe engine and the radiator full with a radiator
cleaner, and clean the engine and the radiator.cleaner, and clean the engine and the radiator.

5.5. Start and run the engine fo Start and run the engine for 30 minutes.r 30 minutes.

6.6. Stop the engine and drain the cleaning solutionStop the engine and drain the cleaning solution
into a suitable container.into a suitable container.

7.7. Flush the system with clean water, until drainingFlush the system with clean water, until draining
water is clear.water is clear.

8.8. Close the drain valve and install the block drain Close the drain valve and install the block drain
plug. Fill coolant to top of the filler neck.plug. Fill coolant to top of the filler neck.

9.9. Start and run the engine to stabilize the coolant Start and run the engine to stabilize the coolant
level. See topic, “Coolant Level – Check” inlevel. See topic, “Coolant Level – Check” in
“Every 10 Service hours or “Every 10 Service hours or Daily”.Daily”.
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Forks – InspectForks – Inspect

Forks should be inspected, at a minimum, every 12Forks should be inspected, at a minimum, every 12
months. If the truck is being used in a multi-shift ormonths. If the truck is being used in a multi-shift or
heavy duty operation, they should be checkedheavy duty operation, they should be checked
every six months.every six months.

1.1.   Inspect the forks carefully for cracks. SpecialInspect the forks carefully for cracks. Special
attention should be given to the attention should be given to the heel section (A),heel section (A),
all weld areas and mounting brackets (B).all weld areas and mounting brackets (B).
Inspect the top and bottom hooks on forks usedInspect the top and bottom hooks on forks used

on hook type carriages and tubes on shafton hook type carriages and tubes on shaftmounted forks.mounted forks.

Forks with cracks should be removed fromForks with cracks should be removed from
service.service.

"Wet Test" magnetic particle inspection is"Wet Test" magnetic particle inspection is
generally preferred due to its sensitivity and thegenerally preferred due to its sensitivity and the
ease of interpreting the results. Portableease of interpreting the results. Portable
equipment is usually recommended so it can beequipment is usually recommended so it can be
moved to the lift truck.moved to the lift truck.

Inspectors should be trained and qualified inInspectors should be trained and qualified in
accordance with The American Society for Nonaccordance with The American Society for Non
Destructive Testing, Level II Destructive Testing, Level II Qualifications.Qualifications.

2.2.   Check the angle between the upper face of theCheck the angle between the upper face of the
blade and the front face of the shank. The forkblade and the front face of the shank. The fork
should be withdrawn from service if angle (C)should be withdrawn from service if angle (C)
exceeds 93 degrees or deviates by more than 3exceeds 93 degrees or deviates by more than 3

3.3.   Check the straightness of the upper face ofCheck the straightness of the upper face of
blade (D) and the front face of shank (E) with ablade (D) and the front face of shank (E) with a
straight edge.straight edge.

The fork should be withdrawn from service if theThe fork should be withdrawn from service if the
deviation from straightness exceeds 0.5 deviation from straightness exceeds 0.5 percentpercent
of the length of the blade and/or the height ofof the length of the blade and/or the height of
the shank respectively 5 mm/1000 mmthe shank respectively 5 mm/1000 mm
(0.18"/36").(0.18"/36").

4.4.   Check the difference in height of one fork tip toCheck the difference in height of one fork tip to
the other when mounted on the fork carrier. Athe other when mounted on the fork carrier. A
difference in fork tip height can result in unevendifference in fork tip height can result in uneven

support of the load and cause problems withsupport of the load and cause problems withentering loads.entering loads.

The maximum recommended difference in forkThe maximum recommended difference in fork
tip elevation (F) is 6.5 mm (0.25") for pallettip elevation (F) is 6.5 mm (0.25") for pallet
forks and 3 mm (0.125") for fully tapered forks.forks and 3 mm (0.125") for fully tapered forks.
TThe maximum allowable difference in fork tiphe maximum allowable difference in fork tip
elevation between the two or more forks is 3elevation between the two or more forks is 3
percent of blade length (L).percent of blade length (L).
Replace one or both forks when the differenceReplace one or both forks when the difference
in fork tip height exceeds the maximumin fork tip height exceeds the maximum
allowable difference. Contact your localallowable difference. Contact your local
DOOSAN Lift Truck Dealer for furtherDOOSAN Lift Truck Dealer for further
information.information.
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exceeds 93 degrees or deviates by more than 3exceeds 93 degrees or deviates by more than 3

degrees from an original angle other than 90degrees from an original angle other than 90degrees, as may be found in some specialdegrees, as may be found in some special
application forks.application forks.
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5.5.   Check the fork blade (J) and shank (H) for wearCheck the fork blade (J) and shank (H) for wear
with special attention to the heel (G). The forkwith special attention to the heel (G). The fork
should be withdrawn from service if theshould be withdrawn from service if the
thickness is reduced to 90 percent or less of thethickness is reduced to 90 percent or less of the
original thickness.original thickness.

Fork blade length may Fork blade length may also be reduced by wear,also be reduced by wear,
especially on tapered forks and platens.especially on tapered forks and platens.
Remove the forks from service when the bladeRemove the forks from service when the blade
length is no longer adequate for the intendedlength is no longer adequate for the intended

loads.loads.

6.6.   Check the fork mounCheck the fork mountings (K) for wear, crushingtings (K) for wear, crushing

and other local deformation, which can causeand other local deformation, which can causeexcessive side to side wobble of the forks.excessive side to side wobble of the forks.
Excessive clearance on hook type forks mayExcessive clearance on hook type forks may
allow them to fall from the carrier. Forks whichallow them to fall from the carrier. Forks which
show visible signs of such damage should beshow visible signs of such damage should be
removed from service.removed from service.

7.7.   Check the positioning lock and other forkCheck the positioning lock and other fork
retention devices to make sure they are retention devices to make sure they are in placein place
and working.and working.

Hook type forks use a spring loaded pin (M),Hook type forks use a spring loaded pin (M),
located in the top hook, to engage notches in thelocated in the top hook, to engage notches in the
top carriage bar to hold the fork top carriage bar to hold the fork in place.in place.

When adjusting the fork spacing, the forks areWhen adjusting the fork spacing, the forks are
prevented from sliding off the end of the carriage byprevented from sliding off the end of the carriage by

Shaft mounted forks may use set collars or spacersShaft mounted forks may use set collars or spacers
on the shaft to either side of the fork. They mayon the shaft to either side of the fork. They may
also use U bolts, pins, or similar devices whichalso use U bolts, pins, or similar devices which
engage the fork through the top structure of theengage the fork through the top structure of the
carriage.carriage.

8.8.   Check fork markings (N) for legibility. RenewCheck fork markings (N) for legibility. Renew
markings as required to rmarkings as required to retain legibility.etain legibility.

9.9.   a.a. Lift the mast and operate Lift the mast and operate the tilt control lever,the tilt control lever,

until the top surface of the forks is paralleluntil the top surface of the forks is parallel
with the floor. Place two straight bars that arewith the floor. Place two straight bars that are
the same width as the carriage, across thethe same width as the carriage, across the
forks as shown.forks as shown.

b.b. Measure the distance from the bottom ofMeasure the distance from the bottom of
each end of the two bars to the floor. Theeach end of the two bars to the floor. The
forks must be parallel within 3 mm (.12 in)forks must be parallel within 3 mm (.12 in)
for Full Tapered and Polished (FTP) forks,for Full Tapered and Polished (FTP) forks,
all other forks 6.4 mm (.25 in), for theirall other forks 6.4 mm (.25 in), for their
complete length.complete length.

c.c.  Put one fork, one third from the tip, under aPut one fork, one third from the tip, under a
fixture that will not move. Then operate thefixture that will not move. Then operate the
tilt control with caution until the rear of thetilt control with caution until the rear of the
truck lifts just off the floor. Follow the sametruck lifts just off the floor. Follow the same
procedure with the second fork. Repeat Stepprocedure with the second fork. Repeat Step

a.a.
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prevented from sliding off the end of the carriage byprevented from sliding off the end of the carriage by

stop blocks. These stop blocks are at both ends ofstop blocks. These stop blocks are at both ends of
the carriage and in the path of the bottom fork hook.the carriage and in the path of the bottom fork hook.
The load backrest extension may be used in placeThe load backrest extension may be used in place
of the stop blocks in some cases.of the stop blocks in some cases.
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Every 2500 Service Hours or 15 MonthsEvery 2500 Service Hours or 15 Months

You must read and understand the warnings and instructions contained in the Safety section of this manual,You must read and understand the warnings and instructions contained in the Safety section of this manual,
before performing any operation before performing any operation or maintenance procedures.or maintenance procedures.

Hydraulic Oil - Check, Clean,Hydraulic Oil - Check, Clean,
ChangeChange

WARNINGWARNING

Hot oil and components can cause personalHot oil and components can cause personal

injury. Do not allow hot oil or components toinjury. Do not allow hot oil or components to
contact skin.contact skin.

Park the lift truck level with the forks lowered,Park the lift truck level with the forks lowered,
parking brake engaged, transmission in NEUTRALparking brake engaged, transmission in NEUTRAL
and the engine stopped.and the engine stopped.

1.1.   Remove the hydraulic tank drain plug. Allow theRemove the hydraulic tank drain plug. Allow the
oil to drain into a suitable container. Clean andoil to drain into a suitable container. Clean and
install the plug.install the plug.

2.2.   Remove the dipstick/filter cap assembly.Remove the dipstick/filter cap assembly.

3.3.   Fill the hydraulic tank. See topic “RefillFill the hydraulic tank. See topic “Refill
Capacities”. Install the dipstick/filter capCapacities”. Install the dipstick/filter cap
assembly.assembly.

4.4.   Start the engine and operate the hydraulicStart the engine and operate the hydraulic
controls, and the steering system, through acontrols, and the steering system, through a
few cycles to fill the lines. Look for oifew cycles to fill the lines. Look for oil leaks.l leaks.

5.5.   Stop the engine and check the oil level. With allStop the engine and check the oil level. With all
cylinders retracted, maintain the oil level to thecylinders retracted, maintain the oil level to the
FULL mark on the FULL mark on the dipstick/filter cap assembly.dipstick/filter cap assembly.

Inspect Battery SystemInspect Battery System
1.1.   Clean battery outer surfaces with a mixture ofClean battery outer surfaces with a mixture of

baking soda and water.baking soda and water.

2.2.   Inspect battery outer surfaces for damage andInspect battery outer surfaces for damage and
replace as necessary.replace as necessary.

3.3.   Remove battery cable and clean, repair and/orRemove battery cable and clean, repair and/or
replace as necessary.replace as necessary.
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Replace Oxygen SensorReplace Oxygen Sensor
(G420F(E)/G424F(E) Engine Only)(G420F(E)/G424F(E) Engine Only)

G420F(E) EngineG420F(E) Engine

G424F(E) EngineG424F(E) Engine

When indicated by MIL, replace oxygen seasor onWhen indicated by MIL, replace oxygen seasor on
the exhaust manifold and othe exhaust manifold and oxygen sensor on mufflerxygen sensor on muffler
assembly.assembly.

1.1.   Stop engine and wait until the exhaust pipe andStop engine and wait until the exhaust pipe and
exhaust pipe is cooled.exhaust pipe is cooled.

4.4.   Assemble new oxygen sensorAssemble new oxygen sensor
Tightening torque : 45 N•m (32Tightening torque : 45 N•m (32.5 lb•ft).5 lb•ft)

5.5.   Connect the electrical connector of oxygenConnect the electrical connector of oxygen
sensorsensor

WARNINGWARNING

When assembling the filters, check the arrowWhen assembling the filters, check the arrow
mark on the filter surface.mark on the filter surface.

The arrow mark position is same as fuel flowThe arrow mark position is same as fuel flow

direction.direction.

Replace Spark Plugs (G420F(E)Replace Spark Plugs (G420F(E)
Engine Only)Engine Only)

1.1. Disconnect Battery Cables.Disconnect Battery Cables.

2.2. Remove the ignition wiring harness.Remove the ignition wiring harness.

3.3. Remove the ignition coil assy. Remove the ignition coil assy.

4.4. Remove spark plugs. Remove spark plugs.

5.5. Gap the new spark plugs to the Gap the new spark plugs to the properproper
specifications.specifications.
G420F(E) Engine : 0.7 ~ 0.8 mmG420F(E) Engine : 0.7 ~ 0.8 mm

6.6. Apply anti-seize compound to the spark plugApply anti-seize compound to the spark plug
threads and install.threads and install.
G420F(E) Engine : 25 G420F(E) Engine : 25 N•m (18 Ib•ft)N•m (18 Ib•ft)

WARNINGWARNING

DO NOT OVERTIGHTEN THE SPARK PLUGS.DO NOT OVERTIGHTEN THE SPARK PLUGS.

11

22

33
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2.2.   Disconnect the electrical connector of oxygenDisconnect the electrical connector of oxygen
sensorsensor

3.3.   Remove oxygen sensorRemove oxygen sensor

(1) Ignition wiring harness (2) Ignition Coil Assy (3) Spark plug(1) Ignition wiring harness (2) Ignition Coil Assy (3) Spark plug
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Checking the TMAP SensorChecking the TMAP Sensor
(G420F(E)/G424F(E) Engine Only)(G420F(E)/G424F(E) Engine Only)

1.1.   Verify that the TMAP sensor (F) is mountedVerify that the TMAP sensor (F) is mounted
tightly into the manifold adapter (E), with notightly into the manifold adapter (E), with no
leakage.leakage.

2.2.   If the TMAP is found to be loose, remove theIf the TMAP is found to be loose, remove the
TMAP retaining screw and the TMAP sensorTMAP retaining screw and the TMAP sensor
from the manifold adapter.from the manifold adapter.

3.3.   Visually inspect the TMAP O-ring seal forVisually inspect the TMAP O-ring seal for
damage. damage. Replace Replace as as necessary.necessary.

4.4.   Apply a thin coat of an approved siliconApply a thin coat of an approved silicon
lubricant to the TMAP o-ring seal.lubricant to the TMAP o-ring seal.

5.5.   Re-install the TMAP sensor into the manifoldRe-install the TMAP sensor into the manifold
adapter and securely tighten the retainingadapter and securely tighten the retaining
screw.screw.

Inspect for Intake LeaksInspect for Intake Leaks
(G420F(E)/G424F(E) Engine Only)(G420F(E)/G424F(E) Engine Only)

1.1.   Visually inspect the intake manifold, throttleVisually inspect the intake manifold, throttle
assembly (2), and manifold adapters (3), forassembly (2), and manifold adapters (3), for
looseness looseness and and leaks. leaks. Repair Repair as as necessary.necessary.

Replace PCV Valve and breatherReplace PCV Valve and breather

element - Change (LP, Gasoline andelement - Change (LP, Gasoline and

Dual Fuel Engines)Dual Fuel Engines)

G420F(E) EngineG420F(E) Engine

G424F(E) EngineG424F(E) Engine

1.1.   Loosen the hose clamps and remove the PCVLoosen the hose clamps and remove the PCV
valve.valve.

2.2.   Assemble new PCV valve and hose.Assemble new PCV valve and hose.

3.3.   Tighten the hose clampsTighten the hose clamps
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Every 3000 Service Hours or 18 MonthsEvery 3000 Service Hours or 18 Months
You must read and understand the warnings and instructions contained in the Safety section of this manual,You must read and understand the warnings and instructions contained in the Safety section of this manual,
before performing any operation before performing any operation or maintenance procedures.or maintenance procedures.

Timing Belt [G420F(E)/G424F(E)Timing Belt [G420F(E)/G424F(E)

LP, Gasoline, Dual Fuel EngineLP, Gasoline, Dual Fuel EngineOnly] Only] - - ChangeChange

See the “Service manual” for the procedure andSee the “Service manual” for the procedure and
specification.specification.

WARNINGWARNING

G420F(E) is dual over-head CAM engine. IfG420F(E) is dual over-head CAM engine. If

timing belt is not replaced on time, engine couldtiming belt is not replaced on time, engine could
be damaged.be damaged.
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